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Notes on conventions used in the text
Note on original spelling and punctuation
Original spellings and punctuation are maintained in the quotations occurring in the text
unless, in the opinion of the author, this is likely to distract the reader from the sense.
Cases of normalised, as opposed to original, spelling are mentioned in the footnotes.

Note on choice of illustrations
Plates have been chosen not only to illustrate the text, but also to convey an idea of the
variety of work performed by Charles Grignion. There is a natural bias towards higherquality plates, as these are more likely to have survived in contemporary collections. The
actual size of prints is mentioned in the descriptions, since these vary enormously, and
this variation cannot otherwise be conveyed in book format.

Note on the index
The index is highly selective and largely confined to names and places of historical significance or of importance to the text. A searchable version of this monograph will be made
available on the internet for the convenience of readers.
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Introduction
This volume can, to some extent, be considered a sequel to ’Drawing on Copper’. The
Basire family of copper-plate engravers and their works. While researching that study, it
proved difficult to find detailed, reliable information on many important practitioners
from the golden age of British engraving in the second half of eighteenth century. This is
largely because interest in collecting prints and in their creators dried up before the First
World War. Some modern biographical dictionary entries have contributed to filling this
gap, but many have repeated anecdotal information, often derived from contemporary
obituaries, with little original research or verification. This study aims to continue to fill
this lacuna by focusing on an engraver whose work contrasts with the production of the
Basire family, much of whose work was commissioned by the burgeoning learned societies of the Enlightenment era.
Charles Grignion is of particular interest for several reasons. Like the Basires, he was
the scion of one of the many families of Huguenot refugees which made a significant
contribution to the emergence of Great Britain as a world power, not only in terms of
military conquest and economic growth, but also in the cultural sphere. He enjoyed an
exceptionally long life and career, being professionally active from the early 1740s to the
last years of the century. His work thus bears a witness to succeeding changes in style,
fashion, and commercial opportunities. He worked closely with many of the most important artists, printsellers and bookseller-publishers in London. His life and works therefore also shed light on these individuals and their contribution to the expansion and democratisation of art, literature, and instruction up to the wholesale diversion of national
resource to the conduct of the French Revolutionary Wars.
The description of Charles Grignion as a “history engraver” in the title is deliberately
challenging, as he is not known for interpreting large-scale history, religious or theatrical
paintings in the manner of William Woollett, Robert Strange and the engravers employed
on John Boydell’s Shakespeare Gallery and similar projects. He was, however, described
as a “History Engraver” at the peak of his career in 1763 in Thomas Mortimer’s The Universal Director, and as a “Historical Engraver” in his obituary. This characterisation was
repeated and extended as recently as the latest iteration of the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, where the pioneer of modern study of Huguenot craftsmen in Great
Britain, Tessa Murdoch, described him as having “developed a career as a historical engraver and book illustrator”. The testing of the accuracy of this phrase will represent a
central research topic of this book.
The methodology to investigate Grignion’s family, professional relationships and output over time can be summarised as follows. A chronological inventory of prints signed
by, or which can be certainly attributed to Charles Grignion has been compiled. This totals
approximately 1,500 thousand lines and can be considered representative of his more
19

important work, but not as complete. The relevant prints have been reviewed and then
interpreted based on surviving contemporary records, including correspondence, diaries,
legal documents, newspaper, and magazine articles. These were exclusively written by
third parties rather than Grignion himself, but nevertheless have historical value if they
are critically examined and interpreted in context. Wherever possible, contemporaries
are allowed to express themselves through extensive quotation of their words and illustration of their work.
The first chapter attempts to recover the details of the life of Charles Grignion in the
context of his immediate family, which included two historically important horologists in
the persons of his brother and nephew, both named Thomas, as well as his other nephew,
the painter, Charles Grignion the younger. The relatively detailed approach in this chapter
is explained by the fact that there is no separate history of Grignions, probably because
of the suppression of the family’s darker secrets by later family members. This is followed
by a chapter examining Grignion’s relationships with the three artists with whom his
name was inextricably linked during his life and in posterity: his master, the French designer, Hubert Bourguignon, known as “Gravelot”; his most important early patron, the
historical painter, Francis Hayman; and the illustrator, Samuel Wale, with whom he enjoyed a professional partnership lasting more than 30 years. The second chapter ends
with an analysis of Grignion’s connections with two of the key cultural figures of the century, William Hogarth and Horace Walpole, with whom his relationships were less intense, but nevertheless of key importance in the development of his career.
The second half of the book consists of two chapters focused respectively on the print
and the book trade, with particular emphasis on the second half of Grignion’s life. The
reasons for the change in focus here from personal to commercial relationships is twofold. During the first half of his career, Grignion was able to profit from contacts he made
through his master and other artists involved in the St. Martin’s Lane Academy and its
successor, the Society of Artists. From the early 1760s, however, he effectively became
one of a large pool of engravers competing for work from increasingly professionalised
and competitive publishers of prints and illustrated books. In this context, Grignion’s
training in and talent for small-scale history engraving, together with his established
name, became his most important assets. These were of sufficient durability to enable
him to shift with the times from delicate rococo designs for connoisseurs in the 1740s
and early 1750s to the commoditised, but nevertheless quality, illustrated instructional
and literary numbers of the last decades of the century.
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Figure 1 Simplified family tree of the Grignion family, showing individuals mentioned in the text

Chapter

1

Charles Grignion: his family, life and death
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1.1 HUGUENOT FAMILY ORIGINS
Reconstructing the life of Charles Grignion is complicated by the existence of a significant
amount of misleading and incorrect information, which aggravates the expected issue of
piecemeal documentation. Grignion’s birth year has been routinely misstated as 1717,
including by leading art historians into the twenty-first century. 1 His father’s name, Daniel, has been misstated as David. 2 His work has been credited to Reynolds (aka René)
Grignion who, despite all his biographical dictionary entries, was probably not even a copper-plate engraver, 3 but rather a goldsmith. 4 The autographs of Charles Grignion, a wigmaker, and father of Reynolds, have been sold and collected as those of the engraver. 5
Perhaps less surprisingly, Grignion’s work is sometimes misattributed in museum collections to his nephew, the painter, Charles Grignion the younger, and vice versa. The following pages will therefore begin with an attempt to establish the basic facts of Charles
Grignion the elder’s life, while seeking to add as few new errors as possible.
The parish register of the Huguenot church of Les Grecs in Hog Lane, later Crown
Street, a satellite church of the Savoy church within the Anglican parish of St. Anne’s,
Soho, confirms Grignion’s birth date and parentage in the following entry for 31 October
1721: 6
“Charles fils de Daniel Grignion et d’Eleonor sa femme né le 14 octobre a été baptisé
le trente unième du dit mois et an par Monsieur Louis Sauvin l’un des ministres de
l’Eglise française de la Savoie et a eu pour parrains Pierre Beaudet et Matthieu Burdet
et pour marraine Elizabeth Smart.”
Charles Grignion was thus born on 14 October 1721 to Daniel Grignion, known from other
sources to be a Huguenot watchmaker, and his wife, Eleanor. He was baptised in Soho,
one of the two centres of skilled Huguenot tradespeople in London, the other being the
cluster of silk weavers in Spitalfields in the East End.
The key to the mystery of the persistent misstatement of Grignion’s birth date is probably to be found in his death notices. The obituary in The Gentleman’s Magazine, which
was replicated in the other major journals of the time, stated that he died in 1810 at the
1

Robin Simon, Hogarth, France and British Art (Hogarth Arts, 2007), p. 33
Elizabeth Randall, ‘A special case? London’s French Protestants’, chapter 1 in A History of the French in London:
Liberty, Equality, Opportunity, ed. Debra Kelly and Martyn Cornick (University of London Press, Institute of Historical Research, 2013), p. 38
3
Worms, Laurence, and Baynton-Williams, Ashley, British Map Engravers (London, 2011), p. 286
4
Keith Le May, ‘A fresh Look at the Harache family of goldsmiths’ Proceedings of the Huguenot Society, XXVIII.3
(2005), pp. 365-376 (p. 370)
5
Free Library of Philadelphia, Rare Book Department. John Frederick Lewis collection of autographs of engravers, 1721-1914 (Bulk 1775-1850), “Grignion, Charles. Autograph document signed, receipt for payment by Mr.
Tonson, 1 page 1700s August 3”, box 6; Folger Shakespeare Library, call nos. C.c.1 (65), C.c.1 (66)
6
The spelling and grammar have been normalised here for the sake of comprehension. Unless otherwise stated,
scans of original genealogical records have been consulted on the website ancestry.co.uk
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age of 93, 7 and this assertion seems to have become fact. The obituary is probably not,
however, the original source of the implied birth date of 1717. A letter to the editor of
The Monthly Magazine in 1808, which advertised a subscription for the maintenance of
Grignion in his dotage, already stated that he was 90 years old. 8
A series of meetings which took place in 1805 to 1806 and ultimately led to this subscription suggest that the more dramatic age of 90, and therefore the earlier birth date,
was the idea of Grignion’s benefactors rather than the beneficiary himself. On 2 May
1806, the engraver Joseph Collyer had visited Joseph Farington, a long-standing member
of the Royal Academy, in order to seek assistance from that institution, and mentioned
that Grignion was 85 years old, which was exactly correct. 9 This was followed by a visit to
Farington by Grignion himself on 1 July of the same year, where he told the Academician
that he was born on 25 October 1721 as the son of a watchmaker and descendant of
French refugees. 10 Grignion was therefore perfectly aware of and open about his own
birth year.
Armed with Charles Grignion’s correct birthdate and parentage, it becomes possible
to sketch out his Huguenot ancestry in a bit more detail, with the obvious starting point
being his father, Daniel. According to sources derived from his children, this Daniel Grignion was born in France and had come to England as a child-refugee in 1688, 11 about
three years after the Edict of Fontainebleau which was signed by Louis XIV on 18 October
1685. This pronouncement revoked the Edict of Nantes of 1598, which had guaranteed
the civil and religious liberties of French Huguenots, and triggered an acceleration of the
flight of Huguenot refugees to Holland, the German protestant states and to England. The
“Glorious Revolution” at the end of 1688, when the protestant King William III of Orange
landed in England and took the throne with his wife, Mary II, made England a particularly
attractive and promising destination for French Protestants such as the Grignion family.
These anecdotal sources are confirmed by the surviving records of both French and
English Huguenot churches. Charles Grignion’s father was born in April 1683 to Daniel
Grignon [sic] and Madeleine Dumaine in Loudun, within the Archdiocese of Poitiers in
western France. 12 Another son, Jean, was born in July 1685, and a daughter, Madeleine,
on 20 November 1686, which creates a terminus post quem for the family’s flight from
France. Madeleine’s birth certificate adds some additional information on the family, as
it mentions that her father was a butcher within the parish of Saint-Pierre-du-Martray,
i.e., in the centre of Loudun.

7

The Gentleman’s Magazine LXXX.II (1810), p. 499
The Monthly Magazine XXVI (1808), p. 219
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James Greig ed., The Farington Diary, 8 vols. (1922-1928), vol. III (1924), p. 210
10
Ibid, p. 267
11
The London Evening Post, 15 April 1763 per Hanns Hammelmann, ed. T.S.R. Boase, Book illustrators in Eighteenth-Century England (New Haven and London, 1975), p. 46 – it has not been possible to verify this reference
12
French genealogical sources have been sourced from the work of the Cercle Généalogique Poitevin, as published on Geneanet.org. The spelling of the names “Madeleine” and “Dumaine” has been normalised here
8
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Documentary evidence of the Grignon family next appears in the years 1689-1690 in
the parish registers of the Huguenot church of Thorpe-le-Soken in Essex. This small village
near the east coast of England contained what was effectively a refugee holding camp,
which was in operation for approximately 60 years from the early 1680s, with a peak in
numbers during the latter part of that decade. According to the major nineteenth-century
historian of the Huguenots, Samuel Smiles, “The settlement at Thorpe-le-Soken seems to
have been a comparatively small one, consisting principally of refugee gentry and farmers”. 13
The Huguenot parish records surviving from Thorpe-le-Soken mention 648 individuals, 14 including one Daniel Grignon, who had migrated in 1687 from France via Jersey with
his wife, Madeleine Dumaine. They were accompanied by at least three small children:
Daniel, the future watchmaker, Madeleine, and Isaac. A second daughter, Marthe, was
born in 1688, and two more two girls were born and baptised in Thorpe-le-Soken: Susanne who died shortly after her birth in 1689, and another Susanne, who was born on
17 October 1690. 15
This young family must have moved to east London in approximately 1691. They initially became members of the church of La Patente in Spitalfields, where the parish records indicate that two more children were born in 1692 and 1696 to Madeleine and Daniel, a butcher from Loudun: Abran and Judith. A later entry from 1699 mentioning Madeleine Grignon as a godmother indicates that the family was still in east London at that
date. 16 The Grignon family must have moved to west London by 7 December 1701, when
Sieur Daniel Grignon became an elder, or member of the governing body, of a new church
known as “Le petit Charenton”, located in Newport Market, close to the Anglican church
of St. Martin’s-in-the Fields. This new church had been inaugurated by Henry Daubigny
on 13 April that year, but closed in April 1705, when the remnants of the congregation
scattered to various other French churches which had been founded in the area. 17
By around 1706, Daniel and Madeleine Grignon had joined the Savoy church, which
included other members named “Grignon” and “Dumaine”, indicating that they probably
followed other members of an extended family both to England and to this part of London. 18 They were living within the parish boundaries of the Anglican church St. Anne’s
church, Soho when, on 5 June 1709, their daughter, Susanne, described as of that parish,
13
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Ibid. pp. 27-28, 166n
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1785, Publications of the Huguenot Society of London, vol. XI (Lymington, 1898), pp. 6, 16, 26
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married John Brideson at the church of St. Clement Danes. The Grignion family was certainly still living within this parish as of 3 March 1716 when Daniel drafted his will, which
named his wife, Madeleine, as executrix and sole beneficiary, except for a token legacy
of a shilling each, which he bequeathed to his four surviving children: Daniel the younger,
Isaac, Madeleine Guiot, and Susanne Brideson. 19 Madeleine Grignon is recorded as dying
at the French Hospital in 1734 at the age of 84 years, 20 which closely corresponds to her
birth certificate from Loudun dated September 1652.
This genealogical evidence for the origins of this Grignion family and its connection to
Charles Grignion the engraver can be supplemented by later anecdotal comments. According to the diary of Joseph Farington, 21 Charles Grignion remarked during his visit on
1 July 1806 that “his Ancestors were French Refugees, of the distinguished family of Grignon, but His grandfather added an “I” to the name to make it seem more English.”
George Cumberland, the art collector and poet, reported a more detailed, but not necessarily more credible story in his “Memoirs of Charles Grignon, Esq.”, the nephew of the
engraver. 22 He stated that the younger “Charles Grignon, son of Thomas Grignon (a mathematician and horologist of unrivalled excellence), has been said to date his descent from
the illustrious Ademarc (who, agreeable to the custom of France, on becoming possessed
of the Lordship of Grignon, assumed that name)”.
Later generations of the Grignion family may have considered or wished to believe
that Madeleine Grignion’s maiden name, which was sometimes spelt “Du Mayne” or “du
Maine”, implied noble ancestry. Maine was a historical province in the west of France,
approximately 100 km north of Loudun. Their assumption may be supported by Samuel
Smiles’s comment that the residents at Thorpe-le-Soken consisted “principally of refugee
gentry”, as well as more recent research which suggests that the well-connected Parisian
lawyer, Alexandre Sasserie, who was originally from Loudun, “seems to have encouraged
the more affluent members of his own circle to settle at Thorpe”. 23 The seventeenthcentury Huguenot parish records from Loudun, however, suggest that the family at that
time rather consisted of respectable tradespeople.
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1.2 DANIEL GRIGNION, WATCHMAKER AND FATHER
Daniel Grignion the younger, the father of the engraver, is attested as marrying for the
first time at the age of about 25 years at the Anglican parish church of St. Clement Dane’s
on the Strand on 6 January 1708. He and his first wife, Elizabeth Todd, were both recorded as being of the parish of St. Paul’s Covent Garden at the time, but the first part of
their married life was spent in Hampstead, approximately 8 kilometres to the north-west
of Covent Garden. Their residence is evidenced by parish records of the church of St.
John, Hampstead, which relate to their children, at least three of whom had names in
common with the family of Daniel the elder:
1710, 13 October: burial of a daughter, Mary Magdalen;
1711, 10 June: baptism of a son, Daniel;
1712, 22: June: baptism of a daughter, Judith;
1712, 10 October: burial of a daughter, Julian.
The family’s attachment to the local Anglican church would seem to confirm that Elizabeth was English, as implied by her maiden name.
Daniel and Elizabeth Grignion must have moved back to the centre of London by 1713,
as another son, Thomas, was baptised in the parish church of St. James, Clerkenwell on
22 December of that year, and he was followed by a sister and brother, Mary and Alexander, who were baptised in the same church over the next couple of years. Elizabeth
died prematurely by 30 August 1715, the date of a marriage allegation from St. James
Clerkenwell which described Daniel Grignion as being a “widow [sic] of about 32 years”.
This document named Daniel’s second wife as Eleanor Caldwall, then of the parish of St.
Anne, Soho. She was probably also of English origin, based on her name and the fact that
this second marriage took place at the Anglican church of St. Clement Danes.
Daniel Grignion the younger’s occupation as a watchmaker and his professional address in Clerkenwell are mentioned for the first time in an entry dated 14 August 1716 in
the Register of Duties of the Board of Stamps. According to this document, he had taken
on Matthew Burdett, son of Robert Burdett of Holborn, as an apprentice. This must be
the same person as the “Matthieu Burdet”, who was mentioned as the godfather of
Charles Grignion the engraver in the parish register of Les Grecs Huguenot church Soho
in October 1721.
It is unclear exactly how Daniel Grignion the younger was introduced to watchmaking,
although it was a favoured occupation of Huguenot craftsmen both in France and in the
West End of London, and so could have come about through family connections. 24 The
only demonstrable fact concerning Daniel’s early career is that he spent some time employed by Daniel Quare, who was celebrated in his day as the creator of superior clocks
24
Murdoch, Huguenot Artists Designers, pp. 193, 252-254; Murdoch ed., The Quiet Conquest. The Huguenots,
1685–1985 (exhibition catalogue, The Museum of London, 15 May-31 Oct 1985), pp. 243-254
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and watches and as an inventor and innovator in his field. Quare was also a significant
figure in the industry, becoming a member of the court of assistants of the Worshipful
Company of Clockmakers in 1697, its warden in 1705 and 1707, and master of the Company in 1708.
The most detailed evidence for Daniel Grignion’s early employment by Quare is contained in a trade card from the Heal Collection in the British Museum which is illustrated
in figure 2. 25 The wording on this card, “Dan.l & Tho.s Grignion Watchmaker, Finisher to
the late Dan.l Quare” is at first sight confusing. Thomas Grignion was Daniel’s oldest surviving son from his first marriage, and was only ten years old when Daniel Quare died in
1724. His name must therefore have been subsequently added to an earlier version of
the card after his entry into partnership with his father. 26 Variants of the wording on this
card can be found engraved on the faces of several clocks surviving from the period of
their partnership.
The term “watch finisher” on the Grignions’ trade card referred to the highly skilled
craftsmen who assembled watches and clocks from their constituent parts. Since Quare
was an Englishman, and there is no proof that Daniel Grignion junior was apprenticed to
him or to any other clockmaker in the City of London, it is likely that Daniel had already
received a more general training as a watchmaker, perhaps from a fellow Huguenot, before moving to Quare to perfect his skills. It is most likely that Grignion worked for Quare
while living in the vicinity of Covent Garden or elsewhere within walking distance of the
City, before moving to Hampstead, which was two hours walk from Quare’s workshops.
In that case, Daniel would have worked for this master for a relatively short time, but in
a highly responsible position, an experience which he and his son did not hesitate to use
in their publicity for decades to come.
Daniel Grignion moved his new wife and children, as well as his watchmaking business, from Clerkenwell in the late 1710s. His new professional address is mentioned in an
entry in the Register of Duties dated 18 March 1718. This shows that Daniel Grignion,
watchmaker, of St. Martin’s-in the-Fields, took on as an apprentice a certain Paul, son of
Paul Merchant of Constantinople. Daniel’s return to this more desirable area of London,
which bordered on the parish of St. Anne’s Soho, may have been related to the passing
of his father, which occurred at approximately this time.

25
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Figure 2 Trade card of Daniel and Thomas Grignion, watchmakers, of Russell Street, Covent Garden (ca. 17301750), actual size 155 x 128 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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Daniel and Eleanor Grignion had at least six children together: Amelia, who was born
and died in 1720; Charles the engraver, who was born in October 1721; Eleanor, who was
born and died in 1722; another Eleanor, who was born in 1723 and died in 1724; William,
who was born in 1724 and died in 1725; and George, who was born in 1729. It is notable
that Amelia, both Eleanors, William and George were all recorded as being baptised and
buried at the Anglican parish church of St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields, while Charles and William or “Guillaume”, were baptised at the Huguenot church of Les Grecs in Soho. In William’s case, he was baptised first at the French church and then a second time at the
Anglican church, two weeks before his burial. The family was thus at that time still living
between the French Huguenot and Anglican communities.
Soho was then a relatively new area, the square having been laid out in the 1680s,
while St. Anne’s Church was consecrated in 1686. It was at this time inhabited by aristocratic and other fashionable patrons of the luxury goods and services for which the Huguenots settlors had become known. An impression of this community, where Charles
Grignion spent his teenage years, can be gleaned from Hogarth’s famous satirical print,
“NOON”, from the set, “The Four Times of Day”, as illustrated in figure 3. This print depicts pretentiously attired Huguenot families leaving Les Grecs Church in front of a group
of more down-to-earth Londoners of differing ethnic origins, who were likely to have
been resentful of the Huguenots’ close-knit community and their relatively swift social
ascent. That Daniel Grignion and his family resembled more the Huguenots seen leaving
the church than the Londoners standing outside is further suggested by one further snippet of information about Daniel’s social status which has been uncovered by Tessa Murdoch. The list of members dated 1725 of the French Lodge on the site of what is now St
Martin’s Place demonstrates that he was at one time a freemason. 27
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Figure 3 “NOON” from “The Four Times of Day. Invented, Painted and Engraved by William Hogarth” (1738),
actual size 482 x 388 mm trimmed (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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The mystery of Reynolds Grignion
Before moving on to Charles Grignion’s more immediate family history, there is one further source of confusion to resolve, that of his relationship, if any, with Reynolds Grignion,
who is consistently referred to in biographical dictionaries as probably being a member
of the same family. 28 Reynolds was born “René Grignon” to Charles and Geneviève Grignon, and was baptised at the church of Les Grecs in Soho on 30 July 1712. His father,
Charles, was the wigmaker at the sign of the blue wig in the Strand, whose autograph
signature has been confused by dealers and collectors with that of Charles Grignion the
engraver.
There are some obvious links between the family of Charles Grignion the wigmaker
and that of his near contemporary, Daniel Grignon the elder. Charles, a French royal
name, was not frequent among contemporary Huguenots, but was common to these two
families. In addition, both families added the letter “I” to their name in the generation of
Reynolds Grignion and Charles the engraver. The purpose of this may not have been
simply “to make it sound more English”. It may also have been to recognise a connection
between these relatively wealthy West End Huguenot families or, alternatively, simply to
distinguish them from the poorer “Grignons”, who had remained in Spitalfields.
Both families attended the same churches at the centre of the wealthy Huguenot
community in Soho over a long period of time, and belonged to the same milieu of artisans in the field of luxury metal goods. Charles the wigmaker’s daughter, Suzanne, was
baptised at Les Grecs on 1 March 1704, 8 years before Reynolds and 17 years before
Charles the engraver, and Genevieve, wife of Charles Grignion the wigmaker, was the
godmother of Guillaume, son of Daniel Grignion the younger, on his baptism at Le Grecs
on 15 October 1724.
These two Grignion families may have been connected to the René Grignon, a goldsmith, who was already attested in London in 1682, 29 as well as to “Jean Grignon fils du
sieur Grignon et Isabelle D’auphin”, who on 21 December 1701 married “Ellene Le Suire
Fille de Jacques Le Suire et Marie Champion tous natifs de Loudun en Poitou”. 30 This marriage took place at the church of Le petit Charenton, where Daniel Grignon the elder had
recently been appointed an elder. The bride, Hélène Le Sueur, was the daughter of another master butcher from Loudun, who had fled to Thorpe-le-Soken via Jersey the year
after the Grignons. 31 Her daughters subsequently married Germain Bonnet, an engraver,
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and François Harrache, a silversmith. 32 Harrache’s wife, Jeanne Grignon, later chose
Reynolds Grignion as an executor of her will.
All the evidence produced here is circumstantial, but it does suggest the possibility of
some form of kinship between Charles Grignion the engraver and Reynolds Grignion the
goldsmith. At the very least, it can be confirmed that both individuals were children of
the same chain migration of Huguenot refugees a generation before their respective
births, and that their families remained closely connected through their social circles for
at least one generation after their arrival in London.

1.3 IN THE SHADOW OF AN ELDER BROTHER
Charles Grignion may have been the first surviving son of Daniel’s second marriage to
Eleanor Caldwall, but his elder brother, Thomas, was the oldest living son of Daniel’s first
wife, Elizabeth Todd, and was therefore the senior family member of his generation. It
was Thomas who was groomed to take over the family enterprise of manufacturing,
cleaning, and repairing clocks and watches which came to be based at the King’s Arms
and Dial in Russell Street. This preparation was not only professional, but also social, as
Daniel seems to have been able to introduce Thomas, or have him introduced from a
relatively young age to a remarkable series of contacts on both sides of the Channel.
A first indication of the extent of the connections of Daniel Grignion the younger and
his eldest son can be found in an anecdote concerning Thomas which was published in
1809 in The Monthly Magazine. This begins as follows: 33
“When the late Mr. Grignion, then only nineteen years of age, went to Paris with letters of recommendation to Dr. Atterbury (then in exile), his comprehensive mind and
talents pleased the bishop so highly, that he always called him ‘son’; and Grignion
(proud of this compliment) always called him ‘father’. Mr G. remained in Paris till the
prelate died….”
Thanks to the mention of the death of Bishop Atterbury, this reminiscence can be dated
to early in 1732 when Thomas Grignion was in his nineteenth year.
Francis Atterbury was a highly controversial churchman, who was promoted by Queen
Anne to Dean of Christ Church, Oxford in 1711 and Bishop of Rochester in 1713. Then,
following the Hanoverian succession, he became an active supporter of the Jacobite
cause, was arrested in 1721, and removed from his ecclesiastical positions and exiled in
1723. Atterbury might thus seem an unlikely mentor for the scion of a protestant family
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which had fled catholic France, but there was nevertheless a community of interests between him and the well-educated young Grignion. Atterbury was not only a churchman,
but also a man of letters who was on intimate terms with many of the great writers of his
day, including Joseph Addison, Jonathan Swift, Matthew Prior and Alexander Pope.
Thomas must have been perfectly bilingual, and so would probably have worked for the
former bishop as an amanuensis, as well as a companion.
A second source for the extent of the continuing high-level cross-channel links of the
Grignion family can be seen in their role in housing leading Parisian artistes during their
sojourns in London. The Country Journal dated 16 March 1734 invited holders of tickets
to a benefit performance of the celebrated dancer, Mademoiselle Sallé, to retrieve them
at her lodging “at Mr. Grignon’s, Watch-maker in Russel-street”, 34 while a similar invitation was extended in the London Evening Post dated 4-6 April 1734 in respect of Monsieur
Malter. 35 Marie Sallé was a French dancer who was at this time performing her most
famous work, Pygmalion, in her penultimate season at John Rich’s Theatre Royal at Covent Garden. 36 Jean-Baptiste Malter was another well-known French dancer, who was also
employed to perform between the acts and at the end of plays at Covent Garden, including in this case in Pygmalion with Miss Sallé.
The correspondence between Voltaire and his longest-standing friend and literary
factotum, Nicolas Claude Thieriot, provides a third source of information on the continuing French connections of the Grignion family in general and of Thomas in particular. Voltaire had been exiled in London from May 1726 to June 1728, latterly living in Maiden
Lane, which runs parallel to the Strand between Covent Garden and St. Martin-in-theFields. During this time, he published a series of important works, including the beautifully illustrated London edition of his historical epic, La Henriade. A letter from Voltaire
which was certainly to Thieriot and is datable to the beginning of 1735 was addressed “A
Monsieur Grignion’s”. 37 This demonstrates that Thieriot stayed with the Grignions on at
least one of his frequent trips to London on behalf of Voltaire.
One of the reasons for Thieriot’s lodging with the Grignion family may have been the
proximity of Marie Sallé with whom he had been infatuated for some years and who was
then in her final season at Covent Garden. A more serious explanation could have been
the proximity of the booksellers, James Woodman and Alexander Lyon, who had published the second edition of La Henriade, and whose shop was also located in Russell
Street. According to letters dated 14 April, 13 and 26 May 1732, and May 1733, Voltaire
had been pressurising Thieriot to buy back the copper plates for this publication from
Woodman, so that he could use them to illustrate a planned Parisian edition. 38
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Thieriot returned to Paris by March 1736, but continued to conduct Voltaire’s business in London, including their efforts to obtain the plates for La Henriade. This specific
task was now delegated by Voltaire to the young Thomas Grignion, who had become a
trusted agent of the writer: 39
“Thom Grignon de Londres me paroît un bon correspondent. Or voicy une négociation
importante que je vous confie pour luy. Il faut qu’il achète de Woodman, libraire, mes
planches de la Henriade. Lettre de change sur Demoulin Le payera sur le champ. N’oubliez pas cela, amy aussi essentiel qu’aimable.”
In addition to this assignment, Grignion was involved in further tasks related to the translation and staging of Voltaire’s plays in London. The poet and translator John Lockman
wrote to Thieriot concerning the London production of Alzire on 24 May 1736, adding
that he would review a translation of another play, Brutus, and then pass it on to Grignion. 40 A week later, the dramatist, Aaron Hill, who had translated Alzire, mentioned
that he had seen a letter from Thieriot to Grignion. In this letter, Thieriot had apparently
reported Voltaire’s positive comments on Hill’s translation of Zaire for the Drury Lane
Theatre. 41
Based on the above correspondence, it cannot be deduced that Voltaire himself personally knew or had stayed at the Grignions in London. It is, however, possible that he
met Thomas Grignion in Paris during those rare years of peace between Britain and
France. Thomas’s repeated presence in the French capital can be inferred from the following note on the reverse side of a portrait drawing in the British Museum: 42
"Thos. Grignion of Great Russell St Covent [Garden] Drawn by Charles Grignion Senr
1737 on Thomas's return from Paris, aged 24 years”.
This note must have been written some years afterwards, since it refers to Charles Grignion senior to distinguish him from Thomas’s son, Charles, who was born in 1754. There
is, however, reason to consider it authentic, given the plausible details relating to
Thomas’s return from Paris during a period when he was involved with Voltaire and
Thieriot. As can be seen in figure 4, the drawing shows a modishly dressed young man,
complete with brocade waistcoat and sword. It closely resembles contemporary costume
prints illustrating the latest fashions, such as those engraved by Charles Grignion, Thomas
Major and Louis Truchy after Gravelot. 43
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Figure 4 Black chalk and stump drawing touched with white on blue-grey paper of Thomas Grignion on his
return from Paris, by his brother, Charles Grignion (ca. 1737), actual size 332 x 189 mm (© The Trustees of the
British Museum)
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It is not known exactly when Daniel Grignion moved with his family from the Soho-St.
Martin-in-the-Fields area to the house in Russell Street. This relocation must, however,
have taken place by the early to mid-1730s, when Thierot, Sallé and Malter lodged there.
Thomas seems to have become fully active as his father’s business partner by the 1740s,
although this does not necessarily imply that he was also resident in Russell Street after
his marriage. Thomas’s first daughter, Elisabeth, is recorded as having been born on 3
April 1742 and baptised at the parish church of St. Anne’s, Soho. His eldest son, also called
Thomas, was mentioned as being baptised on 1 April 1748 at St. Paul’s, Covent Garden.
It is therefore possible, but by no means certain that he had moved in with his father by
that date.
The house which subsequently became no. 7 Russell Street was a freehold property,
which was unusual for this area of London, and was to belong to the family for 70 years.
The street itself leads north-east from Covent Garden to Drury Lane, and was in the 1740s
mostly inhabited by tradespeople such as the Grignions. It was, however, also an area
where literary and theatrical figures assembled. The Grignions’ house was one minute’s
walk from the Theatre Royal in Covent Garden to the west and the same distance from
the Drury Lane theatre to the east. There were also two famous coffee houses on either
side of the Street: Will’s Coffee House, also known as the Rose Tavern, was on the north
side, while Button’s coffee house, which had by this time replaced Will’s as the most popular meeting place of the literary intelligentsia, was on the south side.
The Grignions’ house, which was also on the south side of the street, was not huge. It
measured “21 feet in front”, and contained “2 spacious rooms, with a large and light
closet on each floor”. 44 It must, however, have been a lively place. It was sufficiently spacious for a shop and workshop, and not only housed Daniel and Eleanor, occasional lodgers, but also various family members. These included at least one of Daniel’s grandchildren, who was mentioned as follows in an entry dated 11 November 1748 in the admission registers of St. Paul’s School: “James Grignion, aged 9, with his grandfather, Daniel,
Russell Street, Covent Garden”. 45 James was a gifted mathematician who went up to Trinity College, Cambridge in 1760. He may have been the son of Daniel’s prematurely deceased first son, Daniel. 46
The Grignions’ premises were frequented not only by French, but also by London’s
theatrical and literary celebrities. The house stood next door to the book shop which was
established in the early 1760s by the actor, Thomas Davies, and where James Boswell
famously met Samuel Johnson for the first time on 16 May 1763. According to his obituary
in The Gentleman’s Magazine, “Mr. Davies was buried, by his own desire, in the vault of
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St. Paul, Covent Garden, by the side of his next-door neighbour the late Mr. Grignion [i.e.,
Thomas the elder], watch-maker.” 47
In addition to such company, the Grignion shop also served the aristocracy and politicians. The Heal Collection includes bills and receipts dated between 1756 and 1759 for
work done for the Countess of Plymouth and for Edward Turnour, later Baron and then
Earl Winterton. 48 Thomas Grignion was “intimate with Sir John Fielding”, and the subject
of a frequently recounted anecdote concerning the controversial liberal activist and politician, John Wilkes. Thomas had apparently agreed to accompany Wilkes to Fielding’s
office, probably in the spring of 1763, to “demand a warrant to arrest the persons of the
Secretaries of State” who had broken into his office. This was an act from which Thomas
Grignion later distanced himself for obvious business reasons. 49
Further details of Thomas Grignion’s connections and accomplishments can be found
in an 1819 encylopaedia entry entitled “Clock”, which was reportedly based on a manuscript in his elder son’s hand. According to this, Thomas Grignion the elder was “a good
mathematician as well as an excellent workman and was patronised by Archibald, Duke
of Argyle”, and was also “an intimate friend of James Ferguson and other scientific men
of his time”. 50 The same entry noted that he had already in 1740 “brought to perfection
what the celebrated Tompion and Graham never effected, viz. the horizontal principle in
watches, and the dead-beat in clocks”.
Thomas Grignion senior was also an early and distinguished member of the Society
for the Encouragement of Arts and Manufactures, which he presented in 1759 with an
innovative timepiece which is still on display today. 51 He was sufficiently broad-minded
to enable his second son, Charles Grignion the younger, to pursue a career in fine art.
This Charles won a premium of three guineas for drawing from the Society for the Encouragement of Arts and Manufactures in 1759, and later studied at the Royal Academy.
All in all, Thomas Grignion senior was justly described by his elder son’s friend, the dramatist Thomas Dibdin, not only as “brother to the well-known engraver of old”, but also as
“a very worthy and recherché literary gentleman”. 52
It might have been expected that Charles Grignion the elder was brought up in this
stimulating environment with his brilliant elder brother, and that he continued to mix in
these circles. This was was, however, probably only true to a limited extent, and Charles
may never actually have resided in Russell Street. It is very unlikely that he was born there
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in 1721, as stated in his entry in the last two iterations of the Oxford Dictionary of National
Biography, since the family was most probably living in Soho at that time. He did mention
to Farington during their interview in 1807 that his father “resided in Russel St. Covent
Garden, in a House that stood on the same spot on which the House in which His Nephew
Grignion now lives stands.” 53 He did not, however, say that he had lived there. Charles
Grignion the engraver may therefore have moved directly from Soho to spend his formative years on the other side of Covent Garden as a pupil of the native French artist,
Gravelot.

1.4 TRAINING WITH GRAVELOT AND LE BAS
Information on Charles Grignion’s early life and training mainly derives from his own
words, but as reported by others. The following diary entry by Joseph Farington demonstrates that Grignion retained an excellent memory of distant events if, as is probable, it
reflects the engraver’s own words: 54
“He said He was, when not more than 10 years old, placed under Gravelot, a French
Artist who came to England at the request of Dubost [sic] who was publishing the
ceremonies of the Jews, for which Gravelot made designs which were engraved by
Scotin & others.”
This entry refers to the first volume of The Ceremonies and Religious Customs of Various
Nations of the known World, which was translated from a French original and published
in London in 1733. The full 7-volume work contained over 223 plates which were mostly
signed as engraved by Claude Dubosc after the designs of Bernard Picart. Given the size
of the project, Dubosc had invited Gravelot and the Scotin brothers over from Paris to
assist. 55 The engraved dedication and most head- and tailpieces were signed as drawn by
Gravelot and engraved by G. Scotin, while several decorated initials were signed as drawn
and engraved by Gravelot. One of the signatures, “Gravelot inv. et fec. London 1733”,
provides the first written indication of his presence in London. 56
This signature also appears to corroborate Farington’s diary entry concerning the beginning of Grignion’s pupillage with Gravelot, who was probably in London already in
1732, when Grignion was 11 years old. This was a relatively young age to begin such an
arrangement, as the normal age for starting a formal apprenticeship was 14, but Charles
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had presumably shown a strong aptitude for drawing and design from an early age, and
Gravelot had no wife or children to help him around the studio.
Daniel Grignion could have identified Gravelot as an ideal master for his son via multiple connections to the artistic and literary communities in Paris and in and around Covent Garden. Dubosc was based at this time at the Golden Head, in the former Charles
Street, Covent Garden, and ran an ancillary undertaking of importing of prints from Paris.
Charles Street, now the northern part of Wellington Street, is directly connected to the
corner of Russell Street where Daniel Grignion’s house was located. Gravelot was also
based locally at successive addresses around Covent Garden, and finally at the sign of the
Pestle and Mortar in James Street. All his premises were within a few minutes’ walk from
Charles’s parental home.
Gravelot could hardly have been a better choice to train the young Charles Grignion,
as he unusually combined a love of letters and extreme professional diligence with an
inspiring and adventurous personality. Gravelot’s brother, Jean Baptiste Bourguignon
d'Anville, the leading French geographer and cartographer of his time, gave an impression
of this in his highly personal funeral eulogy. 57 According to d’Anville, Gravelot was sent
by their father, a wealthy merchant, in the entourage of the French ambassador to study
art in Rome, but the young man spent all his money on books in Lyon and was obliged to
return penniless to Paris, where he led a dissipated life centred on the theatres. His father
next sent him with the new Governor-General to what is now Haiti, where he worked as
a draughtsman for the colony’s chief engineer. He also failed to settle there, became seriously ill, and again returned to France, this time with four coins in his pocket.
D’Anville went on to recount that Gravelot finally settled down at around the age of
30 to study drawing for a relatively short period with “Jean Restout”. This was probably
Jean Restout the younger, who was only seven years older than Gravelot, and had set up
a studio in Paris in 1730. Gravelot developed his skills in painting to such an extent that
François Boucher was said to admire his work, and even referred customers to him for
smaller format works which he was not inclined to execute himself. 58 Gravelot, however,
had started late in this career and knew he was most unlikely to break through in Paris as
a painter without years of further, formal training. He therefore decided to give up painting to focus on his skills as a draughtsman, designer and teacher, and move to the less
competitive English market.
It was in London that Gravelot found his niche and quickly made a reputation as the
leading exponent of rococo design not only for book illustration, but also for jewellery,
tableware, and furniture. 59 He was able to achieve this, in part, by balancing his entrepreneurial and passionate character with a strong work ethic. These personality traits
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come out in Farington’s detailed description of Gravelot in the context of his involvement
in a violent spat with the French painter, Andien de Clermont, at Old Slaughter’s Coffee
House in St. Martin’s Lane: 60
“Gravelot was a handsome man, & not at all French in His Manner; He was, said Grignion, a Gentleman every Inch. He was extremely industrious, & his application so
unremitting that for months together He never put on a Coat or shoes, but remained
in His House working in a Scotch plaid gown & slippers.”
From this recollection, it can be deduced not only that Grignion learned strong application as well as technical skills from Gravelot, but also that he retained until the end of his
long life extremely fond memories of his former master as a man.
Gravelot was well known to have a low opinion of English drawing skills when he arrived in England, 61 and both he and Grignion were therefore able to benefit from his vocation as a teacher as well as artist. According to d’Anville, Gravelot already gave drawing
lessons in Paris, and developed his own teaching methodology which he then deployed
in London: 62
“Gravelot y modelait quelquefois ses figures en terre; comme autrement il les dessinait, persuadé qu’il était, que pour bien dessiner une figure en petit, il faut être capable de la bien dessiner en grand. Les proportions à suivre en différents caractères
de figure lui étaient très-familières ; il avait étudié le jeu des muscles dans les mouvements du corps & des membres. Il fit faire à Londres des mannequins d’environ quinze
pouces de hauteur, pour l’un & l’autre sexe, & susceptibles de mouvements dans
toutes les articulations, jusqu’aux doigts des mains.”
As his pupil and assistant, Grignion must have helped Gravelot create and pose these
models, as well as learn figure drawing from them.
Gravelot was a multitalented artist and gifted teacher, but knew his limitations. As an
expert draughtsman, he was able to wield the etching needle and engrave flowing rococo
foliage and shell-work, as well as human figures in motion, but had not trained as a line
engraver. In the words of Farington: 63
“Gravelot was a designer; but could not engrave. He etched a great deal in what is
called the manner of Painters etchings, but did not know how to handle the graver”.
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It must have been Gravelot therefore who persuaded Daniel Grignion to allow Charles to
perfect his son’s skills in this speciality in Paris with the renowned teacher and engraver,
Jacques-Philippe Le Bas. This investment would have enabled the younger Grignion to
complement Gravelot’s skill set and eventually partner with him in business.
Grignion’s stay with Le Bas was short and not particularly happy according to Farington’s retelling of their conversation: 64
“While Grignion was with Gravelot He went to Paris & remained there abt. 5 months.
He worked with Le Bas a considerable publisher, a lusty man whose principal pleasure
was in good living. – From Le Bas He did not learn much, for Le Bas believing that
Grignion’s father was rich wanted to Have young Grignion established with Him for
some years at an expence of more than £100 a yr. to His father, and was therefore
unwilling to instruct the young man before He had made His bargain. –The fact was
Grignion’s father was not rich & had strained a point to send Him to Paris for the time
He was there. Grignion left Paris day on Christmas day Old Stile 1730, and arrived in
London on Christmas day new stile, being Eleven days on the road. The day He arrived
in London the Hard Frost set in.”
Before interpreting the substance of this reminiscence, it is important to reassess the
date of 1730, as given by Farington, since Grignion was then only nine years old, and
Gravelot had not yet moved to London.
There are circumstantial factors which would suggest a more likely date for Grignion’s
period of training with Le Bas as in the second half of 1739. The first of these is the fact
that Andrew Lawrence, known in Paris as André Laurent, was then still working for Le Bas.
Farington wrote, again based on Grignion’s recollections: 65
“Lawrence, an Englishman was employed by Le Bas. Grignion was acquainted with
him…. He was a man of a melancholy temperament, & would sit at work near Grignion
whole days almost without speaking.”
Lawrence was a highly talented, but short-lived engraver, who started signing and selling
prints on his own account in 1740 before opening his own shop on the right bank of the
Seine by 1741. 66 This gives a terminus ad quem for Grignion’s presence in Paris as 1740,
when he was 19 years old. This was the age of his brother, Thomas, when he was sent to
France to work for Bishop Atterbury. Neither boy was officially an adult, but both would
have had the psychological and physical maturity to benefit from this experience. Finally,
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the winter of 1739-1740 was one of the most severe on record, which might explain Grignion’s lasting remembrance of a long and arduous journey on foot.
At first glance, it is odd that Grignion’s memories of Le Bas’s studio in the rue de la
Harpe on the left bank of the Seine were characterised by bitterness. Le Bas was an outstanding practitioner, as well as the leading teacher of a generation of the finest engravers on both sides of the English Channel. Grignion had been preceded by Lawrence, and
was succeeded in Le Bas’s studio by Gravelot’s pupil, Thomas Major, Robert Strange and
William Wynne Ryland. The reason for Grignion’s unhappiness may have been simply that
Le Bas was not Gravelot. In London, Grignion had trained and worked in an intimate and
caring environment. Le Bas, however, maintained a large establishment, and taught not
only as a vocation, but also for money. He had married for love at the age of 26, and
required many paying apprentices and working assistants to maintain his lifestyle, including the appetite for “good living” mentioned by Grignion to Farington.
Anecdotal accounts of the atmosphere in the Le Bas household suggest that it was
noisy and boisterous, which seems to have conflicted with Grignion’s temperament. 67
The young engraver was nevertheless perceived by his contemporaries as having benefited professionally from the experience: 68
“He passed a portion of his early youth at Paris, in the study of the celebrated Le Bas;
and, though his stay with that artist was but short, it was of sufficient duration to
enable him to imbibe such sound principles, as laid the foundation of a style at once
energetic and elegant.”
It is probable that Grignion made at least one professional connection in Paris, which
supported him long after Gravelot had returned to France in 1745. Simon François
Ravenet is recorded as having collaborated with Le Bas on several engravings in the late
1730s, and as operating out of a neighbouring shop in the rue de la Harpe, “vis-à-vis de
la Sorbonne”, in 1739. 69 He was subsequently invited to London in June 1743 to work
with Hogarth on “Marriage A-la-Mode”, and stayed there for the rest of his life. Grignion’s
name appears alongside Ravenet’s in numerous projects from 1744 until the older engraver’s death in Kentish Town in 1774.
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1.5 AN INDEPENDENT ENGRAVER IN COVENT GARDEN
The traditional time span for a formal apprenticeship in the eighteenth century was from
the age of 14 to 21. Although Grignion was not formally apprenticed to Gravelot, he does
seem to have started his independent career in or around 1743 at about 21 years of age.
The first known works signed by Grignion comprise 4 of the 18 prints published by John
and Thomas Bowles in 1743 after Francis Hayman’s paintings for supper boxes at the
fashionable South Bank attraction, Vauxhall Gardens. Of these 5 prints, 3 are dated 4 April
and one each 1 February and 23 May of that year. Since these were large-scale engravings
which must have taken considerable time to complete, Grignion is likely to have started
working on these towards the end of 1742, shortly after his 21st birthday. This first major
commission can be attributed directly to the influence of Grignion’s master, as several of
the paintings are recorded as having been based on drawings by Gravelot, who was also
charged with the direction of the engravers. 70
Most of Grignion’s other early signed works also represented commissions associated
with Gravelot. These included three illustrations signed in his own name in The Roman
History from the Foundation of Rome to the Battle of Actium, printed for John and Paul
Knapton in 16 volumes between 1739 and 1750. The frontispiece to the first volume,
“The Combat between the HORATII and the CURIATII” was signed as designed by Gravelot, but engraved by Le Bas: “H. Gravelot inv et delin.” and “J.P. Le Bas Sculp.” Given the
date of 1739 on this plate and the fact that this volume was produced in London, it is
tempting to interpret this as a print engraved by Grignion while under the tutelage of Le
Bas, in which case studio convention would have required that it be signed by Le Bas.
Other prints signed as engraved by Gravelot during the same period probably also included substantial input from Grignion, as will be argued in more detail in the next chapter.
In his eulogy of Gravelot, Jean-Baptiste Bourguignon d’Anville ascribed his brother’s
decision to leave England in 1745 to the changed attitude towards the French following
their victories in the Netherlands during the War of the Austrian Succession. 71 D’Anville
was probably specifically referring to the Battle of Fontenoy on 11 May of that year, a
major victory over the coalition army led by the Duke of Cumberland, which influenced
the Jacobite Rising from August 1745. D’Anville also mentioned that Gravelot stayed in
London for approximately 13 years, which would confirm the date of his arrival as being
in or around 1732. The significance of Gravelot’s return for Grignion was that he was left
with his former master’s contacts among artists, print- and booksellers, as well as with
business which might otherwise have gone to the Frenchman. Grignion was thus in the
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fortunate position of being able to start his independent career as a well-connected and
independent engraver rather than as a struggling journeyman.
It is not clear where Grignion was based in the years immediately after Gravelot’s
departure, but land tax and other records, such as Thomas Mortimer’s The Universal Director (1763), indicate that he continued to live and work out of James Street from at
least 1750 to about 1772, 72 a decision which would also have provided further continuity
with his master’s studio. According to John Thomas Smith’s biography of his older contemporary, Joseph Nollekens, Grignion was “an old friend of the sculptor”, and lived at
no. 27, James Street, “which had been a shop inhabited by two old Frenchwomen, who
came over here to chew paper for the papier-maché people”. According to this anecdote,
“these women bought the paper-cuttings from the stationers and bookbinders, and produced it in this way, in order to keep it a secret”. Although this story appears to have
originated in the sort of gentle anti-Gallican humour to which Grignion and his family
must have been frequently subjected, the address is approximately correct. 73
It was at this location that Grignion is attested as having taken on at least two apprentices, although there were likely to have been others, since the main source documents,
the Register of Duties of the Board of Stamps, are incomplete. Tax paid on Grignion’s first
known apprentice, Charles Bibb, was recorded on 26 February 1753. Bibb was born on
20 April 1738 and baptised at the parish church of St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields. He was the
son of another Charles, a sword cutler, who had taken over the shop of his Huguenot
master, Joseph Lefebure, at the sign of The Flaming Sword in Great Newport Street in
Soho. 74 Charles Bibb the younger later exhibited a “Drawing of a head” at the exhibition
of the Society of Artists in 1764, when he was living in Paris, and “Vertumnus and Pomano; a print from Netscher” in 1765, when he had returned to St. Martin’s Lane. 75 Like
his master, he was an active member of the Society of Artists. 76 On the death of Bibb’s
father in 1770, the younger Bibb gave up engraving and took over the family firm, which
was also effectively a luxury metalworking craft.
Grignion’s other known apprentice was Thomas Smith, who was mentioned in the
Register of Duties on 16 August 1767. He was possibly the “T. Smith” who subsequently
worked with Grignion on the illustrations of the Reverend Henry Southwell’s The Universal Family Bible (1774) and on Ebenezer Thompson’s translation of The Works of Flavius
Josephus (1777). The remainder of his career is, however, impossible to reconstruct because of the many Thomas Smiths in this and related trades.
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Grignion and the movement of artists
Charles Grignion was closely involved at the start of his career with the so-called “second
St. Martin’s Lane Academy”, which had been founded by Hogarth in 1735, and was effectively a continuation of the drawing school run by his recently deceased father-in-law, Sir
James Thornhill, from the latter’s house in Covent Garden. It is also known from d’Anville’s eulogy and numerous mentions in the Note Books of George Vertue that Gravelot
was one of the prime movers behind the establishment and development of this Academy, together with Francis Hayman and the French sculptor, Louis-François Roubiliac. 77
Gravelot “Designer”, and Hayman “History Painter &c.”, were among the seven artistdirectors who signed an advertisement in 1745 for the following winter’s subscription to
the Academy, just before the former’s unplanned departure from London. 78
Grignion followed his master in playing an official role at the St. Martin’s Lane Academy, as indicated by the subscription list to the second edition of Joshua Kirby’s drawing
manual, Dr. Brook Taylor's Method of Perspective made easy (1755). 79 This list included
40 names marked with an asterisk to denote that these individuals were “Members of
the Academy of Painting, Sculpture, Architecture &c.”. The list included 5 other leading
line engravers: James Basire, Thomas Major, Johann Sebastian Müller, Edward Rooker
and Antony Walker, as well as the most famous mezzotinter of the time, James McArdell.
Thomas Major was also a pupil of Gravelot, and moved with him to Paris in 1745, as was
Thomas Gainsborough, who also appeared in this list. Other names included not only
Hayman and Hogarth, but also Richard Dalton and Samuel Wale, who were among Grignion’s most important artist-patrons in the first decades of his career.
The second St. Martin’s Lane Academy had started as little more than what Vertue
termed “an Accademy for Drawing from the Life”, 80 which was run on a collaborative
basis by a group of like-minded artists under the leadership of Hogarth. It is evident, however, from the name given to the Academy by Vertue in later entries in his Note Books
and at the beginning of this subscription list, 81 as well as the titles given to the members
there, that it had already evolved by the mid-1740s into a quasi-institutional organisation
with different teaching specialities.
A sizeable faction of the Academy’s members even wished to go further and issued a
circular in 23 October 1753 in the name of the “Academy of Painting, Sculpture &c.”,
which introduced a proposal to set up a public academy with its own premises, regulations and professors. 82 This circular also served as an invitation to a meeting at the Turk’s
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Head in Gerrard Street in Soho on 13 November “to proceed to the election of thirteen
painters, three sculptors, one chaser, two engravers, and two architects, in all twentyone, for the purposes aforesaid”.
It is not recorded whether Grignion attended this meeting or was elected as one of
the two engravers mentioned above, but this is possible based on the list of Committee
members published at the end of the anonymous 1755 Plan of an Academy for the better
Cultivation, Improvement and Encouragement of Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, and
the Arts of Design in General. This plan described a public institution with its own premises, rooms, collections of objets d’art and books, professors, live models, the requirement for an admission piece, competitions, travel to Rome, and yearly exhibitions. There
was even a draft charter of a “Royal Academy”, 83 demonstrating that Committee members were proponents of a public institution based on the French model.
The Chairman of this Committee of artists was Francis Hayman, and the members
included Dalton, Joshua Reynolds, Roubiliac, Wale, and two engravers, Robert Strange
and Charles Grignion. Strange later wrote that he attended meetings with the Society of
Dilettanti, which was prepared to finance the planned Academy, but that these broke
down because the artists wished to retain control of the project. 84 The fact that Hogarth
was not involved in and even actively opposed these plans helps explain why they did not
gain traction at this time.
It is possible to argue that Grignion was already involved in and an active supporter
of a public academy on the French model as early as 1749. This was the year of publication of a previous set of proposals for such a body, and was entitled, An Essay On Design:
Including Proposals for Erecting a Public Academy To be Supported by Voluntary Subscriptions (Till a Royal Foundation can be obtain'd) For Educating the British Youth In Drawing,
And the several Arts depending thereon. This volume was also anonymous, but the dedication to the Duke of Rutland by the architect, John Gwynn, suggests that he was the
prime mover in this initiative.
Gwynn designed the headpiece to the Essay on Design, which was engraved by Edward Rooker, while Samuel Wale designed the headpiece to the dedication. The frontispiece was engraved by Grignion, while the tailpiece was engraved after Wale by another
artist of Huguenot origin, Jacob Bonneau. It is possible that Bonneau, Grignion, Rooker
and Wale were purely engaged as professional artists, but their acceptance of this commission can also be interpreted as an indication of their early support for this highly partisan project. Grignion and Rooker would have been particularly motivated by the fact
that these proposals explicitly included engravers, as in the French model, but unlike the
composition of the future Royal Academy.
Despite the various factions among the community of artists associated with the second St. Martin’s Lane Academy and their different visions of the future, they nevertheless
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continued to work together on diverse initiatives in which Grignion was invariably involved. One example of these can be found in the Public Advertiser of 25 May 1754,
where Joseph Highmore signed a public recommendation for Bonneau to succeed Alexander Cozens as Drawing Master of Christ’s Hospital. Highmore’s signature was preceded
by a list of 26 artists which included all Grignion’s early artist-patrons: Hogarth, Hayman,
Arthur Pond, Andrea Casali, Wale and Dalton.
The ordering of the artists in this advertisement seems to be significant, as the bottom
four individuals on the list were all engravers: Major, Grignion, Luke Sullivan, an employee
of Hogarth, and Gérard Scotin. This apparent hierarchy was also reflected in the fact that
engravers were never mentioned in the proposed name of a public academy, which always contained the same pecking order: painters, then sculptors, and finally architects.
Another example of Grignion’s involvement in a pet project of the movement of artists in the 1740s and 1750s consisted of the development of the Foundling Hospital and
its decoration. Hogarth was not only a Governor of this hospital, but also the leader of an
initiative to ornament its buildings with works of art, and so make it a fashionable destination for potential donors. In the words of Ilaria Bignamini: “If Vauxhall Gardens were
the Academy’s open-air ‘salon’, the Foundling Hospital was the Academy’s Museum, or
permanent collection of contemporary British art”. 85 The paintings displayed in the hospital included biblical scenes by Hogarth himself, Highmore and Hayman, an altarpiece by
Casali, and views of other hospitals by Gainsborough and Wale. Dalton donated two busts
of classical emperors, 86 and Roubiliac gave a bust of Handel, who also became a Governor
and organised an annual performance of Messiah.
Grignion’s contribution to the Foundling Hospital project comprised the engraving of
two prints after Wale, one of which is illustrated in figure 5. These were both entitled “A
Perspective View of the Foundling Hospital with Emblematic Figures” and were dated 19
April 1749. One was signed jointly by Grignion with Pierre-Charles Canot, and the other
with Edward Rooker. It is most probable that the architectural and landscape specialists,
Rooker and Canot, engraved the background and buildings, while Grignion executed the
foreground figures. 87 It is not explicitly mentioned, but the artists almost certainly did not
charge for their services.
Grignion seems to have been among the artists who were invited to the great dinner
which took place at the Hospital each year on 5 November. He is at least attested as being
among the 154 guests at the event held in 1757. The other engravers in the list of attendees included Basire, McArdell, Müller, Rooker, Strange, Sullivan and Walker. 88 The
exhibition of art created for, donated to, and displayed in the semi-public space of the
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Foundling Hospital represented a huge step forward for each the artists involved, as their
work was finally accessible to all those admitted to the premises. The next step, annual
fully public exhibitions, which were open to all, was to follow within a relatively short
space of time.

Figure 5 A perspective view of the Foundling Hospital, with emblematic figures, engraved by Charles Grignion
and Edward Rooker after Samuel Wale (1749), actual size 460 x 450 mm (The Trustees of the British Museum)

Proposals for the setting up of what became known as The Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce had been circulated by an obscure provincial
drawing master, William Shipley, in 1753. 89 Unlike the various proposals for a public academy of the arts, Shipley’s idea rapidly took hold, thanks to his single-mindedness, negotiating skills and the project’s wide and patriotic appeal. The Society counted 150 members, including Dalton, Hayman, and Hogarth, by the end of 1755, and thousands of members at the height of its popularity in the 1760s. 90 Since drawing and design were central
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to the philosophy of the Society, it acceded to the request of the united artists to organise
an exhibition of their works in its premises in the spring of 1760.
This first exhibition was a huge success, but immediately led to dissension. There was
disagreement among the artists about their relative prominence in the hanging of the
exhibits, since it was felt that the work of young prize-winners should not be confused in
the minds of the public with the creations of established artists. Entrance to the exhibition had been free, and this was not only seen as leading to overcrowding by a potentially
ill-informed public, but also to a loss of potential revenue to the artists. There was consequently an acrimonious split, with one group, generally known as the Free Society of
Artists, remaining loyal to the Society, while the dissident faction started organising its
own paying exhibition for 1761. The latter group included most of the major artists associated with the St. Martin’s Lane Academy, including Grignion.
The minutes of “the General Meeting of the Arts and the Committee for managing
the Public Exhibition” reveal the continuity between these new public exhibitions and the
artists’ previous initiatives. The first General Meeting was held on 5 November 1759 at
the Foundling Hospital, while the Committee met a week later at the Turk’s Head Tavern
in Soho. The original Committee consisted of 16 artists: 6 painters, including Hayman,
Wale and Dalton, 2 sculptors, 2 architects, 2 engravers, 1 seal-cutter, 1 chaser and 1 medallist. Francis Milner Newton, who had signed the invitation to the meeting at the Turk’s
Head on 13 November 1753 to elect a committee of 21 for a new “Academy of Painting,
Sculpture &c.”, was appointed Secretary. The first engravers on the new Committee were
Strange and Rooker.
It seems that Hogarth was initially reticent about any formal new organisation, but he
nevertheless came to play a major role in the 1761 spring exhibition once the other artists
had agreed at their meeting on 7 April 1761 with his proposal that this new grouping be
called “The Free Professors of Painting, Sculpture and Architecture”, and so avoid any
hint of a formal academy. Following a decision on 8 December 1760 to charge 1s each for
catalogues, ostensibly to avoid the exhibitions being crowded with the “wrong sort of
people”, the artists had dedicated funds which they could deploy. It was decided that
some of the profits would be allocated to the support of artists in need. The first recipients of charity at the end of 1761 were all engravers: Peter Mazell, François Morellon de
la Cave, and François-Antoine Aveline, who was then in debtor’s prison. It is perhaps another sign of Hogarth’s continued influence that de la Cave and Aveline had both worked
with him and Grignion on the “Four Prints of an Election” published in 1757 and 1758.
Grignion’s main involvement in the organisation of the first independent exhibition of
what came to be known as the Society of Artists comprised the prestigious task of engraving the three illustrations to the May 1761 catalogue. 91 The frontispiece, after a design by Hogarth, showed Britannia filling a watering can from a fountain surmounted by
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a bust of King George III, while watering three young trees titled “Painting”, “Sculpture”
and “Architecture” (figure 39). The second illustration after Samuel Wale showed the
winged Genius of Painting, Sculpture and Architecture relieving the distressed (figure 29).
The third illustration was again after Hogarth and served as the tailpiece of the catalogue.
As can be seen in figure 6, it showed a monkey in a dandified costume squinting through
an eyeglass at three withered tree stumps labelled as “Exoticks”, each with a death date
in the sixteenth or seventeenth century. There are many layers of potential interpretation
of this plate, but its overall message was a satirical contrast between the aspirations expressed in the frontispiece and the current reality of rich connoisseurs who neglected
living British artists in favour of the work of deceased foreign painters.
Following the success of this exhibition, the General Meeting of artists expanded the
Committee at the end of 1761 to 24 members, including 3 engravers. The third engraver
to be appointed was Charles Grignion, who joined Edward Rooker and James McArdell,
who had replaced Robert Strange a year previously. From this point, Grignion was a regular attendee at meetings until June 1769, 6 months after the foundation of the Royal
Academy, an event which split the Society of Artists and ultimately led to its irrelevance
and closure. The intervening 7 years and 6 months were nonetheless extremely busy.
Annual exhibitions continued to be organised and drew large numbers of visitors, and a
portion of the revenues from the catalogues continued to be donated to charity.
The Society of Artists was finally incorporated on 25 January 1765, only three months
after Hogarth’s death, and following a full year of intense discussions. Two weeks later,
Hayman was elected Chairman replacing the deceased George Lambert, and he presided
over the development of admission rules and regulations governing fellows. The new fellows elected in that year comprised a Who’s Who of the leading engravers of the day,
including, in alphabetical order: Alexander Bannerman, Francesco Bartolozzi, Jacob Bonneau, John Boydell, Pierre-Charles Canot, Thomas Chambars (or Chambers), Benjamin
Green, Valentine Green, Charles Grignion, John Hall, Peter Mazell, Johann Sebastian Müller, Robert Strange, Peter Spendelowe Lamborne, Isaac Taylor, Anthony Walker and William Woollett.
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Figure 6 Tailpiece to the catalogue of the Pictures, Sculptures, Models, Drawings, Prints etc. exhibited by the
Society of Artists of Great Britain at their exhibition at the Spring Gardens May 1761, engraved by Charles
Grignion after William Hogarth, actual size 154 x 154 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)

Despite the intense activity of the Society of Artists during the first half of the 1760s
and their regular attendance first at committee meetings and then, following incorporation at Board meetings, the minutes suggest that neither Grignion nor Rooker were as
active in the various projects at hand as certain other members, such as James MacArdell.
Rooker, who had a simultaneous career as a theatre actor, was removed from the Committee on 23 May 1766 for not having exhibited for two years, and was replaced by
Ravenet. Grignion was similarly removed on 1 June 1769, as he had only exhibited the
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following three prints since the first independent exhibition of the Society of Artists in
1761: 92
1761: Caractacus before the Emperor Claudius; from a design of Mr. Hayman
1762: A frontispiece to the tragedy of Cato. After a drawing by Mr. Hayman, and
1766: Frontispiece intended for Hudibras
This reticence on the part of Grignion implies that he was willing to devote time to the
activities of the Society, but preferred to work in the background. In the end, he could
have chosen to exhibit to remain a Director of the Society, but did not. This could have
been because he, like Strange and others, was disgusted by the treatment of engravers
by the new Royal Academy. Other engravers, such as Rooker, John Hall, Ravenet, Ryland
and William Woollett nevertheless remained active on the Board or otherwise within the
Society. They may have been encouraged by an increase on 28 September 1770 in their
representation on the 24-man Board from 3 to 4, one year after their exclusion by the
Academy. It is also possible that Grignion retired from these public duties because of significant changes in his private life.

1.6 A WIFE, A CHILD AND A NEW HOME IN KENTISH TOWN
At the beginning of 1773, the London and provincial newspapers and even the literary
magazines were full of stories of a highway robbery, which was described in vivid detail
in the proceedings of the Old Bailey of 13 January. The first part of these is quoted in full
here: 93
“Samuel Male otherwise May, and James Wilson were indicted for that they on the
king's highway, on Mary the wife of Charles Grignion did make an assault, putting her
in corporal fear and danger of her life, and stealing from her person five shillings in
money, numbered, the property of the said Charles, Jan. 7.
Mary Grignion. I was in the Hampstead stage on the 7th of January, in the evening, a
little before six o'clock; there was in the same coach Mr. Mackey, Mr. Park, Mr. Curtis,
and I think in all six persons, besides a child; we were robbed by three persons in
company together; the coach stopt, and one of the men opened the door, with a large
pistol in his hand. (A pistol shewn the witness.)
Grignion. It was such a pistol as that, but it was brighter at the time, and he said, Your
money!
Q. I suppose you was frightened at that?
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Grignion. No, I had been robbed so often lately that I was not frightened at the time.
I flung my money into his hat; I cannot tell how much; there was another man just at
the side of the person, that put a pistol into the coach; I said take your pistol away
and I will give you my money. As far as I could discern his countenance at night, I
believe Samuel Male was the man that put the pistol into the coach. I had seen him
once before, in the July proceeding, at Sir John Fielding's, when I went there to enquire after a watch I had been robbed of.”
Further witness statements revealed that the two defendants and an accomplice were
armed not only with a pistol, but also a cutlass and a hanger, a short, curved sword typically used by sailors. Prior to the robbery, they had been drinking and smoking at the
Castle Tavern, located at 147 Kentish Town Road. They were caught by “Sir John Fielding’s
men”, the forerunners of the Metropolitan Police, the following night after again robbing
the Hampstead stage in what is now Camden Town. Both defendants were found guilty,
sentenced to death, and executed. 94
There are several elements in this story which are of significance with respect to the
life of Charles Grignion. It is the first documentary evidence that he was married. It also
attests to his wife’s character. One of her fellow victims, Mr. Macky, described himself as
“confoundedly frightened” in his witness statement, while she seemed relatively undaunted by the incident. This story also places Mary Grignion on the highway heading
north through Kentish Town towards Hampstead Heath, which is the area to which the
Grignions had recently moved. Unfortunately, both the identity of Mrs Grignion and the
location of their new home are subject to controversy and confusion, but some facts can
be established, starting with the approximate date of their move out of Covent Garden
and the centre of London, together with their destination.
A valuable article by Caroline Grigson, which analyses the illustrations engraved by
Grignion and other leading engravers for Dr. William Hunter’s Anatomia uteri humani
gravidi tabulis illustrata (1774), also provides some biographical details, which require
some further analysis: “From about 1767, Ravenet, Picot, Grignion and Canot were all
living in a part of the Hampstead Road ‘opposite Old Mother Redcap’ that was later
named Kentish Town Road”. She adds that Grignion died “still opposite ‘Old Mother Redcap”. 95 It is true that Ravenet had moved in 1767 from his home at 10 Poland Street,
Soho, to this location in what was then known as Kentish Town. “Old Mother Red Cap”
was the name of a public house which is now called “World’s End” and is located at 174
Camden Road, now in Camden Town. It is also true that Canot and Victor-Marie Picot,
Ravenet’s future son-in-law, had moved in with the older engraver by 1768 and 1769
respectively, and that a fourth French native engraver, Jean Marie Delattre, joined them
94
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by 1770. 96 It is possible that Grignion joined this ménage as a staging post before relocating to Kentish Town with his new wife, but surviving documentary evidence does not support this.
The Old Bailey proceedings quoted above do, however, hint that the Grignions were
living in the Kentish town-Hampstead area by the beginning of 1773. At this period, Kentish Town was still part of the parish of St. Pancras, but consisted of an extended ribbon
of development along the road heading north from Camden to Highgate. It therefore
represented a much larger area than the name would suggest today. That Grignion and
his wife did live in this general area by 1773 and continued to live there throughout the
1770s is confirmed from other sources. “Mrs. Grignion, Kentish Town” was mentioned in
the subscription list of Fraternal Melody consisting of Original Odes, Cantatas, and Songs,
for the use of The Most Ancient and Honorable Fraternity of Free and Accepted Masons,
published by William Riley in 1773. “Grignion, Kentish Town” subscribed to the first volume of Bell's edition of Shakespeare's Plays in 1774, and “Grignion, Mr. Kentish Town”
donated 1s 1d according to A Brief Account of the Charity School of St Pancras; for instructing, cloathing, qualifying for useful servants, and putting out to service, the female
children of the industrious poor, which was published in 1776.
The following record of goods insured, extracted from the collection of the Royal and
Sun Alliance Insurance Group housed at the London Metropolitan Archives constitutes
the most detailed record of the Grignions’ first certain address in Kentish Town. It is dated
1 November 1781: 97
Charles Grignion next the Bull & Last at Kentish Town, Engraver and Printseller, on his £250
Household Goods, in his new Dwelling House only situate as aforesaid Brick not Exceeding
Two Hundred & Fifty Pounds
Utensils & Stock therein only not Exceeding One Hundred Pounds

£100

China & Glass therein only not Exceeding Fifty Pounds

£50

Total:

£400

This record shows that Grignion had built up moveable assets with the equivalent purchasing power of approximately £70,000 today by the age of 60, and that he also sold
prints from his home. Printselling was a common side business for engravers, many of
whom, such as Francis Vivares, were known to have had a substantial turnover, and some
of whom, such as John Boydell, turned this into their main career. This is, however, unlikely to have been a material activity in the case of Grignion, as there is no further evidence for this from advertising, publication lines or other sources.
The mention of “the Bull & Last” in the Sun Life insurance books gives the exact location of the Grignions’ house. The Bull and Last Inn is situated at what is now 168 Highgate
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Road in Highgate, on the south-east edge of Hampstead Heath, and is illustrated in figure
7.

Figure 7 General View of old Kentish Town, 1820, showing the Bull and Last public house

There is currently a public house of the same name on the same spot, but housed within
a newer building. The “Last” in the name of the inn referred to the fact that it was the
last stop between the greater London area and open countryside. It is located six kilometres north of Covent Garden, and was just over two kilometres north of Ravenet’s house
“opposite Old Mother Red Cap”. Roy Porter has characterised the general area at that
time as follows: 98
“To the north, Hampstead bloomed as a fashionable village, thanks to its elevation
and its iron-rich spring – the water gave a good purge! By 1750 it was assuming an
arty, intellectual atmosphere, its first literary circle being run by the dramatist and
poet Joanna Baillie, Highgate followed.”
Charles Grignion would not be the first or last self-employed professional to move out of
town after his career had peaked, especially if he had recently married and made consequential changes to his lifestyle.
98
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Land tax records suggest that the Grignions continued to live at the same address in
Kentish Town from at least 1780 for well over 20 years. In 1794, Grignion was assessed
to 6 shillings in tax and paid rent of £1 1s. In 1798, his landlord “John Check” was mentioned next to his name and those of two dozen neighbours in “Kentish Town. East side”.
A “John Cheeke” was also referred to as his neighbour in 1794. This was the name of the
owner of the Bull and Last from 1786, a builder who had also acquired the neighbouring
land in 1783 for the purpose of speculative housing development. 99 In 1803, at the age
of 82, Grignion still seems to have been living at the same address according to his land
tax assessment of 6s 3p for that year, since he is recorded under “Kentish Town. East
Side” with the same neighbours.
It must have been shortly after 1803 that the Grignions moved about 15 minutes’
walk south towards the centre of London, as recorded by Joseph Farington: 100
“In conversation with Grignion I regretted, that after a long life of labour He shd. Not
have been able to provide for himself an independance. – He replied modestly, &
signified that perhaps He had not been so provident as He ought to have been. – He
said He had one daugr. Living. - He resides at Holmes Terrace, Kentish Town.”
Holmes Terrace was part of a development of several streets south of the current Kentish
Town railway station on the west side of the main road heading north from central London. Its situation in relation to other locations of importance in Grignion’s life is shown in
figure 8.
It was at Holmes Terrace that Grignion died at the beginning of his ninetieth year on
30 October 1810. Land tax records show that his “wife”, always referred to as “Widow
Grignion”, continued to live there and pay rent to the landlord, Richard Holmes, for almost another 14 years until her death in August 1824. Mary was buried at the parish
chapel of St. Pancras, which was in the vicinity of her residence and was at that time in
the middle of the larger St. Pancras parish, which stretched from the damaged and littleused parish church of St. Pancras in the south to Highgate in the north. The chapel’s burial
records indicate that Widow Grignion was 74 years old when she died.
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Figure 8 Schematic plan of locations in London mentioned in relation to the life of Charles Grignion, with the
main historic arteries marked in dashed lines.
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Mary Grignion’s age at her death throws a new perspective on the second half of her
husband’s life. She was around 30 years younger than her husband, and in her early 20s
when they moved some distance out of central London at the beginning of the 1770s.
The Old Bailey proceeds suggest that she was already worldly and self-confident at this
young age. Her subscription to Fraternal Melody implies that she was a singer. Other records indicate that she and Charles Grignion were never married. She may therefore have
been a socially unacceptable life partner for him for reasons other than her age, and perhaps pregnant with their daughter, when they effectively distanced themselves from the
rest of Grignion family and polite society.
The evidence for the Grignions not having been formally married derives from a large
box of documents housed at the London Metropolitan Archives. 101 These documents
were assembled by Captain William James Hughes Bremer, a member of a distinguished
naval family, who named his son, James Grignion Bremer. He was a close friend of Thomas
Grignion, the son of Charles’s half-brother Thomas, who had taken over the family business in Russell Street, Covent Garden, and died in 1821. Bremer was the executor of
Thomas Grignion the younger’s will, which confronted him with legal issues which obliged
him to collect documents going back over 70 years to his friend’s birth in 1748. Some of
these cast light on the life of Charles Grignion the engraver, who died intestate.
A Letter of Administration dated 23 September 1822, which was granted by the Prerogative Court of the Archbishop of Canterbury to Captain Bremer in his capacity as the
executor of the will of Thomas Grignion, referred to the latter as “the lawful nephew and
only next of kin of Charles Grignion otherwise Grignon formerly of the Parish of Saint Paul
Covent Garden but late of Holmes’ Terrace Kentish Town in the County of Middlesex
Bachelor deceased….The said Thomas Grignion survived but died without taking upon
him the Letters of Administration of the goods of the said.” This formal, legal letter states
that Charles Grignion was a bachelor, had no other living relations, and that his nephew
did not enforce his right to inherit from him, although he was the next of kin.
It could be argued that Thomas Grignion did not enforce his right to inherit from his
uncle, because the engraver died destitute, but this was not the case. A considerable
amount of capital was raised by a public subscription in 1808 to support Grignion, his wife
and daughter, and this must have enabled “Widow Grignion” to continue to live at
Holmes Terrace until her death in 1824. In addition, Charles Grignion did own property
which he had inherited from his father. This is revealed by another document in the same
collection dated 27 September 1822, when Captain Bremer assigned and conveyed
Charles Grignion the elder’s share in the lease of part of the yard of the Russell Street
property to Henry Lewis Robins and his brother-in-law, a timber merchant called Samuel
Vaughan Howis. An earlier document in the collection dated 9 June 1764 indicates that
the original counterparties for this 500-year lease were Matthew Robins and John Maire,
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and that it became the property of Charles Grignion and his brother, Thomas, on the
death of their father, Daniel.
These legal transactions are probably to be interpreted as follows. Mary Grignion
could not inherit from Charles Grignion on his death in 1810 because they were not legally married. Thomas Grignion the younger did not enforce his rights on Charles Grignion’s estate because he knew that his aunt and her daughter, his first cousin, would
otherwise be impoverished, and that the cash raised by the subscription of 1808 was
expressly raised to prevent this eventuality. Captain Bremer, however, as the executor of
Thomas Grignion’s will, had no choice but at least to enforce the inheritance of the lease
on part of the Russell Street property, so that this could be realised for the benefit of the
ultimate heir of the family’s fortune, William Stanford Grignion.
This Grignion was the son of James, the grandson of Daniel and nephew of Charles
the engraver who had studied at St. Paul’s School and Trinity College, Cambridge. James
Grignion had subsequently taken orders and become a naval chaplain. He finally settled
in Jamaica as Rector of Montego Bay. His son, William Stanford Grignion, was a member
of the Jamaica Assembly, 102 an attorney and a slave owner who was notorious for his
brutality 103 and campaigned bitterly against emancipation from 1824 until the passing of
the Slavery Abolition Act of 1833. 104 He was ultimately compensated by the British government for releasing his slaves, and his two sons returned to England to study at Cambridge and become a churchman and school teacher respectively. 105 Such was the fate of
the Grignion family fortune.

1.7 CHARLES GRIGNION’S CHARACTER, HIS FINAL STRUGGLES AND
DEATH
Charles Grignion was brought up in the shadow of his half-brother, who was eight years
his senior, and of a successful, cultured family to which he does not seem to have been
close. Thomas Grignion the elder had a privileged upbringing as the oldest surviving son
and heir to the family home and shop. He had cross-crossed the Channel dressed as a
gentleman, worked as the amanuensis of an exiled bishop in Paris, and acted as an agent
for Voltaire. He became an active member of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts
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and Manufactures, an innovator in horology, a distinguished mathematician, and conducted learned disquisitions on astronomy in the literary magazines. 106 In contrast,
Charles Grignion was farmed out to a drawing master at the age of 10 or 11, and spent
his time in Paris as a drudge in Le Bas’s studio.
This psychological distance from and low profile in relation to the senior side of the
family set a pattern for the rest of Charles Grignion’s life. His nephew, James, lived with
his father, Daniel, until the young man took up his studies in Cambridge. Charles’s other
nephew, Thomas, took over the Grignion family business and property from Thomas senior, was closely allied to his neighbours, the bookseller, Thomas Cadell, and became a
close friend of the celebrated actor, Charles Macklin. 107 His third nephew, Charles Grignion the younger, was a gold medallist of the Royal Academy and won a bursary there
to travel to study in Rome. Charles the younger’s portrait of Horatio Nelson, taken at
Palermo in 1798, was the most treasured possession of the family according to the will
of Thomas Grignion the younger.
Judging by the auctions of Thomas’s goods which took place after his death, the portrait of Nelson was by no means the family’s only treasure. On 24-25 July 1821, Sotheby’s
advertised for sale: 108
“The genuine COLLECTION of PRINTS, DRAWINGS, BOOKS of PRINTS; capital Cabinet
Pictures by Guido, Coreggio and Guercino; Portraits by Sir Peter Lely; Miniatures by
Isaac Olivier and Cooper, telescopes, valuable chronometers by T. Grignion, &c.; likewise paintings and drawings by the late Charles Grignon, Esq. during his residence in
Italy, being the entire property of the late Thomas Grignion, Esq….”
This was followed up by a second auction by Phillips, which was advertised in May 1822,
for: 109
“Fourteen Paintings and Portraits, the property of the late Thomas Grignon, Esq. by
order of the Executors, MR. PHILLIPS respectfully informs the Nobility, Gentry and
Collectors, that on SATURDAY next, he shall submit by AUCTION, at his great Rooms…a
SELECT COLLECTION of FOURTEEN PORTRAITS of celebrated Personages, and Historical and other Pictures by the following Masters: L. da Vinci, Guido, Corregio, M. Angelo, Suterman, Vander Lis, Bloemart, Roestraten, Sir. P. Lely, Mercier, Grignon, &c.”
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By contrast, Charles Grignion the elder, moved from Covent Garden in mid-career to an
obscure existence in Kentish Town, and died in poverty without even claiming his share
of the family property which he inherited from his father.
The fact that Charles Grignion lived first in the shadow of and finally distanced himself
from this cultured and wealthy family does not mean that he was necessarily without
culture himself. His master, Gravelot, was said to be a passionate reader, who often had
a volume of Montaigne in his pocket. 110 It is likely therefore that Grignion also had access
to books during his training and was encouraged to read. The following selection of books
to which he subscribed may provide an indication of his reading interests:
1749: The Epistles of Phalaris, by Thomas Francklin
1754: Dr Brook Taylor’s Method of Perspective Made Easy, by Joshua Kirby
1757: Poems on Several Occasions, by Samuel Boyce
1759: A Treatise on Civil Architecture, by William Chambers
1759: A description of the royal palace and monastery of St. Laurence, by George Thompson
1767: The Idylliums of Theocritus, translated by Francis Fawkes
1770: Ethic amusements by Mr. Bellamy, revised and published by D. Bellamy M.A.
1774: Bell's Edition of Shakespeare's Plays (Bell’s “Acting Shakespeare”), and,
1779: Iconology; or, a collection of emblematical figures, by George Richardson, architect
It must, however, be admitted that several of these books relate to art, that only the
Samuel Boyce book of poems (1757) represents a work where Grignion was not himself
employed as an artist, and that Boyce himself was a former engraver.
Charles Grignion appears to have felt most at home either at work or in the company
of his fellow artists, to whom he had a clear sense of loyalty. He not only attended the
artists’ annual dinner at the Foundling Hospital, but was also present at the funeral of
Roubiliac on 15 January 1762, which was attended by: “Reynolds,…Moser, Hogarth, Tyler,
Sandby, Hayman, Wilton, Bartolozzi, Cipriani, Payne, Chambers,…Serres, Ravenet, the elder Grignon, Meyer and Hudson”. 111 He was a committee member and then a director of
the Society of Artists from 1759 to 1766. He even joined the Board again at the age of 75
at the Annual General Meeting on 18 October 1786, when the Society was in its death
throes. He would undoubtedly have shared the disappointment of his fellow engravers
and other excluded artists at the time of the foundation of the Royal Academy, when
instead of becoming an open, egalitarian school with a mission to take care of artists and
their families in financial difficulties, it had become what many engravers saw as a selfserving, monarchist club.
Grignion had a reputation for reliability and diligence which extended from his closest
colleagues through the entire artistic scene and over the length of his career. He worked
110
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in partnership on a continual basis with Francis Hayman for 20 years from 1743 and with
Samuel Wale for 30 years from 1747. In a letter from Gravelot to David Garrick dated 14
December 1766, Grignion’s teacher from over 20 years previously, recommended him as
engraver for the 48 head- and tailpieces in Dr. John Hawkesworth’s The Adventures of
Telemachus, the Son of Ulysses, noting that he had “du goût et du mérite”. 112 In around
June 1773, James “Athenian” Stuart, for whom Grignion had only engraved one plate for
The Antiquities of Athens (1763), also successfully recommended him, this time to the
travel writer, Thomas Pennant, for the engraving of two drawings of country life in Scotland, with the following words: 113
“I have given the drawings according to your order, all except the inside of the cottage
in Ilay & the Women at Quern.
Those must be entrusted only to the Care of a good draftsman, or they will be murdered. Grignion is the properest man I know for the purpose but he lives out of town
& I have not been able to see him hitherto”.
Finally, it is evident from a letter dated 6 March 1782, that Francesco Bartolozzi had recommended Grignion to engrave the third of three plates which he had been commissioned to complete for the young William Beckford, the builder of Fonthill Abbey. 114 Bartolozzi, who was admitted into the Royal Academy on its foundation under the pretence
that he was painter, worked on several occasions with Grignion at this time (see e.g.,
figure 96), and must have considered the elderly engraver as his equal.
Anecdotes from other artists demonstrate that Grignion was not only personally loyal,
professionally reliable, and diligent, but also likeable and capable of long-term friendships. Edward Edwards, the Professor of Perspective at the Royal Academy from 1788,
related a story in his Anecdotes of Painters involving Grignion and Thomas Gainsborough.
Referring to Gainsborough’s attempted etching of a work entitled “the Suffolk Plough”,
which was completed in about 1753, Edwards remarked: 115
“It is extremely scarce, for he spoiled the plate by impatiently attempting to apply the
aqua fortis, before his friend, Mr. Grignion, could assist him, as was agreed.”
According to Joseph Farington, Edwards had visited Grignion in Kentish Town in late 1804
to request help in completing the section on Gainsborough in his Anecdotes, so the
source for this story is probably Grignion himself. 116
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Grignion’s friendship with Gainsborough seems to have dated back to the time when
the painter took his first instruction from Gravelot, and the engraver was working as his
assistant, as they are not otherwise known to have worked together. In the case of Paul
Sandby, the landscape painter, their friendship seems to date to the same period, according to the following anecdote from The Monthly Magazine: 117
“I remember with infinite pleasure, being one day about seven years ago at his house,
when the late ingenious Mr. Grignion, the engraver, came in, who, though upwards
of eighty years of age, had come from Kentish-Town, to visit his old friend; and, as the
venerable gentlemens’ hands met, Mr. Grignion exclaimed, “My dear Paul, I am come
to spend the day with you; for, by the memorandum on this scrap of paper, it appears,
that, on this day sixty years back, you and I first met; and, though, my dear friend, our
hands may be colder now than then, I am sure our hearts are hotter.”
Based on this story, Grignion and Sandby first met in 1744 when the painter was 23 years
old. They rarely collaborated as artist and engraver, 118 but their friendship may have been
strengthened by their joint contribution to the Committee and then Board of Directors
of the Society of Artists, to which Sandby was elected in 1763.
This anecdote not only shows that the engraver felt comfortable enough in his relationship with Sandby to drop by 60 years later. It also demonstrates that he still felt enthusiastic and vigorous in his early eighties, and even suggests a wry sense of humour. It
is arguable that Farington was even the victim of a joke when he reported the following
after Grignion’s visit on 1 July 1806: 119
“His Ancestors were French Refugeees, of the distinguished family of Grignon, but His
grandfather added an i to the name to make it seem more English.”
There is nothing English about the spelling “Grignion”, and the engraver would have
known this. Grignion apparently still self-identified to some extent as French, and was not
averse to teasing the native English. The Letters of Administration obtained by Captain
Bremer in 1822 refer to the engraver as “Charles Grignion otherwise Grignon”, implying
that he may also have continued to use the alternative “French” spelling of his name until
the end of his life.
Grignion’s likeability and sense of humour seem to have been combined with a certain
discretion. He was invariably present at Committee and Board meetings of the Society of
Artists, but rarely spoke, and did not put his own work forward for exhibitions except
117
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when necessary to retain his position. Farington’s description of Grignion’s admission
that he had “not been as provident as He ought to have been” also suggests that the
engraver had a modest misdemeanour, a combination of qualities which stood him in
good stead when he was finally obliged to seek financial support.
The first documentary indication of Grignion’s pecuniary difficulties appears in Farington’s diary entry for 2 May 1805, when the engraver, Joseph Collyer, asked for help on
his older colleague’s behalf from the Royal Academy. 120 This was followed by a visit from
Grignion in person on 1 July 1806, 121 when he “called at the recommendation of Nollekens to desire me to sign a letter which He has addressed to the Council of the Royal
Academy, requesting assistance.” There are at least two reasons why Grignion might have
hoped for help from the Academy. Firstly, he had been a member of the movement of
artists which was committed to helping colleagues who had fallen on hard times, and
which had culminated in its founding. Secondly, his nephew, Charles Grignion the
younger, who was closely connected to the Royal Academy, had died of a fever in Italy six
months earlier at the age of 50. This tragic loss might have elicited sympathy for the wider
Grignion family.
In the end, neither the Academy nor Grignion’s nephew, Thomas, seem to have been
able or willing to help him. The Academy was almost certainly unwilling to set a precedent
in helping distressed engravers. The apparent inaction of Thomas Grignion may have had
more complex reasons. The watchmaker was asset-rich, owning a valuable house and an
even more valuable collection of paintings, watches, and other goods. He may, however,
have been cash poor.
The papers collected by Captain Bremer show that Thomas Grignion the younger and
his daughter, Mary, took out a mortgage of £365 on the Russell Street House on 19 June
1798 from their neighbour, Thomas Cadell. Thomas Grignion also repeatedly put the
house on the market, as evidenced by newspaper advertisements between 1803 and
1808. 122 The death of his brother, Charles Grignion the younger in 1804, may have put a
further strain on his cash flow, and thus made his uncle’s plight seem less important. It is
difficult, however, not to conclude that he could have helped his uncle if he had wished
to, but the engraver had effectively ostracised himself or been ostracised from the family
when he moved to Kentish Town to live in sin with a woman more than 30 years his junior.
This conclusion would be supported by the fact that Thomas Grignion the younger is not
mentioned among those who attended his uncle’s funeral.
Financial support for Charles Grignion the elder finally came from a public subscription first announced on the front page of The Morning Chronicle of 2 August 1808:
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“CASE of Mr. CHARLES GRIGNION, Engraver. After seventy years of intense application, in which time he has contributed more than almost any other individual to the
stock of public amusement, and to the general diffusion of correct taste in the art of
engraving, Mr. C. GRIGNION is, in his 90th year reduced to poverty! Living in a retired
manner for the last twenty or thirty years, it has been generally supposed that he was
either dead or superannuated; for his modesty was such that he could not solicit employment; and few indeed of his connexions are in business. In the course of this period the fund he had raised for the support of his old age has been gradually diminishing, till it is now completely exhausted, and the few friends he has left feel it incumbent on them to appeal to a generous public, from whom they doubt not receiving such assistance as will enable them to support in comfort the Father of his Profession during the close of life. Mr. Grignion has a Wife and Daughter, the latter nearly
blind, dependent upon him for support.”
This announcement confirms Grignion’s family situation, his modesty, and the fact that
he had distanced himself from city life about 25 years earlier. This is the meaning of “living
in a retired” manner here since he was working professionally into his late seventies. 123
The addresses at the bottom of this announcement disclose the names of “the few
friends” who were behind this subscription, the elderly bookseller-publisher, Joseph
Johnson (b. 1738) and three major engravers of the next generation: William Sharp (b.
1749); James Heath (b. 1757), a pupil of Joseph Collyer, who was said to have been
strongly influenced by Gravelot and Grignion; 124 and Charles Warren (b. 1762). These
were all longstanding contacts made through Grignion’s employment. He had collaborated with Johnson on a regular basis since the publication of The Muse's Recreation in
1762; with Heath on the re-engraving of Gravelot’s designs for a republication of Voltaire’s La pucelle d’Orléans in the same year; with Sharp from the date of Henry Southwell’s Universal Family Bible, published in 1774; and with Warren from the issue of
Bankes’s New, Royal, Authentic and Complete System of Universal Geography, which first
appeared in 1787-1788. It seems to have been Warren who commissioned the portrait
of Grignion in his old age which appears as figure 9 at the end of this chapter. 125
This first announcement was followed up a few months later by a letter to the editor
of the Monthly Magazine: 126
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“The public will learn with pain, that this venerable artist, who may justly be considered as the father of engraving in this country, has been reduced by age and infirmities to a situation of the greatest difficulty. Having for near seventy years devoted
himself to the steady pursuit of his profession, his eyes have at length failed him, and
at the age of ninety he is compelled for ever to relinquish it.
In a nation abounding with wealth like Great Britain, it is deeply to be lamented, that
any man, who has passed through life in an industrious and laudable manner, should
find the close of his last days embittered by pecuniary embarrassments; but it would
be still more lamentable if an individual, who has given up the whole of his life to the
cultivation and practice of an ingenious art, which he has never prostituted to unworthy purposes, should be ultimately deserted by those whose taste he has contributed
to form, and whose virtues he has assisted to establish….
Mr. Grignion has a wife and a daughter, the latter nearly blind; they are totally dependent on him for support. A subscription for the purchasing of an annuity has commenced under very favourable auspices; several artists, and known patrons of the
arts, having already sent liberal contributions. No large sum will be required to save
this venerable man from the extremity of his hard fate, _ ‘he wants but little here
below,’ nor is it probable that he will ‘want that little long.’ The gentlemen who have
particularly interested themselves in his behalf, feel confident that the generosity, if
not the justice of the public, will aid them in placing him in decent comfort for the few
years that he has yet to live.
The principal subscribers at present are, the Earl of Carlisle, 20l.; J. Hope, esq. 10l.; W.
Lock, esq. 5l.5d.; John Julius Angerstein, 5l.5s.; Messrs. Hoare and Co. 5l.; Winter, esq.
Bank solicitor, 5l. and 1l. monthly; besides numerous subscriptions of 1l. 1.s and under.
Should you, Sir, wish to be informed of the particulars respecting Mr. Grignion, Mr.
Johnson would, I have no doubt, give you every information you could wish.”
This letter confirms the extraordinary length of Grignion’s career and suggests that Joseph Johnson was the main driver of the subscription. It also demonstrates its success.
The Earl of Carlisle who is referred to as the largest donor was Frederick Howard, the fifth
earl, an author of political tracts, poems, and two tragedies. John Julius Angerstein, another major donor, was the greatest art collector of the age, whose paintings were to
form the basis of the National Gallery’s collection.
Even after the success of this subscription, Grignion’s fellow artists continued to support him, and he became the cause célèbre behind a new charitable movement of artists,
embodied by the Artist’s Annuity Fund. This movement was led by the landscape engraver, John Pye, who reported the following: 127

127

John Pye, Patronage of British Art, pp. 316-317
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“In consequence, on the 10th of January, 1810, a general meeting of painters, sculptors,
architects, and engravers, was held at the Gray’s Inn Coffee-house, to receive the committee’s report; and the position of Mr. Grignion, the celebrated engraver, who was at
that time dragging on, by the aid of charity, a life of ninety-four years to its close.”
It was probably in this context that the drawing in figure 9 was commissioned and completed, as both Charles Warren and Thomas Uwins were closely involved in the establishment of the Artists’ Fund.
Charles Grignion died on 30 October of that same year, apparently of old age, and
was buried at the chapel of the parish of St. Pancras, near his home in Holmes Terrace, in
the company of his colleagues: 128
“The remains of this venerable Artist were deposited on the 11th instant, in the vault under the Chapel at Kentish-town. Messrs. W. Sharp, Scott, 129 Middiman 130, Warren, and
several other Engravers, attended his funeral, as a tribute to his talents as an Artist, and
his moral worth as a man.”

128
The Gentleman’s Magazine LXXX.II (1810), p. 499, “The vital oil, which supplied the lamp of life, was exhausted merely by old age”
129
Edmund Scott (b 1758), a governor, together with Warren, of the short-lived Society of Engravers founded
in 1803 per Pye, Patronage of British Art, p. 313n. They both worked with Grignion on Russel’s History of England
(1777)
130
Samuel Middiman, landscape engraver, who had worked with Grignion, Heath and Sharp on the illustrations
to Captain Cook’s A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean (1784)
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Figure 9 Drawing of Charles Grignion the elder by Thomas Uwins (1809), actual size 206 x 144 mm (© The
Trustees of the British Museum)
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2.1 THE MARKET FOR ENGRAVERS IN LONDON IN THE 1740S
Based on his birth date of late 1721, the typical ending of an apprenticeship or pupillage
at around the age of 21 years, and the date of 1 February 1743 on his first signed print
after Hayman’s Vauxhall supper box paintings, Grignion must have left the shadow of his
master, Gravelot, in late 1742 or early 1743. This was a remarkably favourable time to
strike out on his own and find continuous, quality employment as an independent engraver. Following a tumultuous 100 years starting with the Civil War and continuing with
the Commonwealth, the second and third Anglo-Dutch Wars, the Glorious Revolution and
the War of the Spanish Succession, Great Britain had enjoyed an entire generation of
peace since the signing of the treaties of Utrecht in 1713. During this period, fittingly
known as the Augustan Age in literature, Britain began to catch up with its rival, the Kingdom of France, in terms of population growth, prosperity and culture, fine art and engraving. The closing of this gap was boosted at the turn of the seventeenth century by
the immigration of Huguenot artisans, such as the Grignion family, and then accelerated
further in peacetime through the importing of native French talent to London and the
training of British artists on the European Continent.
By good fortune, George Vertue, the doyen of the old guard of English engravers, kept
a close eye on his local and foreign competition, and has provided posterity with a detailed picture of the market for engravers and engraving in 1744. In a series of entries in
his Note Books for that year, he “set down the names of Engravers on Copper plates then
in London”. 131 This list and related annotations, which resemble a stream of consciousness, have been rationalised and tabulated in figure 10. This table includes those engravers against whose names Vertue added information concerning their specialities, and is
ordered as follows: firstly, according to the classical hierarchy of genres, which was already applied to engraving as well as to painting; and secondly, according to Vertue’s
known priorities or prejudices as an artist. For example, line engravers are ranked above
pure etchers, and writing engravers are at the bottom of the hierarchy. The names of the
native French engravers have been marked in bold and italics, while the names of the
other engravers of foreign origin are marked in bold.

131

‘Vertue Note Books’, vol. VI, pp. 197—99
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Engraver

History

Portrait

Landscape

Architecture

Other

Baron

X

X

Dubosc

X

Fletcher

X

King

X

Mosley

X

Roberts

X

Vandergucht

X

N. Parr

X

Engraving

R. Parr

X

Engraving

Gravelot

X

Drawing

Bickham Sr

X

Writing

Clarke

X

Writing

Platt (decd.)

Engraving

La Cave

Engraving

Picart

Engraving

Toms

X

X

Buck

X

Vivares

X

Fourdrinier

X

Cole

Monuments

Etching

Writing

Basire [Isaac]

Etching

Carwitham

Etching

Harris

Etching

Mynde

Etching

Sympson

Etching

De la Cour

Ornaments

Child

Writing

Copland

Writing

Thorogood

Writing

Rocque

Surveyor

Hogarth

Painting

Pine

Undertaker

Figure 10 Vertue’s list of engravers active in London in 1744 (selected), ordered according to their perceived
importance based on the hierarchy of genres and the engraving techniques deployed
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One of the most striking features of this list is the number of engravers of foreign origin,
particularly French-born artists who were specialised in the highest genre of history painting and the superior technique of line engraving. This predominance of French engravers
in London is even more noticeable when the following individuals are added, for whom
Vertue does not mention any speciality or technique, but just a geographical designation:
Mr. Beavais – from Paris learnt of Gravelot…
Mr Scotin – from Paris
Mr Benoit from Paris –
… Ravenat from Paris.”
This cross-fertilisation between the London and Paris markets for engravers and engraving is further underlined by the mention of two engravers, Paul Fourdrinier, who was born
in the Netherlands, and John Ingram. Both engravers were, according to Vertue, in Paris
at the time the list was compiled. A comparable inventory of 72 London engravers published in an advertisement for Samuel Sympson’s A Book of Cyphers in 1726, shows how
much the market had changed in the previous 18 years. Sympson’s list included only two
native French engravers, Baron and Dubosc, two Huguenot descendants, Isaac Basire and
James Regnier, and the two Vanderguchts, London-born sons of a Flemish engraver. 132
There are several other notable aspects of this snapshot of the market for engravers
in London in 1744. 133 History engraving is strongly represented as the most important of
genres. Portrait engraving had not yet attained the popularity it was later to achieve in
the second half of the century and, in any case, Vertue did not consider he had serious
local rivals in this field, which he considered his own. Hogarth is not mentioned as an
engraver, but as a painter, a sign of Vertue’s disdain for the fact that his rival etched but
did not engrave. Finally, John Pine, is referred to as an “undertaker”, i.e., entrepreneur,
an activity which Vertue also disparaged since, as a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries,
he considered himself a gentleman. He was nonetheless just as much a businessman as
Hogarth or Pine. 134
Surprisingly, the 22-year-old Charles Grignion also appeared in Vertue’s who’s who,
where he was described uniquely as a function of his master: “Grignion - from Gravelot”.
This designation may also indicate that Grignion had not yet earned his own artistic identity or that he was still mostly involved in projects in which his master played a leading
role.

132
A facsimile of Sympson’s list appears as the frontispiece to Laurence Worms and Ashley Baynton, British Map
Engravers (London, 2011)
133
This table should be read in combination with the later listing of engravers and their specialities from 1763
which is included at the beginning of chapter 4
134
‘Vertue Note Books’, VI, p. 201, 1745: “So many undertakers – painters – designers – cause much work to be
done, by interlopeing on the Engravers honor & Interest – and serves them to puff & publish their works and
names.”
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2.2 FROM GRAVELOT TO HAYMAN
The previous chapter has already outlined the circumstances of Grignion’s unusually long,
10-year period as Gravelot’s pupil, including his master’s famous insistence on learning
to draw figures in action based on models which could be manipulated. This was, however, not the only aspect of drawing and design which Grignion would have learned from
his master. Gravelot was also celebrated for other aspects of his teaching such as the
depiction of clothing, perspective, architecture and interior design, as further described
in his brother’s funeral oration: 135
“Chacun de ses mannequins était pourvu de différentes modes d’habillement ; & la
Toge Romaine était entrée dans cette garde-robe. Un corps matelassé dans un tissu
de soie tricoté, pouvait être revêtu convenablement à un sujet quelconque, & devenir, sous la main de l’Artiste, un modèle suffisant pour des figures de petite ou
moyenne grandeur. Aux principes de dessein exposés ci-dessus, M. Gravelot joignait
une profonde théorie dans la Perspective, dont il avait écrit un traité, qui a été connu
de M. Camus, de l’Académie de Sciences….
Par un grand fonds de connaissances particulières, acquises par beaucoup de lecture,
il mettait une vérité de convenance dans les détails. Ses fonds étaient riches d’architecture dans les dehors, & quand le sujet le permettait, en décoration dans l’intérieur
d’un appartement, avec précision sur l’effet du point de vue en chaque partie.”
D’Anville concluded this description with remarks on Gravelot’s skill in working in a small
format. This evocation of an artist focused on detailed, small-scale representation of historical scenes with figures in action exactly describes Grignion’s style of engraving, and
can thus be seen as adding further meaning to Vertue’s designation “- from Gravelot”.
It cannot be known for sure on which of Gravelot’s works Grignion was involved or in
what capacity, as he graduated from pupil and studio helper to a valuable assistant. He
would certainly have been employed in drawing, copying, etching and, at the latest after
his spell with Le Bas in Paris, line engraving, but would not normally have been able to
sign his name as an engraver until he left Gravelot’s employment. An analysis of Gravelot’s catalogue of works does, nevertheless, give some clues as to Grignion’s probable
contribution to his master’s output in their later years together.
It has already been mentioned that Gravelot not only designed but also etched at least
some of the historiated initials in Picart’s The Ceremonies and Religious Customs of Various Nations work, whilst his designs for the head- and tailpieces were engraved by his
more specialised countryman, Gérard Scotin. In the following years, most of Gravelot’s
book illustrations continued to be engraved by specialist London-based engravers, almost
all of whose names occur in Vertue’s list: Bernard Baron, Isaac Basire, George Bickham
135

Bourguignon d’Anville, Eloge de M. Gravelot, pp. 136-138
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junior, Benjamin Cole, Paul Fourdrinier, John Pine, Gérard Scotin, William Toms, Gerard
Vandergucht, Francis Vivares and Vertue himself. 136 The main exceptions comprised Vertue’s rival, the Amsterdam-based portrait specialist, Jacob Houbraken, and Gravelot’s Parisian friend, Le Bas, both of whom were in close contact with the London market. This
situation seems, however, to have changed in the late 1730s and early 1740s, when
Gravelot’s designs are increasingly signed as also engraved by his own hand. 137
In 1738, Gravelot was named as the engraver of several undemanding plates in
Thomas Shaw’s Travel and Observations in Barbary. In 1740, he not only designed 36
plates, but engraved 8 of these for the second, illustrated edition of Lewis Theobald’s
Works of Shakespeare. The remaining plates were engraved by Gerard Vandergucht. In
1741, he designed and engraved the 2 initials, 12 head- and 12 tailpieces to Middleton
Conyers’s History of the Life of Cicero. Then, in 1742, he engraved 17 of his own designs
and 12 plates designed by Hayman for the sixth edition of volumes 1 and 2 and the third
edition of volumes 3 and 4 of Samuel Richardson’s Pamela. Finally, Gravelot engraved 3
portraits, a large title page vignette, 3 tailpieces, and 3 plates after his own designs, one
for each play, for Thomas Hanmer’s lavish 6-volume Works of Shakespear which was published in 1743-1744. The remaining illustrations were designed by Hayman, but the engraving was again attributed to Gravelot. It is probable that Hayman involved Gravelot in
the project order to be able to respect, as far as possible, the terms of his contract with
Hanmer, which specified a completion date by Lady Day 1741, 138 which he certainly
missed. 139
The conclusions to be drawn from these facts are inescapable. D’Anville specifically
refers to a London edition of Shakespeare on which his brother worked, mentioning in
the same sentence that Gravelot loathed reviewing engravers’ proofs which could not
always be satisfactorily corrected. 140 It is therefore more than probable that Gravelot
trained both Grignion and his almost exact contemporary, Thomas Major, to engrave his
designs to ensure quality and avoid excessive correction of proofs. This would also have
given Gravelot more capacity for design, and incidentally afforded Grignion and Major
the opportunity to engrave a wide range of book plates, including three major monuments of rococo literary illustration: Theobald’s octavo and Hanmer’s more luxurious
quarto edition of Shakespeare’s plays, as well as the octavo edition of Richardson’s Pamela.

136

Hammelmann, Book illustrators in eighteenth-century England, pp. 42-43
Ibid., pp. 44, 52 (on Hayman)
138
See W.M. Merchant, ‘Francis Hayman's Illustrations of Shakespeare’, Shakespeare Quarterly vol. 9, no. 2
(spring, 1958), pp. 141-147 for the contract and an appraisal of the plates
139
See Marcia Allentuck, ‘Sir Thomas Hanmer Instructs Francis Hayman: An Editor's Notes to his Illustrator
(1744)’, Shakespeare Quarterly, vol. 27, no. 3 (summer, 1976), pp. 288-315, on further detailed written instructions from Hanmer to Hayman dated 8 August 1741
140
Bourguignon d’Anville, Eloge de M. Gravelot, p. 139, “Les graveurs n’étant pas tous également habiles dans
la partie du Dessein, la correction des épreuves devenait quelquefois un travail déplaisant, sans pouvoir y remédier autant qu’il l’aurait voulu.”
137
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The fact that Gravelot’s studio now produced high quality etching as well as drawing
was specifically mentioned by Vertue, who uncharacteristically complimented the
Frenchman’s work in a passage dated 1741: 141
“…he is endowed with a great and fruitfull genius for desseins, inventions of history
and ornaments, mighty neat and correct his drawings are, and besides that, he practises etching or Stylography in which business he had done many curious plates from
his own desseins masterly and free, and de bon gout which is another branch of improvement in Art in a higher degree of perfection than has been done before in England – he is a Man of great Industry and diligence causes himself to be well paid for
his works – and deserves it.”
In July 1745, Vertue even praised a rare topographical line engraving by Gravelot but
suspected that he had “made use of some Engravers hands after he had etchd and drawn
the work”. 142 By this time, it is much more likely that this task fell to Thomas Major, who
left London with Gravelot shortly afterwards.
A review of Grignion’s signed work from the years 1743 to 1745 shows that he was
still closely involved with his former master, even if he no longer formed part of his studio.
In fact, Gravelot acted both as a direct patron and as a go-between for many of his pupil’s
first commissions. The first and most obvious example of Gravelot’s role as a middleman
can be seen in the engraving by Grignion of 5 of the 18 prints after Hayman’s supper box
paintings in the Vauxhall pleasure gardens. This was a huge project promoted by two of
London’s leading printsellers, John and Thomas Bowles. The Bowles brothers must have
recognised that the more than 50 supper box paintings, which had been unveiled at Vauxhall Gardens in 1742, provided an opportunity to market a set of large-scale prints, which
would appeal to the middle-class visitors of this fashionable attraction. They must therefore have liaised with Hayman, who had been tasked with producing the paintings, and
with his patron, Jonathan Tyers, the owner of the Gardens, to choose a sub-set of these
works to design for engraving. It seems that Hayman turned to Gravelot for help, and that
the Frenchman chose a small group of engravers, including Grignion, to complete the
project while the paintings were still newsworthy.
The fact that Gravelot directed the engraving of the final choice of 18 prints is documented in the section entitled, “Sets of Fine Prints”, in John Bowles’s Catalogue of Maps
and Prints dated 1755: 143

141

‘Vertue Note Books’, vol. III, p. 105
Ibid. VI, p. 200
143
Bowles, A Catalogue of Maps, Prints, Copy-Books, &c., p. 36
142
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“The pictures in the gardens of Vaux-Hall have yielded a general satisfaction to the
public, and been esteemed as no small part of the elegancy of that delightful place:
The before-mentioned prints are engraved from the original paintings, by some of the
most eminent hands, under the directions of Mons. Gravelot. The size of each print is
12 inches deep, and 14 inches and a half wide, and are to be had either in black and
white or neatly coloured.”
It is notable that neither Hayman nor the engravers are mentioned, but that Gravelot’s
name alone was still considered as lending status to the project, fully 10 years after his
return to Paris.
Bowles’s catalogue divided these prints into three thematic sub-sets of six items each
for ease of sale to those who did not wish or could not afford to buy the full set. The first
set was entitled “Vaux-Hall Dramatic Pieces”, the second one, “Vaux-Hall humorous
Prints”, and the third one, “diversion prints”. Grignion engraved two of the dramatic
pieces: “Sir John Falstaff in the Buck Basket” and “Falstaff's Cowardice detected”, and
three of the humorous prints: “Quadrille”, “Mademoiselle Catherina” and “May Day”. He
did not engrave any of the “diversion prints”, which showed sports and games: cricket,
badminton, see-saw, sliding on ice, blind man’s bluff, and leapfrog. The theatre scenes
could be considered a form of historical painting and engraving, but were deliberately
light in nature, while the other two groups of prints were essentially genre scenes, which
reflected the fact that the Vauxhall gardens were a place of amusement and entertainment. 144
It is a sign of Gravelot’s and Hayman’s confidence in Grignion’s ability that he was
entrusted with the engraving of more of these scenes than any other engraver. His availability could, however, also have played a role in this decision, as the publication lines on
his plates indicate that he must recently have completed his training. The remaining
plates were attributed to Louis Truchy and Nathaniel Parr (4 each), Antoine Benoist and
Remigius Parr (2 each), and Francis Vivares, who engraved “The Fortune Teller, or Casting
the Coffee Grounds”. Vertue referred to one of the two Parrs as a specialist history engraver. Truchy is probably mentioned immediately after Benoist in the same list, but his
name has been garbled as “Juchery”. Vivares, who is also on Vertue’s list, was a highly
sought-after landscape specialist, whose name even on this one plate, with its rural background, would have enhanced the prestige to the team of engravers, who were otherwise
not in the same rank in their craft as Gravelot and Hayman. All the plates were described

144

The literature on these paintings and the related surviving drawings and prints is very extensive. Of most
relevance here, not least because of the illustrations, are Lawrence Gowing, ‘Hogarth, Hayman, and the Vauxhall
Decorations’, The Burlington Magazine, vol. 95, no. 598 (January 1953), pp. 4-17, 19; Michael Snodin ed. Rococo. Art and Design in Hogarth’s England, pp. 92-96; Brian Allen, Francis Hayman (Yale University Press, New
Haven and London, 1987), pp. 107-112, 128-138, 180-182; David H. Solkin, Painting for Money: The Visual Arts
and the Public Sphere in Eighteenth-Century England (Yale University Press, New Haven and London, 1992),
chapter 4, ‘Vauxhall Gardens or The Politics of Pleasure’, particularly pp. 137-149 on Hayman’s paintings
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as painted by Hayman, but two of them specified that the paintings were based on original designs by Gravelot: Grignion’s, “Quadrille”, and Truchy’s, “Building Houses with
Cards”. Modern scholarship has identified additional debts to Gravelot’s prints of children’s games in other compositions in the series. 145
Multiple copies of all the prints from the Vauxhall supper box paintings can be found
in museum collections, but only a small number of the original paintings and preparatory
drawings have survived. One of the few paintings known still to exist in a reasonably good
condition is “May Day or the Milkmaid’s Garland” This is illustrated below as figure 11,
followed by Grignion’s print as figure 12.

Figure 11 “The Milkmaid's Garland, or Humours of May Day”, oil painting on canvas by Francis Hayman (17411742), actual size 138.5 x 240 cm unframed (© The Victoria and Albert Museum)

This painting has been subject to a detailed analysis by Brian Allen, Hayman’s biographer,
noting that the milkmaids dancing under a pile of borrowed silverware and the accompanying chimney sweeps comprised an authentic May Day tradition in eighteenth-century
London. He could have added that this relatable, realistic element is one of several layers
of meaning and emotion depicted. The young and surprisingly beautifully dressed milkmaids in the centre of the composition have been taken out of their urban context, 146
and are reminiscent of the carefree figures of French rococo genre painting. 147 They are,
however, surrounded by ominous signs of future decline, death, and decay. The middleaged woman on the right appears to attempt wistfully to dance along with the maids. The
145
Allen, Francis Hayman, pp. 110-11 on Truchy’s “The Exercise of See-Saw”, and p. 128 on “Flying the Kite”,
and N. Parr’s “Battledore and Shittlecock”
146
Solkin, Painting for Money, pp. 139-142, especially p. 141
147
Marcia Pointon, Milton and English Art (Manchester University Press, 1970), p. 42, cf. pp. 45-47
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fiddler is an amputee. The blackened sweeps were brutalised, prone to accidents and
disease, a fate to which the boy at the bottom left seems resigned. Finally, the classical
fountain on the left from which a sweep is drinking is overgrown and resembles a funeral
monument. This ambiguity behind the joyous, youthful façades is not unique in Hayman’s
supper box paintings.

Figure 12 “May-Day”, engraving by Charles Grignion after Francis Hayman (1743), actual size 29.5 x 36 cm (©
The Trustees of the British Museum)

It is a matter of opinion whether the twenty-one-year-old Grignion captured the spirit of
this painting in black and white, although it could be argued that something is lost in the
movement of the milkmaids, especially the one on the right who appears stiffer than in
the original. It is a matter of fact, however, that the two works are otherwise extremely
close, except in their size and shape. The engraving is less than a quarter of the size of
the painting and is squarer in form. This difference in shape is not because the painting
has been cut, because it resembles the format of the other surviving paintings. It is probably because the engraving’s composition has been adapted so that it conforms to the
typical proportions of prints sold for hanging or inclusion in albums. The additional height
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in the print is achieved by adding some sky, including clouds, as well as foliage at the top
of the tree.
In many cases, the engraver would have been accorded the freedom necessary to
reshape, as well as resize an original design, and to make any necessary changes to the
composition or the detail. In the case of this painting and print, a very rare intermediate
state seems to have survived in the form of a smaller painting measuring 33.5 x 43.5 cm,
which is much nearer to the size of the engraving. It also has the same shape and contains
the additional detail at the top of the composition. Allen concludes that this is not a copy
made from the engraving, as it retains small details from the original painting which are
missing in the print. He even goes so far as to suggest that this modello was painted by
Grignion himself. 148 There are several other candidates for this, such as Gravelot, one of
the other engravers, Hayman or one of the many assistants he must have employed to
execute all the paintings on time. However, it was normally the engraver who prepared
the intermediate designs, but generally in the form of a slightly simplified drawing rather
than a full oil painting.
The print illustrated as figure 12 is from the first edition of the Bowles prints from
1743. This is evident not only from the publication line, but also from the addition of a
lengthy quotation of a poem, probably by John Lockman, and the elaborate copper-plate
writing. Most of the surviving versions of these prints are, however, from a later edition
issued by John Bowles and his son, Carington, who took over the business of his uncle,
Thomas, at St. Paul’s Churchyard, in late 1763. 149 In the later version there are no quotations, but a simpler title in less elaborate script. This shows that this essentially rococo
scene was recognised to be of such quality and continued relevance that the style of the
print could be adapted to the neoclassical sobriety of the next generation and still be
highly marketable.
It seems that Gravelot had developed a relationship with the Bowleses, and that this
led to further commissions for him, his ex-pupils and closely associated French engravers,
such as Truchy. The most extensive such project undertaken by Gravelot and the
Bowleses was packaged, like the Vauxhall supper box engravings, in three sets of six prints
entitled “Figures in Modern Habits, very useful for young Artists, and Lovers of drawing”.
The first two sets were advertised for sale in the first half of 1744 at the premises of
Thomas Bowles and the engraver, William Toms, but the main sales outlet was at Gravelot’s shop at the sign of the Pestle and Mortar in James Street, where the drawings could
also be viewed. 150 This confirms Vertue’s comment that Gravelot had by 1741 also become a print entrepreneur: 151 “[he] also etches & undertakes small Engravings after his
own designs for books prints &c.”
148

Allen, Francis Hayman, p. 110, which prints a copy of the smaller painting
The British Museum Collection holds one example of this print from the earlier edition, no. 1862,1011.610,
and two from the later edition: nos. 1854,1111.124 and 1862,0614.1584
150
The London Evening Post, 2, 7 February, 17, 28 April 1744
151
‘Vertue Note Books”, vol. III, p. 107
149
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The first of these three sets of costume prints was “Gentlemens modern Habits”,
which was entirely engraved by Truchy. Of the six prints in the second set, “Ladies modern
Habits”, three were engraved by Truchy and one, number four, by Grignion. The third set
consisted of three female followed by three male sitting figures, the engravings for which
were executed by Gravelot’s pupils. The three drawings of gentlemen were engraved by
Thomas Major and the drawings of ladies were by Grignion. The print by Grignion from
“Ladies modern Habits” is illustrated as figure 13, together with what seems to be the
source drawing by Gravelot in figure 14. The surviving examples of all three sets of prints
have John Bowles’s imprint from 1744 and 1745 and are contained in his 1753 catalogue.
Gravelot’s drawing in figure 14 has been identified as a likeness of the famed French
actress Claire Josèphe Hippolyte Leris, known as Le Clairon, which is possible, although
this was not a fine, finished portrait drawing, but a simple graphite sketch produced solely
for the purpose of engraving. Grignion’s print is the same size as the drawing, and he has
made no attempt to reverse it to match the original, a procedure which would have
added unnecessary time and cost. He has, however, added some detail to the sketch,
such as background shading, foliage, shadows, and slight damage to the stonework to
create the illusion of authenticity. His etching is neat, but relatively light and there is no
line engraving. Overall, it resembles closely the style of the other costume prints in the
collection, as engraved by Truchy and Major. These were not works of art, but attractive
designs showing fashionable clothes on a beautiful figure, for admiration in private or
discussion in social gatherings. They nevertheless came to the attention of Vertue’s eagle
eyes in his Note Books, 152 and are considered historically important by contemporary
scholars specialised in historical costumes. According to Christian Huck, these figures de
mode “were probably the first depictions of dress for the sake of presenting fashion, at
least in Britain”. 153

152

‘Vertue Note Books’, vol. VI, p. 201, 1745, “Drawing habits of Men Women by Gravelot – published –“
Christian Huck, ‘Visual Representations’, chapter 8, in Peter McNeil ed., A Cultural History of Dress and Fashion in the Age of Enlightenment (Bloomsbury, London and New York, 2017), see p. 162 and figure 8.1 for an
illustration of one of Truchy’s “Gentlemens modern Habits” after Gravelot
153
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Figure 13 Costume print by Charles Grignion after Gravelot (1744), actual size 251 x 171 mm (© The Victoria
and Albert Museum)
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Figure 14 Drawing in graphite of a lady with fan by Gravelot (1744), actual size 239 x 167 mm (© The Trustees
of the British Museum)
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There is one other known extant work by Grignion after Gravelot which was published
by John Bowles, which seems at first glance to be a similar, but more down-market product than the costume prints. An apparent satirical print entitled “Strange under Miss
Lumsden’s hooped Skirt” was included as a plate in a later, illustrated edition of John
Thomas Smith’s Nollekens and his Times. 154 It illustrated a second-hand anecdote from
Smith, who recounted that the Scottish Jacobite engraver, Robert Strange, fled from the
troops of the Duke of Cumberland and hid under the hooped skirt of a young compatriot
“who was at her needle-work and singing”. 155 The young lady was the sister of the Young
Pretender’s secretary, Andrew Lumisden, and later became Strange’s wife. The print is,
however, dated 1 November 1745, so cannot refer to the aftermath of the Battle of Culloden, as implied by Smith’s text. It is nevertheless a genuine print by Grignion after
Gravelot.
In style, this plate is identical to Gravelot’s costume prints and has the same publication date as the surviving example by Thomas Major of the third set of sitting figures de
mode. This book plate must therefore have been re-purposed from a costume to a satirical print to poke fun at Strange and the Jacobite cause. The anecdote, which was repeated with further embellishments in a later, combined biography of Strange and his
brother-in-law was probably also apocryphal. 156
The next plate by Grignion after Gravelot to be illustrated here represented a highly
unusual and opportunistic product for both artists (figure 15). It depicted a large and
elaborately decorated musical clock, which was begun by Charles Clay and finished by
John Pyke, and can be seen in its current state in figure 16. An advertisement in The London Daily Post on 22 December 1743 invited the public to come and see and hear the
clock for a fee of 1 shilling, describing it as “The Temple of the Four Grand Monarchies of
the World” and claiming that it cost upwards of £4,500. The newspaper listed the artists
involved in its decoration, as follows:
“…the Painting by Amiconi, the Basso Relievo by Rysbrack, the Sculpture by Roubiliack,
and the Musick composed by Geminiani, Handel, and Corelli, and adapted to the Machine by Mr. Geminiani.”
This timepiece must have taken many years to complete, as Jacopo Amigoni had left London already in 1739.
Roubiliac and the Flemish sculptor, John Michael Rysbrack, were both prominent
members of the movement of artists, which perhaps explains how Gravelot and Grignion
came to be involved in this print venture. Their plate is mentioned with a description of
154
Wilfred Whitten ed., Nollekens and his Times, by J.T. Smith (John Lane, London and New York, 1917), vol. II,
facing p. 179. “From an engraving in possession of Charles Henry Hart, Esq., Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.”
155
Smith, Nollekens and his Times (first edition, 1828), vol. II, pp. 245-246 (p. 245)
156
James Dennistoun, Memoirs of Sir Robert Strange, knt., Engraver and of his Brother-in-law, Andrew Lumisden
(London, 1855), vol. I, p. 66
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the clock in the catalogue of the Library of King George III, 157 and may have been part of
a souvenir of its public display. The clock is also now the Royal collection, and is believed
to have been purchased by Augusta, Princess of Wales shortly after its exhibition to the
public.
Before moving on from the professional relationship between Grignion and his master, there is one final area of their collaboration during the period 1743-1745 which remains to be explored, that of book illustration. The volumes on which they both worked
are listed below with the official publication dates and in order of Grignion’s involvement:
1743 and 1745: Description of the East, and some other Countries, by Richard Pococke,
two volumes in five parts. Printed for the author by W. Bowyer and sold by J. and P. Knapton and others. London, folio
1745, vols. I-II, and 1746, vols. III-IV: New General Collection of Voyages and Travels…in
Europe, Asia, Africa and America. Compiled by John Green for Thomas Astley. London, 4°
1744-1747: Tindal's Continuation of Rapin's History of England, volumes III-IV. Printed for
J. & P. Knapton. London, folio
1739-1750: The Roman History from the Foundation of Rome to the Battle of Actium.
Printed for John and Paul Knapton, 16 volumes, first edition. London, 8vo
1746: Funeral Eulogies upon Military Men from Thucydides, Lysias, Plato, Xenophon in the
Original Greek, to which are added extracts from Cicero. Second edition. Oxford, 8vo
This first matter to note here is that these were not literary works, but serious works of
history and geography, which at that time were becoming increasingly marketable to the
expanding middle classes. 158 The New General Collection of Voyages and Travels had over
1,000 subscribers, although it was only one of several similar works published within a
space of a few years.
The second matter of significance is the nature of the respective contributions to
these works by Gravelot and Grignion. They were generally not tasked to design or engrave any of the large numbers of views of monuments, illustrations of flora and fauna,
local and historical peoples, or coins, plans and maps, but rather a small number of highly
sophisticated and prominent decorative plates. Thus, of the 150 illustrations to the New
General Collection of Voyages and Travels, the only piece by Grignion after Gravelot was
the prestigious, allegorical frontispiece to the first volume, which was published by Astley
on 15 December 1744. 159

157

Catalogue of Maps, Prints, Drawings, etc. Forming the Geographical and Topographical Collection attached
to the Library of his late Majesty King George the Third (London, 1829), vol. I, p. 696
158
Goddard, “Drawing on Copper”, pp. 35-47; pp. 37-39 on the New General Collection of Voyages; pp. 43-45
on Tindal's Continuation of Rapin's History
159
The London Evening Post, 8 December 1744, “…a curious Frontispiece, representing the Four Quarters of the
World, Design’d by Mr. Gravelot, and Engrav’d by Mr. Grignion; which with the first 33 numbers already publish’d, compleat the first Volume.”
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Figure 15 “Vue du devant de la Machine de Musique”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Gravelot (ca. 1743),
actual size 440 x 262 mm (source: National Galleries of Scotland)
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Figure 16 A large, decorated musical clock by Charles Clay and John Pyke in the Royal Collection
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This pattern is repeated across the other books listed above. Grignion and his master
were not involved in the 89 numbered plates in the second volume of Pococke’s Description of the East, but created the allegorical title page vignette and the monumental dedication page to the Earl of Chesterfield illustrated in figure 17. 160 The Funeral Eulogies
were ornamented with a decorative title vignette within a rococo cartouche and a mythological-allegorical headpiece, both of which were executed by Grignion after Gravelot.
A third matter which is illuminated by an analysis of these book illustrations comprises
the evolution of the professional relationship between Grignion and his master in the first
years after the former’s independence. The title page vignette and dedication of the first
volume of Pocock’s Description of the East, which were both dated 1743, mentioned
Gravelot as both designer and engraver, while the equivalent plates in the second volume, dated 1745, referred to Grignion as the engraver of Gravelot’s designs. It can therefore be inferred that the plates in the first volume were engraved, but not signed by Grignion in 1742, while he was still an assistant in Gravelot’s studio, but that the plates from
the second volume date to the period when Grignion had begun operating independently.
That there was a second handover from Gravelot to Grignion when the former left
London in 1745 can be deduced from the illustrations to the Knapton brothers’ The Roman History from the Foundation of Rome. The frontispieces to volumes I-VII and IX 161
dated 1739-1743 represented scenes from Roman history designed by Gravelot, of which
six were also attributed to him as engraver, one to Le Bas and one to G. Scotin. It has
already been suggested in the previous chapter that Grignion engraved the 1739 frontispiece to volume I while he was working with Le Bas in Paris, and it is likely that he also
produced the engravings signed by Gravelot following his return to London. This hypothesis would be supported by the fact that Grignion took over as the named principal engraver on the project from Gravelot in 1746, and engraved the frontispieces designed by
Hayman for volumes XI and XII, dated 1746 and 1747. Even more tellingly, there is a surviving proof print in the British Museum Collection of the frontispiece to volume X, dated
1745, 162 which mentions that Grignion engraved the plate after Gravelot’s design, while
the final book plate referred to the French artist as both draughtsman and engraver. This
provides further evidence that Grignion and his former master continued to work closely
together even after the young engraver became independent.

160

Another monumental dedication page to a series of views of Middlesex by John Rocque has survived from
the hands of Gravelot and Grignion, but cannot be dated: see Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection,
accession number B1977.14.16613
161
The frontispiece to volume VIII comprises a portrait of the author, Charles Rollin, by Vertue
162
British Museum Collection no. 1882,0114.59
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Figure 17 Dedication page of vol. II of Richard Pococke’s Description of the East (1745), engraved by Charles
Grignion after Gravelot, actual size 338 x 222 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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Finally, the superb illustrations to the third and fourth volumes of Tindal's Continuation to Rapin's History of England tell a similar, but slightly more nuanced story. The input
from Gravelot and Grignion was in the form of decorative title-page vignettes, head- and
tailpieces, but they worked in a larger team. To give a limited set of examples: the title
page vignette of volume III (1744) was by G. Scotin after Gravelot; the dedication headpiece and the tailpieces of the introduction and of the volume were signed by Gravelot
and Grignion, while the allegorical tailpiece of the second part of volume IV (1747) was
engraved by Ravenet after Gravelot. This shows that Gravelot not only continued to work
with his young ex-pupil, but that he already considered him as equivalent to his seasoned
compatriots, Ravenet and Scotin. This equivalence was also recognised by the wider market, as testified by numerous publications involving these three engravers over the immediately following years. 163
Based on the above, Grignion essentially took over the engraving practice of his master after he left London in 1745 for the Continent with his last pupil, Thomas Major. Two
of the books described here also hint at Gravelot’s succession in terms of design. Samuel
Wale designed the final allegorical tailpiece of the second part of the fourth volume of
Tindal's Continuation to Rapin's History of England, while Hayman took over Gravelot’s
role as creator of the historical scenes for the later volumes of the Knaptons’ Roman History. The next two sections will argue that Hayman and Wale continued Gravelot’s practice in decorative, literary and history designs, and that they both in their turn retained
Grignion as their preferred engraver in this specialist area.

2.3 FRANCIS HAYMAN: 20 YEARS OF COLLABORATION
Francis Hayman was a self-made man of remarkable versatility. He was born in Devon in
around 1708 but seems to have been sent to London at about 10 years old to study painting. He made his name as a theatrical scene painter at Goodman’s Fields then Drury Lane
in the 1730s, during which period he also made connections which would further advance
his artistic career. One of the most important of these was Jonathan Tyers, the proprietor
of Vauxhall Gardens, whose family was the subject of a portrait by Hayman which he
signed and dated 1740. It must also have been in this year that Hayman signed an agreement with the former Speaker of the House of Commons and a founding Governor of the
Foundling Hospital, Sir Thomas Hanmer, for designing “a drawing to be prefix’d to each
play of Shakespear” for delivery by Lady Day 1741. Hayman must have also contracted
with Tyers to paint the 50 large supper box paintings for Vauxhall Gardens at about the
163

For example, Richard Dalton’s, A Collection of twenty antique Statues, drawn after the Originals in Italy (17441746); Andrea Casali’s set of four prints for the firework machine set in St James' Park and celebrating the treaty
of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748; Tables of the Skeleton and Muscles of the Human Body by Bernard Siegfried Albinus.
Translated from the Latin. Printed for John & Paul Knapton (London, 1749); and Dr. Warburton’s edition of The
Works of Alexander Pope Esq.: In nine volumes complete (1751)
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same time, as these seem to have been unveiled by 1742, one year prior to the publication of the 18 related prints.
In order simultaneously to complete these huge commissions and other commitments, including notably the illustrations for the sixth edition of Samuel Richardson’s
Pamela (1742), Hayman was able to draw not only on his own artistic talent and energy,
but also on his qualities as a leader and collaborator. In the medium to long term, these
qualities enabled him to remain a close friend of Hogarth, while taking over leadership of
the movement of artists and becoming the figurehead of its plan to found a formal academy in direct opposition to his friend’s stance. In the short term, this aspect of his character was key to building a team of artists to fulfil his artistic and commercial ambitions.
Gravelot, who completed the designs and engraving for Hanmer and for Pamela, and who
prepared drawings and directed the engraving for the Vauxhall Gardens project, was the
central figure in this team. It must have been through Grignion’s involvement in the Hanmer and Pamela prints under Gravelot’s name, and then in the Vauxhall Gardens prints
in his own name, that Grignion gained Hayman’s confidence and consequently a new patron.
Hammelmann’s article on Hayman and Brian Allen’s checklist of his works both show
that this assertion is not an exaggeration. 164 Hayman and Grignion collaborated on a continual basis for 20 years until the early 1760s, when the artist’s production waned, as he
became increasingly occupied with the affairs of the Society of Artists and the organisation of their exhibitions. During this period, Hayman’s name was linked with a small pool
of engravers of a similar standing to Grignion, but only on larger projects where more
than one engraver was required. Otherwise, Grignion was clearly the favoured interpreter of Hayman’s designs.
The text of Allen’s comprehensive study of Hayman and his oeuvre contains chapters
on the artist’s work for the theatre, portraiture, and history painting, but not on his designs for prints, maps and book illustrations, even though half of the items in Allen’s
checklist of his works consists of drawings, most of which were commissioned for engraved book illustrations. This balance in Hayman’s output between painting and designs
for prints and book illustrations was recognised in the artist’s obituary, as quoted by Allen: 165
“His taste and Excellence in his Drawings and Designs have been no less esteemed”.
In the last 50 years, however, art historians have continued to focus on his paintings,
while studies of his other work have been largely confined to professors of literature and
theatre studies specialised in the works of Shakespeare, Milton, and David Garrick. The
following pages will attempt to make a small contribution to filling this gap.
164

Hammelmann, Book illustrators in eighteenth-century England, pp. 49-55; Allen, Francis Hayman, pp. 171193
165
Allen, Francis Hayman, p. 1
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Hayman, Grignion and the print trade
Brian Allen quotes a fascinating snippet from a letter from David Garrick to Hayman dated
18 August 1746, as follows: 166
“In this same letter Garrick had observed what he termed Hayman’s ‘late application
to…Business’, urging him to ‘employ almost every Moment…in the next ten Years’”.
The context of this friendly advice was Hayman’s “scheme of the six pictures from Shakespear”, which Garrick had already mentioned about ten months previously in the only
other surviving letter between the two friends: 167
“We have had much talk about you & your performances & both agree the scheme of
the six pictures from Shakespear will be an excellent & advantagious one.”
These passages imply that Hayman was planning a print undertaking based on his own
work, an activity recently reinvented by Hogarth and Arthur Pond, and perfected over the
next 40 years by Sir Joshua Reynolds in partnership with James MacArdell’s generation of
mezzotint engravers. The choice of Shakespearean scenes would have made sound commercial sense, given the overt support of Garrick and his friends, the success of Hayman’s
designs for Hanmer’s edition of The Works of Shakespear, as well as of the two popular
Vauxhall Garden prints of Falstaff engraved by Grignion. In the latter case, the entrepreneurial risk and reward had accrued to the Bowles brothers, but there was no reason why
the original artist should not attempt to profit from similar projects if the conditions were
right.
In the end, it seems that Hayman did not complete this set of six prints, which would
probably have been followed by further sets of six until all of Shakespeare’s plays had
been covered. Traces of this project may, however, be discerned in a later set of prints
which seems to reflect further advice from Garrick to Hayman as to which scenes he
should choose, and how to position the characters, and depict their gestures and expressions. 168

166

Ibid., p. 19
Kalman A Burnim, ‘The Significance of Garrick’s Letters to Hayman’, Shakespeare Quarterly, vol. 9, no. 2
(spring, 1958), pp. 149-152; p. 149, cf. p. 151
168
Ibid. p. 149
167
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Figure 18 Frontispiece to Charles Jennens’s edition of Othello. The Moor of Venice. A Tragedy. By William
Shakespeare (1773) 8vo, engraved by Charles Grignion after Francis Hayman, trimmed to the plate mark
(©Folger Shakespeare Library)
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In the letter datable to October 1745, Garrick expressed regrets about the scene selected by Hayman from King Lear and suggested as an alternative the second storm
scene. He then commended the artist’s choice of scene from Othello, but without further
detail. Garrick’s letter dated 18 August 1746 then recommended and described in detail
“that point of Time in the last act, when Emilia discovers to Othello his Error about the
Handkerchief”. 169
The Reverend W.M. Merchant has compared the descriptions in these letters with
the scenes in two engravings after Hayman: one of Othello by Grignion, illustrated in figure 18, and one of King Lear by Ravenet, and convincingly concluded that they correspond. 170 Confusingly, however, these two plates comprised frontispieces to two of a set
of five Shakespeare plays which was only published in 1773 and 1774 in Charles Jennens’s
universally panned part-edition in octavo. Since Grignion had otherwise ceased engraving original work by Hayman by 1762 and Ravenet by 1755, these plates probably date
from a much earlier period than their final publication. It therefore seems that Hayman
abandoned his original project, which would probably have involved the engraving of
much larger-scale prints with quotes from the Bard’s work, as recommended by Garrick,
and instead allowed his initial designs to be used for more modest purposes.
This was not the last attempt by Hayman to profit from the popularity of the prints
from his Vauxhall Garden paintings. Contemporary newspapers frequently advertised
cricket matches, but not always with a souvenir, as publicised in The General Advertiser
on 25 July 1748:
“CRICKET. THIS DAY Eleven Gentlemen of Croydon, play against Eleven Gentlemen of
London in the ARTILLERY GROUND; the Wickets to be pitch’d by Two o’Clock, the
Match to be play’d out.
The PRINT of a Match at Cricket from a Painting by Mr. Hayman, and Engraved by Mr.
Grignion, will be ready to deliver the same Day to any Gentleman at 5s. each.”
The engraving and the original painting are illustrated as figure 19 and figure 20.

169
170

Ibid. p. 151
Merchant, ‘Francis Hayman's Illustrations of Shakespeare’, pp. 146-147
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Figure 19 “Cricket”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Francis Hayman (1748), actual size 53 x 64 cm
unmounted (Source: The Australian Sports Museum)

This was not the first depiction of a cricket match as has often been maintained, since it
was preceded by the Vauxhall Gardens print by Benoist after Hayman with a publication
date of 4 April 1743. The latter print depicted a different scene, from much closer to the
wicket, and was of a higher quality in terms of the composition, characterisation, as well
as the quality of the engraving. The Grignion print was, however, clearly reminiscent of
the Bowles’s product through its identical title and the intricate copperplate writing and
decoration. It was also twice the size of the earlier print and was extremely expensive at
5 shillings. Coloured prints, including those of Hayman’s paintings for Vauxhall Gardens,
typically retailed for 1 shilling and uncoloured versions for 6 pence. This was therefore
another opportunistic, commercial work, much like the musical clock souvenir print engraved by Grignion after Gravelot a few years earlier.
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Figure 20 “A Cricket Match at Mary-le-bone Fields, 1740”, oil on canvas, by Francis Hayman, actual size 88 x
108 cm (Source: the MCC Collection)

There is one final print-selling enterprise which merits further examination in the context of Grignion’s relationship with Hayman, one of such great ambition that it would
have put the Vauxhall Gardens collection in the shade had it been completed. 171 In this
case, the specialist history and literary bookseller-publishers, John and Paul Knapton and
Robert Dodsley, planned a set of 50 large prints entitled “English History Delineated”. The
subscription ticket engraved by Grignion after Hayman and illustrated in figure 21 was
issued in early 1750, and already signified the patriotic aspirations, quality of execution,
and related cost of this project. It portrays an allegorical figure of Painting being interrupted by Clio, Muse of History, with a request to illustrate the history of England. A sea
battle rages in the background, while the image is further adorned with fantasy architecture, drapery, and a rococo cartouche.

171

See Allen, Francis Hayman, pp. 146-149 for a detailed description, including illustrations of Ravenet’s “The
Druids, or the Conversion of the Britons to Christianity” and Grignion’s “The Norman Conquest, or The Battle of
Hastings”, both after Hayman
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Figure 21 Subscription ticket for “English History Delineated” (1750), engraved by Charles Grignion after
Francis Hayman, actual size 186 x 174 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)

The issue of this subscription ticket was followed by a barrage of advertising in the newspapers and literary magazines, which continued for well over two years until the completion of the first sub-set of six prints. The following represents an early and particularly
informative example of these advertisements, summarising the publishers’ dual ambitions of illustrating British history and “the present perfection” of fine art: 172

172

The General Advertiser, 28 March 1751, cf. The London Evening Post, 1-3 February 1750, 5-7 November 1751,
18, 22-25 February, 29 February–3 March, and 7-10, 21, 24-26 March 1752; The Monthly Review VII (October
1752), pp. 278-284
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“This Day are published PROPOSALS for Engraving by SUBSCRIPTION, The Six following
DRAWINGS, being the First Series of a Set of Prints, entituled, English History Delineated; comprehending what may be called the Antient History, being the Period from
the landing of Caesar to the Conquest, viz.
1. The Landing of Julius Caesar.
2. The noble Behaviour of Caractacus the Briton, before the Emperor Claudius at
Rome.
3. Vortigern and Rowena; or the Settlement of the Saxons in England.
4. The Conversion of the Saxons to Christianity.
5. Alfred the Great in the Island of Athelny, receiving News of a Victory over the Danes.
6. The Norman Conquest; or, The Battle of Hastings.
The Drawings, which are Eighteen Inches by Fourteen, are finished in the most masterly Manner by Mr. Hayman and Mr. Blakey in Indian Ink; and they will be engraved
with all possible Delicacy and Correctness, by Mess. Ravenet Grignion, and Scotin;
Being intended to exhibit a Specimen of the present Perfection of these Arts in England; as also, to fix the principal Points of our History in the Mind; for which last Purpose, an Historical Account is printed in Six Pages, by Way of explaining and connecting them together; and is given gratis to such as are inclined to subscribe.
The Terms to Subscribers are Thirty Shillings for the Six Prints; no Part of it to be paid
till the whole are delivered: And those who are willing to encourage the Design, are
desired only to send in their Names, as Subscribers, either to J. and P. Knapton in
Ludgate-street, or to R. Dodsley in Pall-mall.
Those who subscribe for Six shall have a Seventh gratis.”
The publishers thus identified Hayman as the lead designer on this project, and he must
have chosen Grignion as one of the principal engravers.
Hayman had a long-standing working relationship with both Dodsley and the Knapton
brothers, having taken over from Gravelot as the designer of the frontispieces engraved
by Grignion for the second volume of the Knaptons’ Roman History, and having recently
illustrated numerous of literary works involving Dodsley, where Grignion was also employed as the or an engraver:
1747: An Epistle to Curio by Mark Akenside. Printed for R. Dodsley, 4to
1747: Musaeus: a Monody to the Memory of Mr. Pope. In imitation of Milton's Lycidas.
By Mr. Mason. Printed for R. Dodsley, 4to (also known as ‘Dodsley’s Miscellany’)
1748: The Preceptor: Containing a General Course of Education. Wherein the first Principles of Polite Learning are laid down….Illustrated with maps and useful cuts. Printed for
R. Dodsley, 2 vols. 8vo
1748: A Collection of Poems in three volumes. By Several Hands. Printed by J. Hughs, for
R. and J. Dodsley 8vo, and,
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1749: Q. Horatii Flacci Ars poetica. Epistola ad Pisones. With an English commentary and
notes. Edited by Richard Hurd, printed by W. Bowyer, and sold by R. Dodsley in Pall-Mall,
and M. Cooper in Paternoster-Row 8vo
Dodsley was, however, not experienced in this type of print enterprise, and it must therefore have been the Knaptons, and specifically the more active brother, John, who recognised that its scope and ambition would require another draughtsman in addition to Hayman, together with a wider team of engravers. The publishers accordingly engaged Nicholas Blakey, a relatively unknown Irish artist, who was a protégé of and must have been
recommended by Hayman, to design half of the drawings for the initial set of six prints.
They also completed the pool of engravers by adding Ravenet and Gérard Scotin, and to
a minor extent, Vivares, who helped with the landscape background on one plate, “Alfred
in the Isle of Athelney, receiving News of a Victory over the Danes”. 173
Hayman and his patrons must have considered this a high-quality and low-risk team,
since the same designers and engravers were engaged at the same time by another consortium of booksellers, including the Knaptons, Henry Lintot, Jacob and Richard Tonson
and their associate, Somerset Draper, on the illustration of volumes III-VI of William Warburton’s Works of Alexander Pope. This nine-volume collection had a publication date of
1751, but the artwork must have been in progress since at least 1748, the date given in
the signature on Blakey’s drawing for a print by Ravenet illustrating Pope’s Essay on Man
in volume III, ‘Moral Essays’. 174 Such reliance on the same artists for different projects at
the same time should have facilitated teamwork but could also have led to conflicts and
delays.
The existence of such conflicts could have been one of several reasons why only the
first set of six prints for “English History Delineated” was completed, but it is not difficult
to find other possible reasons for the discontinuation of the series. On the demand side
of this project, Dodsley and the Knaptons, as bookseller-publishers, did not have the same
experience of marketing or the same distribution network as specialist printsellers, such
as the Bowleses, and so would have struggled to boost sales beyond the initial subscription amount. This was also an extremely expensive product for consumers at thirty shillings for the first set, and this amount would have been multiplied if further sets had been
completed and offered for sale. There was arguably not then a large enough consumer
base of sufficient sophistication to soak up this type of product and to cover its inherent
costs. It was simply too early and too much.
On the supply side, Dodsley and Knaptons also lacked experience when it came to
financing and organising large-scale speculative print ventures. A final set of 50 prints was
an overly ambitious target, especially given the high-quality nature of the product. The
drawings were not just produced for engraving, but also for display and were therefore
173
174

No. 5. “N. Blakey Inv.t & Delin.t. G. Scotin Sculp.t. Landskip by F. Vivares” (1751)
The Works of Alexander Pope Esq. In nine volumes complete (London, 1751), vol. III, plate IX, p. 26
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highly “finished…in Indian ink”. The drawings were also not small at approximately 36 x
46 cm in size, and the compositions were extremely dense, with many figures.
The organisation of the work may have been facilitated by the appointment of one
artist, such as the highly experienced Ravenet, to coordinate the designers and engravers,
as suggested by Louise Lippincott 175. To support this theory, Lippincott quotes from the
post scriptum of a contemporary letter from Nicolas Blakey to Robert Dodsley. 176 Closer
inspection of this letter, however, indicates that Ravenet was only mentioned in the context of a promise to etch a partial print from Blakey’s drawing of his “Landing of Caesar”
as a sample of the artist’s design skills. Blakey’s letter is in fact a plea to Dodsley and
(indirectly) the Knaptons to help Blakey find patronage for his painting of this subject.
Lippincott also speculates that Arthur Pond may have been involved in “conceiving and
planning the series”, as the copper plates were in his shop when he died. This is possible,
but it seems more likely to have been because Pond was involved in their printing.
Unfortunately, the choice of a seasoned team of artists and whatever management
was applied to this project from inside or outside the group were insufficient to reduce
time to market to below two years for the first six prints, and this must have caused both
major cost overruns and frustration on the part of subscribers. The artists did, however,
produce impressive results, as can be seen in “The noble Behaviour of Caractacus before
the Emperor Claudius”, which was engraved by Grignion after Hayman and is illustrated
in figure 22. This was recognised as one of Grignion’s most accomplished works, and is
one of only three prints which he exhibited on his own initiative at the Society of Artists. 177 It also appeared as number two on the list of eight of his most famous prints which
was appended to his biography in Michael Huber’s Manuel des curieux et des amateurs
de l'art, published towards the end of the engraver’s life. 178 The first print on the list comprises another work after Hayman, “Madamemoiselle Catherina” from the Vauxhall Gardens supper box prints.
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Louise Lippincott, Selling Art in Georgian London. The Rise of Arthur Pond (Yale University Press, New Haven
and London, 1983), pp. 156-159; see also notes 78-79 on pp. 190-191
176
Free Library of Philadelphia, Rare Book Department, John Frederick Lewis collection of autographs of engravers, 1721-1914 (Bulk 1775-1850), “Blakey, N. Autograph letter signed to Robert Dodsley, 3 pages undated”, box
2. This letter does not appear in The Correspondence of Robert Dodsley 1733-1764, ed. James E. Tierney (Cambridge University Press, 1988). It is further discussed in David Alexander and Richard Godfrey, Painters and
Engraving. The Reproductive Print from Hogarth to Wilkie (Yale Center for British Art, New Haven, 1980), pp.
23-24
177
Graves, The Society of Artists, p. 107 (1761), no. 191
178
M. Huber, C.C.H. Rost and C.G. Martini, Manuel des curieux et des amateurs de l'art, contenant une notice
abrégée des principaux graveurs, et un catalogue raisonné de leurs meilleurs ouvrages, 9 vols. (Zurich, 17971808), vol. IX, “l’Ecole Angloise”, pp. 168-169
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Figure 22 “The Noble Behaviour of Caractacus, before the Emperor Claudius” (1751), engraved for “English
History Delineated” by Charles Grignion after Francis Hayman, actual size 430 x 468 mm (© The Trustees of
the British Museum)

The failure of “English History Delineated” seems to have discouraged Dodsley from participating in similar projects in the future. It may also have contributed to the failure of
the Knaptons’ business, which was precipitated by Paul’s death in 1755 but was already
becoming financially overextended at this time. 179 This project can, nonetheless, be
viewed from a wider perspective as a trailblazer for the market in historical engraving
which took off in the 1760s through the entrepreneurial skills of John Boydell, and was
further exploited by Robert Sayer, who eventually bought the copper plates for “English
History Delineated” and successfully re-issued them with extensive explanatory text in
1778.

179
Donald W. Nichol ed., Pope's Literary Legacy: The Book-Trade Correspondence of William Warburton and
John Knapton, with Other Letters and Documents, 1744–1780. Oxford Bibliographical Society Publications, N.S.
XXIII (Oxford, 1992), pp. lvii-lix details the process of the firm’s collapse during the years 1753-1755; cf. John
Nichols, Literary Anecdotes of the Eighteenth Century (London, 1812), vol. II, pp. 277-278n on the events of
1755
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This set of prints also had an afterlife through its influence on the development of
smaller scale engraving for the illustration of history books, a market which exploded
from the mid-1750s. Hayman and Grignion were called upon to contribute to the frontispieces to Tobias Smollett’s four-volume Complete History of England published in quarto
in 1757-1758, which can be considered as a continuation of the prints for “English History
Delineated” in another form. Then, in 1758, Smollett published a second edition of his
History in octavo, the first volume of which included reduced versions of five of the prints
from “English History Delineated” but adapted from landscape to portrait format. 180
These plates will be discussed in more detail in the section, “Illustrating English History”
in chapter 4.

Hayman, Grignion and the book trade
The standalone plates engraved by Grignion after Hayman certainly influenced the development of the print trade, but the cooperation between these two artists in the development of book illustration, and specifically literary illustration, was much more significant and distinguished. In fact, their output in this field was so substantial, that it can only
be summarised here through some statistics and a restricted number of examples. The
table in figure 23 gives an overview of this activity, including for comparison purposes
that of the other engravers employed to interpret Hayman’s book designs.

Key to figure 23:
HG: Hubert Bourguignon, known as “Gravelot” (1699-1773)
CG: Charles Grignion the elder (1721-1810)
CM: Charles Mosley (ca. 1720- 1756)
SFR: Simon François Ravenet (1706-1774)
JSM: Johann Sebastian Müller (1715-ca. 1792)
GS: Gérard Jean-Baptiste Scotin II (1698-ca. 1755)
AW: Anthony Walker (1726–1765)
WWR: William Wynne Ryland (1733-1783)
JT: Isaac (probably) Taylor (1730-1807)

180

Allen, Francis Hayman, p. 191, nos. 299 and 302
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Allen

Anon.

HG

CG

CM

SFR

268

10

4

3

269

1

266

29

267

31

270

JSM

WWR

1

272

3

273

1

274

2

276

3

277

2

278

1

3

2

280

1

1

281

8

4

282

1

283

1

284

2

285

1

287

1

288

1

289

1

290

9

291

3

292

1

293

5

294

3

295

1

296

1

297

12

298

1

299

2

1

1

8

2

300

6

1

302

2
1

1

1

1

304

1

305

4

306

1

307

2

104

AW

1

271

303

GS

1
1

JT
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308
309

3
2

310

1

311

1

312

1

313

1

314

1

315

1

316

3

317

3
1

318
Totals

1
4

60

93

9

25

6

6

2

3

1

Figure 23 Chronological table with the numbers from the section “Book Illustrations” in the checklist of works
by Francis Hayman, including the respective engravers, from Brian Allen’s Francis Hayman (1987), pp. 187-193

The data here are derived from the section, “Book Illustrations”, in the checklist of Hayman’s works in Brian Allen’s Francis Hayman (1987). A few duplicate entries and later reengravings of prints included elsewhere in the table have been excluded (nos. 275, 279,
286), and Allen’s checklist is not quite complete. He did not list at least the following book
plates by Grignion after Hayman: the frontispieces to books XI-XII of the Knaptons’ Roman
History (1746 and 1747); the frontispiece and title page vignette to Richard Hurd’s edition
of Horace (1749); 181 a scene from Nicholas Rowe’s The Fair Penitent (1759); the highquality title page vignette to Dodsley’s Cleone, which may also be attributable to this partnership (1759, cf. Allen no. 303); 182 and “Christ Healing the Blind” from Fawkes’s Complete Family Bible (1761-1762, cf. the lost painting catalogued in Allen as no. 114).
The final items in the table are marked in italics (nos. 311-318), as they were either
undated or probably executed long before the stated publication date: Grignion’s and
Ravenet’s plates for the drawing book, The Triumph of Painting (no. 316), which was published by the printseller Robert Sayer by 1775, 183 were probably engraved by the time of
the appearance of the latter’s Vade Mecum in 1762, as there is some overlap among the
prints. The frontispieces to Jennens’s edition of five Shakespeare plays (nos. 311-315),
were published in 1773-1774, more than ten years after Hayman had ceased actively designing book illustrations for engraving. They may have been completed in around 1759,
the date of the frontispiece of the third edition of Robert Dodsley’s Cleone, since this was
the only other plate engraved by the young William Wynne Ryland after Hayman.
181

Donald D. Eddy, ‘Richard Hurd's Editions of Horace and the Bowyer Ledgers’, Studies in Bibliography 48
(1995), pp. 148-169, describes and illustrates the title page vignette and anonymous headpiece on pp. 162-165
182
On this vignette, see Tierney, The Correspondence of Robert Dodsley, pp. 406-407, letter to William Shenstone dated 19 March [1759]
183
Allen, Francis Hayman, p. 192, dates The Triumph of Painting to 1794, but it appears already in Sayer and
Bennett's Enlarged Catalogue of New and Valuable Prints (London, 1775), p. 113
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Despite these minor shortcomings, Allen’s data can be considered objective and sufficiently complete to be able to draw solid conclusions about the professional relations
between Hayman, Grignion, the other contemporary engravers mentioned, as well as the
patrons behind the publications.
Taking into account the 4 books and 6 plates mentioned above which were omitted
by Allen, Grignion engraved 99 or almost half of the 215 individual book illustrations
which have been identified as designed by Hayman. 184 This proportion rises to almost
two thirds, if those attributed to Gravelot are excluded from the total, and to almost three
quarters, if Gravelot’s plates for the sixth edition of Richardson’s Pamela (no. 266) and
Hanmer’s Shakespear (no. 267) are re-attributed to Grignion, who was at that time completing his stint at the Frenchman’s studio.
In addition to demonstrating the closeness of Grignion’s relationship to Hayman in
the sphere of book illustration, these statistics provide evidence for at least two other
important conclusions. Firstly, they confirm that Grignion took over Gravelot’s relationship with Hayman, as the latter’s preferred provider of engraving services, just as Hayman
had assumed Gravelot’s position as the leading rococo book illustrator in London. Secondly, where other artists were used by Hayman to engrave his illustrations, this was
mainly in the context of a larger project where a team effort was required. In these cases,
Ravenet was Hayman’s second choice with at least 25 plates. Mosley was only used until
1751 (9 plates), and G. Scotin and J.S. Müller were only used occasionally for particularly
large undertakings (6 plates each).
A more detailed review of the 40 plus discrete book publications on which Hayman
and Grignion collaborated shows further patterns of patronage involving the booksellerpublishers. The most obvious of these patterns is that almost half of the volumes containing book illustrations by Grignion after Hayman were published by Robert Dodsley
(1703-1764), Jacob Tonson the younger (d. 1767), or by consortia involving one or both
of them. At first sight, these booksellers seem to have little in common. At one extreme,
Dodsley was a self-made man from the Midlands, who was working as a footman at a
private residence in Whitehall when his poetry was discovered by Daniel Defoe, and
whose wider talents were fostered by Alexander Pope. 185 At the other extreme, Jacob
Tonson was the great nephew of his namesake, the leading establishment bookseller in
the late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century London. Dodsley had started with
nothing, while Tonson inherited not only his great-uncle’s name, market position and
prestige, but also valuable copyrights to works by Dryden, Congreve, Milton, Pope, Steele,
Addison, and even Shakespeare.
The common thread linking Dodsley, Tonson, Hayman and Grignion can be found in
the names of the authors enumerated above. Both Dodsley and Tonson specialised in

184

This includes the correction of the attribution of the original frontispiece of the second volume of no. 284,
the eighth edition of James Hervey’s Meditations and Contemplations (1750). Cook was then a small child
185
Tierney, The Correspondence of Robert Dodsley, pp. 4-6
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publishing literary works, and especially poetry and theatre. These genres lent themselves to original illustration through small-scale action scenes depicting specific events,
or frontispieces and vignettes which were emblematic of the text. Such plates had been
a speciality of Gravelot as designer and etcher, and this speciality had been inherited both
by his pupil, Grignion, and by Hayman, who had worked with Gravelot on the second
edition of Richardson’s Pamela and Hanmer’s Shakespear.
It might be expected that bookseller-publishers such as Tonson and Dodsley, who
knew of or had already worked with Hayman and Grignion would simply act as intermediaries in recommending them to their authors to execute a pre-agreed programme of
illustration. A deeper dive into the works illustrated for these booksellers and the related
correspondence, however, shows a more differentiated picture, where illustrations were
not simply commissioned by professional publishers and executed by professional artists,
but were often conceived in unstructured discussions with amateur authors or editors
and their friends and patrons.

Hayman, Grignion and Tonson the younger
The following works were illustrated by Hayman and Grignion under the imprint of Jacob
Tonson the younger and various partners. They are listed in chronological order and prefaced by Allen’s reference number:
272. The Spectator, magazine founded by Joseph Addison and Richard Steele (1747) 8vo
274. The Guardian, magazine founded by Richard Steele (1747) 8vo
278. The Suspicious Husband, a comedy by Benjamin Hoadly (1749) 12mo
281. Paradise Lost, by John Milton (1749) 4o
290. The Works of Alexander Pope, edited by William Warburton (1751) 8vo
291. Paradise Regain'd, by John Milton (1752) 4o
293. The Works of Mr. William Congreve (1753) 12mo
295. Select Fables, by Charles Denis (1754) 8vo
305. The Tatler, magazine founded by Richard Steele (1759) 8vo
[Not in Allen] The Fair Penitent, a tragedy by Nicholas Rowe (1759) 12mo
308. The Works of Joseph Addison (1761) 4o
These titles mostly represented copyrights from deceased authors which Tonson the
younger had inherited, the exceptions being: Hoadly’s The Suspicious Husband, which
was created by Garrick at Covent Garden in February 1747, and the Select Fables of
Charles Denis. In both cases, the only illustration was a frontispiece: respectively an action
scene from the play, and a mythological scene for the fables illustrated in figure 24.
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Figure 24 George III as Prince of Wales surrounded by three allegorical figures engraved for Select Fables by
Mr. Charles Denis (1754) by Charles Grignion after Francis Hayman, actual size 150 x 95 mm (image) (Royal
Collection Trust, © Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II)
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Both frontispieces were typical of Hayman and Grignion’s many collaborations, and both
included their hallmark signature combination: “F. Hayman inv. et del.” and “C. Grignion
Sculp.”
The other titles in the list had more complex illustrative programmes, the development of which can to some extent be elucidated by contemporary correspondence. The
frontispiece to book three of Tonson the younger’s 1747 quarto edition of Paradise Lost
was the subject of one of the two surviving letters from Garrick to Hayman already
quoted. In the later letter, Garrick wrote that he had “promised the Doctor [Newton] to
read the third book & give him my opinion for the drawing”. 186 In other words, an actor,
a mutual friend of the editor and the designated artist, who had nothing to do with this
publication or the business of bookselling, was being consulted on the illustrations.
This process of developing an illustrative programme was certainly not unique and it
is likely that Newton asked the same favour of other friends. This begs the question of
how he, as a churchman, was able to finance this potentially open-ended financial commitment in terms of the complexity and cost of the plates. The answer is that Newton
had a rich patron who had agreed to cover the additional costs of the 12 frontispieces.
As noted in The Monthly Review, this new edition was adorned “with Cuts, designed by
Hayman, and engraved by Grignion and Ravenet, at the Expence of the Earl of Bath, to
whom the Book is dedicated”. 187
The resulting rococo designs by Hayman for the 1749 edition of Milton’s epic contrasted sharply with the grandeur of the baroque plates attributed to John Baptist Medina
and Bernard Lens in the first edition published by Tonson the older. The late seventeenthcentury illustrations were heroic in character, with complex compositions, including God
and angels floating on clouds, and a monstrous horned Satan. Lens’s design for the frontispiece to book 4, for example, showed the angel Uriel descending to warn Gabriel of
Satan’s impending arrival against a background of craggy rocks and multiple other figures
and symbols.
The illustration to the same book in the 1749 version of Paradise Lost could not have
been more different, as can be seen from figure 25.

186
187

Burnim, ‘The Significance of Garrick’s Letters to Hayman’, p. 150
Monthly Review II (January 1750), p. 188-212 (p. 188)
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Figure 25 Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden with Satan lurking behind the trees, frontispiece to volume I,
book 4 of Paradise Lost (1749), engraved by Charles Grignion after Francis Hayman, actual size 240 x 90 mm
(© The Victoria and Albert Museum)
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The new plate focused on the intimacy of Adam and Eve’s relationship and was relatively
naturalistic in style. Satan was depicted with wings, but otherwise looked human. The
overall effect is not so much epic as dramatic. 188 Mary Ravenhall has even gone so far as
to describe Satan’s expression in this illustration as “not unlike that Garrick describes as
suitable to Iago ‘with his eyes looking askance (as Milton terms it) on Othello’”. Her quotation derives from the earlier extant letter from the actor to Hayman dated 18 August
1746. 189 Iago was a role associated with Garrick in the early part of his career and had
been played by him for the last time at Convent Garden on 20 June 1746. 190 Against this
background, it is hardly surprising that Hayman and Grignion were finally commissioned
to design and engrave a plate which was not only modishly rococo in style but theatrical
in feeling.
One other literary publication involving Tonson the younger will be examined in more
detail here, as it demonstrates further the potential complexity of the relations between
the artists, booksellers, copyright owners, authors, or editors. This is the nine-volume octavo edition of The Works of Alexander Pope, which was edited with notes by Pope’s literary executor and heir to his copyrights, the Reverend William Warburton, future Bishop
of Gloucester. In this case, Tonson and his regular partner, Somerset Draper, were joined
by Henry Lintot to publish the first two volumes. These were illustrated with six plates,
four of which were designed by Wale and engraved by Charles Mosley and J.S. Müller,
while the other two were designed and engraved by Anthony Walker. The Knapton Brothers then purchased from Warburton the right to continue publication and replaced the
team of artists with their own. As in the case of the Knaptons’ and Dodsley’s “English
History Delineated”, the 18 designs for books III-VI, were shared equally between Hayman
and his protégé, Blakey. Grignion engraved all of Hayman’s plates, while the Blakey designs, except for the frontispiece, were executed by Ravenet and Scotin.
It is unknown to what extent Warburton was involved in the genesis and execution of
the bulk of these illustrations but, based on his letter dated 20 December 1750 to John
Knapton, he certainly had his own ideas. According to this, the future bishop had heard
that Thomas Major had recently returned to England, and had asked his friend, Robert
Dingley, to request the engraver to execute the frontispiece. He also came up with an
idea for the only plate to volume VI, the last illustrated volume: 191
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On this topic in general, see Mary D. Ravenhall, ‘Francis Hayman and the dramatic interpretation of “Paradise
Lost”’, Milton Studies 20 (1984), pp. 87-109, and Stephen Alan Raynie, ‘Francis Hayman Reading "Paradise Lost"
in the 1740s’, Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900, vol. 44, no. 3, Restoration and Eighteenth Century (summer, 2004), pp. 545-570 (pp. 547-551)
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Ravenhall, ‘Francis Hayman’, p. 95, quoting from Burnim, ‘‘The Significance of Garrick’s Letters to Hayman’,
p. 151
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Burnim, ‘‘The Significance of Garrick’s Letters to Hayman’, p. 151
191
Nichol, Pope’s Literary Legacy, p. 33
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“I wish the Prints wanting may be expidited all they can. I believe Bowyer has by this
time finished the Last Vol. that was to print. It consists of Misc. poetry & Prose. No
Prints have been thought of for this Vol: The two last tracts in it are Mr. P’s Prefaces
to his Homer & to his Shakespear. Would not the heads of those two Poets be
Proper?”
Warburton may have been an “exasperating customer”, 192 but he was also an important
one. Indeed, he claimed to be John Knapton’s biggest creditor at the time of his failure. 193
The bookseller therefore not only secured Major’s services, but also managed to persuade the team of Hayman and Grignion to design and engrave one last plate in time
before the delivery by William Bowyer of 1,500 printed sets of the work in May and June
1751. 194
Hayman and Grignion did not, however, provide two portrait busts of Homer and
Shakespeare, as suggested by Warburton. Hayman instead designed a much more imaginative scene which took full advantage of the specialist skills of the artists’ involved. This
plate, which is illustrated as figure 26, shows Pope’s literary antecedents being led by a
muse to the surprised writer at his desk in the man-made grotto at his home on the banks
of the Thames in Twickenham. It is difficult not to see a deliberate comic touch in this
plate, which may have been a dig at Warburton, whose preposterous frontispiece, showing his own bust dominating that of Pope’s, was widely ridiculed. 195
One further illustration to Warburton’s edition of Pope’s works is included as figure
27 to show more explicit comic effects. This represents one of Hayman’s and Grignion’s
five plates illustrating the widely read anti-epic, The Dunciad. It shows Queen Dulness
extinguishing the fire which Colley Cibber, the King of Dunces, has set to a pile of books.
These new illustrations were quite different from the frontispiece and headpieces to the
earlier baroque editions of The Dunciad, where the emphasis was on the symbolic and
satirical. Hayman and Grignion instead created full-page naturalistic action scenes with
theatrical elements. 196 Similar light-hearted scenes can also be found in these two artists’
illustrations to Tonson the younger’s re-editions of The Spectator, The Guardian and The
Tatler, as well as in Andrew Millar’s superb 1755 quarto version of Smollett’s The History
and Adventures of the Renowned Don Quixote. This more extensive project was illustrated
with 28 plates, all of which were designed by Hayman, while the wider team of Grignion,
Ravenet, Scotin and J.S. Miller was called on to complete the engraving.
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Ibid. p. xliii
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Figure 26 “Hail, Bards triumphant!”, Homer and Shakespeare being led by a muse to Alexander Pope sitting
writing at a desk in his grotto, proof before letters of the frontispiece to volume VI of William Warburton’s The
Works of Alexander Pope (1751), engraved by Charles Grignion after Francis Hayman, actual size 160 x 102
mm sheet (© Trustees of the British Museum)
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Figure 27 “Her ample Presence fills up all the Space, A Veil of Fogs dilates her awfull Face”, plate XX,
frontispiece to Book I of The Dunciad from volume V of William Warburton’s The Works of Alexander Pope
(1751), engraved by Charles Grignion after Francis Hayman, actual size 144 x 86 mm (© Royal Academy)
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There is one last aspect of the development of illustration in the books published by
Tonson the younger which should be described here, as it was of particular importance
to engravers, as opposed to original designers. This consisted of the constant packaging
and repackaging of Tonson’s inherited copies into smaller, handier volumes. Tonson’s
1749 quarto edition of Paradise Lost was followed in 1750 by an octavo edition, where
the eight plates engraved by Grignion and four by Ravenet, all after Hayman, were reduced and reversed by J.S. Müller. Tonson’s quarto edition of Newton’s Paradise Regain’d
and Milton’s minor poetical works dated 1752 were also republished in octavo in the
following year. This time, the five internal plates, that is excluding the frontispiece portraits by Vertue, were adapted and re-engraved by Grignion from three of his own plates,
plus one originally engraved by Ravenet and another by Müller.
Tonson the younger also illustrated and then repackaged his collected versions of the
three great literary, philosophical and political magazines of the Augustan Age: The Spectator, The Tatler and The Guardian. He published all three magazines in book form in
octavo in 1747 and 1759 respectively, with the illustrations by Hayman engraved by Grignion, Mosley, Müller and Ravenet. In the case of The Spectator, the 1747 illustrations,
which had been in the form of title page vignettes, were re-engraved by Grignion, Mosley
and Müller as full-page frontispieces for the 1749 duodecimo edition, and then by Grignion alone for the 1751 duodecimo and the 1757 octavo editions. The 1747 octavo version of The Guardian was also followed by a duodecimo version in 1751, with frontispieces by Grignion after Hayman. These and the other adaptations of Hayman’s action
scenes, which are too numerous to list here, kept Grignion and his peer group of engravers busy over an extended period, as the original draughtsmen would not normally have
been involved in such adaptations of their designs to different formats.

Hayman, Grignion and Robert Dodsley
In contrast to the extended programmes of illustration to works by established authors
published by Tonson the younger, the plates created by the team of Hayman and Grignion
for Robert Dodsley’s publications were generally on a small scale. This coincided with
Dodsley’s business model, which was focused on publishing and otherwise fostering a
younger generation of poets, many of whom were personal friends. His authors included
Mark Akenside, John Gilbert Cooper, William Mason, William Shenstone and Edward
Young, the illustration of whose works was generally limited to an emblematical frontispiece or just a title page vignette.
This more intimate model led to interactions between Dodsley as a professional publisher, amateur authors, and a wide circle of literary friends, which were even more extreme than in the case of Tonson’s publications, as will be illustrated here by reference
to just one slim volume, Dodsley’s own play, Cleone.
Cleone became a theatrical cause célèbre in 1756 after it was refused by David Garrick,
and subsequently opened in competition with his appearance in Susanna Centlivre’s The
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Busy Body at the end of 1758. The first two editions of Dodsley’s play were not illustrated,
but he decided to issue a third corrected edition in octavo to coincide with his retirement
from business in 1759. This edition contained as its frontispiece a dramatic scene depicting the death of Cleone, which was engraved by the 21-year-old William Wynne Ryland
after Hayman, an unsigned title page vignette of a vulture killing a lamb, which metaphorically represented the same scene, and an elaborate landscape tailpiece engraved by Grignion after the Birmingham-based artist, Daniel Bond.
Dodsley’s correspondence about these three relatively simple illustrations involved
several of his associates and reveal a modus operandi which could be characterised as
dilettante, but not necessarily in a negative sense. On 20 February 1759, Dodsley mentioned to his close friend and advisor, William Shenstone, that Hayman was “designing a
frontispiece from the dying Scene”, and then commented in a subsequent letter on 15
March that the artist had “made a very good drawing”. 197
The production of this full-page frontispiece scene seems to have been the easy part,
since Shenstone wrote two weeks later concerning the tailpiece, which depicted a landscape from his country estate, and so was a matter of particular concern to him: 198
“Mr Bond has made some Alteration in your Grove, which I thought very pretty on its
Arrival; yet, perhaps, he may be right enough, if Mr. Grignion can comprehend his
Meaning. The Trees he means on the wrong side of the Water, are some of those
opposite to the Letter S, which I have put upon the Back: but I am fearful of spoiling;
and must beg Mr Grignion would re-compare the Print with Mr. Bond’s original Drawing, then retouch his Plate, and let me have a few more Proof-Sheets of both the
Prints.”
The fact that Shenstone sided with Bond in this discussion and the tweaking by Grignion
of his plate was hardly surprising, as the draughtsman was his local protégé.
The history of the tiny title page vignette was just as complicated as that of the tailpiece, but in a different way. The Shakespearean scholar, George Steevens, had made a
small pencil sketch of the leading lady, Mrs. Bellamy, in full flow from the stage box, and
Shenstone recommended using this on the title page. This sketch never materialised, and
so Dodsley suggested in a letter to Shenstone on 19 March 1759 to replace the proposed
image with one of “a vulture killing a Lamb”, which would “be understood to allude to ye
Murderer killing the Child”. 199 On 3 April Dodsley wrote again to Shenston confirming
that: 200
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“Mr Grignion has done all he can in both the Plates, & thinks they are extreamly well,
and exact according to the Drawings. He will let me have some green proofs in two or
three days.”
It seems that Grignion had corrected the tailpiece depicting the Grove and engraved the
vignette of the vulture killing the lamb in a period of two weeks, during which time the
latter design must also have been completed and approved by Dodsley. It is possible that
Grignion himself was responsible for the drawing of the vulture and the lamb, but given
Dodsley’s preferences elsewhere and its quality, it is more likely that it was created by
Hayman.
These exchanges between Dodsley as author-publisher and his friends show that they
were intimately involved not only in the choice of designs, but also in the details and
progress of their production by the draughtsmen and engravers. 201 As a result of these
close relationships, the artists were expected to provide a personalised service and a swift
turnaround, as well as high quality results. Such an approach may also have applied to
smaller scale productions by larger scale publishers, such as Tonson the younger’s Select
Fables by Mr. Charles Denis, but it would have been less effective in the case of projects
involving multiple booksellers, draughtsmen, and engravers.
It is notable that even where a wider panel of artists was deployed, Grignion remained
Hayman’s collaborator of choice for literary illustration until the painter’s retirement
from book illustration in the early 1760s. This collaboration was so intense it could even
be seen as a cliché, as expressed in the cynical words of a contemporary commentator in
the first issue of Smollett’s The Critical Review in 1756: 202
“…the best authors, antient or modern, will not go down, unless the bookseller takes
care to adorn and beautify them with royal paper, a new type, a fine frontispiece; cuts
design’d by Hayman and grav’d by Grignion”.
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Eddy, ‘Richard Hurd's Editions of Horace’, pp. 162-163, illustrates a similar interaction between Dodsley, the
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2.4 SAMUEL WALE: MORE THAN 30 YEARS OF PARTNERSHIP
20 years after The Critical Review’s snide remarks concerning the ubiquity of illustrations
engraved by Grignion after Hayman, two distinguished antiquaries joked about the same
subject in relation to another pairing: 203
“…I wish only that the initials of my name at most should appear under the Vignette.
In such a small work, there is no reason that our friend Basire and I should for ever
appear nodding in fraternal corners, like Grignion and Wale”.
This quotation is from a letter dated 15 December 1779, which the Reverend Michael
Tyson, a Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, wrote to his friend, Richard Gough,
the Director of the Society of Antiquaries, concerning a drawing he had made for engraving by James Basire.
Tyson was more than justified in identifying the Wale-Grignion signature combination
as a commonplace of contemporary book illustration. Under his entry for Wale, Hammelmann listed “more than a hundred different publications, containing almost a thousand
individual illustrations” by this artist. 204 Of the publications listed by Hammelmann, more
than forty-five included plates engraved by Grignion, but this is likely to represent a significant understatement. The inventory of engravings compiled in the preparation of the
current monograph indicates that Grignion actually contributed to at least a hundred
publications on which Wale was employed as a designer, which suggests that Wale’s total
output may have been more than double that estimated by Hammelmann. 205 The following pages therefore only give a limited survey of Grignion’s lengthy partnership with this
artist, focusing on the first period of their collaboration and on literary publications. Their
later and more industrialised production in relation to historical and biblical illustration
will be covered in chapter 4, “Engraving for the Book Trade”.
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Samuel Wale’s early career and character
Despite his vast contribution to eighteenth-century book illustration, Samuel Wale has
been the object of relatively little scholarly attention. His origins are obscure, but he
seems to have been the son of a Customs Officer in Great Yarmouth, 206 and to have been
apprenticed to William Golbey of the Goldsmiths’ Company in London 1735. 207 This
would imply a birth date of about 1721, 208 which would make him an exact contemporary
of Charles Grignion. Edward Edwards, Wale’s successor as Professor of Perspective at the
Royal Academy, described him as “…brought up as an engraver on plate”, 209 which implies that he benefited from similar training to that of many leading engravers, including
Hogarth and Isaac Basire. William Golbey later styled himself an engraver and kept a print
shop in the City. 210 Wale appears not to have completed a formal apprenticeship but did
pay to attend drawing classes for three years at the St. Martin’s Lane Academy, where he
would have met Grignion. 211
The first datable, signed works by Wale comprise 12 plates in volume II of Richard
Pococke’s Description of the East, and some other Countries, which was published by the
Knapton brothers in 1745. These plates consisted of engravings of architectural plans and
views of antique monuments signed “Sam. Wale sc.” or “S.W. sc.”. This same volume
contained some of Gravelot’s last designs produced in England, as well as some of Grignion’s first independent plates, including the dedication page (figure 17) and the title
page vignette. Wale thus began as a professional engraver in the same orbit as Gravelot
and Grignion. The same three names reappeared in Thomas Astley’s New General Collection of Voyages and Travels (1745-1746). In this case, the allegorical frontispiece of the
first volume was engraved by Grignion after Gravelot, who was replaced by Wale for the
frontispieces of volumes II to IV, which were engraved by George Child and Nathaniel
Parr.
These plates were followed by Wale’s tailpiece to the last volume of Tindal's Continuation to Rapin's History of England, which was published by the Knaptons in 1747. This
was signed “Wale inv.” and “C. Grignion sculp.” and is illustrated as figure 28.
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Figure 28 Britannia pointing to a portrait bust of George I on a pyramid with a lion and other emblematic
figures, tailpiece to volume IV, part II of Tindal's Continuation to Rapin's History of England (1747), engraved
by Charles Grignion after Samuel Wale, actual size 142 x 140 mm (© The Victoria and Albert Museum)
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Together, this selection of illustrations demonstrates two significant and somewhat
surprising facts about Wale. Firstly, he changed career from a technical and architectural
engraver to designer within a short space of time. And, secondly, he had taken on as a
very young man the sort of highly prestigious design of elaborate rococo frontispieces
and other plates, a fuekd which Gravelot had dominated on the London market until his
departure from the scene in 1745.
It has already been mentioned that Francis Hayman was the natural successor to
Gravelot for the invention of small-scale historical scenes in book illustration, and it was
probably due to Hayman’s direct or indirect patronage that Wale was able to establish
himself so quickly in this domain. Edward Edwards, who is the main source for dictionary
entries on Wale, not only mentioned that Wale “studied design, in the Academy in St.
Martin’s-lane”, but also that he “practised painting, in which he imitated the manner of
Mr. Hayman”. 212 Indeed, Wale’s few known commissions as a painter were mostly associated with Hayman. In 1748, Wale contributed three small roundels depicting other hospitals for display in the Court Room of the Foundling Hospital, where they were placed
between the great biblical paintings by Hayman, Highmore and Hogarth. 213 Then, in the
early to mid-1750s, Wale worked with Hayman as a decorative painter on at least two
great houses in the north of England which were being remodelled by the architect,
James Payne: Cusworth Hall, near Doncaster, in 1752; and Hardwick in County Durham
at some time in the period from 1754 to 1757. 214
The artists’ movement proceeding from the St. Martin’s Lane Academy and culminating in the foundation of the Royal Academy also provided a source of constant contact
between Hayman, Wale and Grignion. Wale engraved two perspective views of the
Foundling Hospital, the movement’s first site for public exhibition of the artists’ works,
both of which were engraved by Grignion in 1749 (figure 5). Wale also designed three of
the four illustrations to John Gwynn’s An Essay On Design: Including Proposals for Erecting
a Public Academy, which was published in the same year. In this case, it was the allegorical
frontispiece which was engraved by Grignion.
The minutes of the first Exhibition Committee and then of the Society of Artists of
Great Britain show that Wale was an even more assiduous attendee at meetings than the
engraver. He was one of the six painters appointed at the meeting at the Turk’s Head
Tavern on 12 November 1759. He designed the emblematic frontispiece to the exhibition
catalogue of 1761, which was engraved by Grignion (figure 29), and he continued as a
member of the Committee when the Society was incorporated in early 1765 and Hayman
took the chair.
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Figure 29 The Genius of Painting, Sculpture and Architecture relieving the distressed, engraved by Charles
Grignion after Samuel Wale for the Catalogue of the Pictures, Sculptures, Models, Drawings, Prints etc.
exhibited by the Society of Artists of Great Britain at their exhibition at the Spring Gardens May 1761, actual
size 86 x 129 mm to the plate mark (© The Trustees of the British Museum)

Despite the assiduity of his attendance at meetings and his numerous artistic contributions, Wale seems to have been at least as reserved as Grignion. The contemporary
satirist, John Williams, writing as “Anthony Pasquin”, commented of Wale that “I never
saw a man so diffident in the communication of what he so well knew”; characterising
him further as “one of those modest few who wished to journey to the grave through the
by-paths and silent avenues of life…a modest man drawn from the calm recesses of solitude into the blaze of observation”. 215 This description is borne out by Wale’s portrait in
Zoffany’s famous conversation piece depicting the Royal Academicians in 1771 (figure
30).
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Figure 30 The Academicians of the Royal Academy (1770-1771), oil painting on canvas by Johan Joseph
Zoffany, actual size 101.1 x 147.5 cm (Royal Collection Trust, © Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II)

Wale is the sombrely attired figure sitting with his hands on his chin at a desk under a
statue in the middle right of the composition. He seems to be listening intently to his
animated and, in many cases, foppishly dressed colleagues. As a result of this diffident
personality, Wale was apparently content with a few intense friendships which also influenced the course of his career. The first of these friendships was with the architect, John
Gwynn, with whom he lived from at least 1755 until his death in 1786 in a house belonging to James Paine. The second of these was with Charles Grignion.
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Wale and Grignion: an evolving relationship
A review of the publications illustrated by Wale and Grignion immediately reveals two
distinct periods in their collaboration: from 1745 to approximately 1760, and from this
date to Wale’s incapacity through a stroke in 1778. During the first period, Wale was already mostly occupied with small-scale book illustrations, but completed these in parallel
with occasional painting commissions, as well as a few designs for the print trade, such
as perspective views for the Bowles’s and some speculative architectural engravings for
John Gwynn. 216
Most of Wale’s early book plates comprised original designs of emblematic frontispieces and title page vignettes for a variety of authors and publishers in combination with
different engravers. The only larger scale illustrative programmes on which he worked
before 1760 were the 60 internal plates with 2 scenes each for Select Tales and Fables by
the engraver, Benjamin Cole (ca. 1750), and almost all the designs for Edward Ryland’s
edition of The Liturgy of the Church of England; illustrated with Fifty Nine Historical and
Explanatory Sculptures (1755), an important example of English rococo book illustration. 217
Grignion did work with Wale on up to 30 illustrated books and magazines published
before 1760, but they were not yet seen as a team, as the engraver was generally still
viewed more as Hayman’s than Wale’s partner in the 1750s. This is implied, for example,
by the choice of artists and engravers in Warburton’s Works of Alexander Pope (1751)
and Jonas Hanway’s An Historical Account of the British Trade over the Caspian Sea with
a Journal of Travels (1753). In the former volume, Hayman’s nine designs were engraved
by Grignion, while Wale’s three contributions were signed by Charles Mosely and J.S.
Müller. In the latter work, Grignion’s three engravings were also after Hayman, while
Wale’s three designs were engraved by Gérard Scotin.
One reason for this earlier, relative distance from Grignion was that Wale seems to
have been regarded by the market as a second choice for Hayman until the latter’s withdrawal from the market around 1760. That Wale’s name was not yet a selling point in
1755 is implied by the continuation of the title of Ryland’s Liturgy as follows: “Engrav’d
by Mess. Ravenett, Grignion, Scotin, Canott, Walker and W. Ryland”. These engravers,
except for Ryland’s son, William Wynne, who had then barely completed his apprenticeship, were frequent collaborators of Hayman and already considered the cream of their
profession. Wale’s name is significantly not mentioned, although he designed almost all
the plates, including the allegorical frontispiece engraved by Grignion which is illustrated
with the title page as figure 31.
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Figure 31 Engraved frontispiece and title page to Edward Ryland’s The Liturgy of the Church of England (1755)
8vo, frontispiece engraved by Charles Grignion after Samuel Wale (source: private collection)
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Wale, Grignion, their publishers and auteurs
Wale finally emerged from Hayman’s shadow as a literary illustrator from the early 1760s,
and simultaneously became identified as Grignion’s main collaborator. This is evident in
the extensive correspondence between publishers, authors and their literary and artistic
confidants, which continued the cottage industry approach to book illustration already
seen in the development of the designs and engraving for Robert Dodsley’s Cleone.
In 1762, shortly after Dodsley’s retirement, William Shenstone wrote to his literary
friends concerning the three plates in an edition of the works of Horace which was being
printed by John Baskerville in Birmingham. While Baskerville focused on the text edited
by his assistant, John Livie, and his own specialities, the typeface, paper, and printing, he
asked Dodsley to advise on the engravings. Dodsley, in turn, sent Wale’s drawing of the
title page vignette to Shenstone, who commended the design: 218
“The smaller drawing you enclosed is really a perfect beauty, & must be executed at
all events. When I return it, which I mean to do on saturday, I shall give the graver one
or two directions”.
In a subsequent letter to the Reverend Thomas Percy, Shenstone expressed enthusiasm
for the dedication page, but only qualified satisfaction with Grignion’s engraving of Wale’s
vignette: 219
“Ld Bute’s arms (the least important ornament) is most exquisitely Ingraven – The
middle-piece for the title page is beautiful – but woud have been more so, had not
they fantastically deviated from the first design; and wherever I proposed an alteration gone by the rule of making it worse.”
The frontispiece showing Horace, Virgil and Varius in an imaginary scene met with even
less satisfaction. In his letter to Percy, Shenstone complained that he “had inconceivable
Pains about the Frontispiece”, and then continued with the following denunciation of
Wale’s work, which he again qualified at the end: 220
“As to the Frontispiece I sent up an admirable sketch by a neighb’ring Painter. The
Back-grounds extremely beautiful; the Figures all good except, Horace. This Wale was
to correct; and to throw a Little resemblance of the Life into Horace, Virgil, and Maecenas. The Varius to be as it happened –
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The consequence has been that Wale has altered the Back-ground for the worse, in
order to render it his own – that he has taken part of Virgil’s attitude to give to Horace,
(the Hand upon the brest) by which Virgil’s is wors[e] and Horace’s better – Varius
altered also for the worse – Yet after all (allowing for the difficulty of giving instructions, and the impossibility of designing figure[s] that shall answer your Ideas of very
famous men) I hope you think the Ornaments tolerably pleasing.”
In the earlier letter to Dodsley, Shenstone had given an even more lengthy criticism
of Wale’s interpretation of the scene, noting that the “designer does not seem to enter
into the spirit of the Story”, concluding: 221 “…there evidently were means of rendering it
more beautifull than it appears here. Hayman certainly should have been the Man!” Fortunately for Wale, he was no longer in competition with Hayman by the time, and he and
Grignion were in the process of making the market for small-scale literary book illustration their own.
Wale’s inheritance of Hayman’s market position in this market segment can be seen
from various angles. First, he continued Hayman’s partnership with Grignion. Secondly,
he similarly dominated the illustration of literary works, and particularly the design of
allegorical frontispieces, title page and dedication page vignettes. And thirdly, he continued to be the illustrator of choice for Robert Dodsley until around 1760, and for his
brother, James Dodsley, thereafter.
The Dodsleys were closely involved in approximately 20 of the 100 or so discrete publications on which Wale and Grignion collaborated, with only one other bookseller-publisher, John Cooke, commissioning Grignion and Wale to work on more than two or three
works, and then on quite different and highly commercialised, non-fiction works towards
the ends of their careers. 222
Of the literary publications involving the Dodsleys and published in 1760s and 1770s,
only a handful contained more than a frontispiece or one vignette by Grignion after Wale,
and so merit further analysis here:
1761: Select Fables of Esop and other fabulists. Printed by John Baskerville for R. and J.
Dodsley, 8vo and 12mo
1765: Reliques of Ancient English Poetry. [Edited by Thomas Percy.] Printed for J. Dodsley,
8vo
1767: Edge-hill, or, the rural prospect delineated and moralized. By Richard Jago. Printed
for J. Dodsley, 4o
1774: The Spiritual Quixote. [By Richard Graves.] Printed for J. Dodsley, 12mo
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The poem, Edge-hill, and the comic romance, The Spiritual Quixote, were ornamented
respectively with three headpieces and three frontispieces by Wale after Grignion, while
the illustrative programmes in the other two works were much more extended. They
were also subject to intense interaction between the main parties involved, which gives
further insight into the relations between the authors, their friends, advisers, publishers,
draughtsmen, and engravers.
The Select Fables of Esop, as assembled by Robert Dodsley, represented a significant
landmark in the publication of illustrated fables, an important sub-set of illustrated literary works in the mid-eighteenth century. Preceding collections had included Edward
Moore’s Fables for the Female Sex, which was printed for Richard Francklin in 1744, and
the Tonsons’ Select Fables by Mr. Charles Denis (1754), both of which had been illustrated
by Hayman and Grignion. The Select Fables were then succeeded by collections such as
Christopher Smart’s A Poetical Translation of the Fables of Phaedrus, which was printed
for J. Dodsley in 1765, and Bellamy’s Ethic Amusements: Ethic Tales and Fables by Fénelon, printed for the author in 1770, both of which were illustrated by Wale and Grignion.
While most books of fables were illustrated with frontispieces or headpieces, Robert
Dodsley decided to experiment with a more ambitious approach in his Select Fables,
which was aimed both at an adult readership and a young audience, since the 1761 octavo edition was followed within a matter of months by a duodecimo version targeted at
schools. Both versions contained the same 23 illustrations, including not only an allegorical frontispiece and title page vignette in the first volume, but also a headpiece and a
tailpiece for each of the 3 volumes. He supplemented these with 15 full-page plates containing up to 12 roundels illustrating the 159 fables. Curiously, only the tailpiece to book
I is signed by the artists, but it is clear not only from the extensive newspaper advertising
for both versions, 223 but also from related correspondence that most, if not all the plates
were engraved by Grignion after Wale. 224
As with the illustration of his own Cleone and Baskerville’s edition of Horace, Dodsley
discussed the progress of his Select Fables, including the plates, with his friend Shenstone,
who had also written the introductory essay to these volumes. 225 Dodsley did not, however, request or heed Shenstone’s advice concerning the 15 plates of roundels, one of
which can be seen in figure 32.
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Figure 32 Twelve roundels illustrating fables 1-12 and the headpiece to fable I from book II of Robert
Dodsley’s Select Fables of Esop and other fabulists. Printed by John Baskerville (1761) 8vo, engraved by
Charles Grignion after Samuel Wale (source: private collection)

Shenstone recognised that the roundels were far too small for the artists to be able to
depict the fables and were also frustratingly separated from the relevant text, and he was
not shy in expressing his dissatisfaction in correspondence with other literary friends. He
wrote as follows to the Reverend Richard Graves, the author of at least some of the fables: 226
“As to his cuts, though to him expensive, they will hardly, I fear, meet with much of
your approbation – the scale is much too small – and the emblematick prints which
are larger will scarce, I fear, be understood. – I procured a copy from Baskerville be-
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fore the plates were inserted, and have caused my painter (Alcock) to supply the vacancies with some devices of my own – some account of which I send you, as it may
amuse you for a minute. I want one or two to compleat my scheme, and should be
glad if you would propose some in your next letter.”
In another contemporary letter, Shenstone began in a similar vein before sharing with
Thomas Percy further details of his own alternative illustrative programme for the Select
Fables: 227
“I procured a copy of the Fables from Mr Baskerville, before the Cuts were inserted
and have by help of mr Alcock (a Painter) supplied the places of the emblematick
prints with some devices of my own. I send you some account of them; that you may
be induced to favour me with Hints for two or three more – which will be wanting to
compleat my scheme, and which you can very readily supply – but which I can not.”
Shenstone then listed a frontispiece portrait of Dodsley and 11 further plates which he
wished to insert within Baskerville’s letterpress to replace the illustrations by Wale and
Grignion, even mentioning two eclectic sources: “a Picture of Hannibal Carracci” and a
depiction of Aurora “taken from Tooke’s Pantheon”, a work published in 1678. The mention of the Birmingham painter, Edward Alcock, who had recently completed an oil portrait of Shenstone, is key to understanding this situation. Shenstone had recommended
Alcock to Dodsley, but the author-publisher had given up waiting for the local artist’s
drawings, and instead commissioned the more professional Wale and Grignion to speed
up the process of publication. 228
A similar level of involvement by numerous parties in selecting illustrations and artists
is apparent in the correspondence on Percy’s Reliques of Ancient English Poetry, which
was published in four volumes by James Dodsley in 1765. The Reliques were illustrated
with a frontispiece and headpiece to the first volume, the same title page vignette in each
of the three volumes, and three different headpieces and a tailpiece to each of the three
sections of each of the three volumes, i.e., sixteen distinct illustrations in all.
The initial frontispiece to the Reliques was signed by Wale and Grignion, but the other
images were unsigned. There is, however, no doubt as to their authorship. Percy referred
to Grignion on several occasions in his correspondence, and the review in The Gentleman’s Magazine mentioned that “This collection…is adorned with several prints, designed by Wale, and engraved by Grignion.” 229
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The publication of Reliques was originally conceived in partnership with Shenstone, 230
who seems to have been expected to play a similar role as advisor on the illustrations as
he did for Robert Dodsley’s works. This is revealed in a letter dated 18 December 1763
which Percy addressed to the Scottish advocate and later historian, Sir David Dalrymple,
subsequently Lord Hailes, whom he asked for ideas and feedback on his own proposals
for the headpieces for the three books of volume III: 231
“Tis here (as indeed in every step of the work) that I feel the loss of my amiable friend
Shenstone, who had (as in everything else) the most happy talent at designing, and
had promised to supply me with a dozen subjects for these volumes: but alas! was
snatched away before he had given me one, except some few hints for a frontispiece”.
Percy then continued with a detailed description of this “frontispiece”, which was in fact
the headpiece to volume I, book I. Dalrymple’s response has not survived, but Percy’s
three proposals were indeed designed by Wale and then engraved by Grignion almost
exactly as he described.
Percy also consulted on this subject with Richard Farmer of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, who later became known as a Shakespearean scholar. A letter dated 9 October
1763 updated Farmer with the progress of the plates, incidentally revealing that his friend
was the source of the headpiece to volume II, book III: 232
“The engraver has finished seven plates, for the two first volumes. Your edition of
Gascoigne has furnished us with one excellent design, viz. Time dragging Truth out of
her well with this Legend, Occulta veritas tempore patet: As soon as I receive copies,
I will transmit you a compleat set of plates.”
The source of the image referred to here was the title page vignette of “The Steele Glas”,
a satire published in The Posies of George Gascoigne in 1575. A few months later, Percy
also asked Farmer for his “opinion, improvements &c.” regarding his proposed composition for the headpiece to volume I, book II, which he had described to Dalrymple only two
weeks earlier. 233
As the publication of the Reliques neared completion, Percy requested help with the
design of the general frontispiece from several friends. One of these was Thomas Warton,
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the critic and future poet laureate, whom he incidentally informed of his disappointment
with Grignion, who had been late in delivering plates: 234
“The Work now is nearly finished, and yet will hardly be published by Michaelmas.
The plates are not ready: Grignion having been dilatory. But the greatest part of my
business is over. – I wish, Sir, you would furnish me with a subject for a general frontispiece: this is a favour I am soliciting from all my friends. It should be in the Gothic
Style: No classical Apollo; but an old English Minstrel, with his harp is the figure I must
chiefly study to introduce into the plate I would prefix.”
Six months later, Percy described to Dalrymple the stress of completing the illustrations,
this time blaming Grignion for rushing his work: 235
“I was obliged to get them ready with the utmost expedience; hasten the designer,
engraver, copperplate printer &c all of whom were behind; by almost harassing myself to death and every one else concerned in this work….
I am afraid you will find the Frontispiece and some of the vignettes very paltry things.
Grignion slubbered them over in such a hurry that Dodsley has promised me never to
employ him more.”
James Dodsley must have been as conscious as anyone in the market that delays were
inevitable when the authors and their friends were so closely involved in finding, inventing and adapting designs, as well as criticising the plates as they came out. He therefore
had no hesitation in continuing to employ Wale and Grignion to illustrate his publications
for the next 10 years.
Both the Select Fables of Esop and Percy’s Reliques of Ancient English Poetry represented influential literary texts which went through multiple editions. The plates with tiny
roundels in the Fables were not, however, imitated. They were instead replaced by new
headpieces for each fable in later editions published by other booksellers. 236 This use of
headpieces and often tailpieces instead of more expensive full-page plates became extremely fashionable in literary publications in the 1760s, and Wale and Grignion continued to be the artists of choice for authors of prestigious works of a similar type, including
those outside James Dodsley’s orbit.
The Adventures of Telemachus, a didactic French novel by Fénelon, which was translated by Dr John Hawkesworth and printed for him in quarto by William Strahan in 1768,
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was perhaps the most spectacular example of a contemporary publication illustrated entirely with head- and tailpieces. It contained 48 fine vignettes, all of which were signed by
Wale and Grignion. It seems, however, that the author did not immediately consider
these artists for the job. A letter from Gravelot to Garrick dated 14 December 1766
demonstrates that Hawkesworth had asked the French artist to execute the designs and
recommend a Parisian engraver. Gravelot instead recommended his ex-pupil, Grignion,
on the grounds that his local market was currently saturated. 237 Garrick must have
passed Gravelot’s recommendation on to Hawkesworth, for whom the pairing of Wale
with Grignion would have seemed the obvious choice for such a prestigious publication
in the absence of the best French artists. The author is unlikely to have regretted this
choice, as suggested by this excerpt from a lengthy review in The Gentleman’s Magazine: 238
“…it has, at a considerable expence, been adorned with cuts, designed by Wale, and
engraved by Grignion, the two principal artists in this country: so many different designs, of the historical kind, have been made for foreign editions, that the subjects
were at last exhausted; and, as it was thought better to have originals than copies,
the designs for this edition are emblematical, not intended to represent any particular
event, but the principal subject of each book, as well with respect to the action, as
the moral principles it inculcates.”
It was unusual for book reviews in literary magazines of the period to give such a favourable and thoughtful account of illustrations, which were often considered by the intelligentsia as little more than frivolous decoration and consequently ignored. 239
The style of illustration of The Adventures of Telemachus seems to have influenced
that in another contemporary publication of similar prestige: Ethic Amusements. By Mr.
Bellamy. This volume was published in quarto in 1768 by William Faden for the author’s
son, the Reverend D. Bellamy, Chaplain of Petersham and Kew, and was dedicated to the
King. It had a frontispiece engraved by George Bickham junior after Gravelot, which was
followed by 49 further illustrations mixing full-page plates and headpieces. The illustrations which were signed were attributed to Bickham, except for the last headpiece which
was attributed to Grignion and Wale. This volume was followed by an appendix, Ethic
Tales and Fables by Fénelon, which was published in 1770 and dedicated to the entire
royal family. In this case, there was a portrait of Queen Charlotte in an exuberant rococo
headpiece engraved by Grignion at the beginning, followed by a tailpiece to an ode to the
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dowager Princess of Wales, and another tailpiece at the end of the volume. The remainder of the illustrative programme consisted of headpieces to each of Fénelon’s fables
signed either by Bickham or by Wale and Grignion.
This fashion for smaller illustrations did not preclude the continued engagement of
Wale and Grignion to create and execute frontispieces for other significant literary works
on an occasional basis for other bookseller-publishers. The most salient example of this
comprised the sixth, illustrated edition of Samuel Richardson’s Clarissa, which was published by John Rivington in 1768 with frontispieces to the eight volumes designed by
Wale, with the engraving shared by Grignion and Isaac Taylor. In this case, Rivington also
seems to have considered these artists to be the natural successors to Hayman and
Gravelot, who had been responsible for the design and engraving of the 29 plates in the
sixth edition of Richardson’s Pamela. This had been published by Rivington’s father,
Charles, to wide acclaim in 1742, towards the end of Grignion’s pupillage with Gravelot. 240

The magazine business
Before touching on the quite different nature of Grignion’s collaboration with Wale on
non-literary publications, there is one type of sub-literary publication which cannot be
ignored here, that of magazines, the growing enthusiasm for which provided both artists
with a significant new source of assignments during the 1750s and especially the 1760s.
Wale and Grignion had already been employed to create the frontispiece of The Gentleman’s Magazine in 1750 and that of its rival, The London Magazine, in the following
year. Then, from 1757 to 1763, each annual consolidated version of The London Magazine was prefaced with an elaborate frontispiece by Wale and Grignion, followed by a
detailed explanation of the allegorical figures, which symbolised patriotic attitudes towards the Seven Years War. It is likely that the additional investment in having these ornaments provided by the leading contemporary specialists in this type of work was justified by the expansion of the magazine’s readership expected in time of conflict. The
choice of Wale and Grignion may also have been influenced by the fact that Robert Dodsley at that time owned a 25% stake in the magazine. 241
These pioneering literary magazines were followed by Benjamin Martin’s A General
Magazine of Arts and Sciences, the first issue of which came out in 1755, with a frontispiece engraved by Grignion after Wale. This showed a young gentleman with a telescope
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explaining the night sky to a young lady and was later used as a frontispiece to a book by
the same publisher. 242
In the 1760s, a spate of new periodicals appeared, some of which comprised further
imitations of existing general literary and political magazines, while others were more
specialised. Several of these commissioned and advertised a frontispiece signed by Wale
and Grignion to attract attention to their first issue, including The Imperial Magazine, The
Universal Magazine and The Royal Female Magazine, all of which began publishing in
1760. Only The Imperial Magazine survived the year, but this closed in 1762. Despite its
short life, The Royal Female Magazine, or The Lady's General Repository of Pleasure and
Improvement was notable for its target readership. According to Iona Italia: “Before 1760,
there were very few, if any, magazines specifically addressed to women readers.” 243 This
magazine also contained other plates by Grignion and Wale which were considered to be
of particular interest to lady readers, such as "The Head of the Author of Pamela, Clarissa
and Grandison". 244 The consolidated version of the first volume commended itself as being “ornamented with above twenty elegant Engravings by Grignion and other masters." 245
The most extended commission obtained by Grignion and Wale in the periodical market was for The Oxford Magazine or University Museum. There had been at least one
earlier attempt to publish a literary magazine centred on the universities rather than the
capital, The Student, or, the Oxford and Cambridge Monthly Miscellany, the collected version of which contained "an allegorical frontispiece, representing the Union of CAM and
ISIS; designed by Hayman, and engraved by Grignion”. 246 The Oxford Magazine was a
much more ambitious publication in terms of its content and illustrations. The satirical
plates were, as often, simply etched and unsigned, but each monthly edition from October 1769 to August 1771 contained finer and more complex historical and patriotic designs engraved by Grignion after Wale.
The example included as figure 33 is typical of these plates. They are instantly recognisable because of their landscape format and the eccentric ornamental framing, which
combined old-fashioned baroque and rococo features with more fashionable neo-classical design. They are in fact close in style and format of the 13 tailpieces by Wale and
Grignion in William Guthrie’s Complete History of English Peerage (1763), imitation of
which may explain their unusual full-page landscape orientation. This type of framing also
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closely resembled and may in turn have influenced the headpieces by Bickham, Wale and
Grignion in the appendix of Bellamy’s Ethic Amusements. The 23 historical illustrations in
The Oxford Magazine doubtless contributed to its relative success, as it managed to survive from 1768 to 1776. The plates also seem to have been purchased separately, as they
have survived individually in multiple museum collections.

Figure 33 “Scotch Pride humbled or the Rebellion crushed MDCCXLV”, engraved by Charles Grignion after
Samuel Wale for The Oxford Magazine or University Museum, vol. VI, p. 70, February 1771, actual size 104 x
112 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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Non-literary book illustration
The non-literary publications containing plates engraved by Grignion after Wale fell into
several categories. As with the literary works, many only contained an emblematic frontispiece, ornamental title page vignette or dedication page with a coat of arms, and these
illustrations were generally for a variety of different authors and publishers and did not
represent repeat work. A small exception to this consists in a handful of plates for handsome folio volumes on botany, gardening and history published by Thomas Osborne in
1756-1757. 247
There were much more significant non-literary commissions involving Wale and Grignion than these, but they tended either to be works where Grignion was the lead engraver and Wale had a subsidiary role or, more frequently, where Wale was the lead designer and Grignion was one specialist in a team of engravers. A typical example of the
latter scenario can be found in one of only two non-literary publications by the Dodsleys
which included illustrations by Grignion after Wale. This was the innovative and influential topographical work, London and its Environs Described, which was originally published
in weekly instalments, and then collected in six volumes with a publication date of
1761. 248
London and its Environs Described differed markedly from other illustrated Dodsley
publications when Robert was still active in the firm. It was not only non-literary in nature
but demonstrated a nature and scale of illustration which was unprecedented in the elder
brother’s output. This is almost certainly because this work was the brainchild of James,
a supposition which is supported by the fact that it is only mentioned once in Robert’s
surviving correspondence, and this was in the context of a request from John Scott Hylton
for James to despatch a bound copy. 249 This book had 80 plates in all and these were a
key feature both in the newspaper advertising and in the book’s extended title: “Decorated and illustrated with a great number of Views in Perspective, engraved from original
Drawings, taken on Purpose for this Work. Together with a Plan of London, A Map of the
Environs, and several other useful Cuts”.
Of the 80 plates in London and its Environs, 73 were signed by Wale, 3 comprised
maps and plans, while the remaining 4 plates were anonymous and may either have been
by Wale or copied from another source by the engraver. It appears that James Green, a
specialist in antiquarian engraving, who signed 15 of the plates, was originally the lead
engraver on the project, but he died at the beginning of 1759, and his older brother,
Benjamin, took over this role and signed a further 25 plates. The signature style of the
247
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Greens in this publication was highly unusual in that they used the suffix “Oxon.”, not
only because they were based in Oxford, but also to underline the fact that James was
appointed as engraver to the University of Oxford in succession to Vertue, and that he
was followed in this role by his brother. The Greens engraved the prestigious, mostly
topographical headpieces to The Oxford Almanack from 1752 to 1759 and then from
1760 to 1766. Wale was also involved in the designs for at least the headpieces for 1753,
1755, 1757 and 1760, a period during which they unusually combined architectural representation with foreground figures of an emblematic nature. 250
The other engravers on this project, including Grignion, were all prominent specialists
in their fields. Edward Rooker, the leading architectural engraver who was later employed
on the Oxford Almanack from 1769 to 1775, executed eight plates. Francis Vivares, the
landscape engraver, executed four plates, as did Ignace Fougeron and Isaac Taylor. The
nature of Grignion’s eight illustrations demonstrates that he was not considered a specialist in the topographical, architectural or landscape engraving which dominated this
publication. He did help out by engraving four such plates, 251 but his input to the project
was particularly marked by the execution of the only four plates which contained human
figures, all of which were placed prominently in the first volume: the emblematic frontispiece, which was unusually in landscape format, in keeping with the topographical plates;
the monuments to Shakespeare and Captain James Cornewall in Westminster Abbey; and
the statues of "raving" and "melancholy" madness formerly above the gates at Bedlam
Hospital (figure 34).
Multiple further examples of collaboration between Grignion and Wale on influential,
illustrated non-literary works could be given here, such as Rider’s The Christian’s Family
Bible (1763-1767), which had 106 plates, the vast majority of which were by Grignion,
and Mortimer's A New History of England (1764-1766), with 92 plates mostly by Grignion
after Wale. However, the analysis of these works and their successor and competitor
publications from popularising Paternoster Row booksellers, such as John Cooke and Alexander Hogg, are of more relevance to book illustration in general than to Grignion’s
professional relationship with Wale, and will therefore be examined in more detail in the
final chapter of this study.
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Figure 34 “Figures on Bethlem Gate”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Samuel Wale for London and its
Environs Described (1761), vol. I, plate 12, p. 298, actual size 81 x 140 mm (© The Wellcome Library
Collection)

2.5 THE SPECIAL CASE OF CHARLES GRIGNION AND WILLIAM HOGARTH
In addition to Gravelot, Hayman and Wale, there were two professional relationships
which were of key importance in the early development of Grignion’s career: William
Hogarth and Horace Walpole, two towering figures of the cultural scene in mid-eighteenth-century England. These relationships were not as intense or as intimate as those
with Gravelot, Hayman and Wale, but they were nevertheless significant because of the
prominence of the other parties, the duration of the relations, and their impact on the
evolution of Grignion’s reputation and status as an artist.
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When Grignion emerged from his years as Gravelot’s pupil in the first half of 1743, his
first major assignment was to work with his former master and three native Frenchmen,
Antoine Benoist, Louis Truchy and Francis Vivares, on the Bowles’s prints of Hayman’s
Vauxhall supper-box paintings. Such was the dearth of top-flight engravers in London at
this time that Hogarth simultaneously visited Paris to contract up to six of the most prestigious local practitioners to work on the plates for his “Marriage A-la-Mode”. 252 In the
end, only Simon François Ravenet came over to London, where he joined Bernard Baron
and Gérard Scotin to work on this project, which took another two years until June 1745
to complete. 253
In the meantime, Grignion had engraved further plates after Gravelot, including “Ladies Modern Habits” for John Bowles (figure 13), and come to the public’s particular attention for his execution of a highly ornamented and topical portrait print of the celebrated navigator, George Anson, for Hogarth’s rival, Arthur Pond (figure 48). This portrait
was the subject of resentful comments by Vertue in his Note Books, 254 but is likely also
to have elevated Grignion to a sufficient status in Hogarth’s mind to commission the
young engraver to complete a trial plate, the headpiece to “An Account of the Rise, Progress, and State of the London-Infirmary…; from the First Institution on the 3d November
1740, to the 25th of March, 1745” (figure 35). 255
This print was swiftly followed by Grignion’s most important work for Hogarth, “Mr
Garrick in the Character of Richard the 3d. Shakespear. Act 5. Scene 7”, which was described as follows in a teaser in the Daily Advertiser on 19 May 1746:
“A Print of Mr. GARRICK, in the Character of Richard the Third, in the Tent Scene, is
now engraving after a Picture taken from the Life by Mr. HOGARTH; the Face engrav’d
by himself, and the rest of the Figure &c. by Mr. GRIGNION….”
The final print was dated 20 June 1746 but was published in mid-July. 256
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Figure 35 Headpiece to “An Account of the Rise, Progress, and State of the LONDON-INFIRMIARY”, engraved
by Charles Grignion after William Hogarth (1745), actual size 19.6 x 24.3 mm sheet (Royal Collection Trust, ©
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II)

Hogarth’s full-length portrait of Garrick as Richard III had been preceded on 29 April
of the prior year by the publication of a bust portrait of the actor, which had been painted
and published by Pond, and engraved by his frequent collaborator, Joseph Wood. This
print was intended to capitalise on the success of Grignion’s “George Anson Esq.”, and
presumably also to benefit from the public’s anticipation of Hogarth’s portrait of Garrick
as Richard III and the related print. If Grignion had been able to choose which portrait of
Garrick to engrave, then he made the right choice, as Pond’s was mercilessly pilloried for
this product, an eventuality which led him to withdraw from the active promotion of
prints after his own portrait paintings. 257
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Hogarth’s portrait of Garrick’s Richard III, which is illustrated in figure 36, was an altogether different proposition to Pond’s conventional bust. Garrick was painted in a dramatic pose from his sensational at Goodman’s Fields on 19 October 1741 at the age of
24. The painting was enormous, measuring 2 x 2.5 metres, and Hogarth had managed to
negotiate a corresponding fee of £200 from his patron, Thomas Dunscombe, the highest
amount ever paid for an English portrait up to that time. Despite being a portrait, it echoed “Lebrun’s The Family of Darius before Alexander the Great (Louvre), ’the most celebrated composition of the time that includes a tent’”. 258 It could therefore be interpreted
as a direct challenge to the grand tradition of French history painting, but translated for
a contemporary British audience preoccupied with the theatre, its young new star, and
the emerging recognition of Shakespeare, albeit in adapted form, as the foremost genius
of the English language. 259
Hogarth’s print, which can be seen in figure 37, was twice the size of Pond’s, and was
sold for seven and half times the price. It was intended to have as much impact as the
painting and Garrick’s performance itself, and this ambition was realised. As described by
Timothy Clayton: “This proved to be the foundation of a series of large and expensive
prints of actors in roles from English drama”. 260 Its popularity is underlined by the fact
that it is widely held in museum collections to this day. The British Museum has seven
copies, including an unfinished etched proof before letters. 261 The Folger Shakespeare
Library in Washington not only holds the print, but also two drawings of the same size.
One of these is reversed, while both have light pencil grids, and so could have been used
for copying the plate, since it was later re-engraved by multiple artists. 262
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Figure 36 David Garrick as Richard III, oil on canvas, by William Hogarth (1745) (Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool)

Although Grignion did not engrave Garrick’s face, he nevertheless completed the rest of
the plate, including the figure of Richard in action, significant amounts of drapery and the
landscape background. This was sufficient to catapult him into the same league as the
most prominent engravers of the day, as enthusiastically proclaimed by George Vertue: 263
“His picture is painted by Hogarth – and the engraved plate by him & Grignion a
young man that first learnt of Gravelot to draw and Engrave – this operation may
stand as a peece of reputation being Invention painting & engraving of Natives of England. This and many other products of Engravings are come to an Equal perfection in
most particulars to any foreign works of Italy france or Dutchlanders”.
Two generations later, Michael Huber included this plate as the fourth item in his list of
eight of Grignion’s most famous works, following two works after Hayman, and directly
after Pond’s “George Anson Esq.”. 264
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Figure 37 “Mr Garrick in the Character of Richard the 3d”, engraved by William Hogarth and Charles Grignion
after William Hogarth (1746), actual size 413 x 510 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)

The success of Hogarth’s and Grignion’s collaboration on “Mr Garrick in the Character
of Richard the 3d” might have been expected to lead to further such joint undertakings,
but this was not the case until 1757, when they completed “Canvassing for Votes”, the
second part of “Four Prints of an Election” (figure 38). It seems likely that this hiatus was
due to Grignion rather than Hogarth, as the latter was not the easiest of collaborators,
and ran through many engravers during his career. Grignion, on the other hand, had a
stream of commissions to keep him occupied in the next years, largely in the company of
more congenial artists, such as Hayman and Wale.
The “Four Prints of an Election” were the latest instalment in Hogarth’s “Modern
Moral Subjects”. The butt of their satire was the infamously corrupt parliamentary election for Oxfordshire in April 1754. The first plate in the set, “An Election Entertainment”,
was engraved by Hogarth, but he was dissatisfied with the result and called in another
engraver to help. 265 The other three plates were signed as engraved respectively by Grignion, and then by Hogarth with the assistance of two engravers of French origin,
François Morellon de la Cave and François-Antoine Aveline. Neither of these artists
265
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worked for Hogarth again. Both ended up living on charity, and Aveline died in poverty in
London.

Figure 38 “Canvassing for Votes”, plate II of “Four Prints of an Election”, engraved by Charles Grignion after
William Hogarth (1757), actual size 437 x 558 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)

This was also the last time that Grignion worked on a large-scale for Hogarth. His only
other works for the great man were in respect of the catalogue for the Spring Gardens
exhibition of the Society of Artists in May 1761. For this catalogue, Grignion engraved a
satirical tailpiece after Hogarth (figure 6), the headpiece after Wale (figure 29), and the
patriotic frontispiece (figure 39). These plates, which were completed on a more independent basis and on a significantly smaller scale than his other joint works with Hogarth,
were much more in line with the vast bulk of Grignion’s production and his own more
intimate artistic personality.
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Figure 39 Frontispiece to the catalogue of the pictures exhibited by the Society of Artists at their first
exhibition in Spring Gardens, engraved by Charles Grignion after William Hogarth (1761), actual size 197 x 148
mm cropped (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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2.6 THE VERY SPECIAL CASE OF CHARLES GRIGNION AND HORACE
WALPOLE
It might seem ridiculous to argue that there was any type of special relationship, even
professional, between an engraver and Horace Walpole, Member of Parliament and son
of Robert Walpole, Prime Minister of Great Britain from 1721 to 1742. Such a proposition
would not be supported by Walpole’s copious correspondence, 266 which has been collected and published in 48 volumes and described as “the outstanding series of letters in
English”. 267 Walpole very rarely referred to professional artists in his letters by name.
Neither Grignion nor Hayman was mentioned, and Wale was only alluded to once in 1767.
The works engraved by Grignion and associated with Walpole nonetheless tell another
story.
The first indication of a potential relationship of patronage between Horace Walpole
and Charles Grignion can be found in the slim but exquisite volume of Designs by Mr. R.
Bentley, for six poems by Mr. T. Gray, which was printed for Robert Dodsley in 1753. Walpole’s name does not appear anywhere within this publication, but he was effectively its
promoter and financier, and therefore arguably its publisher. The poet, Thomas Gray, was
a life-long friend from their schooldays at Eton College, Cambridge University, and the
Grand Tour. Richard Bentley, son and namesake of the illustrious classical scholar and
Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, was an amateur artist and Walpole’s protégé. Walpole himself wrote the “Explanation of the Plates” at the end of Designs but did not sign
his name. The full extent of his input, including in relation to the engraving, is, however,
clear from his correspondence.
Walpole first met Bentley in 1750 and, together with John Chute, they formed a committee of three to re-design and ornament his house at Strawberry Hill as a Gothic extravaganza. Within a year, Bentley was working on illustrations to a selection of six poems
by Gray, 268 four of which had already been published. Then, on 6 June 1752, Walpole
reported from Strawberry Hill to his friend, George Montagu, that “Mr Bentley is with
me, finishing the drawings for Gray's Odes”. 269 Grignion and Johann Sebastian Müller,
who shared the engraving, must have already begun their work in parallel to the designs,
as Gray wrote to Walpole on 8 July that, 270
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“I am surprised at the print, which far surpasses my idea of London graving. The drawing itself was so finished that I suppose it did not require all the art I had imagined to
copy it tolerably.”
Gray was referring to Grignion’s engraving of the tailpiece to his most famous poem, “The
Elegy written in a Country Churchyard”, which was described in Walpole’s Explanation as
follows: “A country burial. At bottom, a torch fallen into an ancient vault” (figure 40).

Figure 40 Tailpiece to “Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Richard
Bentley for Designs by Mr. R. Bentley, for six poems by Mr. T. Gray (1753) (© The Trustees of the British
Museum)

Like Walpole in other contexts, Gray could only bring himself to give a backhanded
compliment to the engraver, seeing him merely as a copyist, who compared favourably
with what he perceived as the generally low standard of this profession in London. Gray
was, however, justified in stating that Bentley’s drawings were indeed highly finished, and
so needed little or no interpretation from the engravers. This observation was indirectly
echoed by Walpole in a letter to Gray dated 20 February 1753 concerning his Explanations of the Plates: 271
271

Ibid. vol. 14, p. 65
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“The explanation was certainly added for people who have not eyes—such are almost
all who have seen Mr Bentley's drawings, and think to compliment him by mistaking
them for prints.”
The completed Designs by Mr. R. Bentley was finally published at the end of March
1753. It was a prestige object printed on half sheets of imperial quarto. The text was
printed one-sided on 36 leaves and there were 25 illustrations: a title page vignette, a
full-page frontispiece, and a sizeable head- and tailpiece and a small decorated initial letter for each of the 6 poems. It has been suggested that the engraving was originally split
evenly, since Müller completed the frontispiece portrait of Gray. 272 This was, however,
rejected out of modesty by the poet, with the result that the Grignion’s input dominated
the final product with 16 illustrations, including all of those to the “Ode on the Death of
a Favourite Cat” and the “Elegy in a Country Church-Yard”, while J.S. Müller engraved the
remaining 9.
Figure 41 showing the opening of the “Ode on the Death of a Favourite Cat” gives an
impression of the extravagant, eclectic rococo style of the frontispieces, headpieces, and
initial letters. The subject of this ode was the death of Walpole’s beloved tabby cat,
Selima, who drowned by falling into a goldfish bowl at his London house in Arlington
Street. The cat was accordingly situated at the centre of Bentley’s designs, but accompanied in mock-heroic fashion by caryatids, feline sentries and fishermen, a cascade of water and numerous other features with multiple hidden allusions. 273
Walpole affected to be disappointed by the work of his engravers in a letter dated
immediately after publication on 27 March 1753 to Horace Mann, the King’s representative to the Grand Duke of Tuscany in Florence: 274
“Your brother has got the paper for your room. He shall send you with it a fine book
which I have had printed of Gray's poems, with drawings by another friend of mine,
which I am sure will charm you, though none of them are quite well engraved, and
some sadly.”
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Figure 41 Opening pages of “Ode on the Death of a Favourite Cat”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Richard
Bentley for Designs by Mr. R. Bentley, for six poems by Mr. T. Gray (1753) (© The Trustees of the British
Museum)

This comment did not reflect the general appreciation of the final plates, which were
admired on publication, and continue to be acclaimed in modern times. The Designs by
Mr. R. Bentley was reissued seven times by 1789. Hammelmann described them as “an
extraordinary and skilful combination of classical river gods, rococo lightness, and Strawberry Hill Gothic” and “a turning-point in British decorative art”, 275 while Kenneth Clark
went so far as to call them “the most graceful monument to Gothic Rococo”. 276
It is not known for sure how Walpole came to engage Grignion and Müller as engravers on this project, but it is almost certain that they were suggested by Robert Dodsley,
who had been Walpole’s bookseller since at least 1744. 277 Dodsley had employed Grignion on half a dozen publications by 1751, almost entirely to execute designs by Francis
Hayman. Müller was an engraver of a similar status to Grignion, and had recently worked
with him, for example, on the plates for the Knaptons’ Roman History (1749) and Warburton’s Works of Alexander Pope, on both occasions after drawings by Samuel Wale.
275
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It was Grignion not Müller who was retained by Walpole to engrave numerous private
plates in the following years, many of a highly personal nature. The first of these comprised two views of a prized antiquarian possession, a marble statue of an eagle over 80
cm high, apparently excavated in Rome in 1742, and purchased by Walpole in 1745. 278 It
was displayed on a Roman sepulchral altar on the left-side of the chimney piece in the
gallery at Strawberry Hill, next to Walpole’s equally treasured marble bust of Vespasian.
According to a flattering letter from Walpole to Bentley, his protégé had not wished to
draw the eagle, so the commission had gone to Wale: 279
“I shall put up in the parcel two or three prints of my Eagle, which, as you never would
draw it, is very moderately performed; and yet the drawing was much better than the
engraving.”
Despite his habit of damning other artists with faint praise, another letter from Walpole
to Horace Mann demonstrates that he was not actually displeased with the two prints,
one of which showed the eagle on its pedestal and the other separately: 280
“Your brother has received and sent you a dozen double prints of my eagle, which I
have had engraved. I could not expect that any drawing could give a full idea of the
noble spirit of the head, or of the masterly tumble of the feathers; but I think upon
the whole the plates are not ill-done. Let me beg Dr Cocchi to accept one of each
plate; the rest, my dear Sir, you will give away as you please.”
As indicated in these letters, Walpole deemed these prints good enough to circulate
widely among his friends and their contacts, and he continued to distribute them for a
period of over 30 years. 281 Walpole even commissioned a three-quarter length portrait
painting of himself by Joshua Reynolds, where one of these prints played a key role in the
composition. In this picture, which is now in the National Portrait Gallery, Walpole was
depicted leaning on a table with a quill, and a rolled print, but the focus of the picture
was on an unrolled copy of the version of the eagle print without the pedestal which is
illustrated in figure 42. He ordered several copies of this painting and even a mezzotint
by MacArdell for further diffusion among his circle and beyond.
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Figure 42 “Vetus aquilae signum”, antique statue of an eagle in the possession of Horace Walpole, engraved
by Charles Grignion after Samuel Wale (1755), actual size 348 x 242 mm (© The Trustees of the British
Museum)
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Further evidence that Walpole was pleased with Grignion’s work can be found in the
series of commissions which immediately followed the eagle prints. The first of these was
another print for private circulation but of an entirely different type, which was executed
in the subsequent year (figure 43).

Figure 43 “Claret”, a satirical crest, engraved by Charles Grignion (1756), actual size 105 x 131 mm (© The
Trustees of the British Museum)

It is best described in Walpole’s words, here from a letter to George Montagu, another
school friend from Eton: 282
“I shall send you the fruits of my last party to Strawberry; Dick Edgcumbe, George
Selwyn and Williams were with me; we composed a coat of arms for the two clubs at
White's, which is actually engraving, from a very pretty painting of Edgcumbe, whom
Mr Chute, as Strawberry-King-at-arms has appointed our chief Herald painter. Here is
the blazon:
Vert (for card-table) between three parolis proper, on a chevron sable (for hazard
table) two rouleaus in saltire between two dice, proper. In a canton, sable, a white
ball (for election) argent.
282
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Supporters. An old knave of clubs, on the dexter; a young knave, on the sinister
side, both accoutred, proper.
Crest. Issuing out of an earl's coronet (Lord Darlington's) an arm, shaking a dice
box, all proper. Motto, (alluding to the crest) Cogit amor nummi.”
Ephemera such as this were often unsigned by the artist. It is therefore a sign of the importance to Walpole of this highly untypical commission that it was signed by Grignion,
who probably also finished the design. Walpole went on to circulate this print not only
among his drinking friends, but also with serious antiquarians, such as Andrew Coltée
Ducarel, recently appointed as librarian of Lambeth Palace Library. 283 Ducarel shared
Walpole’s passion for heraldry and would have appreciated the pun in the motto, as well
as its provenance from Juvenal. 284
The following year, 1757, was marked by Walpole’s foundation of the Strawberry Hill
Press, which has been characterised as “the first private press in England” and as “unrivalled in the range and quality of its productions and in its longevity (some forty
years).” 285 Walpole is again best placed to add some colour to its inauguration, as described in another letter to Horace Mann: 286
“I am turned printer, and have converted a little cottage here into a printing-office—
My abbey is a perfect college or academy— I keep a painter in the house and a
printer—not to mention Mr Bentley who is an academy himself. I send you two copies
(one for Dr Cocchi) of a very honourable opening of my press—two amazing odes of
Mr Gray—they are Greek, they are Pindaric, they are sublime.”
The painter mentioned here was Johann Heinrich Müntz, a native of Alsace, who had
been brought to England by Bentley a few years earlier. One of the two odes by Gray
referred to is “The Progress of Poesy”, which is thought to describe Walpole’s eagle
statue. 287 Grignion, as a mere engraver, could not have been considered a member of
this “college or academy”, but he nevertheless seems to have operated on its fringe over
the next ten years.
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The first engravings by Grignion for the Strawberry Hill press were for A Catalogue of
the Royal and Noble Authors of England and Fugitive Pieces in Verse and Prose, both published in 1758. 288 A Catalogue has a frontispiece signed by Grignion, which depicts the
presentation by Anthony Woodville, 2nd Earl Rivers, to Edward IV of Dictes and Sayings of
the Philosophers, one of the first books printed in the English language. This volume was
borrowed by Walpole at the end of 1757 from the library of the Archbishop of Canterbury
through the agency of Ducarel so that it could be copied for engraving. 289
There were two further illustrations in A Catalogue: a vignette of Strawberry Hill on
the title page, and a headpiece showing a coin of Queen Elizabeth I, neither of which was
signed. Grignion’s authorship of these is mentioned in an entry under 11 April 1758 in the
Journal of the Printing-office at Strawberry Hill. 290 This states that “Mr. Müntz took off
the copper plates, which (being the Frontispiece, Fleuron and coin of Q. Eliz. were engraved by Grignion)”. This quotation also reveals that there was a rolling press at Strawberry Hill, and that this was operated by the Müntz, at least until he quarrelled with Walpole and left Strawberry Hill in the following year.
The title page vignette for the Fugitive Pieces, a miscellaneous collection of verse and
prose works by Walpole himself, was very similar to that of A Catalogue. Both showcased
Strawberry House surrounded with a floral frame, but the vignette for Fugitive Pieces was
larger, squarer in shape and included the Walpole family motto and coat of arms, as can
be seen in figure 44. That this vignette was by Grignion is also implied by Walpole’s accounts for the Press. These state that Grignion was paid £2 12s 6d “for engraving the
fleuron” at some date before 25 July 1757, in other words, at the time of the inauguration
of the Press. The accounts then note that Grignion was paid one guinea “for engraving Q.
Eliz. Coin” on 16 August 1758, and then two guineas “for lesser fleuron” on 15 November
1758. 291 It can be inferred from these entries that the so-called “lesser fleuron” corresponds to the title page vignette of A Catalogue, while the original, larger “fleuron” refers
to the vignette used for the Fugitive Pieces. It is possible that the unsigned tailpiece showing a coin of King Theodore, which was the only other illustration in Fugitive Pieces, was
also by Grignion. It could, however, also have been etched by Müntz, who at that time
also engraved at least one work for the Press. 292
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Figure 44 A distant view of Strawberry hill in a floral flame, the title page vignette to Fugitive Pieces in Verse
and Prose (1758) 8vo, engraved by Charles Grignion (Source: Orleans House Gallery)

It is worth noting here that the level of Grignion’s remuneration for the plates for A
Catalogue and for Fugitive Pieces was in line with the market. The promptness of payment
was, however, remarkably swift for the time, especially for an aristocratic patron. This
suggests that Walpole, despite his frequently disparaging remarks with regards to engravers, did in fact respect their work if it was timely and to specification.
Grignion’s next engravings for the Strawberry Hill Press was a signed title page vignette and tailpiece for an edition of Lucan’s Pharsalia which was published in 1760. The
title page vignette again showed Strawberry Hill in the background, but this time with
antique symbols of warfare in the foreground. Unlike the other, more personal commissions for Walpole discussed above, this volume was conceived as a more commercial
proposition, which was advertised and distributed by Robert Dodsley. Correspondence
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between Dodsley, Walpole and Richard Bentley junior show that it was originally intended
to be an octavo volume of notes to Pharsalia by Richard Bentley senior but was then
redesigned in quarto with text and notes added from the seventeenth-century Dutch humanist, Hugo Grotius. This was apparently to render the volume both more complete and
more saleable. The retired printer, Richard Francklin, who lived in a cottage at Strawberry
Hill, was of the view that half of the first edition could be sold in Holland, 293 but only 350
books were finally printed. The result was nonetheless impressive, and this edition of
Pharsalia has since been characterised as “The most distinguished piece of printing to
come from the Press”. 294
Grignion worked on two further projects for Walpole as printer and author, engraving
in both cases plates of an antiquarian nature, but showing full-length figures. The second
of these works was Historic Doubts on the Life and Reign of King Richard the Third, which
was illustrated by simple outline figures of Richard III and of the same king and his queen,
which Grignion had re-engraved after Vertue. This book was a short, but controversial
reappraisal of the reign of Richard III, published in quarto by James Dodsley in 1768.
The previous project on which Grignion worked for Walpole was a much more substantial work, the first of the four volumes of his Anecdotes of Painting. This extensive
undertaking was based on Vertue’s notes, which Walpole had purchased in 1758, and
was published in four volumes at the Strawberry Hill Press between 1761 and 1772. It
was then continued by the Royal Academician, Edward Edwards, based in part on anecdotes he derived from Grignion. 295
Walpole considered the publication of The Anecdotes as a major event in his career
as an author and publisher, and spent a considerable amount on newspaper advertising
for the first volumes, including specific details of the plates and their engravers: 296
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“This Day were published
In small quarto, Price Thirty Shillings,
Printed at Strawberry Hill,
ANECDOTES of PAINTING in ENGLAND, with incidental Notes on other Arts, collected
by the late Mr. GEORGE VERTUE, and now digested and published from his original
Manuscripts.
By Mr HORACE WALPOLE.
VOL. I and II.
With above forty Copper-plates, four of which are taken from ancient Paintings; the
rest, Heads of Artists, engraved by Grignion, Muller, Chambers and Bannerman.”
The forty illustrations to the first two volumes were not split evenly between the four
engravers mentioned, as implied by the advertisement. There were thirty-six portrait
heads engraved from paintings or, more often, re-engraved from other prints. Two of
were engraved by J.S. Müller, while the others were evenly shared between two younger
artists, the Scottish-born, Alexander Bannerman, and the Irish-born Thomas Chambars,
who was said to have been “occasionally the assistant of Mr. Grignion”. 297 The other four
plates were, as advertised, based on historical models.
The frontispiece to the first volume of the Anecdotes showing King Henry III and
Queen Eleanor was drawn from a stained-glass window. It was unsigned, but may well
have been by Grignion, especially since the other three historical plates were signed by
him. There was also a decorative title page vignette with the Walpole family motto, which
was also unsigned. The three plates, which were signed by Grignion, were entitled:
“Henry 5th., his Queen and family”; “Marriage of Henry 6th”; and “Marriage of Henry 7th”.
As suggested by their titles, they were viewed by Walpole as a set including also the frontispiece, and were prominently placed near the beginning of the volume. 298
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The plate of Henry V, which is illustrated as figure 45 below, was described in the text
as based on a painting “in the collection of James West, Esq.; Secretary of the Treasury”. 299 It was, however, later purchased by Walpole for Strawberry Hill, together with a
painting of Henry VIII to complete the series. 300 Unbeknown to Walpole, the original
painting, which is now in the Royal Collection and is illustrated in figure 46, actually
showed Henry VII, who also commissioned the picture. 301

Figure 45 “Henry 5th, his Queen and Family”, vol. I, facing p. 31, in Anecdotes of Painting in England, by Horace
Walpole (1762) 4o, engraved by Charles Grignion (©Folger Shakespeare Library)
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Figure 46 “The Family of Henry VII with St George and the Dragon”, oil on panel, Flemish School, fifteenth
century, actual size 145.6 x 142.6 cm (Royal Collection Trust, © Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II)

The other two Grignion plates in the first volume of the Anecdotes were based on
paintings which Walpole had purchased by the end of 1753, and which he proudly displayed at Strawberry Hill: the “Marriage of Henry 6th” hung over the chimney piece in the
library, while the “Marriage of Henry 7th” was displayed at the east end of the Long Gallery. 302 Despite intense historical research and the best efforts of Walpole and his friends,
both these paintings were also misidentified. 303
The painting of “Marriage of Henry 6th” is now located at the Toledo Museum of Art
in Ohio and is catalogued as an anonymous Flemish “Marriage of a Saint” dated to about
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1475–1500. The painting purporting to represent the “Marriage of Henry 7th” in fact consisted of a picture which had been altered from its original state, and which has now been
restored. It is currently in a private collection, where it has been attributed to the Ghent
Master, dated to ca. 1472, and identified as a “Virgin and Child with Saints”. 304
The opinion of William Shenstone, as expressed in a letter to the Rev. Thomas Percy,
provides a representative example of the contemporary reception of the Anecdotes and
its plates: 305
“Have you seen Horace Walpole’s book on Painters – I was quite divided, after I read
it, whether I should purchase it or no – The Cuts turned the sale; & I bespoke it. His
own remarks are sprightly & judicious – but these are thinly interspersed - & a very
great part of the 3 vols. consists of the most trifling anecdotes of inconsiderable Artists.”
It seems that Shenstone had borrowed the book to read, as he was not sure whether it
was worth buying, 306 but that the rich illustration had finally decided the matter for him.
The engraving of these historical paintings for the Anecdotes, with their particular focus on figures in action, played to Grignion’s key strengths. This was not, however, the
case for several of the other plates Grignion engraved for Walpole, such as those of the
classical statue of an eagle and the satirical coat of arms. It can therefore be concluded
that Grignion had a professional relationship with Walpole which not only extended to
eight discrete projects over a period of over fifteen years, but also went beyond his hiring
as a specialist, and can be characterised as one of patronage. By the 1760s, however, the
Strawberry Hill Press, with its dispensing of private benefaction, was not only exceptional,
but had also become an anachronism in the face of increasingly impersonal and industralised book publishing and illustration.
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Preamble
Before examining Charles Grignion’s work for the print trade, it is important to address
some technical issues related to the recovering of a meaningful sample of his or any other
engraver’s output for this segment of the market. Firstly, most standalone engravings,
defined as those which were not intended as book illustrations or which were not collected in a portfolio with a title page or a table of contents, have either been lost or scattered or, in some cases, cannot be reinserted into their historical context. Secondly,
smaller-scale and more popular prints, which were not collected by connoisseurs, have a
much lower chance of survival, leading to a significant survivor bias towards higher value
prints in any modern sample. Thirdly, large numbers of engravings which have survived
in isolation are book illustrations, which were either collected separately, never bound
into the relevant volumes or, much more rarely, have been extracted from their original
matrix. A further issue, which is common to both book illustrations and to standalone
prints is that many plates are neither signed nor dated.
Fortunately, there are some compensating factors which help address these technical
issues. One of these is the publication line. This is common, but not universal in
standalone prints published in England, and less frequent in book illustrations, except
when they were also intended to be sold separately. Publication lines often but not always provide a reliable date for the release of the print onto the market. They also normally provide the name(s) and address(es) of the publisher(s) and, in cases where there
is no date, the name(s) and address(es) can help with dating. The other compensating
factor for the inherent issues in identifying any individual engraver’s output of standalone
prints is the existence of surviving catalogues of print collections. These could be those
of individual collectors, often published as inventories or for the purpose of auctions after
their death, or commercial catalogues published for marketing purposes by professional
printseller-publishers. The following pages will rely heavily on publication lines and collection catalogues to provide a framework for the recovery and historical analysis of Grignion’s work for publishers either of standalone prints or of individual prints which were
intended for collection as a set.
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3.1 EARLY WORK FOR ARTIST-PRINT ENTREPRENEURS: 1744-1753
In the first decade of Charles Grignion’s career, he rarely worked directly for the largescale printseller-publishers, such as the Bowles brothers and the Overton-Sayer family ,
who together dominated the contemporary market. His early commissions for
standalone prints, such as the Vauxhall Garden supper boxes paintings and the costume
prints published by the Bowles’s in 1743-1745, were rather obtained indirectly via his
initial patrons, Gravelot and Hayman. The subscription ticket for two of the six completed
plates for English History Delineated (1749-1752) for the booksellers, Robert Dodsley and
the Knapton brothers, also belong to this category of indirect commissions, as they were
almost certainly also intermediated by Hayman.
The remaining direct commissions for standalone prints during this period of Grignion’s career tended to derive from the artists themselves, sometimes with the support
of aristocratic patronage. Grignion’s relationships with the Horace Walpole and Hogarth
have already been analysed in the previous chapter, but there is a small group of other,
less famous artist-printsellers, whose collaboration with Grignion warrants further examination. These are Richard Dalton, Arthur Pond, Andrea Casali and William Bellers. Grignion’s collaboration with each of these artists presents a special case, and so will be
analysed separately over the following pages.
The earliest of Grignion’s standalone prints engraved for an artist other than Gravelot
and Hayman was for Richard Dalton, an artist and entrepreneur of modest talents, but a
skilled networker, who later became Librarian to King George III and Antiquarian to the
Royal Academy. In 1743, Dalton returned from an extended trip to Italy, where he had
drawn classical statues in red chalk for engraving. The first of these drawings to be published in the form of a print was dated 2 January 1744, was engraved by Grignion (figure
47), and dedicated to “Lord Brook”, almost certainly Francis Greville, who was at this time
known as “Lord Brooke”. Brooke, who later became the first Earl of Warwick in a new
creation in 1746, was an important patron of Canaletto, who moved to England two years
after this plate was executed.
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Figure 47 “Hermaphroditus Dormiens ex Villa Borghesi”, dedicated to the Right Honourable Lord Brook.
Engraving by Charles Grignion after Richard Dalton (1744), actual size 276 x 536 mm (source: The Victoria and
Albert Museum)

It is possible that Dalton’s original plan had been to sell individual prints by leading
engravers, which would be financed by connoisseurs, to whom he would then dedicate
these works. The difficulty of obtaining sufficient patrons to have all his drawings engraved seems, however, to have led him to devise a new plan to sell the 20 prints as a
set. Dalton’s proposals for a collection of prints after his drawings were accordingly published in The London Daily Advertiser on 10 April 1745, and their engraving continued for
at least a year based on the last dated plate. The process could have taken much longer
as the finished set was only advertised for sale from 1749. 307 Of the remaining 19 prints
in this collection, 8 undated plates were ultimately etched by Dalton himself, while those
for which he managed to obtain patronage were engraved by prestigious international
artists.
The next print in date after Grignion’s was engraved by Joseph Wagner, the master of
Francesco Bartolozzi, while the other 10 which were not etched by Dalton were completed by Ravenet (6), Gérard Scotin (3) and Bernard Baron (1), the three Parisian engravers engaged by Hogarth to work on his “Marriage A-la-Mode”. The fact that Grignion was
not involved in the continuation of this project may be because he had more financially
attractive opportunities, which could in turn have been influenced by this association at
a young age with the most celebrated French engravers in London.
307

The Whitehall Evening Post, 9 March 1749. The set was later purchased by John Boydell, and is described in
his 1773 Catalogue of Prints, p. 34, as: “A Collection of twenty antique Statues, drawn after the Originals in Italy,
by Richard Dalton, Esq; and engraved by Messrs. Ravenet, Grignion, Wagner, Baron &c.”
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Later in 1744, when Grignion was still in his twenty-third year, he engraved a relatively
prestigious, but isolated work for another secondary, but more commercially successful
artist and print entrepreneur, Arthur Pond. In contrast to Dalton’s venture, this new commission had few or no pretensions to connoisseurship. It comprised a print of Pond’s portrait of the future first Baron Anson, and commemorated the admiral’s recent return to
England on 15 June 1744, following a somewhat accidental, but hugely profitable and
highly publicised circumnavigation of the World (Figure 48). In a rare insight into Grignion’s revenues, it is known that Pond paid him both promptly and handsomely for his
efforts. Pond’s meticulous accounts reveal that the engraver received 12 guineas already
in September 1744, the month of the print’s publication. 308
The design for the print of Anson’s portrait is remarkable for its fashionable rococo
ornamentation, which is nonetheless overwhelmed by the heavy framing and bombastic
naval symbolism, which is more baroque in spirit. As such, this plate is very similar in style
to those in the first volume of Thomas Birch’s The Heads of illustrious Persons of Great
Britain, engraven by Mr. Houbraken, and Mr. Vertue, which had been published in the
previous year by Pond’s friends and close collaborators, John and Paul Knapton, with significant input from Pond and Gravelot. It represented an important early milestone in the
English craze for amassing collections of engraved portraits of celebrities. 309
It is notable that Pond chose a young, relatively unknown engraver, who was not a
specialist in portrait engraving, with such a high-profile project. This could have been in
part because of Grignion’s immediate availability and prestigious artistic connections, but
may also be explained by his recent work on other recent publications by the Knapton
brothers, including notably vignettes after Gravelot in the third volume of their Tindal's
Continuation to Rapin's History of England (1744). As with Dalton, Grignion did not perform any further work for Pond, a decision which could have been reputational. Pond,
like Hogarth, advertised his prints heavily in the press, but in Pond’s case this was not
only for their own sake, as he was also effectively advertising his portrait painting business. This conflicted with his careful cultivation of gentlemanly status and exposed him
to public ridicule. 310 Pond’s forwardness in promoting his portrait of Anson was specifically criticised by Vertue, who was removed by the Knaptons from the latter volumes of
Tindal's Continuation after engraving the heads for the first volumes. In a diary entry
dated October 1744, Vertue described: “A head painted printed & publishd by Pond and
gravd by Grignion – of Admiral Anson – this is another project of Ponds to acquire business and reputation – if his pencil or Crayons can’t find him sufficient employment.—“. 311
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Figure 48 “George Anson Esq. Commander in Chief of the late Expedition to the South Seas”, engraved by
Charles Grignion after Arthur Pond (15 September 1744), actual size 440 x 290 mm (© The Trustees of the
British Museum)
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It is possible that Grignion felt that he had little to gain and perhaps risked a loss of
reputation by working further for Pond. He may also have wished to focus on an immediate opportunity to work with Hogarth, Pond’s competitor as a print entrepreneur. Grignion’s “Account of the Rise, Progress, and State of the London-Infirmary”, his “Instructions to a Governor of the London-Hospital, or Infirmary”, and his “Mr Garrick in the Character of Richard the 3d. Shakespear. Act 5. Scene 7”, were all engraved after designs by
Hogarth and published within less than two years after the Anson portrait.
The third print to be examined here is “The Return of Mars”, engraved by Grignion in
1749 after the Chevalier Andrea Casali, so named in England to reflect his status as a
papal knight. Unlike Dalton and Pond, Casali was an important rococo painter, who had
left Rome in 1741 after the death in 1740 of his protector, the great art patron, Cardinal
Ottoboni. Casali first settled in England in 1741 at the invitation of Sir Charles Frederick
and Henry Howard, 4th Earl of Carlisle, among others, and only definitively returned to
Rome in 1767. He was one of four Italians who were charged by the second Duke of Montagu, Master General of the King’s Ordnance, with the construction and decoration of a
temporary structure designed to house a firework display on 27 April 1749. This event
took place in what is now Green Park and was planned as a formal, public celebration of
the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle, which had ended the War of Austrian Succession in the previous year. The fireworks display was famously marred by rainfall, serious accidents, and
traffic congestion, and is now best known for Handel’s Fireworks Music. It was, however,
also commemorated by print publications, including a particularly fine set of four large
prints after extravagant mythological fantasies by Casali. One of these plates was engraved by Grignion. As can be seen in figure 49, it corresponded more closely to his signature mythological frontispieces after Hayman and later Wale than the atypical prints
he produced for Dalton and Pond.
The other engravers employed on Casali’s project were Ravenet, Scotin and Jacob
Bonneau, who was better known as a drawing teacher and for his watercolour landscapes. The participation of four French engravers, including two Huguenot offspring,
might have been due to Casali’s desire to please the Duke of Montagu. The second Duke,
like his father, a former Ambassador to the court of Louis XIV, was not only a Francophile,
but also a particular supporter of the Huguenot community. 312
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Figure 49 “The Return of Mars. Le Retour de Mars”, engraved by Charles Grignion after the Chevalier Andrea
Casali (1749), actual size 315 × 508 mm (Source: Metropolitan Museum of New York)

These prints give the impression of having quasi-official status, since they were dedicated to the Duke of Montagu himself, who may have contributed or promised to contribute to their cost. In either case, it seems that any expected financing was not forthcoming. In 1758, a subsequent purchaser of the plates announced in the press that they
had originally cost the considerable sum of 160 guineas to engrave and that only 175 sets
were printed off, as Casali had been obliged to leave the country during the printing process. 313 It seems that Casali had either overextended himself on the project or, more
likely, that any promised contribution from the Duke had not been received, as he died
without an heir to his title on 5 July 1749.
The fourth example of a standalone print on behalf of an independent artist from
Grignion’s early career represents another genre entirely, that of landscape engraving.
Between 1752 and 1754, William Bellers published seven views of the Lake District from
his own paintings “after Nature”. 314 Despite his current obscurity, Bellers later became
director of the Free Society of Artists, and this set of prints has been described as representing a significant milestone in the development of native British landscape painting
and its dissemination, fifteen years before the definition of the “picturesque” in Gilpin’s
Essay on Prints. 315
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The seven original prints in the set are unusual from the perspective of the engraving,
as they all have a double signature. Each print is primarily attributed to John Baptist Chatelain, a landscape engraver of Huguenot extraction, followed in each case by the mention
of a second engraver: Pierre-Charles Canot (2), Johann Sebastian Müller (2), James Mason, Ravenet and Grignion, whose single contribution is illustrated as below Figure 50.

Figure 50 “A View of Derwentwater from Vicars Island”, engraved by John Baptist Chatelain and Charles
Grignion after William Bellers (1753), actual size 392 × 522 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)

Although dual attributions are generally unusual in prints, they are relatively common
in the case of Chatelain, who was notoriously unreliable. 316 In most cases of such dual
attribution, it seems that Chatelain generally etched the outlines, while other engravers
finished the engraving. 317 In the case of this set of prints, Canot, Mason and Müller were,
like Chatelain, well-known landscape engravers, and Chatelain, Canot and Mason had already worked together on the 40 Italian views after Claude Lorraine, Poussin and
Dughuet, which Arthur Pond had published 10 years previously. Grignion and Ravenet did
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not share these credentials, so were probably chosen for their prestigious names, perhaps to compensate for the fact that Francis Vivares, the most celebrated landscape engraver of the time, was not involved in this project. This conclusion is arguably supported
by the fact that Grignion’s plate is dedicated to the future Prime Minister, the Marquess
of Rockingham, while the other prints were supported by less prominent, local gentry.
The final print to be discussed in this context is another early work by Grignion for
Richard Dalton, a large-scale “Resurrection of Christ” (1753) which also, had unusual production details (figure 51).

Figure 51 “The Resurrection of Christ”, engraved by Charles Grignion and Francis Vivares after Richard Dalton
(1753), actual size 430 x 750 mm (© National Trust Images)
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Dalton planned a set of twelve engravings of Raphael’s cartoons in the Vatican of the
Scuola Nuova tapestries, which he had drawn during another extended trip to Italy and
beyond, 318 but aborted the project after the publication of a sub-set of the prints. 319 Five
of these were engraved by Dalton’s young protégé, James Basire, but the largest one,
“The Resurrection of Christ”, was signed: “R. Dalton, F. Vivares, & C. Grignion, sculpt”.
The etched outlines would have been completed by Dalton. The landscape background
was certainly engraved by Vivares. This means that the engraving of multiple figures in
action was executed by Grignion, and demonstrates that this type of work was already
considered to be his speciality by the market in the early 1750s.
The five prints engraved by Grignion described in this section have several factors in
common. The most obvious point is that they were works of prestige aimed at the top
end of the market. Three of them were dedicated to prominent members of the aristocracy: Francis Greville, the future first Earl of Warwick, the second Marquess of Rockingham, and the second Duke of Montagu. Four of them formed part of sets where Grignion
was teamed with some of the most famous native French engravers of the time, including
Baron, Ravenet, Scotin and Vivares. Copies of these prints were all also subsequently purchased by major international connoisseurs, as evidenced by Michael Huber’s Manuel des
curieux et des amateurs de l'art. 320
Huber was a German philologist and art historian, who spent 1750-1767 in Paris
where he was associated with the encyclopaedists, and later co-authored a nine-volume
dictionary of engravers and artists, which was largely based on major print collections to
which he had access in France and the German states. In volume IX, entitled “The English
School”, he wrote a potted biography of Grignion which gave a list of eight of the engraver’s most famous prints. This article not only mentioned work after Gravelot, Hayman
and Hogarth, but also specifically referred to Dalton’s “Hermaphrodite” and “The Resurrection of Christ” and Bellers’s “View of Derwent Water from Vicar’s Island”. Pond’s
“George Anson” was included as number eight on his list. Huber did not mention the
Casali print, but there is evidence that this set was also bought by international collectors.
The copies in the Metropolitan Museum of New York were, for example, purchased from
the print collection of the Prince of Liechtenstein.
Analysis of these five early works for independent print-entrepreneurs confirms the
conclusion of the previous chapter that Charles Grignion’s career started at a high point,
and that his initial connections with Gravelot and Hayman acted as a calling card with
other artists, whose names then served further to enhance his reputation in the upper
echelons of the print market. It should, however, be noted that the five works discussed
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here were not indicative of Grignion’s later career development. They were all one-off
works, belonging to different genres, including an antiquarian fine art print, a portrait
bust and a landscape, none of which is distinctive of the engraver’s life’s work. Grignion
was thus arguably showing a level of flexibility and opportunism which was critical to
building his early reputation.

3.2 EARLY WORK FOR THE MAINSTREAM PRINT TRADE: 1740S AND
EARLY 1750S
The London print trade might have seemed an obvious place for a young or newly arrived
engraver in the mid-eighteenth century to start to build an income stream, a reputation,
and a career. It was, however, a highly competitive sector, and the bulk of the work was
therefore lowly paid. In-house engravers could expect to spend the majority of their time
copying or pirating others’ work, or retouching or re-engraving existing plates, activities
which were artistically dissatisfying and anonymous. 321 The only chance of decent reward
for original work and the personal attribution of the plates was involvement in one of a
minority of flagship projects, where the printsellers were prepared to invest in the pairing
of a known artist and engraver, the mention of whose names would boost the marketability of the product.
The mainstream market for prints in the first half of the eighteenth century was effectively controlled by a duopoly consisting of the Bowles and Overton dynasties. This
situation only superficially changed on the death of Philip Overton in 1745, as his widow,
Mary, married James Sayer in 1747, and James’s brother, Robert, took over the firm from
1749. Robert Sayer then continued to sell a wide range of products to retail customers in
his shops, to wholesalers across the country and, to a limited extent, abroad, in direct
competition with the Bowleses. In the meantime, Henry Overton II, Philip’s brother, took
over the business of their father, Henry Overton I, in 1751, and ran this in parallel to and
often in cooperation with that of Sayer until he gave it up in favour of the latter in 1764.
Alongside these dominant houses, there were a few specialist printsellers, particularly
mapmakers such as Thomas Bowen, Thomas Kitchin and Thomas Jefferys; occasional
print entrepreneurs, such as Henry Parker, Thomas, and Elizabeth Bakewell; as well as
multiple purveyors of pirated and truly popular prints at the lower end of the market.
The Overtons, Bowleses and Sayer were mainly focused on what would sell rather
than on patronising art, although a significant portion of their catalogues was devoted to
fine art prints. The market for such prints and their patronage was transformed from the
1760s, when John Boydell, himself an engraver, developed a particular speciality in the
commissioning and selling of fine art prints, a development which both reflected and
321
Anthony Griffiths, The Print before Photography (The British Museum, London, 2016), p. 239, on Robert
Sayer’s main in-house engraver, John Couse
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stimulated demand for such products at home and for export. Boydell’s innovations
caused both the Bowleses and Sayer to upgrade, but not radically change their business
models, 322 a process which would eventually provide engravers at the higher end of that
market with a new source of quality commissions.
The most effective way to assess and illustrate Grignion’s activity in the huge market
for prints in London, the provinces and increasingly abroad is to focus on the surviving
catalogues of the major printsellers, complemented with additional information from individual prints with publication lines. Antony Griffiths’s article, ‘A Checklist of Catalogues
of British Print Publishers’, lists three substantial catalogues published by each of John
Bowles and Robert Sayer from the 1750s to the 1770s, which are of particular importance
in this context. 323 The three catalogues issued by John Bowles were between 80 and 88
pages in length, so the third, most complete catalogue of 1753 will be examined in more
detail here. This will be followed, in the first instance, by a review of Sayer’s more specialist catalogue of “Perspective Views” from the same year, and then by his later, more
general catalogues.
John Bowles’s 1753 catalogue begins with maps, followed by large prints on two
sheets, “being cheap and proper ornaments for halls, rooms, and stair-cases”, and then
maps and prints of different sizes. The section entitled, “Sets of Fine Prints. Being agreeable Furniture for the Curious”, only starts on page 31, indicating that this segment of the
market was not at that time his main priority. Those engravers who were mentioned by
name were largely venerable foreign, and especially French artists born in the previous
century: Bernard Baron, Nicolas-Dauphin Beauvais, Claude Dubosc, Paul Fourdrinier, Simon Gribelin, François-Bernard Lépicié and Nicolas-Henri Tardieu. Most of the English
engravers referred to were also from a similar period: Emanuel Bowen the mapmaker,
Hogarth (mostly copies), George Bickham the Elder, Elisha Kirkall, Joseph Nutting, John
Sturt and Samuel Sympson. Grignion is not mentioned, but the names of his older contemporaries, Pierre-Charles Canot, Thomas Major and Francis Vivares appeared in the
context of a set of “Perspective Views in and about London”, which were among the more
recent prints in the catalogue. 324
The fact that Grignion was not mentioned by name in this, or Bowles’s other catalogues does not mean that his work was not included. In fact, his plates appeared twice
in the 1753 catalogue: firstly, on pages 35-36 among the “Sets of Fine Prints”, and secondly among the “Small Sets of Prints”, which followed them from page 48. The “Sets of
Fine Prints” included the Vauxhall Garden supper box prints after Hayman, but neither he
nor the engravers were mentioned. Gravelot was instead referred to as the director of
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the project. This emphasis on Gravelot’s name rather than that of Grignion or other engravers is again evident in the last three items under “Small Sets of Prints, very cheap”.
These consisted of the three sets of six costume prints or “modern Habits” which were
engraved by Truchy, Grignion and Major after Gravelot, and originally published by John
Bowles in 1745 and 1746. These were not significantly smaller and were sold for the
same price as the Vauxhall Garden supper box prints, but were relegated to the end of
this less prestigious section of the catalogue. This may be because they showed fashionable gentlemen and ladies in costumes which were already becoming outdated.
Sayer’s 1753 catalogue represented a completely different undertaking from the
Bowles catalogues, and can be seen as a direct challenge to his older rival. Sayer’s listing
was only 16 pages long and was entitled: “Two Hundred & Six Perspective Views adapted
to the Diagonal Mirrour, or Optical Pillar Machine”. With this title, the younger printseller
signalled that he was issuing an ambitious and focussed modern publication, which would
press various hot buttons of aspirational contemporary consumers attracted by terms
such as “Perspective Views”, “Diagonal Mirrour” and “Optical Pillar Machine”. This contrasted with Bowles’s lengthy and arguably tired inventory of sometimes ancient stock.
The expression “Perspective Views” in Sayer’s catalogue referred to the contemporary fashion for city views, which often exaggerated the perspective, generally by widening the panorama in the manner of Canaletto’s paintings. The enjoyment of such prints
by consumers was enhanced by the possession of an optical gadget which was variously
labelled a diagonal or concave mirror or reflector or, in its more complex form, as an
optical pillar machine or a zograscope. This comprised a magnifying lens facing an angled
mirror which could be mounted on a stand or pillar. Viewing a print through such a device
gave the armchair tourist an enhanced impression of depth approximating to a sense of
three dimensions.
Perspective views were first advertised in connection with a concave mirror by John
Bowles and his brother, Thomas, in 1746. They were followed by Thomas Bakewell in
1748, who referred to his prints as “adapted to the Concave mirror and Diagonal Reflecter”. 325 Sayer began advertising prints specifically “for Concave Glasses and Diagonal
Mirrors” in 1749, at approximately the same time as he took full control of the former
Overton business. 326
The above timeline reveals that Sayer was not the innovator in terms of commissioning and selling perspective views. Indeed, Bowles’s 1749 catalogue already contained a
section of such views, and his 1753 catalogue had expanded this to 200 prints, including
those mentioned as engraved by Canot, Major and Vivares. Sayer’s innovation was in the
focused targeting of this market, which had undoubtedly been stimulated by the arrival
of Canaletto in London in May 1746.
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Sayer’s dedicated listing contrasted sharply with his older rival’s much longer catalogue where the perspective views were not the focus. Although he was still only in his
twenties and was a new entrant to the sector, it has been estimated that Sayer “published
nearly three-quarters of all known zograscope views”. If this is anywhere near the mark,
he could be said to have succeeded in his ambition to dominate this burgeoning segment
of the market, while setting his stamp not only on his own new business, but also on the
entire trade. 327
The relevance of Sayer’s ambition and entrepreneurial skills to Charles Grignion is that
the printseller needed to put together in a short timeframe a huge set of prints, which
were suitable or could plausibly be said to be suitable for viewing through “Concave
Glasses and Diagonal Mirrors”. To achieve this, Sayer adopted a multi-pronged approach
by forming financial and commercial alliances with other parties, bringing together existing sets of prints and, most importantly for the artists involved, by commissioning enough
new prints to give the impression that this was a cutting-edge publication. For the new
prints, he was obliged to cast a wide net to find quality draughtsmen and engravers who
were not always specialists in city or landscape views, and who were not already fully
occupied by Bowles or on other projects.
Sayer’s biggest coup in the context of this project was probably his commissioning or
gaining permission to engrave a majority of the 12 prints after views by Canaletto which
were published in London between 1750 and 1753. The painter had recently returned to
England from a visit to Venice and seemed to be fishing for work, preferably for paintings,
but he also accepted designs for engraving. 328 Some of the contemporary prints of views
after Canaletto were clearly after paintings, and therefore not originally planned to be
used for Sayer’s project. These included two general views of London, which were prominent among Sayer’s “Two Hundred & Six Perspective Views”, and had already been engraved in 1751 by Edward Rooker and Johan Sebastian Müller after existing paintings
from the collection of Thomas West. 329 In addition to these two prints, Sayer obtained at
least seven drawings by Canaletto of views of the Ranelagh and Vauxhall pleasure gardens, which seem to have been executed specifically for engraving as prints. Six of these
were advertised at the end of 1751 as a set “drawn in 1751, by the celebrated Canaleti”. 330 Rooker and Müller also engraved one each of these, and two were executed by
Nathaniel Parr. The seventh print in this set was published with a delay of a further three
months and was engraved by Charles Grignion.
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The first four Canaletto views of the pleasure gardens showed views of Vauxhall, while
the last three depicted scenes from Ranelagh, which had opened in 1742, and was situated next to the Royal Hospital in Chelsea. These gardens were newer, more expensive
and more modish than those at Vauxhall, 331 even though the recent opening of Westminster Bridge in late 1750 had helped improve access to and renew the popularity of the
latter. Canaletto’s views of Ranelagh showed its main sites: the exterior of the huge Rotunda, which was visible from south of the river; the interior of the Rotunda; and the
Chinese pavilion, which had been erected in 1750. The Chinese pavilion is visible in the
foreground of Grignion’s engraving in figure 52 below, together with revelers celebrating
the masquerade.

Figure 52 “A view of the Canal, Chinese Building, Rotundo, &c in RANELAGH GARDENS, with the
MASQUERADE”, engraved by Charles Grignion after a drawing by Giovanni Antonio Canaletto (2 December
1751 scratched), actual size 269 x 400 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)

It is a clear indication of the fierce competition between Sayer and Bowles that the
latter’s 1753 catalogue contained a rival set of “eight Views of the admired Buildings and
Gardens of Vauxhall and Renalagh [sic]”. 332 This also included views of the Rotunda, and
a depiction of the Chinese pavilion, but not after Canaletto or landscape artists of com-

331
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O'Connell, London 1753, pp. 225-230, 237-242
Bowles, Catalogue of Maps, Prints, Copy-Books, &c., p. 46, no. 51
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parable repute. In fact, the latter two views in John Bowles’s set were drawn and engraved by his nephew, Thomas Bowles the younger. The Bowles version of the Chinese
pavilion and masquerade is illustrated as figure 53 for comparison purposes. 333

Figure 53 “The Chinese House, the Rotunda, & the Company in Masquerade in RANELAGH GARDENS”, drawn
and engraved by Thomas Bowles the younger (1751), actual size 335 x 461 mm (© The Trustees of the British
Museum)

These competing views were taken from almost the same location, and both draw the
eye to the vanishing point, as is typical of the many perspective views created for the
diagonal mirror. Isabelle Baudino has argued that Sayer was imitating Bowles’s set, but it
is more probable that Bowles rushed to rival his competitor’s project with inferior artists. 334 This conclusion is also supported by the respective dates of the newspaper advertising.
In contrast to his subsidiary role on the pleasure garden prints, Grignion was the main
engraver of another sub-set of Sayer’s “Perspective Views”, which also represented the
engraver’s first multi-plate commission on behalf of a major printseller since the Vauxhall
supper box paintings almost ten years earlier. In this case, the set originally comprised six
views of Surrey after Augustin Heckel with publication dates in 1752, which were specifically advertised by Sayer as giving “a beautiful effect in the Concave Glasses, or Optical
333
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Pillar Machines”. 335 Grignion engraved four of these views, including three of Richmond,
and one of the bridges at Walton-on-Thames. The other two plates in the set were views
of the Earl of Harrington’s Palladian villa at Petersham, engraved by the relatively obscure
John Stevens, who was also involved in execution of some of Sayer’s other prints after
Canaletto.
A seventh plate, a view by Heckel of the bridge at Hampton Court, which was opened
on 13 December 1753, was later associated with the set, and was also engraved by Grignion. Curiously, this view was published by Sayer at exactly the same time as another
“PRINT of the NEW BRIDGE over the River Thames at Hampton Court…drawn on the Spot,
by Sig. CANALETI”, which he sold together with the “print of the new Bridge at Walton
upon Thames, the same size as the above; drawn by Mr. Heckel, and engrav’d by Mr.
Grignion.” 336 It seems that Sayer was prepared to have similar views drawn and engraved
twice, if he could benefit simultaneously from multiple marketing opportunities: fashionable sets of perspective views, famous names, and here, the topicality of a newly completed feat of engineering.
Unlike Canaletto, Augustin Heckel is not known today outside specialist circles, but he
was sufficiently known in 1753 to be mentioned by name and in the same sentence as
Canot, Major and Vivares in the introduction to the sub-section of Bowles’s 1753 catalogue entitled “Perspective Views in and about London”. In that catalogue and the previous one dated 1749, Heckel painted the watercolours of both Richmond and Twickenham, which were engraved by James Mason, Edward Rooker and Anthony Walker. 337
Heckel was in fact a highly regarded rococo artist, but was not principally known as a
painter or draughtsman. He was born to a family of goldsmiths in Augsburg in 1690, came
to London as a young man, and was, with Georg Moser, one of the two most successful
gold chasers in London. 338 The engraver, Joseph Strutt, described Heckel as follows in his
Biographical Dictionary: 339
“He was a man of great integrity, sobriety and industry, and acquired a sufficiency to
enable him to retire to Richmond in Surry, where he amused himself with painting
landscapes and flowers in watercolours, which he occasionally disposed of, though he
did not follow painting as a profession. He drew several views in and about Richmond
which were engraved by Bowles and Sayer.”
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In other words, Heckel was a distinguished retiree, who now drew and coloured landscapes of Richmond and its surrounds as a hobby, including Sayer’s initial six views of
Surrey which were evocatively described in the printseller’s advertisement from June/July
1753 as having been drawn “last summer”. Sayer’s plan to engrave and publish further
designs of this same district by the same artist already employed by Bowles for this purpose can be interpreted as another deliberately competitive and even provocative act by
the younger printseller.
One of the five plates after Heckel by Grignion is included by Michael Huber as number five in his list of the engraver’s most famous works. 340 It is ambiguously described by
Huber as a “Vue de Richemont dans le Comté de Surrey; d’après Heckell”, but seems to
correspond to the “West View of Richmond &c in SURRY from the Star and Garter on the
Hill”, which is illustrated as figure 54 in a contemporary, hand-coloured version. Based on
Huber’s knowledge of this print, as well as evidence from elsewhere, 341 Sayer’s investment in adding French titles to his views must have paid off not only in terms of adding
some international flair to his product, but also in terms of their export.

Figure 54 “West View of Richmond &c. in SURRY from the Star and Garter on the Hill”, engraved by Charles
Grignion after Augustin Heckel (1752), actual size 260 x 400 mm (Source: Orleans House Gallery)

Although he is not mentioned in the publication line of this print, “Henry Overton at
the White Horse without Newgate” is mentioned as co-publisher in the advertising for

340
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the first six views of Surrey, as well as in the publication lines of some of Sayer’s prints of
Vauxhall and Ranelagh Gardens. Sayer, like John Bowles, was fortunate in having a family
network to help finance and distribute his “Perspective Views”. In this case, Henry Overton II shared not only some of the entrepreneurial risk of the project, but also some of
the rewards of distribution. Almost all of Sayer’s perspective views appeared in Overton’s
1754 catalogue, 342 which closely followed the pattern of the Bowles listing from 1753. 343
These views are the only examples found of prints signed by Grignion having a publication
line mentioning any member of the Overton family.
Despite the relative success of the perspective views he engraved for Sayer, Grignion
was rarely engaged to produce landscape prints in the following years, and his involvement in this and other projects for the print trade remained infrequent through the
1750s. 344 Sayer’s choice of Grignion, John Stevens, Augustin Heckel, and other non-specialist or lesser-known artists for the perspective views was probably a function of expedience, as the printseller needed a broad range of available collaborators to speed delivery of his plates in competition with Bowles. Even if not a new beginning in themselves,
the afterlife of these prints certainly helped Grignion further build and maintain his reputation. Their efficient and quality delivery may also have sown the seed for two later,
more intense periods of collaboration with Sayer, one of only two printsellers with whom
Grignion seems to have formed a direct professional relationship, the other being
Thomas Jefferys.

3.3 LATER WORK FOR THE MAINSTREAM PRINT TRADE: 1756-1763
The early 1760s represented a momentous period not only in British military and political
history, but also in the nation’s art and the print trades. The 22-year-old George III ascended the throne in late 1760, following the annus mirabilis of 1759 when, among other
famous victories, Guadeloupe was occupied, and Quebec recaptured from the French.
The new King was the first of his dynasty to be born in London and the first to be a native
English speaker. He also had wide interests, including in the arts and commerce. During
the following year, 1761, Pondicherry fell to British troops, and this effectively ended
French influence in India. In 1762, Grenada, Martinique and Cuba were invaded and occupied. Then, early in 1763, the Seven Years War was formally ended by the Treaty of
Paris. Although Guadeloupe, Martinique and Cuba were restored to French and Spanish
sovereignty under the terms of the Treaty, the outcome of the war provided a huge boost
to British national pride, confidence and international trade.
342
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In the arts, the spring of 1760 was marked by the first public art exhibition in England,
under the aegis of The Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce. From the spring of 1761, there were two rival art exhibitions, one continuing under the protection of the Society, and the other organised by the leading artists of the
day, including Hayman and Hogarth. 1761 was also the year in which John Boydell commissioned William Woollett to engrave a spectacular print of Richard Wilson’s painting of
“The Destruction of the Children of Niobe”, which inspired widespread enthusiasm for
British fine art prints. In 1763, Boydell placed advertisements in the newspapers for a
subscription to “A Collection of Prints, Engraved from the most Capital Paintings in England”. Then, in 1764, Henry Overton’s print undertaking passed to Robert Sayer, thus
consolidating a new “big three” constellation of printsellers, Bowles, Sayer and now
Boydell, which would dominate the industry for the rest of the century.
During these years, Charles Grignion was at the peak of his career, and could probably
have chosen his commissions. He did not work for Boydell, and never produced prints
directly for the Bowleses. He scarcely exhibited his own prints at the annual exhibitions
of the Society of Artists, even though he was on the Committee from 1761 to 1769, which
theoretically obliged him to exhibit on a regular basis. He instead chose to work mostly
for the booksellers, especially in partnership with Samuel Wale. The momentous historic
events of the time nevertheless provided him with some new opportunities for shortterm collaboration with Sayer and the specialist engraver and mapmaker, Thomas Jefferys.
In the first decade of his career, Grignion had only worked once with Thomas Jefferys
as a print publisher. This was, however, indirectly in the context of the engraving of a
cartouche by Hayman for “A Map of the Most Inhabited Part of Virginia containing the
Whole Province of Maryland With Part of Pensilvania, New Jersey and North Carolina”.
This was a large-scale map, prepared in 1751 on behalf of the British government by
Joshua Fry, a mathematician, and Peter Jefferson, a surveyor and father of Thomas Jefferson. The cartouche, which depicts Virginia tobacco merchants at the quayside, was not
signed, but its attribution is certain based on reviews in the literary magazines. For example, both The Gentleman’s Magazine and The Scots Magazine described the map in 1755
as "embellished with a design by Hayman, engraved by Grignion." 345 The cartouche is
illustrated in figure 55. 346
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Figure 55 Cartouche entitled, “A MAP of the most INHABITED part of VIRGINIA containing the whole
PROVINCE of MARYLAND with Part of PENSILVANIA, NEW JERSEY and NORTH CAROLINA”, engraved by Charles
Grignion after Francis Hayman (1755), actual size of the map: 780 x 1200 mm (Source: Mount Vernon
Museum Collections)

A couple of years after engraving this scene, Grignion completed at least one further plate
for Jefferys, this time in the latter’s occasional role as a bookseller-publisher. This was the
title-page vignette after Antony Walker of a scene from Paradise Lost for a four-volume
work, the first two volumes of which appeared in 1757 and were entitled:
“A Collection of the Dresses of Different Nations, Antient and Modern. Particularly
Old English Dresses after the Designs of Holbein, Vandyke, Hollar, and others. With an
Account of the Authorities, from which the Figures are taken; and some short Historical Remarks on the Subject. To which are added The Habits of the Principal Characters
on the English Stage.”
This work consisted of 480 numbered but unattributed costume plates, which were copied from a range of sources. It is possible that Grignion was involved in some of these on
an anonymous basis, but it is likely that most of the plates were engraved more cheaply
by journeymen engravers or by Jefferys himself. This was, therefore, another one-off
commission which corresponded closely to Grignion’s core competence of engraving
small-scale historical scenes.
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It was only in or around 1761, that Grignion was engaged directly and more consistently by Jefferys on a series of works related to the Seven Years War. The first of these
was again for a book publication: An Account of the War in India, between the English and
French, on the coast of Coromandel, from the Year 1750 to the Year 1760, by Richard
Owen Cambridge. This volume was published by Jefferys in 1761, and demonstrates how
he was able to exploit his expertise as a map engraver to diversify into book publication.
Of the 18 plates, the majority comprised maps and plans by Jefferys of the theatres of
war in south-east India. The other plates mostly consisted of seascapes engraved by
Canot and landscapes by Peter Paul Benazech, another son of a Huguenot watchmaker
in Soho. Both these engravers were employed in their specialist fields. The second and
third plates, in prominent positions after the frontispiece map, were figure engravings by
Grignion, one of them entitled “The Mogul on horseback” and the other showing a richly
dressed couple on a swing. Their purpose was not to elucidate the text, but to add colour
to the volume by depicting suitably exotic characters in action.
In this same year, 1761, Jefferys published a set of “Twelve Views of the Principal
Buildings in Quebec, from Drawings taken on the Spot at the Command of Vice-Admiral
Saunders, by Richard Short. Engraved by Messrs. Grignion, Canot, Elliott, and others”. 347
In this case, there were no maps or plans, but only engravings of external and internal
views by Short, a naval officer and artist, who sketched Quebec City shortly after its fall
to British troops in 1759. Jefferys worked with a larger team of eight engravers on this
project, presumably both to benefit simultaneously from their specialist skills and shorten
time to market. The engravers included four landscape specialists, who generally engraved the wider views: Benazech, Canot, William Elliott and James Mason. The other
engravers were Antoine Benoist, Ignatius Fougeron and Anthony Walker, who engraved
one plate each, and Grignion, who contributed three plates, the largest number within
the team. It is notable that all Grignion’s plates contained human figures. The print illustrated as figure 56 is particularly dramatic, as it shows the inside of a wrecked catholic
church with eight contrasting representatives of the winning and losing sides in the conflict demonstrating a range of activities and emotions.
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Figure 56 “A View of the Inside of the Recollect Friars Church”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Richard
Short (1761), actual size 421 x 570 mm (Source: Toronto Public Library)

The next example of Grignion’s work for Jefferys consisted of another plate commemorating a famous British victory in the Seven Years War entitled: “A North View of Fort
Royal in the Island of Guadaloupe, when in Possession of his Majesty's Forces in 1759”.
This print, which is illustrated as figure 57, is in the same format as the views of Quebec,
and the French translation of the title again implies a possible export market. As noted in
the production details, it was “drawn on the spot by Lieut. Arch. Campbell”, another military artist, but one with a much more glorious career than Richard Short. Campbell subsequently became the Governor of Georgia, Jamaica and then Madras. The fact that Jefferys obtained the right to publish this and the Quebec views directly after the war and
by military artists was probably due to his status as “Geographer to the Prince of Wales”
until George III came to the throne at the end of 1761, and then as “Geographer to the
King”.
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Figure 57 “A North View of Fort Royal in the Island of Guadaloupe, when in Possession of his Majesty's Forces
in 1759”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Lieutenant Archibald Campbell (1764), actual size 362 x 540 mm
(© The Trustees of the British Museum)

This print became better known as one of a group of “Four Views in the Islands of
Dominique and Guadaloupe”, which was itself published as one of seven sub-sets totaling
twenty-eight prints, which were together entitled Scenographia Americana. This portfolio
was published in 1768 “for John Bowles, Robert Sayer, Thomas Jeffreys, Carington
Bowles, and Henry Parker”, and was described in glowing terms by Sayer in his 1775 catalogue: 348
“A Collection of Views in North America and the West Indies. These elegant and delightful views exhibit the true representation of many capital places, and entertaining
romantic scenes, belonging to the British empire in America, with others that we conquered by the deliberate valour and irresistible bravery of the of the British navy and
army in the late war, and surrendered at the general peace, neatly engraved by
Messrs. Sandby, Grignion, Rooker, Canot, and other eminent artists, from genuine
drawings made on the spot by several officers of the British fleet and army.”
This joint venture by competing printsellers was extremely successful, and the surviving
versions of Grignion’s print at the British Museum, the British National Army Museum
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and the Library of Congress all have the 1768 imprint of John Bowles and his nephew,
Carington, Sayer and Parker.
The later success of Scenographia Americana, however, obscures not only the actual
origin of Grignion’s print, but also that of its companion views of Dominica and Guadaloupe, and indeed most of the other prints in the wider Scenogaphia Americana series.
The central role of Jefferys as the original entrepreneur behind most of these scenes is
revealed by his advertising of these prints and by the publication lines on the rare surviving copies of his original versions.
In early 1763, Jefferys advertised a first, wider set of “AMERICAN VIEWS neatly engraved from drawings taken on the spot by several Officers of the British Navy and
Army”. 349 This included Short’s 12 views of Quebecs, plus 16 other views, most of which
later appeared in Scenographia Americana, as well as a teaser for the imminent publication of “Four Views in Guadaloupe and Dominica”. Then, in the summer of 1765, Jefferys
advertised another set of “American Views” containing the 12 views of Quebec, the 4
views of Guadeloupe and Dominica, and 14 other views which were also later included in
Scenographia Americana.
The publication lines of the original prints of the views of Guadeloupe and Dominica,
which survive within King George III’s Topographical and Maritime Collections at the British Library, confirm this timeline. 350 The “South West View” of Fort Royal in Guadeloupe,
which was engraved by Benazech, and the “East View”, engraved by Peter Mazell, were
both already published by Thomas Jefferys on 10 November 1762, while Grignion’s “A
North View of Fort Royal in the Island of Guadaloupe” has the publication line: “Publish'd
according to Act of Parliament 10th. August 1764, by Tho.s Jefferys at Charing Cross”.
Based on these dates and the circumstances of Jefferys’s bankruptcy in 1766, it must
have been Robert Sayer who took over these plates and promoted the idea of selling
them as a topical collection called Scenographia Americana. To achieve this, he took most
of the views of New York, the St. Lawrence River and Cuba, which had been engraved by
Canot, Benazech and Elliott, and published in Jefferys’s two previous sets. He excluded
the scenes of Quebec, and then put together a consortium to finance their republication.
This consortium included Jefferys himself, Henry Parker, and Sayer’s main rivals John and
Carington Bowles, who also supplied a few of their own views to the final collection. It
was through this consortium’s collaboration that Grignion’s print of Guadaloupe obtained
greater exposure. Its inclusion also justified the mention of his relatively prestigious name
in the advertising, at the expense of more involved, but less well-known engravers such
as Elliott and Benazech.
Grignion was party to one further project in the early 1760s involving Jefferys and the
publication of views of the Seven Years War. In this case, an even larger consortium of
349
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six printseller-publishers issued a series of perspective views of eight battle scenes from
the Continental European theatre of the war. By good fortune, a complete set of these
prints has survived in their original wrapper at the National Trust’s Calke Abbey in Derbyshire. The title of the set according to the title page was:
“Eight of the most Remarkable Battles and Sieges, during The Present War in Germany; wherein The Victories obtain'd by the Arms of His Prussian Majesty, and his
Allies, over those of Austria and France, are fully display'd”.
This text implies that the prints were published during the war, which is confirmed by the
many London and provincial newspaper advertisements which appeared between January and May 1761. 351
This collection is remarkable for several reasons. Firstly, it was issued jointly by six
competing printsellers. Secondly, it was an expensive production, highly detailed and
closely engraved with a large amount of explanatory text at the bottom of each plate.
Thirdly, the extent of the newspaper advertising was both uncommon and particularly
costly. Finally, none of the prints was attributed to a draughtsman and only one mentioned an engraver, Peter Paul Benazech, and he was not one of those referred to on the
wrapper, which continued:
“Taken from the Original drawings, and Engraved by Mess. Ravenet, Grignion, Walker,
and Gwin”. 352
Later versions of these prints were also unattributed, and the same engravers were also
listed in later printseller catalogue entries as on the original wrapper, except that the
spelling of “Gwin” was corrected to “Gwim”. 353
In the absence of a surviving written contract between the printsellers, the main evidence for their relationship and that of the engravers they employed can be found in the
publication details on the prints and the related advertising material. Curiously, each of
the eight prints, the wrapper and most of the newspaper advertising show the names of
the printseller-publishers in a different order, as tabulated in figure 58:
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Source of publisher details

Publishers in order of appearance 354

Title page of the wrapper

EB, HP, RS, TB, JB, TJ

1. Battle of Lowoschutz (Lobositz)

JB, TB, RS, HP, EB, TJ

2. Battle of Reichenberg

TB, JB, HP, EB, RS, TJ

3. Battle of Prague

RS, HP, EB, TB, JB, TJ

4. Bombardment of Prague

HP, EB, JB, TB, TJ, RS

5. Battle of Rosbach (Rossbach)

RS, HP, EB, JB, TB, TJ

6. Battle of Newmark (Leuthen)

HP, EB, RS, JB, TB, TJ

7. Siege of Schweidnitz

RS, TB, TJ, JB, HP, EB

8. Battle of Minden

TB, JB, TJ, RS, HP, EB

The London Evening Post 355

EB, HP, RS, TB, JB, TJ

Chronicle 356

RS, EB, HP, TB, JB, TJ

Advertiser 357

RS, EB, HP, TB, JB, TJ

The London
The Public

Figure 58 Table showing the printseller-publishers of “Eight of the most Remarkable Battles and Sieges, during
The Present War in Germany” (1761), engraved by Simon François Ravenet, Charles Grignion, Anthony
Walker, James Gwim and Peter Paul Benazech

The order in which the publishers appear may be random but, knowing the rivalry of the
characters involved, this seems unlikely. The simplest explanation would be that the
printsellers who appeared first were those who contributed most towards the financing
of that plate or advertisement. 358 The first-named party could also have been the owner
or majority owner of that copper plate, and may also have had the main say in the choice
of engravers deployed. Based on this hypothesis, Robert Sayer would have been the principal backer of this project, with Thomas Jefferys as the junior partner, and the Bowleses,
Elizabeth Bakewell and her associate, Henry Parker, somewhere in between. This argument is somewhat undermined by the fact that Bakewell and Parker appear first on the
title page of the wrapper, but they could have paid for its production or have sold this
set.
Another way of looking at the conundrum of distinguishing specific roles in the publication of this set of prints is from the perspective of the list of engravers. The fact that
four engravers were mentioned on the wrapper and that only one was mentioned on a
print may imply a joint effort rather than a scenario whereby individual printsellers would
supply plates produced by their own artists. In this case, it would make sense that
Ravenet, the most senior engraver involved, was mentioned first, as he would have been
the artist best qualified to manage the complex task of having the eight plates engraved
354
Robert Sayer (RS), John Bowles (JB), Thomas Bowles (TB), Elizabeth Bakewell (EB), Henry Parker (HP), Thomas
Jefferys (TJ)
355
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356
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357
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358
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simultaneously by a team of at least five engravers. This management role is also one
which he is attested as playing on other projects. 359
The members of this printseller consortium should not have had any difficulty in
agreeing either to the management of the project by Ravenet or to the choice of Grignion
and Walker, two renowned engravers with a famously delicate touch, to engrave the
foreground figures. It is unknown why Gwim was chosen, but he is better known as a
draughtsman than engraver, and had a particular skill in drawing figures, which probably
explains why he was given equal billing to the other three, better-known artists. Given
Gwim’s reclusive and eccentric personality, he would certainly have benefited from firm
management by Ravenet. 360
Based on his known speciality as a landscape engraver, it is likely that Benazech would
have been tasked with the complex topographical backgrounds. The fact that his role was
not acknowledged in the official advertising for the project could explain why he
scratched his signature, although the writing engraver did not re-engrave it, on the depiction of the “Bombardment of Prague”, the third plate in the set. This plate is illustrated
in figure 59.
A clue to Benazech’s potential role in the production of these views of the German
theatre of war may be found in an unusual signature line on another landscape published
by Jefferys in 1760. This print was described as “Drawn on the Spot by Capt Hervey Smyth.
Etch’d by Paul Sandby. Retouch’d by P. Benazech”, and was included in “Six Views of the
Most Remarkable Places in the Gulf and River of St. Laurence”, sold with the eight views
of Quebec in his “American Views”, and later incorporated into Scenographia Americana. 361 This production detail reveals that Benazech was also employed by Jefferys to
finish plates etched by others, a highly skilled, but thankless and rarely acknowledged
task. He could thus also have fulfilled this essential, but subsidiary and probably less well
remunerated role on the eight views of battles and sieges from the German theatre of
the Seven Years War.
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For example, the set of prints scripture prints advertised in The London Evening Post on 8, 15, 22 and 27
November 1746
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Walter George Strickland, A Dictionary of Irish Artists (Dublin, 1913), vol. I, pp. 103-104
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“A view of Miramichi, a French settlement in the Gulf of St Laurence”, dated 5 November 1760. See for
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Figure 59 “The Bombardment of Prague”, engraved by Peter Paul Benazech and others (1761), actual size 395
x 560 mm (© National Trust Images)

The afterlife of the plates provides one other line of investigation possible into the
relationship between the printsellers and engravers on this project. There are surviving
versions of most of the prints, in which the names of Elizabeth Bakewell and Thomas
Bowles have been erased, and the latter replaced by Carington Bowles. 362 This reflected
both the withdrawal of Elizabeth Bakewell from business and the succession of Carington
to his uncle’s firm in late 1763. 363 The full set of eight prints then appeared in Sayer’s
1766 and 1775 catalogues, but simplified, half-size versions were also subsequently engraved for and sold by Carington Bowles as part of a set of “Twelve of the most remarkable Sieges and Battles of Europe”. 364 Based on these developments, it seems probable
that Sayer not only took over some original copper plates following the bankruptcy of
Thomas Jefferys, but also pressurised the Bowles’s to sell their share, as he could otherwise have blocked their further publication of the original prints. This further suggests
that he was the main driver of the publication of this set of prints, as he was of the later
Scenographia Americana.
362
For example, in the British Museum Collection: nos. 1870,0514.2814; 1870,0514.2815; 1870,0514.2816;
1870,0514.2817; 1870,0514.2818; 1870,0514.2819; and 1871,1209.2697
363
The London Evening Post, 20-22 December 1763 provides dating evidence of Carington Bowles’s succession
in the context of The Artist’s Assistant, published together with John Bowles, Robert Sayer, and Thomas Kitchin
364
For example, in the British Museum Collection no. 1935,0522.2.154.a and b; the National Army Museum
1971-02-33-255-1; and, the Royal Collection Trust RCIN 750437
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In summary, Grignion played a role in at least four collections of prints illustrating
scenes from the Seven Years War, which were published by or with the involvement of
Thomas Jefferys in the years 1760-1764. Grignion’s time commitment was, however, in
most cases inferior to that of the more specialist land- and seascape artists who were
more frequently used by Jefferys, particularly Pierre-Charles Canot and Peter Paul
Benazech. Grignion did not engrave any more works for Thomas Jefferys senior, who was
bankrupted in 1766 and died in 1771. He also engraved no other works where either
Henry Parker or the Bowleses involved, but did work for Robert Sayer on several projects
between approximately 1756 and 1773, as further examined in the following sections.

3.4 ROBERT SAYER AND HIS CATALOGUES OF 1766 AND 1775
Following his specialist catalogues of “Perspective Views” published in 1753 and 1755,
and another specialist catalogue of Chinese designs issued in about 1755, Robert Sayer
published a general, “new and enlarged catalogue” in 1766. 365 This included not only the
stock of copper plates and prints which he had taken over from his sister-in-law and the
plates which he had subsequently commissioned and purchased, but also the inventory
he had obtained on the retirement in 1764 of Henry Overton II. This catalogue amounted
to 168 pages, and closely corresponded to the layout and size of John Bowles’s catalogues
of 1764 and 1768, which totalled 136 and 167 pages respectively. Sayer had now matured
into the equal of the John Bowles in terms of the extent of his activities, with the financial
firepower which allowed him to compete on equal terms with anyone in the market.
Grignion’s work was specifically referred to three times in Sayer’s 1766 catalogue, in
all cases in the section entitled “Sets of Fine Prints”: firstly, in the title of the “Eight of the
Most Remarkable Battles and Sieges during the late War in Germany” (p. 37); secondly,
in relation to two plates by James Roberts, which were adapted from two of Grignion’s
plates for William Chambers’s 1763 monograph, Plans, Elevations, Sections, and Perspective Views of the Gardens and Buildings at Kew: “The menagerie and its pavilions” and
“The aviary and parterre” (p. 38); and thirdly, in the description of an unusual new commission: 366
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Robert Sayer's New and Enlarged Catalogue (1766), p. 62, no. 36; Sayer and Bennett’s Enlarged Catalogue
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“Four fine prints, in the style of Teniers, engraved by Grignion and Miller, from capital
high finished drawings by J. Pillement. The subjects are:
1. Boors smoaking, drinking, and gaming.
2. Fishing, &c.
3. Shooting, &c.
4. Dancing, &c.
Each subject is ornamented in Watteau’s best manner, which decorates them agreeably, and, when coloured, proves a great addition. Each plate is 18 inches high by 11
wide. Price 5s. the set.”
Unfortunately, there seem to be no copies of these prints identifiable as surviving in public collections, but the catalogue entry already provides sufficient information to draw
some conclusions as to their format and contents.
These were genre pieces in portrait format, of a reasonably large size, and of a slightly
higher price than average. The most striking element in the description is the publisher’s
mention of no fewer than three painters: the actual artist, Jean-Baptiste Pillement (17281820); Antoine Watteau (1684-1721) as a reference to the French rococo styling of the
drawings; and David Teniers the Younger (1610-1690), who was most famous for his
genre paintings of Flemish peasant life. This is an obvious marketing ploy showing how
Sayer was adapting his business model to the age of exhibitions and a new source of
competition for fine art prints in the shape of John Boydell.
In the absence of the original prints and their publication lines, these engravings can
be approximately dated according to Pillement’s life. He was born in Lyons and came to
London in 1750, where he was taken under the wing of his countryman, Charles Leviez,
choreographer, and Ballet Master at Garrick’s Theatre Royal in Drury Lane. Leviez initially
arranged for the engraving, publishing, and marketing of Pillement’s works which were
mostly landscapes and scenes of village life. Sayer seems then to have become “Pillement’s first major publisher in 1756”, and the artist and publisher continued to collaborate intensively until 1762 when Pillement left London to take up positions at the courts
of Austria and Poland. 367 These four prints were therefore almost certainly commissioned
and published by Sayer between 1756 and 1762. Since most of Pillement’s paintings were
landscapes, the most frequent engravers associated with his work were William Elliott,
James Mason and particularly Canot, who also published some of their joint productions.
The relatively unusual choice of John Sebastian Müller and Grignion to engrave these
fancy pictures must be explained by the prestige of their names and the fact that Sayer
wished to focus potential purchasers on the characters rather than the topographical elements in these pictures.
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Maria Gordon-Smith, ‘English Engravings of Picturesque Views after Jean Pillement (1728-1780)’, Artibus et
HIstoriae, vol. 25, no. 49 (2004), pp. 65-86 (p. 80, p. 85 17n, etc.)
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Sayer’s “Enlarged Catalogue” of 1775 was significantly longer than the 1766 version,
and reflected continued developments in the market as well as in his own business, as
was already evident from the modication in the title:
“Sayer and Bennett's Enlarged Catalogue of New and Valuable Prints, in Sets, or Single; also useful and correct Maps and Charts; likewise Books of Architecture, Views of
Antiquity, Drawing and Copy Books.” This compared to,
“Robert Sayer's New and Enlarged Catalogue for the Year MDCCLXVI of New, Useful,
and Correct Maps, Scarce and Valuable Prints in Sets, and Single, Books of Architecture, Drawing and Copy-books.”
The 1775 catalogue was published jointly with John Bennett, who had been Sayer’s servant and then apprentice from 1761 to 1769, and subsequently became his most important employee. It seems that the 1775 catalogue was intended in part as an inventory
of Sayer’s vast stock to value Bennett’s purchase of one third of Sayer’s stock on his appointment as the latter’s partner and designated successor in 1774. It was therefore
probably already compiled in the latter year. 368
The other changes in the title reflected a shift in Sayer’s business model which was of
particular significance to engravers. Maps were deemphasised in favour of “New and Valuable Prints”, despite Sayer’s absorption in the late 1760s of much of Thomas Jefferys’s
business, which specialised in maps. Sayer was thus continuing to react to the exploding
and highly profitable market for art prints, which had led him to commission a significant
number of new plates by high calibre engravers in the intervening years.
Sayer and Bennett's Enlarged Catalogue of 1775 was even more complex and varied
than is suggested by its title. It began with 33 pages of mezzotints, especially portraits,
with special emphasis on the Royal family and the works of James MacArdell, most of
whose plates were bought after his death by Sayer. 369 This was arguably the most fashionable segment of the print market at this time, and one which Sayer particularly targeted, but not one in which Grignion was active.
The following sections of the new catalogue were described as “Fine Prints in Sets”
and “Fine Single Prints”, and contained three sets of older prints which have already been
discussed in this chapter:
1. XXXV, pp. 45-46, “The Battles and Sieges in the late War in Germany” (1761)
2. XXXVIIXLIII, p. 49, “Four Views of Dominique and Guadaloupe” (1762-1764)
3. LVI, p. 53, “Four fine Prints, in the style of Teniers, engraved by Grignion and Miller”
(ca. 1756-1762)
368
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These were followed by the first item in the catalogue which reflected new work by Grignion, a one- off commemorative item, which was included in the “Fine Single Prints”
with the following title: 370
“12. William Beckford, Esq. his statue as now erected in Guildhall, with his speech,
when Lord Mayor of London, to his Majesty George III on the 23d. of May, 1770, price
5s.”
This was a widely disseminated print with strong political overtones, as it commemorated
not only the death, but also the liberal political position of Beckford, who became Lord
Mayor of London for a second time in 1769. The speech quoted on the print appears to
apologise for Beckford’s criticism of King George III, but can equally be interpreted as a
reminder of the Lord Mayor’s vocal and active support for John Wilkes and his opposition
to the risk of return to absolute monarchy (figure 60). According to the publication line
of the first known version, this print was published by Sayer on 29 May 1771 in a joint
venture with John Smith. 371 Smith had been Sayer’s apprentice for two years until he set
up on his own in or about 1753. As will become clear below, Sayer published many works
in partnership with Smith during the years 1768 to 1773, several of which involved Grignion.
The “Fine Single Prints” in Sayer’s 1775 catalogue were followed by his “Perspective
Views”, which included Grignion’s work after Canaletto and Heckel from 1752 to 1753,
and these were followed by “Hogarth’s Works”, which set the stage for the next section,
which was completely new, was given special prominence in the index of the catalogue,
and contained more original work by Grignion:
“Droll, Humorous, and Entertaining Prints, by Collet, Grimm, Brandoin, Grignion,
Golder, Caldwall, Clows.”
This section began with a list of 59 individual prints with prices, but no mention of the
artists, and was followed by a further 36, which were grouped in 3 sets as follows, but
without listing the individual plates: 372
“60. Six whole Length Figures, cloathed in the Modern Taste, three Men and three
Women….
61. Six ditto, naked Figures….
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Figure 60 shows a second version which just refers to Smith in the publication line, “Published as the Act
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62. Twenty-four delightful Views, embellished with pleasing Groups of serious and
Comic Figures….

Figure 60 William Beckford’s monument at Guildhall, engraved by Charles Grignion after John Moore (1771),
actual size 517 x 432 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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It was additionally mentioned that the full set of 95 prints could be bought “neatly done
up in half binding” for the not inconsiderable sum of 3 guineas.
Almost all the first 59 prints survive in at least one exemplar in modern collections, so
that the publishers, the dates, and the artists involved can be identified from the publication lines. Almost all the prints were published jointly by Sayer and Smith between June
1768 and November 1773, and the vast majority were after works by the 3 artists named
in the index to and the title of this section of the catalogue: 28 after paintings by John
Collet; 373 3 after drawings by Samuel Hieronymus Grimm; and 15 after paintings by
Michel-Vincent Brandoin. Most of the plates were prepared by the engravers mentioned
in the title to the section: Grignion (5), John [or Jabez] Goldar (3), James Caldwall (15),
and the mezzotinter, Butler Clowes (7). Many other engravers were also represented:
Mathias Darly, Valentine Green, another mezzotint specialist, Robert Lawrie, William
Proud, Martin Rennoldson, T. Stayner, and Charles White, and some prints were unattributed, including one signed by a certain “Cabbage”. As implied by this motley list of
engravers of different status and techniques, these 59 prints were not originally conceived as a uniform set.
By contrast, catalogue numbers 60 to 62 did represent true sets, which are identifiable from other sources as further joint ventures with John Smith. The following title wrapper, which has survived in the British Museum Collection, describes a consolidated version of these three sets which had been issued by at least the end of 1770: 374
"DESIGNS BY JNO. COLLETT, BOTH Serious and Comic, ENGRAVED ON 36 PLATES, by
Messrs. Rooker; Grignion, Mason, Canot, Goldar, Byrne, Taylor; Pranker, Smith, &c.
&c. Intended for the Use of Artists as well as Gentlemen & Ladies. London. Printed for
Rob.t Sayer, No 53, in Fleet Street, and John Smith, No 35 Cheapside. According to Act
Dec.r 15, 1770."
Of these 36 plates, the largest portion corresponded to the “Twenty-four delightful
Views, embellished with pleasing Groups of serious and Comic Figures” described in catalogue entry 62. These were fancy pieces by Collet, the first of which was engraved by
Edward Rooker, and the others by William Byrne, Canot, Mason, Samuel Smith, and Isaac
Taylor. According to their publication lines, they were first published in the course of
1770.
Catalogue item 60, entitled “The Six whole Length Figures, cloathed in the Modern
Taste, three Men and three Women”, consisted of costume prints of three men and three
women. Three of these were engraved by Robert Pranker, and the others by Martin Rennoldson and Thomas Cook. Catalogue item 61 consisted of female nudes after drawings
by Collet, three of which were engraved by Grignion, two by Goldar and one by William
373
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Byrne. These two series of six prints were not dated, so the date of 15 December 1770
given on the wrapper to the consolidated version provides their terminus ante quem.
At this point, it would be reasonable to ask why Sayer combined a ragbag of 59 prints,
the majority of which were based on paintings by John Collet, and 3 further sets of prints
of differing types but all after Collet, into one section of his catalogue. The answer to this
question is twofold. Firstly, the printseller planned a suitably substantial separate section
for the newly fashionable satirical genre of drolls, and secondly, he wished to showcase
the work of John Collet. The latter purpose is shown not only by the prominence of Collet’s work among these prints and the fact that Collet’s name appears first in the title of
the section, but also explains the header to pages 72-74 which reads "Collet's Works, &c."
John Collet is not well-known today, “but for the fifteen years between 1765 and 1780
the large number of prints after his paintings and drawings suggests that he was then the
best-known humorous artist in Britain.” 375 He was even considered by some to be “the
only Artist that has made any figure in that species of design” since the death of Hogarth, 376 or even “the second Hogarth”, 377 which helps explain why this section of Sayer’s
catalogue followed “Hogarth’s Works”. The fact that the following sections included “Designs in Miniature Watch-Cases” and “Sets of cheap Prints”, indicates a conscious categorisation of these “droll, humorous, and entertaining prints” as mid-market products
with some, but limited pretensions to artistic value.
Sayer and Smith both admired Collet’s work and would not have been averse to displaying their taste in their publications. Sayer used some of his acquired wealth to collect
art, and he owned several of Collet’s original paintings, together with works by Brandoin
and Grimm. 378 John Smith also owned the original paintings wich served as models for at
least 4 of the 59 individually listed prints in this section. This would also have facilitated
their copying and engraving. 379
Of Grignion’s 6 plates included in the initial group of 59, only one was after a painting
by John Collet. This was entitled “January and May” and was published on 16 April 1771.
As can be seen in figure 61, this was a classical satirical print depicting the age-old situation of an older man courting a much younger woman, with a younger man waiting in the
wings. It is of medium size, and relatively closely engraved for a humorous work, which
gives it an air of relative quality, compared to much of the remainder of the set.
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Figure 61 “JANUARY AND MAY”, engraved by Charles Grignion after a painting by John Collet (16 April 1771),
actual size 362 x 258 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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This quality bias could be explained by the print’s prominent position at the head of 59
prints which were mostly otherwise produced by a younger generation of designers and
engravers: John Collet (b. ca. 1725), Samuel Hieronymus Grimm (b. 1733), John Goldar
(b. 1729), James Caldwall (b. 1739), and Butler Clowes (b. ca. 1730). Sayer may have specifically commissioned the older and more eminent Grignion to engrave this piece to set
the tone for this newly conceived grouping of quality “drolls”, a few of which were considered of sufficient importance to be individually exhibited in public by the artists. 380
The other 5 plates engraved by Grignion in the initial list of 59 plates were all published in 1771 after paintings by Michel-Vincent Brandoin:
11. A FRENCH PETIT MAITRE and HIS VALET, 1 November 1771
47. A MACARONY at a Sale of PICTURES, 25 September 1771
50. An OPERA GIRL of Paris in the character of FLORA, 1 December 1771
51. An OPERA GIRL of Paris in the character of DIANA, 1 December 1771
56. A MODERN DEMIREP on the LOOK-OUT, 25 September 1771.
Brandoin was a Swiss artist of Huguenot origins who was active in London in the years
1768 to 1772. He often used the name “Charles Brandoin” during this period, for example, in the landscapes he exhibited at the Society of Artists in 1768 and 1769. He also
attended classes at the Royal Academy from 1770, and is now best known for his satirical
drawing, “The Exhibition of the Royal Academy of Painting in the Year 1771”, an engraving
of which by Richard Earlom can be found in Sayer’s 1775 catalogue in the section “Fine
Mezzotintos”.
The first of the 5 plates by Grignion after Brandoin closely resembled “January and
May” in size (ca. 360 x 260 mm) and in its fully etched style, while the other 4 formed
part of a wider group of 13 prints numbered 47 to 59 in Sayer’s catalogue. These were
mostly engraved by Caldwall (7), with one each by Goldar and William Proud. The first 12
were all after paintings by Brandoin, and may have been sold as a separate set, as suggested by their uniformly miniature size of ca. 200 x 140 mm, blank backgrounds, and
standardised captions. They resemble costume prints, but are most closely related to socalled “Dramatic Character” prints of famous actors in their most celebrated roles, which
were published in large numbers by Sayer and Smith during the years 1769 to 1772.
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Figure 62 “A MODERN DEMIREP on the LOOK-OUT”, engraved by Charles Grignion after a painting by MichelVincent Brandoin (15 September 1771), actual size 200 x 142 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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85 such Dramatic Character prints were included in the 1775 catalogue under the
heading “Books of Prints”, but will be discussed in detail in the following section, owing
to their large number and complex publication history. The similarities between these
prints are obvious even from a cursory comparison of the print “A Modern Demirep on
the look-out” included as figure 62 and the examples of Dramatic Character prints illustrated as figures 65 and 66.
At least 5 of this group of 13 drolls also had a theatrical theme, including numbers 50
and 51 listed above. Numbers 47 and 56 were of a more general satirical nature, depicting
stock characters. “Macaroni” was a common term for a dandy who dressed ostentatiously in a Continental, particularly Italian or French manner. “Demirep” is a less obvious
term based on “demi” and “reputation”. It referred to a woman of doubtful morals, who
supposedly haunted the pleasure gardens and used French artifices to land a husband. 381
Like “macaroni”, it was a relatively recent coinage. Because of their small size and limited
shading, this sub-set of 13 drolls was cheaper at 6d than the other 46 prints in the wider
series. Most of the others cost 1 shilling each, while the larger mezzotints cost 5 shillings.
They were, nevertheless, all equally collectible and survive in significant numbers in modern museums.
Following these 59 individual “Droll, humorous, and entertaining prints”, there were
2 further plates by Grignion in this section of the catalogue, together with 2 by Goldar
and 1 each by Caldwall and Byrne, under the title:
61: “Six ditto [i.e. whole Length], naked Figures”.
The example in figure 63 is typical of these prints, which could be categorised as “entertaining”, but were certainly not “droll” or “humorous”. They were much more in the nature of academy figures used for drawing practice, were much more finished than most
of the satirical prints numbered 1-59, but only cost 6d each. This is probably because they
were not of the same topical status as the drolls, and were only included here for the
sake of bulking up this section of the catalogue.
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Figure 63 Number five of six studies of the female figure, engraved by Charles Grignion after John Collet
(1770), actual size 189 x 138 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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This conclusion would be supported by the fact that these six prints appear again in a
later section of the catalogue as:
“13. Six Academy Figures Drawn by Vanloo and Bouchardon, engraved by Charles Grignion, very proper for youth to copy.”
Their context here is among an extensive series of “Drawing Books” on pages 113-127,
which begins with “The Triumph of Painting, a new Drawing Book, on forty folio copperplates.” At least the first and fifth sections of this six-part collection included engravings
by Grignion:
“1. Features and parts of the human body, selected from the designs of Sir Peter Lely,
Hayman, &c. and engraved by Messrs. Ravenet and Grignion”, and
“5. Academy figures, by C. Vanloo and Bouchardon.”
As in the case of the drolls and satires after Collet and others, “The Triumph of Painting”
mostly represented a compilation of existing prints and sets of prints which were grouped
together purely for marketing purposes. The claim that this was somehow a “new” publication was therefore disingenuous.
Unlike the other sub-sets of prints under “The Triumph of Painting”, the “Six Academy
Figures” after the neoclassical French sculptor, Edmé Bouchardon (d. 1762), and the
painter, Charles-André van Loo (d. 1765), do seem to have been “new”, at least in the
sense that they had probably been recently copied from prints after the French artists.
They survive in a private collection with the following publication line on the print serving
as a cover page: “London Printed for Rob.t Sayer. No. 53 in Fleet Street as the Act directs
13 May 1773”. From this, it can also be deduced that Sayer was no longer publishing
jointly with John Smith by this time. Indeed, these prints were from the year before John
Bennett compiled the 1775 Enlarged Catalogue, the beginning of a period during which
Sayer took a back seat in his own business. These Academy Figures were the last works
produced by Charles Grignion for Sayer or any other major printseller-publisher.
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3.5 SAYER’S AND JEFFERYS & FADEN’S DRAMATIC CHARACTERS: 17691773
Charles Grignion had been involved in engraving dramatic scenes from theatre plays since
the beginning of his career, starting with the prints of Falstaff for Hayman’s Vauxhall supper box paintings, but it was only in the late 1760s that he obtained his most significant
commissions for theatrical portraits in the form of 2 sets of at least 85 miniature Dramatic
Characters. These prints were described in detail in a newspaper advertisement in The
Morning Chronicle, and London Advertiser dated 11 February 1774, which also suggested
some unexpected uses for the prints:
“This day were publish’d,
In two handsome pocket volumes, price 10s. 6d. each, or, beautifully coloured, one
guinea each,
THE DRAMATIC CHARACTERS of the English, French, and Italian stages; contained in
eighty-five beautiful prints, designed by the celebrated De Fish, and engraved by Grignion. Amongst which are representations of Messrs. Le Kain, Bellcour, Mole, Caillot,
Preville; Mesdames Clairon, Dumenil, Favart, Sainval, in all their principal parts; also
Mr. Garrick in Sir John Brute, Lusignan, Hamlet, Archer, Lear, Lord Chalkstone, Richard
the Third, Abel Drugger, and Macbeth; Mr. Foote in the Devil upon Two Sticks, the
Doctor, and Mrs. Cole; Mr King in Lord Ogleby; Mr Woodward in Razor; Mr. Shuter in
Justice Woodcock; Mr. Weston in Scrub and Dr. Last; Mr. Mack[l]in in Shylock; Mr.
Dibdin in Mungo; Mrs. Yates in Mandane and Lady Macbeth; Mrs. Clive in Mrs. Heidelberg; Miss Pope in Dolly Snip; Mrs. Abington in Estifania; Mr Barry in Rosalind and
Violante; with a variety of other performers in their most striking characters.
The above work is not only calculated for elegant furniture for ladies and gentlemen’s cabinets, but is also the best PATTERN Book for MASQUERADE DRESSES, containing a greater number of FANCY HABITS than any publication extant.
Printed for Robert Sayer, printseller, No. 53, in Fleet-street; and sold at the printshop, No. 92, Cornhill.”
The contents of these two volumes were then summarised in two entries in Sayer and
Bennett’s 1775 Enlarged Catalogue, but with the attribution, at least to “De Fish”, slightly
weakened, as follows: 382
“Dramatic Characters or Forty different Portraits of Mr. Garrick, and other capital Actors, in principal scenes, Tragic as well as Comic, represented on the English Theatres,
mostly from original drawings of De Fish, and beautifully engraved by Charles Grignion, in one neat Pocket Volume, price 10s. 6d. neatly coloured, 1l. 1s.”
382

Sayer and Bennett’s Enlarged Catalogue, pp. 108-109, with the underlining added by the present author
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“Dramatic Characters of the French and Italian Theatres, consisting of Forty-five Portraits of the most capital Actors, in the principal scenes of these Theatres, chiefly from
original drawings of De Fish, and beautifully engraved by Mr. Grignion, in one neat
Pocket Volume, price 10s. 6d. neatly coloured, 1l. 1s.”
Substantially all the items referred to in the first set can be identified with individual or
small groups of prints published by Robert Sayer and John Smith between 1769 and 1773.
Many of the prints from the latter set have also survived, mostly bound together, but all
published in Sayer’s name alone and dated 1772. Neither of these sets is known to have
survived in the form described in the advertisement or catalogue, and none of the extant
individual prints is signed by the original artists. The following basic questions must therefore be answered through further analysis: how did these sets evolve; were these prints
all “beautifully engraved by Mr. Grignion”; were they all or mostly based on original drawings by “De Fish”; and who was “De Fish”?
The latter question is the easiest to answer, and the answer helps to elucidate the
publication history of these prints. The draughtsman referred to in the Sayer and Bennett
catalogue as “De Fish” was born Johann Ludwig Wernhard Faesch into a prominent family
in the Swiss City of Basel in 1739. Faesch abandoned a legal career as a young man, and
moved to Paris, where he called himself Jean Louis Fesch. In Paris, he became known as
a draughtsman and watercolourist who specialised in miniature action portraits of the
leading actors and actresses of the Parisian stage, many of whom he could count among
his friends and sponsors. He died prematurely and in poverty in Paris in 1778. 383 The spurious addition of the particule “De” to Fesch’s name was presumably a conscious or unconscious effort by the author of Sayer’s catalogue to emphasise the artist’s class and his
Continental European origin.
Although Fesch was based in Paris, he had ambitions to replicate his success there in
London, and it seems that he identified David Garrick as a potential sponsor. The Garricks’
grand tour of 1763 to 1765 had culminated in an extended visit to Paris in the winter of
1764-1765, during which the most famous English performer of his generation displayed
his naturalistic acting techniques in a series of demonstrations in salons. 384 He formed
friendships with leading French colleagues at this time, and may also have met Fesch. The
Swiss miniaturist does not, however, seem to have made a strong impression, judging by
the tenor of the following letter, dated 16 February 1766, in which Fesch attempted to
gain Garrick’s favour: 385
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“L’HONNEUR que vous avez fait à mes ouvrages, de les juger dignes de quelque attention, m’a engagé à vous présenter un petit supplément que Mr. Monnet s’est
chargé de vous faire parvenir. Je prends la liberté, Monsieur, de vous envoyer encore
quelques-uns, qui manquent à la collection que je vous ai faite. Je me flatte, que vous
me ferez la grâce d’accepter ce petit cadeau, ou plutôt, de consentir à un troc que
j’ose vous proposer : c’est de vôtre portrait en estampe que je souhaiterais en
échange. Il serait si flatteur pour moi, de joindre au plaisir que me ferait le portrait
d’un homme illustre, l’avantage de le tenir de lui-même, que je ne saurais résister au
désir de vous le demander. J’espérais, Monsieur, de jouir ce printemps du plaisir de
vous voir à Londres, et de joindre mes applaudissements à ceux de l’Angleterre ; mais
j’ai appris par Mr. Le Kain, que vous preniez les eaux de Bath, et que vous ne passeriez
pas l’été à Londres…. Les portraits que je vous envoie, sont Mr. Préville, Mr. Brisard,
Mr. Le Kain, Mr. Anger, Madame Préville, et Madame Favart en vieille, rôle qu’elle a
joué avec le succès le plus brillant.”
This letter is quoted in extenso because it contains at least two points of potential relevance to the evolution of the fashion for and publication of dramatic character prints in
England. The first point to note is the date. It seems that Fesch had already made a collection of his miniatures of the most celebrated French actors of the day as a present for
Garrick at least three and a half years before the date of the first of Sayer’s prints. The
second point is that Fesch wished to meet Garrick in person. The purpose of this meeting
was almost certainly for Fesch to gain Garrick’s support, both as an eminent actor and
theatre manager, to create a range of portraits of leading performers of the London stage
and so mirror his highly successful portraits of their French equivalents.
Based on another letter to Garrick dated 18 May 1768 and composed by the greatest
French tragedian of the day, Lekain, it seems that Garrick had ignored Fesch’s previous
attempts to curry favour with him. Lekain begged his English colleague to allow “un très
bon Suisse”, clearly meaning Fesch, to allow him to enter the Drury Lane Theatre to take
Garrick’s likeness. 386 It is not known how or if Garrick responded to this request, but subsequent events indicate that he gave Fesch’s project his blessing within a relatively short
time.
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Dramatic Characters of the London theatres
In October 1769, fewer than 18 months after the date of Lekain’s letter, Robert Sayer and
John Smith started publishing an initial set of miniature prints of Dramatic Characters of
the English theatre. The first two prints published in this month were of Garrick as King
Lear and Macbeth, and these were followed on 15 January 1770 by a further five uniform,
numbered prints, all of which depicted London’s most celebrated actor. This set was
fronted by a bilingual English-French title page, which also had a dedication by John Smith
to Garrick. It seems that Smith and Sayer were equal promoters of this project, that it had
the full support of Garrick from the beginning, and that all parties involved considered
these prints a quality product with export potential.
There were several reasons why Garrick suddenly changed his mind, posed for Fesch,
allowed the Swiss artist into his theatre, and permitted access to the other actors from
his troupe and their costumes. This project would generally attract attention to his theatre, his performers and himself. It is known that he circulated his own portraits in action
as souvenirs. For example, in a letter from Paris dated 20 November 1764, the actor requested from his brother, George, copies of five mezzotints to give out as presents to his
local admirers. These prints included six copies of his portrait accompanied by Melpomene and Thalia, the muses of comedy and tragedy, engraved by Edward Fisher after
Joshua Reynolds, as well as several portraits in character engraved by James MacArdell
after paintings by Benjamin Wilson. 387 There could also be a more specific reason for
Garrick to promote this project at this time. The extravagant Shakespeare Jubilee celebrations which he had organised for September 1769 in Stratford-upon-Avon almost exactly coincided with the publication of the first extended set of 24 Dramatic Characters,
which included 3 portraits of himself as Hamlet, King Lear, and Macbeth.
Garrick’s appetite for publicity would not, however, explain on its own why he specifically came to favour the relatively unknown Fesch and his miniatures, when the actor’s
portrait and those of his most popular colleagues were already widely circulated in large
mezzotint format. The elucidation of this mystery probably lies in the direct or indirect
influence of other interested parties. Firstly, Robert Sayer had visited Paris with Thomas
Jefferys on a promotional trip lasting six weeks in October to December 1768. They were
primarily there to market their joint stock of maps and mezzotints, 388 but could have met
Fesch or otherwise become convinced that an English set of miniature Dramatic Character prints had a similar sales potential in London. Secondly, Fesch did finally visit England,
apparently for the first time, in 1768, and may well have met and persuaded Garrick in
person. Finally, and probably most importantly, the Duchess of Northumberland and several other society figures in her entourage became patrons of Fesch either by or at the
time of his visit to England in 1768.
387
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Eight of the prints in Sayer and Smith’s first set of 24 Dramatic characters mention the
source of the designs in the publication lines below the names of the performer, their
roles, and the plays as “Done from an Original Picture of the same size in the possession
of her Grace the Dutchess of Northumberland”. It was already unusual for the source of
such a print to be mentioned, but it was even more surprising for a member of the highest
echelon of the nobility to allow her name to be associated with such a commercial enterprise. Elizabeth, Duchess of Northumberland, was, however, a most unusual aristocrat.
As described by Antony Griffiths, “her diary of a visit to Paris in 1766 contained a long list
of French print dealers to visit, while in 1770 she recorded that in Paris ‘the sides of the
walks are almost cover’d with prints’”. 389 In other words, she was both an avid collector
of French prints, and would certainly have already been aware of Fesch’s portraits of the
stars of the Parisian stage.
The overt support of the Duchess of Northumberland for Sayer’s Dramatic Character
prints has consequences in terms of their interpretation, including proof that they were
indeed “mostly from original drawings by De Fish”. By good fortune, the Duchess not only
recorded her fondness for artworks in her diary, but also carefully conserved much of her
collection. The current Duke of Northumberland’s estate includes 86 miniature pen and
ink portraits of actors and society figures pasted into an album. Only two of these miniatures are signed “Fesch pinx”, but they are all in a consistent style, and Fesch’s authorship
must be accepted as almost certain. 14 of the portraits represented Dramatic Characters
from the Paris theatres, 14 showed popular figures from the London stage, and the remaining 58 miniatures depicted high society figures posing in their most fashionable costumes. 23 of the portraits are dated 1768-1770 and 1772, and there are likenesses both
the Duchess and her family dated 1768 and 1772. It seems therefore that Fesch had obtained the patronage of the Duchess of Northumberland by 1768 and that he continued
to enjoy her support until at least 1772.
A more detailed comparison of the surviving miniatures in the Duchess’s album and
the production details in Sayer and Smith’s two sets of prints confirms a substantial overlap between the two collections. The following nine prints mention that they are based
on pictures owned by the Duchess, and the equivalent miniatures have indeed survived
in the possession of the current Duke of Northumberland:
2. Mr GARRICK in the Character of Sr. John Brute in the Provok'd Wife, 1769
3. MRS. BARRY & MR. GARRICK in the characters of Donna Violante and Don Felix in the
Wonder, 1769
7. MR. GARRICK in the Character of MACBETH, 1769
8. MRS. YATES in the character of Lady Macbeth, 1769
14. Mrs. CLIVE in the character of Mrs. HEIDELBERG, 1769
16. MR. MOODY in the character of SIMON in Harlequin's Invasion, 1769
389
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22. Mr. KING in the character of Ld. Ogleby in the Clandestine Marriage, 1769
23. Mr. POWELL in the character of Cyrus, 1769, and
31. MR BARRY in the character of Hotspur in 1st part of Henry IVth, undated 390
Prints number 4 and 17, listed below, do not mention the Duchess of Northumberland’s
collection as a source, but the equivalent miniatures appear in her album:
4. MR. GARRICK in the Character of ABEL-DRUGGER in the Alchymist, undated, and
17. MR. FOOTE in the character of the DEVIL upon two Sticks. Act I, 1 October 1769
In summary, at least 10 of the initial set of 24 prints and 11 of the subsequently extended
set of 38 dramatic character prints published by Sayer and Smith were almost definitely
based on Fesch’s miniatures for the Duchess of Northumberland, but this leaves the question of the source of the others.
It is possible that some or even many of the remaining dramatic character prints might
be after original miniatures created by Fesch for the Duchess, but have not survived.
However, further analysis of some of the above prints, as well as of others with no obvious connection to the Duchess reveal a more complicated reality.
In an article dated 1981, Clair Hughes identified two dramatic character prints published by Sayer and Smith, which are not obviously connected to the Duchess of Northumberland’s collection, as deriving, at least indirectly, from a celebrated contemporary
oil painting, Johan Zoffany’s depiction of the Trial Scene from the Merchant of Venice. 391
The painting includes nine figures, of which the following two have been extracted or
“swiped” and then separately drawn for the purpose of engraving. 392
9. MR. MACKLIN in the character of SHYLOCK Act 4th Scene 2d, and,
10. Mr. CLARKE in the character of ANTHONIO in the Merchant of Venice Act IV. Scene
2d.
If Raymond Mander and Joe Mitchenson are correct in identifying the actors in the painting with the 1767-1768 cast at Covent Garden, 393 then these prints would still be topical
when they were published by Sayer and Smith on 1 October and 20 December 1769 respectively.
Three further prints, two of which were also dated 20 December 1769, derived from
another theatrical conversion piece by Zoffany, this time depicting a scene from Isaac
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Bickerstaffe’s Love in a Village, a popular ballad-opera in the spirit of Gay’s The Beggar’s
Opera:
11. Mr. SHUTER in the character of JUSTICE WOODCOCK Love in a Village Act I. Scene 6th
12. Mr. BEARD in the character of HAWTHORN in Love in a Village Act I. Scene 6th, and,
13. Mr. DUNSTALL in the character of HODGE in Love in a Village Act I. Scene 6th
In this case, Fesch, the engraver or another intermediary draughtsman had accurately
extracted and miniaturised all three characters from the original picture, as can be seen
in the original painting in figure 64, when compared with the engraving in figure 65 of Mr
Shuter in the character of Justice Woodcock. 394

Figure 64 Painting by Johan Zoffany of Edward Shuter, John Beard, and John Dunstall in Isaac Bickerstaffe's
Love in a Village (1767), actual size 130.2 x 165.1 cm (source: The Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon
Collection)

394
Folger Shakespeare Library Luna digital collection 30885, call no. ART File S562 no.2 (size XS); British Museum
Collection nos. Ee,3.270 and K,64.111
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Figure 65 Engraving of Edward Shuter as Justice Woodcock in Love in a Village, printed for Robert Sayer and
John Smith (20 December 1769), actual size 96 x 77 mm (© Folger Shakespeare Library)
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Beard, Dunstall and Shuter were all part of the original cast of the Covent Garden production which debuted on 8 December 1762, 395 but the play and its actors must still have
been topical at the time of the publication of the three prints. Zoffany exhibited his picture at the Society of Artists in the spring of 1767 and 1768, and John Finlayson had also
shown a mezzotint engraving of the painting at the latter exhibition. 396
Several of the dramatic character prints of the English stage thus ultimately derived
not from original miniatures designed by Fesch for the Duchess of Northumberland, but
from well-known contemporary paintings, or at least from mezzotint prints based on
those paintings. Even this would, however, be an over-simplification of the provenance
of these designs, as demonstrated by further analysis of the following sample of 4 of the
14 portraits of Garrick from the original set of 24 prints:
2. Mr GARRICK in the Character of Sr. John Brute in the Provok'd Wife, 1769
4. MR. GARRICK in the Character of ABEL-DRUGGER in the Alchymist, undated
5. MR GARRICK in the Character of Hamlet Act I Scene 4th, 16 October 1769, and,
6. MR. GARRICK in the Character of KING LEAR. Act ye 3d Scene ye 1st, 10 October 1769
Two of these prints, those of Garrick as Abel Drugger in Ben Jonson’s The Alchymist and
in women’s clothes as the drunken Sir John Brute in John Vanburgh’s The Provok’d Wife,
were labelled as being based on paintings in the Duchess of Northumberland’s collection,
and identical miniatures can indeed be found in her surviving album, but they were not
original compositions by Fesch. The portrait of the drunken Sir John Brute had first been
swiped from another theatrical genre painting by Zoffany, which featured seven protagonists in all, and was exhibited at the Society of Artists in 1765. 397 As for Garrick in the
role of Abel Drugger, his costume in the print is identical to that in another theatrical
painting by Zoffany which was exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1770, as well as to two
surviving individual sketches which only show Garrick. 398 The actor’s pose in the print is
quite different from these other works, suggesting that in this case Fesch may have been
inspired by or adapted one of these or another source.
The other two portraits in the sample of four listed above, those of Garrick as King
Lear and as Hamlet, do not seem to be associated with the Duchess of Northumberland
or Zoffany, but derive from works by another contemporary artist, Benjamin Wilson, who
had in 1767 been appointed as the manager of the Duke of York’s recently opened eponymous theatre. 399 Garrick’s pose and costume as King Lear correspond to the detail of a
painting by Wilson, which is now only known through a mezzotint engraving by James
395
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MacArdell, which had been exhibited at the Society of Artists in the spring of 1761. 400 In
this case, it definitely seems to have been Fesch who extracted the figure of Garrick, as a
miniature designed by him and which is identical to the Sayer and Smith print survives in
the collection of 141 of his portraits at the Comédie Française. 401 The situation is even
more complicated in the case of the full-length miniature showing Garrick as Hamlet dramatically recoiling from the ghost. This also corresponds to Garrick’s pose in a painting
by Benjamin Wilson which is known through a mezzotint engraving by MacArdell, but in
the source picture the actor is depicted in three-quarter and not in full length. In this
case, Fesch must have extended the portrait to full length to create consistency with his
other miniatures.
At this point, it is possible to hazard a preliminary answer to the second research
question mentioned at the beginning of this section: were the Dramatic Characters of the
English stage “mostly from original drawings of De Fish”. The answer to this seems to be
affirmative, but this then begs the subsidiary question of why does his name not appear
on the prints? There are multiple possible explanations. Firstly, Fesch’s name was not yet
known in London, so would not have added to the consumer appeal of the prints. Mention of his name could even have diluted the prestige provided by the names of the Duchess of Northumberland, Garrick, and other performers. Secondly, it could be argued that
the prints were already crowded with text describing the actor, the character played, and
in many cases the source painting. Finally, it may indeed have been the case that some
of the drawings were not prepared by Fesch, but by an intermediate draughtsman, either
Grignion or by a cheaper in-house engraver employed by Sayer or Smith.
Based on the above, the research question concerning the evolution of the Dramatic
Characters prints can now be answered at least for those relating to the English stage.
After years of lobbying Garrick, Fesch visited England in person in 1768 and 1769, during
which time he secured the patronage of the Duchess of Northumberland. The album of
portraits by Fesch now in the possession of the Northumberland Estates contains miniatures of society figures, including portraits of the Duke and Duchess of Northumberland
and of Miss Tichborne, an intimate of the Duchess, all dated 1768, as well as multiple
portraits dated 1769. Individual portraits of Garrick in character started being published
by Sayer and Smith at the end of 1769, at around the time of Garrick’s Shakespeare jubilee celebrations. A first set of 24 numbered prints then appeared in early 1770. This set
comprised a hotchpotch of miniatures produced by Fesch for the Duchess of Northumberland and figures swiped from theatrical conversation pieces by Johann Zoffany and
Benjamin Wilson or from mezzotint prints based on these paintings. It was probably produced in haste to forestall imitation by other printsellers as well as to benefit from Fesch’s
presence in London.
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Sayer and Smith published a second set of 14 Dramatic Characters of the English stage
either individually or in groups, with publication dates ranging from 20 March 1771 to 5
January 1773. These were then re-published in collected form with the initial 24 portraits
as a set of 38 prints in 1773. The more recent miniatures displayed many similarities to
those in the initial set, but there were also some differences. The prints were identical in
design to the first set, still unsigned, and several were or may have been derived from
existing paintings by or mezzotints after Zoffany, Wilson and Robert Edge Pine or related
mezzotints. 402 Only one print was, however, mentioned as being after a painting in the
Duchess of Northumberland’s collection.
Garrick was still prominent as the subject of four miniatures in the second set, and his
name was now specifically mentioned in its title, which described the portraits as being
from “the days of Garrick &c.” There is also documentary evidence that Garrick was intensively involved with Fesch and the production of these prints in a letter from Brandoin,
dated 30 January 1770. Brandoin, who had also been introduced to Fesch by Lekain,
wrote to the French actor that “M. Fesch…est fort occupé” and that “notre Roscius anglois [Garrick] vient de lui tailler de la besogne”. 403 This shows not only that Fesch was
back in London at the time of the publication of the first set of Dramatic Characters in
early 1770, but also that he was now working directly with Garrick. Such intensified contact would have allowed Fesch greater access to actors and costumes to complement
portraits derived from existing sources, and so replicate in this second set the more original nature of his portraits of the celebrity performers of the Parisian stage. 404

Dramatic Characters of the Paris theatres
Robert Sayer’s separate set of 45 Dramatic Characters of the Théâtre-Italien and the Théâtre-Français, now the Comédie Française, have a completely different and seemingly
much simpler production history than their English equivalents, a fact which perhaps explains why he published them in his own name without the support and cooperation of
John Smith. The first set of 23 Dramatic Characters of the French and Italian theatres was
published on 1 August 1772. It was a re-engraved and slightly simplified version of an
existing French publication with the same sub-title: Les métamorphoses de Melpomène
et de Thalie ou caractères dramatiques des comédies françoise et italienne. The original
French volume was undated, but has been plausibly assigned by Maria Ines Aliverti to the
end of 1769 or the beginning of 1770. 405 In other words, the French version was contemporaneous with Sayer’s and Smith’s first set of Dramatic Characters of the English stage.
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Aliverti speculates that the original French publication commemorated the departure
in January 1770 of the Comédie Française from its historical premises, which could explain, at least in part, how and why it was organised and financed. The simultaneous publication of the English equivalent dramatic portraits may, however, shed additional or
even a completely different light on the origin of both sets of prints. It is possible that the
official recognition by Garrick and of the English aristocracy of Fesch’s characteristic miniature dramatic portraits, combined with the existing patronage of Fesch by Lekain and
his peers, confirmed the financial viability and facilitated the formal and simultaneous
publication of both sets of prints.
Fesch’s portraits of French actors from the French and Italian threatres in Paris were
identical in appearance to those of Garrick and his contemporaries from the English stage.
The performers were mostly depicted alone, in costume, posing at a critical juncture in
the play, with blank backgrounds, and with their name, their role and the play. There was,
however, an important invisible difference between the two sets of portraits. Fesch had
for some years been strongly supported by Lekain and Préville, respectively the leading
French tragedian and comedian of the day. The miniaturist had lived in Paris for some
years, and could have watched many live performances. He must also have had significant
access to actors and their costumiers during rehearsals, back-stage or otherwise in private, as his depiction of their costumes was extremely precise. This privileged access is
evidenced by an inventory of Lekain’s dressing room taken in 1775, following the death
of his first wife. This described 20 of the actor’s costumes in a manner coinciding exactly
with Fesch’s miniatures. 406 Live sketching of the actors and their costumes must therefore have been the artist’s preferred modus operandi. This was, however, simply not a
practical option for most of Fesch’s London portraits, hence their significant reliance on
secondary sources.
As with his Dramatic Characters of the London stage, Sayer probably published at least
two extensions to his first set of 23 dramatic characters of the Paris stages. There must
have been a second version of the Les métamorphoses de Melpomène et de Thalie, in
which the original 23 prints were extended to 30, although there does not seem to be a
surviving example in this form. Such a set is, however, suggested by several prints in the
British Museum collection which, based on their numbering, indicate that seven additional portraits were interpolated in the two different sections covering the Comédie
Française and the Théâtre-Italien. These prints were identical in style to the first 23 portraits, including even the date 1 September 1772 on the publication line. A final extension
of the portraits of French actors to 45 was described in the corresponding entry in Sayer
& Bennett’s Enlarged Catalogue of 1775 quoted above, although the additional 15 prints
have escaped identification.
The final research question to be addressed in relation to Robert Sayer’s dramatic
characters is the role of Charles Grignion, who was mentioned in both the newspaper
406
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advertising and in Sayer and Bennett’s catalogue as the only engraver of all 85 prints. His
name does not, however, appear on any of the 68 identified, individual prints. The catalogues and advertising therefore remain the only direct evidence of his involvement.
There is, nevertheless, some indirect evidence of his authorship in the form of a mysterious series of Dramatic Characters of the London and Paris stage which was published in
1773 under the auspices of “Jefferys & Faden”.

Jefferys & Faden’s Dramatic Characters
Five miniature prints of English actors and eight of French performers have survived with
the by-line “Jefferys & Faden” in the collections at the British Museum, the Victoria and
Albert Museum and in the Royal Collection They are uniform in style, consist of individual,
costumed portraits of actors with mention of their names and the parts played against a
blank background, and thus seem to represent a rival set to Sayer’s. Three of the prints
mention their source as the collection of the Right Honourable Viscount Russborough,
who was a member of the entourage of the Duchess of Northumberland, and was also
the subject of a miniature by Fesch. They differ, however, in being slightly larger, and in
referring to the draughtsmen and engravers involved in their creation, as can be seen in
figure 66. Twelve of the thirteen prints were described as drawn by “De Fesch”; one as
engraved by him; nine as engraved by Charles Grignion; and two as engraved by James
Basire. To complete the mystery, William Faden was a twenty-four-year-old specialist
map engraver, and Jefferys had died in 1771, having been bankrupted already in November 1766.
The key to unravelling these facts and to providing an explanation for the appearance
of this new set of prints resembling Sayer’s, but with the explicit signatures of Fesch and
Grignion, probably lies in the personality and role of Robert Sayer himself. Although Jefferys’s stock of prints, maps and books was largely sold off following his bankruptcy, his
publishing activities continued without interruption. He wrote to his creditors on 17 January 1767 of “some friends who have been compassionate enough to re-instate me in
my shop”, 407 and it seems that Sayer was chief among those friends. In 1768, Jefferys and
Sayer appeared as joint publishers of several major works, including: 52 numbered maps
originally issued by Jefferys and now collected together as Ellis’s English Atlas; A General
Topography of North America and the West Indies, comprising a further collection of 93
maps; as well as the collected views in Scenographia Americana discussed above. 408 It
was also at the end of 1768 that Sayer took Jefferys with him on their promotional trip to
Paris, primarily for the purpose of marketing their cartographical portfolio.
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J.B. Harley, ‘The Bankruptcy of Thomas Jefferys: An Episode in the Economic History of Eighteenth Century
Map-Making’, Imago Mundi 20 (1966), pp. 27-48 (pp. 28 and 46)
408
Emily Katherine Torbert, Dissolving the Bonds, p. 107
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Figure 66 “Mrs. Abington in the Character of Mrs. Ford in The Merry Wives of Windsor”, engraved by Charles
Grignion after Jean Louis Fesch, and published by Jefferys & Faden (1 May 1773), actual size 120 x 103 mm (©
The Trustees of the British Museum)
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Robert Sayer had thus purchased a large interest in Jefferys’s remaining copper plates
in 1767, but then partnered with his colleague instead of killing off his business. One of
the beneficiaries of this arrangement was Jefferys’s son, who was also called Thomas and
was employed as an apprentice by his father in 1769. Following the death of Jefferys senior in 1771, Jefferys junior was taken under the wing of the executor to the map-maker’s
will, another Thomas Jefferys, nephew of the deceased, and a goldsmith by trade. 409 The
“Jefferys” in “Jefferys & Faden” must therefore have referred to the son or the nephew,
both of whom would have needed the young, but nevertheless more experienced Faden
to carry on the firm. The younger Thomas Jefferys seems to have left his father’s trade
and premises within a couple of years to be succeeded in both by William Faden, 410 who
also followed in the footsteps of Thomas Jefferys senior by becoming Geographer to King
George III.
The most likely conclusions to be drawn from these facts are as follows. Sayer’s business had by 1773 moved on from the publication of Dramatic Character prints, and was
now focused on other projects, such as the opportunities afforded by the large-scale publication of maps and atlases in succession to Jefferys senior. Sayer must also already have
been in the process of gradual retirement in favour of John Bennett, who had other commercial priorities. Sayer must then have given leave to Thomas Jefferys junior, his guardian, and William Faden to continue or imitate his sets of portraits of English and French
actors, since it is unimaginable that they would have set themselves up in competition
with the benefactor of Jefferys senior and the most powerful printseller of the day. Jefferys and Faden must then have decided that the explicit mention of Fesch’s, Grignion’s
and Basire’s names on the prints did have some merchandising value, whereas Sayer had
been content to confine the artists’ names to his advertising and catalogue entries.

409
Laurence Worms, ‘Thomas Jefferys (1719-1771): Beginning the World Afresh’, Mapforum 3 (autumn, 2004),
pp. 20-29
410
See, e.g., “The attack and defeat of the American fleet under Benedict Arnold, by the Kings fleet commanded
by Captn. Thos. Pringle, upon Lake Champlain, the 11th of October, 1776. Engraved by W. Faden, (successor to
the late Mr. Jeffreys) the corner of St. Martin’s-Lane, Charing-Cross”, Library of Congress call no. G3802.V25S3
1776 .F3
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3.6 CHARLES GRIGNION AND THE PRINT TRADE IN SUMMARY
This chapter has focused on Grignion’s work for printsellers, as far as this can be identified
by analysing signatures and publication lines and comparing these to information in extraneous sources such as print catalogues and newspaper advertisements. Given that Grignion operated at the upper end of the market where prints were more likely to be signed
and have a better chance of survival, the prints examined here are probably representative of his activity in this segment of the market.
This analysis shows that Grignion worked on an opportunistic basis for artist-printsellers, such as Richard Dalton, Arthur Pond, Andrea Casali and William Bellers during the
first ten years after the completion of his training. The plates he engraved for them were
generally of a high quality and this, together with the linking of his name to theirs, served
to enhance his reputation at this critical stage in his career. These prints were, however,
atypical of his overall input, as they mostly represented portraits, landscapes and fine art
prints engraved on a one-off basis, some of them in commemoration of a specific historical event. He did opportunistically engrave other such commemorative prints during this
phase of his career, but these were not for fellow artists, and were more modest, albeit
widely sold products. 411
The bulk of this chapter has been concerned with Grignion’s commissions on behalf
of the major printsellers, and especially the duopoly of the Bowles and the Overtons and
Robert Sayer which dominated the market for prints during the first two thirds of the
eighteenth century. This activity is summarised in figure 67 below:
Type of work

Publishers

17431745

Genre pieces, costume prints and drolls

John Bowles, but intermediated by Gravelot and Hayman

17521753

Perspective Views

Robert Sayer (and Henry Overton)

17561762

Fancy pieces after Pillement

Robert Sayer

17611764

Views commemorating the Seven Years War

Thomas Jefferys, Robert Sayer, John and Thomas
Bowles, Elizabeth Bakewell and Henry Parker

17691772

Dramatic characters; drolls; academy figures;
and the Beckford statue

Robert Sayer and John Smith

1773

Academy figures

Robert Sayer

1773

Dramatic Characters

Jefferys & Faden

Figure 67 Table summarising Charles Grignion’s surviving work for the mainstream print trade
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For example, “A View of the New Bridge at Westminster” (1747), British Museum Collection no.
1880,1113.1317 and Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection, accession no. B1977.14.15500; and “A
Print of the Chaise Match Run on New-market Heath on Wednesday the 29th. of August 1750”, Royal Collection
Trust, RCIN 775109, and Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection, accession no. B1985.36.988
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Several patterns emerge from this table. Grignion did work for John Bowles early in his
career, but this was purely a function of his relationships with Gravelot and Hayman, and
did not imply a direct connection to this printseller. Following this, he never worked for
the Bowleses again, except in the context of their participation with four other printsellers in the views commemorating the allies’ Continental European victories in the Seven
Years War.
Grignion was never directly commissioned to engrave plates for Henry Overton, Elizabeth Bakewell, or Henry Parker, but was only associated with them on projects in which
Robert Sayer or Thomas Jefferys played a leading role. He also never worked for John
Boydell, although Boydell’s name appears in connection with Grignion in the production
details of a few fine art prints, such as “Hermaphroditus Dormiens” after Richard Dalton
and “A View of Derwentwater from Vicars Island” after William Bellers. In all cases, this is
because Boydell subsequently purchased the copper plates to bring the prints back onto
the market.
Grignion did work on projects for Robert Sayer, the successor of the Overtons, and
the great rival of the Bowleses, but not on a consistent basis. The period of their most
intense cooperation was during the years 1769 to 1773, when Grignion produced prints,
such as the Dramatic Characters, which reflected his core competence in engraving smallscale live action figures.
In conclusion, Charles Grignion’s work for the print trade was occasional and opportunistic, and often anomalous in terms of genre. He did work relatively intensively for
both Thomas Jefferys and Robert Sayer for brief periods, but this was never his core activity. This confirms the findings in the previous chapter that Grignion soon became
viewed by the market as an engraver of small-scale historical scenes with figures in action
for high quality book illustrations. The following chapter explores the evolution of his activity in this segment of the market in the second half of his career.
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4.1 THE MARKET FOR ENGRAVERS IN LONDON IN 1763
Thomas Mortimer published The Universal Director at the peak of Grignion’s career in
1763. This directory listed professionals from many trades, and included engravers in the
chapter entitled “Masters and Professors of the Polite and Liberal Arts and Sciences”. The
entries relating to this profession have been extracted from this source and tabulated in
figure 68. This allows comparison with the situation at the time Vertue described the
market almost 20 years earlier when Grignion had just gained his independence from
Gravelot. 412
The table below is complete in terms of the engravers included in Mortimer’s directory, with two exceptions: it excludes mezzotinters, who can be considered as belonging
to a separate segment of the market, as well as minor engraving specialities, such as animals, horses, seascapes and writing. As in figure 10, where the data is based on Vertue’s
comments, the engravers are ranked according to the hierarchy of genres taken over
from painting, but with the addition of architectural engraving as a fourth core genre.
The hierarchy used to rank engravers here can be summarised as follows: first history
engraving; then history with lower genres in order of perceived importance; then other
specialities in order of genre; then engravers without a given speciality. Engravers with
the same specialities are ranked in alphabetical order. This is not a scientific arrangement,
and includes a few relatively obscure names, but is nevertheless thought-provoking.
Based on this table, it is immediately evident that the market for engravers had turned
over almost completely in well under a generation since Vertue’s overview. Very few individuals appeared in both lists, with the French native engravers, Ravenet and Vivares,
being the main exceptions. Grignion was mentioned by Vertue, but only as “of Gravelot”
since he was still viewed as little more than the latter’s ex-pupil at that time.
One reason for the transformation in the market between 1744 and 1763 was the
disappearance of most French and other foreign-born engravers, a phenomenon which
can be partly explained by the Seven Years War, which lasted from 1756 to 1763. The
foreigners who remained in London included not only Ravenet and Vivares, but also
Canot, who had just arrived in 1744 and so was not mentioned by Vertue; François-Germain Aliamet, who had arrived from Paris relatively recently in 1756; and the two German
brothers, John Sebastian and Tobias Müller, who had also arrived in 1744 and had since
anglicised their family name to “Miller”. 413 These engravers were connected by the fact
that they had become permanently resident in London and were more or less accepted
as locals.

412
413

See figure 10 at the beginning of chapter 2
J.S. Müller is probably identical with the “J.B. Meuler” mentioned in Vertue’s ‘Note Books’, vol. VI, p. 198
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Engraver

History

Portrait

Grignion, Charles

X

Aliamet, Francis

X

X

Hall, John

X

X

Ravenet, Simon

X

X

Ryland, William

X

X

Miller, Sebastian

X

X
X

Landscape

Basire, James

X

Pranker, Robert

X

X

Woollett, William

X

X

Rooker, Edward

X

X

X

Benazech, Peter

X

Boydell, John

X

Canot, Peter

X

Elliott, William

X

Mason, James

X

Vivares, Francis

X

Wood, Joseph
Longmate, Barak

Architecture

X

X
X

Cole, Benjamin

X

Patton, Francis

X

Miller, Tobias

X

Bickham, George jr
Chambars, Thomas
Major, Thomas
Perry, Francis
Figure 68 List of line engravers and etchers in London extracted from Thomas Mortimer’s The Universal
Director (1763), ranked according to the hierarchy of genres

A second explanation for this transformation in the market is that a new generation
of native British engravers had since grown up, some of whom, like Grignion and Major,
had been trained by foreign masters. This generation included several artists who would
in their turn become celebrated in Continental Europe in their specialist fields, such as
William Woollett in large-scale history engraving, and William Wynn Ryland in the development of etching with stipple and crayon effects.
Charles Grignion appears at the top of this table because Mortimer styled him a “Historical Engraver” without mentioning any other speciality. He was, however, further specialised within history engraving as a master of smaller scale plates, a sub-segment of the
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market which was expanding rapidly in both France and England in the 1760s, as described by Anthony Griffiths: 414
“In France between the 1760s and the end of the century ‘graveurs en petit’ were in
enormous demand for book illustration. Gravelot wrote to Garrick in 1766 that in the
past two years the fee paid to an engraver for an octavo plate had risen from 168 to
300 livres. Such high fees inevitably attracted many more engravers into this area of
the business, so much so that critics began to complain of the neglect of what they
regarded as more serious sorts of work.”
This development not only reflected a fashion within book illustration, but also the wider
evolution of the book trade and especially that of illustrated books.

4.2 GRIGNION AND THE EVOLUTION OF THE BOOK TRADE INTO THE
1760S
The book trade in London expanded and liberalised throughout the eighteenth century,
and especially from the mid-1740s when Grignion started out on his own. 415 This was
partly because of macroeconomic factors which led to an increase in demand. 416 The
population of England rose from just over 5 million at the beginning of the century to
over 8.5 million by the end. During the same period, town dwellers increased from 17%
to 28% of the population, and the economic impact of urbanisation was magnified
through industrialisation, military success, especially during the Seven Years War, and the
resultant exploitation of Britain’s worldwide empire. Taken together, these developments strengthened and emboldened the middle classes and whetted their appetite for
superior consumer goods, including not just books, but illustrated books.
While demand for literature of all types was being stimulated, the supply of books
was also being liberalised. This was in part because a rising generation of booksellers with
new ideas had replaced the old guard personified by Bernard Lintot and Jacob Tonson
the Elder, who died in 1736 and 1737 respectively. One aspect of this is seen in the sharp
rise in the auction of copyrights during the period from 1737 to 1742, 417 which led to a
wider dispersion of active participants in the market.

414

Griffiths, The Print before Photography, p. 191
James Raven, The Business of Books: Booksellers and the English Book Trade 1450-1850 (Yale University Press,
New Haven, 2007), p. 8, figure 1.1 and pp. 129-132, “The momentous 1740s”
416
Michael F. Suarez and Michael L. Turner, The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain: Volume 5, 1695-1830
(Cambridge University Press, 2009), pp. 3-5
417
Patricia Hernlund, ‘Three Bankruptcies in the London Book Trade, 1746–61: Rivington, Knapton, and Osborn’
in Writers, Books and Trade: An Eighteenth Century English Miscellany for William B. Todd, ed. O. M. Brack Jr.
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At the same time as this new generation was buying copyrights, there was growing
uncertainty about their legal validity. This tempted more new entrants into the market,
created further competition, and generated a wave of innovation from would-be publishers who had little or no stake in the status quo.
At the end of the seventeenth century, Parliament had refused to renew the Licensing
of the Press Act which had previously given members of the Stationers' Company a virtual
monopoly over book publication. In 1710, the so-called Statute of Anne or Copyright Act
introduced a new legal concept whereby authors would be granted rights over their
works for a limited period before they reverted to the public domain. This enabled
booksellers to negotiate rights to publication with authors for new works, but they continued to assert a common law right to perpetual copyright for existing works and those
where copyright had expired. This period of legal uncertainty and market instability is
commonly known as the Battle of the Booksellers, 418 but could more accurately be characterised as a war, since it lasted at least 30 years. It was marked by a series of highprofile lawsuits, of which the following early cases give a flavour:
1743-1748. The Midwinter case. A group of London booksellers, including Daniel Midwinter, appealed to the Court of Session in Scotland that Scottish booksellers were publishing
pirate editions of Ephraim Chambers’s Cyclopaedia (1728), following the lapse of its initial
14 years of copyright protection. They lost on the grounds that the Cyclopaedia had not
been entered in the Stationers’ Company registry.
1749-1751. The Millar v. Kincaid case. Andrew Millar and 16 other London booksellers
sued 24 Scottish booksellers for publishing a series of pirate editions. They lost their case
at the House of Lords, as the statutory copy protection for these works had expired and
they too had failed to register them with the Stationers’ Company.
1760-1761. The Tonson v. Collins case. In this infamous case, Jacob Tonson the younger
indirectly attacked the Edinburgh-based publisher, Alexander Donaldson, who had been
selling pirated editions of The Spectator, by suing a provincial bookseller, Benjamin Collins, for reselling them. It turned out that Collins had received money to collude with Tonson; no decision was reached in two successive trials; and the incumbent London
booksellers lost significant public sympathy.
Two years later in 1763, Donaldson set up his own satellite bookshop in the Strand in a
clear provocation to London’s booksellers in general and Tonson in particular. This was
not only the height of the war over copyright, but also the year in which Mortimer published a list of London booksellers in The Universal Director. A detailed review of this list
418

Mark Rose, ‘Copyright, authors and censorship’, chapter 4, pp. 118-131 and Thomas Bonnell, ‘The reprint
trade’, chapter 37, pp. 699-709, in Suarez and Turner, The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain, vol. V
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and comparison with the booksellers for whom Grignion worked gives an informative
snapshot of the engraver’s relationship with the book trade at this time.
The first two columns in figure 69 list the names and addresses of booksellers extracted from Mortimer’s directory. It is restricted to those whose names are mentioned
on the title page of at least three works with plates by Grignion. Where a family member
inherited the business or passed it on to another family member, all titles under their
names are included in one row. The dates refer to those of publications which include
illustrations by Grignion. The right-hand column gives the total number of these and highlights where the relevant bookseller was mentioned on his own or first in a consortium.
It is arranged in descending order based on the data in the right-hand column.
Bookseller-publishers

Address

Dates

Dodsley, Robert then James

Pall Mall

1743-1783

x39: 26 alone; 7 named first

Tonson, Jacob and Co.

Strand

1747-1765

x15: 13 alone or with Draper

Baldwin, Richard

Paternoster Row

1752-1776

x12: 4 alone; 4 named first

Millar, Andrew

Charing Cross

1747-1765

x11: 5 alone; 4 named first

419

St. Pauls Churchyard

1750-1776

x11: 8 alone; 4 named first

Newbery, John, then F. jnr.

St. Pauls Churchyard

1756-1776

x8: 2 alone; 5 named first

Crowder, Stanley

Paternoster Row

1756-1771

x8: 1 alone; 2 named first

Johnston, William

Ludgate Street

1758-1776

x7: 3 alone (in early period)

Osborne, Thomas

Gray’s Inn

1747-1763

X6: 2 alone; 4 named first

Buckland, James

Paternoster Row

1760-1776

X6: 1 alone; 5 named first

Coote, John

Paternoster Row

1761-1769

x6: 1 named first

Johnson (and Payne)

Paternoster Row

1762-1771

x6: 3 alone; 1 named first

Dilly, Edward (and Charles)

Poultry

1765-1776

X6: 2 named first

Longman, Thomas, then J.

Paternoster Row

1755-1776

x4: all in large consortia

Rivingtons, John & James

Frequency of mentions

Davies, Thomas

Russel Street

1761-1770

x4: 2 alone

Kearsly, George

Ludgate Street

1760-1778

x3: 2 first named (magazines)

Wilson and Fell

Paternoster Row

1763-1766

X3: all named first

Becket & Co.

Strand

1765-1776

x3: 1 named first

Nicol, William

St. Pauls Churchyard

1762-1776

x3: all in consortia

Figure 69 List of booksellers in London extracted from Thomas Mortimer’s The Universal Director (1763),
including all those where plates signed by Charles Grignion appear in at least three of their publications

419

As partners until 1756, then James alone until 1760, the year of his bankruptcy and emigration, then John
alone
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Several conclusions can be drawn from this table. Firstly, Grignion signed plates contained
in books published by the elite of the book trade, including all the self-identified copyholders in Mortimer’s list. These were the booksellers with the greatest financial resources, and so could support the additional costs and risks involved in publishing books
with illustrations. Grignion was particularly active during the first part of his career in the
illustration of works for three of these copyholders, the Dodsley brothers, Jacob Tonson
the younger and Andrew Millar, as demonstrated in chapter 2. All three publishers had
prestigious West End addresses, and were particularly specialised in literary publications.
In the second half of his career, Grignion started to work for a much wider range of
bookseller-publishers, who increasingly acted through ad hoc consortia from the 1760s.
One reason for this development was that there was a particularly active market for copyright during this period, and participants in the book trade continually bought and sold
fractions of copies at private trade auctions. One copy could therefore be widely held.
Another reason for this was that the additional cost of illustrated books could be shared
by the pooling of financial resources, which could itself lead to the co-owning of copyright. Such cooperation had positive aspects, but could also reflect or even led to oligopolistic behaviour intended to exclude outsiders and newcomers.
The preponderance of the year 1776 as an end date in the column headed “dates” in
the table is due to the landmark publication in that year of The New English Theatre,
which was published in 8 volumes by a consortium of 23 firms, including the printer, William Strahan. These incumbent publishers had definitively lost the war for perpetual copyright two years earlier, when the House of Lords decided in the case Donaldson v. Becket
that copyright was not perpetual. This did not, however, prevent them from conspiring
to publish this work, the express purpose of which was to undermine the market position
of the upstart publisher, John Bell, whose duodecimo editions of English drama were
printed in Edinburgh from 1773 with high-quality original plates.
Grignion continued to engrave small-scale plates for literary publications issued both
by mainstream publishers and by newcomers, such as Bell, from the 1760s to the 1790s.
His overall output was, however, much more diverse in this period than during the 1740s
and 1750s. As a result of this diversity, this chapter will focus on the most important market sub-segments in which Grignion was active: plates illustrating English history; engravings for family Bibles and other religious works; and lastly the dramatic and poetic collections of John Bell and the popular serial publications of literature known as “Paternoster
Row numbers”.
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4.3 ILLUSTRATING ENGLISH HISTORY
The flood of books published in the eighteenth century can be approximately quantified
and its components contextualised thanks to the remarkable online resource provided by
the English Short Title Catalogue. Michael Suarez analysed the 335,000 records available
in 2002-2004, and showed that the annual output of English-language books included in
the database at that time grew from 1,744 imprints per year in 1723 to 6,801 in 1793, an
increase of 390%, with the biggest rise occurring between 1763 and 1793. 420 These figures are subject to many caveats, but are nevertheless indicative of a remarkable trend.
Within this overall surge in publications, there was a notable fluctuation in the 11
genres as defined by Suarez. The most important genre in 1703 was ‘Religion, philosophy
and ethics’, which comprised 34% of all imprints in that year, but only 16% at the end of
the century. In a sign of changing national priorities, ‘Business and finance’ and ‘Politics,
government and law’ together came to represent 42% of all books issued by 1800. ‘Literature, classics and belles-lettres’ started and ended the century at 11% but, at the peak
of their popularity in 1733, reached 21% of the total. History, by comparison, amounted
to fewer than 5% of books issued in the eighteenth century, but was nonetheless a genre
where illustration was fast-evolving and increasingly prominent.
As might be expected in the case of an engraver described as a “history engraver”,
historical writings furnished Grignion with a significant source of employment throughout
his career, probably second only to literary publications. Novels, poetry, and theatre typically provided him an opportunity to engrave figures in action on a small scale for frontispieces and vignettes in octavo and duodecimo volumes. Historical publications were
much more diverse in their format and the nature of their illustrative programmes, so
that his contribution to these was also more varied over time, although ultimately focused on his core skills.
Two extensively illustrated multi-volume historical works had been among the first
publications including plates signed by Grignion in the two- to three-year period after he
became independent of Gravelot. These were both published by the Knapton brothers,
but differed completely in their approach to illustrating history. The first of these, the 16volume Roman History from the Foundation of Rome (1739-1750), was printed in octavo
and contained a traditional frontispiece to each volume showing a representative action
scene. The frontispieces to volumes X-XII were engraved by Grignion after Gravelot
(1745) and then after Hayman (1746-1747). This work resembled a literary publication in
format, design, and the choice of artists.
Volumes III-IV of Tindal's Continuation to Rapin's History of England, which were issued in folio by the Knaptons in 1744-1747 represented a completely different, hugely

420

Michael F. Suarez, ‘Towards a bibliometric analysis of the surviving record, 1701-1800’, pp. 39-65, in Suarez
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successful, and influential product. The first two volumes, consisting of Tindal’s translation of Rapin’s History (1732-1733), had already been designed to impress, with full-page
baroque portrait busts engraved by George Vertue and the Amsterdam-based artist and
engraver, Jacob Houbraken. 421 The second two volumes, which covered more recent history from the reigns of William and Mary to George I, also contained heads of sovereigns
and other prominent figures, but were mostly notable for more than 100 maps, plans and
plates of medals, largely engraved by Isaac Basire. Grignion’s contribution comprised 8
decorative vignettes for the title and dedication pages, head- and tailpieces, 7 of which
were after Gravelot, and the final one after Wale. As can be seen from figure 28 after
Wale, these vignettes were masterpieces of delicate rococo design and engraving.
Grignion’s next commission in relation to a major historical publication was the 20volume, second edition of An Universal History from the Earliest Account of Time, which
was published in octavo by Thomas Osborne, Andrew Millar and John Osborn in 17471748. Thomas Osborne had been part of the evolving consortium which had issued the
original 7-volume folio version of this history, but Millar became involved from volume 6
in 1742, and must have influenced the redesign of the second edition in a smaller format.
There had been 74 illustrations in the first edition, mostly outline maps and tired re-engravings from older, mostly foreign publications. Most of these were resized and re-engraved with some modernisation in the design in the second edition. There was, however,
one significant innovation in the form of 12 heads of Roman rulers, starting with Julius
Caesar and ending with Domitian, all of which were newly commissioned from Grignion.
The portrait of Augustus illustrated in figure 70 is the second of these uniformly designed
plates. When compared to the complex designs of Vertue’s and Houbraken’s heads, their
elegant simplicity underlined the stark stylistic break between the baroque and the rococo from around 1740.
The next step in Grignion’s career as an engraver of illustrated history consisted of a
routine allegorical frontispiece after Wale for a Naval History of Britain (1756), 422 which
was printed in folio for another consortium of booksellers led by Thomas Osborne, and
again contained a standard mix of maps and portraits. This was followed in 1757-1758 by
the first quarto edition in four volumes of Tobias Smollett’s A Complete History of England, deduced from the Descent of Julius Caesar, to the Treaty of Aix la Chapelle, published
for James Rivington and James Fletcher, and in 1758 by another Naval History of Great
Britain, printed in duodecimo for Rivington, Fletcher and John Hinton. These works represented Grignion’s first commissions for James Rivington who, in a short but eventful
period from 1756 to 1760, challenged the London bookselling establishment, and incidentally initiated a transformation of the illustration of historical and religious works to
the particular benefit of engravers.
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The London Evening Post, 22 April 1756 etc., “Illustrated with a curious Frontispiece, designed by Mr. Wale,
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Figure 70 “AUGUSTUS” engraved by Charles Grignion for An Universal History from the Earliest Account of
Time (1747-1748) 8vo, vol. XIII, facing p. 490 (© National Trust Images)
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James Rivington and Smollett’s A Complete History of England
James Rivington (1724-1802) was the younger brother of John Rivington (1720-1792),
who had taken over the family firm of printers and publishers on the death of their father,
Charles Rivington, in 1742. Following James’s majority, the brothers continued in business together until March 1756 when their partnership was dissolved. Subsequent events
revealed the striking differences in their personalities and ambitions which contributed
to their separation. 423 John continued the religious publishing tradition inherited from
their father and in 1760 became the publisher of the Society for Promoting Christian
Knowledge, a charity close to the established Church. James, on the other hand, became
notorious for undercutting and, from their perspective, undermining the major London
booksellers at home and in the transatlantic book trade, 424 overextending his finances,
and spectacularly bankrupting himself in January 1761. 425
During the years 1756 to 1760, James Rivington’s regular partner was James Fletcher,
the son of an established Oxford bookseller, who also had premises at 12 Paternoster
Row. It is clear, however, that Rivington was the driving force behind their enterprise, and
it was he who had an existing relationship with Tobias Smollett. The Rivington brothers
had been members of the consortia led by Andrew Millar which published illustrated versions of Smollett’s translation of Don Quixote and his Adventures of Roderick Random in
1755. James Rivington and Fletcher then joined John Rivington, the Dodsley brothers,
William Strahan, William Johnston, and Thomas Jefferys in issuing Smollett’s Compendium of authentic and entertaining Voyages dated 1756. It must have been at around that
time that James Rivington secured Smollett’s agreement to publish A Complete History of
England, the beginning of a brief professional relationship which was at least extremely
lucrative for the author.
The illustration to Smollett’s Complete History fell into three distinct phases. The socalled first edition was published in four volumes in quarto between 1757 and 1758. It
contained no maps or portraits, but only an emblematic frontispiece to each of the four
volumes, and so resembled at first glance more a literary than a historical work. The frontispieces did not, however, just contain allegorical figures, but also historical ones. The
frontispiece to the first volume dramatised “Boadicea in her Chariot”, 426 while the frontispiece to the second volume showed King Edward III introducing Liberty to Britannia.
Both plates were designed by Hayman, and were engraved by Grignion and J.S. Müller
respectively. Although these plates were in portrait format and partly allegorical, they
were highly detailed and closely engraved, and thus strongly resembled in style the plates
423
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drawn by Hayman and engraved by Grignion and Ravenet for the Knaptons’ and Dodsley’s
ill-fated print series, “English History Delineated” (1751-1752).
The so-called second edition of Smollett’s Complete History was published in octavo
in weekly numbers from 1758 to 1761, and then consolidated into 15 volumes with a final
volume added in 1765. 427 This work had a highly complex publication history which was
exacerbated by at least two special factors: the change in publishers after January 1761
from Rivington and Fletcher to Richard Baldwin junior of the Rose, no. 47 Paternoster
Row; 428 and the inconsistent naming of its constituent parts by Smollett, who was closely
involved in its production, advertisement and sale. 429 Different combinations of later volumes were varyingly named the “third edition” or the Continuation, and there was a new
quarto edition published from 1766, which was also called the Continuation. The important matter to note here is that Smollett and Rivington had already experimented with
and then determined the final programme of illustration and issued most of the plates
before the publisher’s bankruptcy.
The second phase in the evolution of the illustration of the Complete History can be
seen in the plates released with the first weekly issues of the second edition. These included the expected map of England, which had been purchased by Rivington from Dodsley for eight guineas according to the bankruptcy charges against Rivington, 430 multiple
engraved heads, and the following five historical scenes: 431
The landing of Julius Caesar
The Noble Behaviour of the British king Caractacus before the Emperor Claudius
The Druids, or the Conversion of the Britons to Christianity
Vortigern King of Britain espouses Rowena a Saxon Lady
The Battle of Hastings with the Death of Harold, King of Britain
Unlike the frontispieces to the first edition, these scenes purported to be realistic in so
far as they no longer contained allegorical figures.
In fact, all five of these new illustrations derived directly from “English History Delineated”. Three of them were signed as drawn by Hayman, as in the case of the originals,
but they were all adapted to portrait format and drastically reduced in size. Grignion
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countersigned two of them, while the other three were attributed to engravers of similarly high status, Anthony Walker, and J.S. Müller, who had also been involved in the design and engraving of the frontispieces to the first edition of Smollett’s history.
Blakey is not mentioned as the source of the two plates derived from his originals,
since he had died in Paris in 1758, and although Hayman’s signature was retained on the
other three, it is unlikely that he was involved in adapting these designs from the original
print series. An artist of Hayman’s stature would not normally have performed such work,
which could be completed more quickly and cheaply by the engravers. This assumption
seems to be confirmed by the fact that only the engravers were remunerated for these
plates per Rivington’s bankruptcy charges. 432 These recorded that Grignion and Walker
were respectively paid 10 guineas for engraving “Caractacus” for issue number 1 and
“Druid” for issue number 12. This was a good price which suggested additional work, as
the engravers were able to bill the same for these octavo prints as they were for the
quarto-sized engravings of the frontispieces to the first edition.
The result of Grignion’s adaptation and re-engraving of his own print, “The noble Behaviour of Caractacus before the Emperor Claudius”, can be seen in figure 71. A comparison between the large landscape print version in figure 22 and this new octavo-sized
portrait-oriented plate show that the engraver left the crowded composition of the original print unchanged, despite the much smaller size and different orientation of the book
illustration. The remodelling to a much smaller portrait format was achieved by extending
the architectural features upwards, which created an even more unbalanced and aesthetically unsatisfying plate than the original. This may be one reason why these scenes
were limited to five in number.
It is likely that Hayman’s name was retained on these historical tableaux for marketing
purposes and used with permission. Hayman and Smollett had become friends by at least
1750, when the author asked the artist to intervene with David Garrick to enable the
production of an unnamed play. 433 Hayman had also already worked on behalf of Smollett
two years before this date, when he had designed the frontispieces engraved by Grignion
for John Osborn’s second and first illustrated duodecimo edition of The Adventures of
Roderick Random (1748). Smollett must have been satisfied with Hayman’s interpretation
of his work, as their names were again linked in the translation of The History and Adventures of the Renowned Don Quixote, where the artist’s designs were principally engraved
by Grignion and Ravenet.
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Figure 71 “The Noble Behaviour of the Brittish (sic) King Caractacus, before the Emperor Claudius at Rome”,
engraved by Charles Grignion after Francis Hayman for Tobias Smollett’s A Complete History of England from
the Descent of Julius Caesar, 2nd edition (1758) 8vo, vol. I, facing p. 54 (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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Based on this nexus of relationships, it seems probable that Smollett rather than Rivington was the principal driver behind some of the main choices for the illustration of the
first and the beginning of the second edition of the Complete History. These choices included engravings by Grignion and other high-status engravers after Hayman, the deployment of emblematical scenes for the frontispieces of the first edition, and the reuse of
the five historical scenes listed above for the initial part of the second edition. This conclusion is also arguably supported by the circumstances of the conception of the project.
Smollett’s Scottish compatriot, David Hume, published his “learned and somewhat
austere History of England” between 1754 and 1761. 434 This was at once a serious history
and a bestseller, which provoked strong reactions from readers of all political affiliations.
As noted by O.M. Brack, it was by no means the only history on sale, and Smollett’s 1757
“Plan” included price comparisons with Tindal’s History of England (1744-1747), William
Guthrie’s, A General History of England (1744), James Ralph’s History (1744-1746), and
Thomas Carte’s General History (1747-1755). 435 These histories were, however, now relatively dated and being published in folio, they were necessarily more expensive than
Smollett’s first quarto version. Hume’s History was, on the other hand, new, successful,
also formatted in quarto, and almost certainly represented Smollett’s real competition.
Smollett intended his Complete History to be as serious as his Hume’s, but he had to
differentiate his work to have a chance of replicating his rival’s success. The first most
obvious selling point for Smollett was that he was a novelist rather than a philosopher,
and so promised an easier read. This was not only recognised by the public, but also in an
extensive and critical review of the fourth volume of the first edition of the Complete
History: 436
“The great excellence of this work, is the elegance and spirit of the style, which is, in
general, nervous, clear, fluent, bold and florid; and those Readers who are content
with acquiring only a general knowledge of our History cannot be more agreeably
instructed: for his manner of writing is so extremely entertaining, that attention seldom sleeps over his pages. _In few words, this Writer's merit is rather that of an ingenious novelist than of an accurate historian. His imagination overpowers his judgment….”
A second advantage which Smollett had over Hume was that his rival only covered early
English history at the end of his work. This gave Smollett a window of opportunity to
forestall Hume by first publishing his own vision of this period, including not only text, but
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also illustration. This is the most obvious explanation for the early publication in the Complete History of selected scenes from the nation’s pre-conquest history. They were an
opportunistic attempt to forestall Hume’s coverage of this period, while complementing
Smollett’s more novelistic style with attractive, imagined images.
If the recycling of historical scenes from “English History Delineated” at the beginning
of the Complete History was Smollett’s idea, the subsequent illustrative programme must
have been James Rivington’s. The experienced publisher knew that commissioning further historical scenes and having them engraved would be prohibitively expensive and
time-consuming. The frontispieces for the first edition had cost not only 10 guineas for
the engraving, but also 5 guineas for the designs. Even the purchase of Dodsley’s “Map
of England” for 8 guineas and its retouching for another 7 guineas represented a significant additional expense, and brought no additional marketing kudos. 437
Rivington’s practical solution to providing this new history with “upwards of 100 Copper-plates” was to discontinue the maps and historical scenes and instead provide miniature roundel portraits. These were engraved uniformly, printed on a separate page, and
cost less than half the amount charged by the engravers for the more complex allegorical
and historical plates. 438 These portraits were identical in style to those Rivington was simultaneously publishing with James Fletcher and John Hinton in the duodecimo Naval History of Great Britain (1758). It too contained a limited number of maps, no historical engravings, but a series of portraits, including two engraved by Charles Grignion: one of
“Admiral Vernon” after a painting by Gainsborough, and one of “Lord Anson” after Joshua
Reynolds. 439
This emphasis on portraits was not new. Indeed, it exploited the pioneering work in
this area by the Knapton brothers, who had employed Houbraken and Vertue to design
and engrave not only The Heads of the Kings of England, proper for Mr. Rapin’s history
(1736), but also Birch’s The Heads of illustrious Persons of Great Britain (1743). Rivington’s
innovations were rather to simplify their design and production in large quantities, speed
their time to market, and advertise them aggressively.
Rivington’s source of inspiration in the Knaptons’ pioneering work, and specifically the
importance of newly engraved portraits as a selling point for the Complete History, was
unambiguous from its early advertising:
“The Proprietors beg leave to acquaint the Public, that they have engaged Mr.
HOUBRAKEN, of Amsterdam, and Mr. FIQUET of Paris, to engrave a considerable
Number of Heads for the Work, some of which will appear very soon…. 440
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Be careful to ask for SMOLLETT’s Compleat History of England, with one hundred and
sixty-seven Copper-plates, entirely new, engraven on Purpose for this Work, by
Strange, Houbracken, Fiquet, Grignion, Ravenet, and others. The Copper-Plates cannot possibly be procured from the Artists.” 441
It was bold plan and it paid off, as evidenced by Smollett’s sales figures, contemporary
commentary, and subsequent imitations of this idea.
The sales figures for Smollett’s Complete History were so spectacular that they soon
took their place alongside descriptions of the illustrations in the publishers’ marketing
copy. By the end of 1758, the publicity was already referring to “the Sale of the Work to
upwards of ten thousand Weekly”, 442 a figure not only confirmed in Smollett’s private
correspondence, 443 but also in James Rivington’s bankruptcy papers. 444 Then, in 1762, in
the context of a relaunch of the publication “in 110 Sixpenny Numbers, printed in large
Octavo, and adorned with 167 Copper-plates”, the advertising boasted: 445
“Since its first publication in 1758, upwards of Fifteen Thousand Copies have been
sold; a Circumstance unknown in any other Age or Country. This Republication in
Weekly Numbers, is in Compliance with the earnest Request of many people….”
A couple of years later, the number of portraits and their sales had increased even further: 446
“Embellish’d with 217 Copper-plates of Crown’d Heads, Illustrious Persons, &c. Engraved by Strange, Grignion, Ravenet, Aliamet, &c…. Since its first Appearance in
1757, upwards of 16,000 Copies have been sold”.
The Complete History thus continued to be a huge commercial success even under the
new publisher, Richard Baldwin, who continued Rivington’s marketing strategy and so
benefited from his predecessor’s vision and energy.
Given this unprecedented level of newspaper advertising both in London and provincial newspapers and the huge sales of the weekly numbers, it could be supposed that The
Complete History was above all a popular success. This was, however, not the case, and
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it was never the intention of the author or his original publishers, who aimed to dominate
the whole market. 447
The following extracts from an exchange of correspondence from early 1758 between
John Scott Hylton and his bookseller, Robert Dodsley, demonstrate the immediate impact
of the Complete History on literary and antiquarian circles. 448 Hylton wrote from William
Shenstone’s estate at Leasowes near Birmingham to Dodsley on 9-13 February 1758, as
follows:
“Pray do inform me whether Dr. Smollet’s History of England be worth purchasing,
the cuts 167 in Number if well engraved must be worth the Money.”
Dodsley replied positively on 20 February:
“I have seen some of the Cutts of Dr Smollet’s History, & think as you say that they
alone will be worth the mony.”
Finally, Hylton responded on 24-25 February:
“The second Edition of Smollet’s His: of England will be so long in coming out in 6d.
Numbers that it will tire any one’s patience to take it in that way; if you could procure
me the whole at once, I should be very glad to have it (in Sheets) as soon as you can.
The reason I chuse it in Sheets, is, because I mean to have the Cuts bound by themselves, or not as I shall like best.”
It seems that, regardless of the other qualities of the publication, the portraits on their
own made Smollett’s work a bestseller for the sort of print collectors who had bought up
the Knaptons’ sets of portraits of famous historical figures.
This is not to say that there was no jealousy from rivals, or criticism of Smollett’s approach to illustrated history. The Monthly Review was specifically referring to the second
edition of A Complete History and the related publicity when it made the following criticisms in a review of a satirical piece entitled, A Letter to the Rev. Dr. B_n.: 449
“…and indeed, says he, that they themselves are conscious of some essential defect
in their writing, and the absolute necessity of calling in the engraver to their assistance, is evident from the general course of their advertisements; wherein they inform the publick that the work shall be beautifully illustrated by copper-plates.
447
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These animadversions are smart and judicious. Nothing certainly can be more
injudicious and childish, than to lard a book with copper-plates, unless they represent
some emblematical figures, which may really serve to exemplify and illustrate the subject of the printed pages.
The Letter-writer’s observations on this head, put us in mind of an extraordinary
advertisement of an extraordinary history, which concludes with the following quackish Nota Bene – Be careful to ask for the history with one hundred and fifty copperplates”.
The author of these remarks could be accused of harking back to an imaginary time when
allegorical frontispieces and title page vignettes were sufficient cachet for a superior publication, but he was not entirely unjustified in his scepticism about the illustrations to the
Complete History.
First, it was true that the original Proposals for Printing in Weekly Numbers, a Second
Edition of the Complete History of England dated January 1758 had announced and listed
167 plates, which was a huge number by any standards. It could, however, be argued that
this was not such a great number when they were spread over 11 volumes and almost
2,000 years of history. It is nevertheless remarkable that of the 167 plates listed, 158
were indeed included in volumes I-XI, another 2 were contained in later ones, while only
7 portraits were replaced by alternatives. This consistency suggests careful planning, swift
execution, and a high level of organisation which must have boosted the confidence of
subscribers in the product.
Secondly, it is arguable that Smollett and his publishers had oversold their exclusive
choice of artists. The newspaper advertisements had originally headlined portraits by
“Mr. HOUBRAKEN, of Amsterdam, and Mr. FIQUET of Paris”, but Fiquet only signed one
plate in volume XIII (or II of the first Continuation), and only 3 were directly attributed to
Houbraken. The subsdiary engravers mentioned in the newspapers, Robert Strange, Grignion, J.S. Müller/Miller and Ravenet, were the only artists mentioned in the Proposals,
but even this could be described as overselling. Strange, whose name occurred first in
the Proposals, did not sign any of the 167 plates included in volumes I-XI, although 3 were
attributed to him in the advertisements at the time of their issue, and only 7 were signed
by Miller. Three quarters of the plates in the first 11 volumes were engraved by Ravenet,
Benoist, Chambars, Sherlock and Grignion, with a long tail of other engravers, including
Bannerman, Boitard, Fougeron, Gwyn, Ryland, and Sherlock. Müller’s work was nevertheless more heavily represented in the first Continuation, as was that of Aliamet, whose
name was added in later newspaper advertisements.
The initial publicity was arguably more accurate in its emphasis on the input of Grignion and especially Ravenet, who respectively signed 11 and 41 of the first 167 plates.
It is likely that Ravenet managed the process of finding models, re-drawing them and
engraving the plates, which were generally issued in pairs with the weekly issues, but not
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in relation to the actual text published on that date. It would have been logistically impossible to find models for the portraits, have them re-drawn and then engraved in
chronological order in line with the publication of the related historical subject matter.
Ravenet was the most senior artist involved in the Complete History, and is mentioned
in other sources, including in Rivington’s illustrated edition of Philip Doddridge’s Family
Expositor, as directing print publications. 450 Such direction would have been particularly
useful in the case of Smollett’s history with its large number of plates and small army of
engravers involved over an extended period. It also seems that Ravenet was successful in
his direction, as the plates were highly uniform in terms of format, design, and the style
of engraving, including the lettering. Any inconsistencies would have been immediately
noticeable once the individually issued plates were finally bound together or into the consolidated volumes.
A third form of criticism of the plates in the Complete History could be in relation to
their modest substance and lack of originality. Sources were never given on the plates,
and some early advertising vaguely claimed that “several Noblemen and Persons of distinction have favoured them with original Paintings of their illustrious Ancestors, the future Embellishment of this Work”. 451 A later advertisement was more specific about the
source of one portrait, apparently painted by one of the engravers employed in the later
phases of the project: 452
“No. XXXVII of the Continuation, adorned with a fine Head of Louisa late Queen of
Denmark, from a Painting by Mr. Aliamet; and No. VII of the HISTORY, with a Head of
the Black Prince, by Grignion, and William Wallace, by Walker.”
This was, however, an exception, and almost all the plates were adapted from existing
prints, including a limited number of models from “English History Delineated” and Rivington’s and Fletcher’s Naval History (1758), 453 with the remaining illustrations mostly
traceable to the Knaptons’ various sets of engraved heads.
This is the case, for example, for Grignion’s portrait of “Anne Bolen”, illustrated in
figure 72:
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Figure 72 “Anne Bolen”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Houbraken (after Holbein) for Tobias Smollett’s A
Complete History of England from the Descent of Julius Caesar, 2nd edition (1758) 8vo, vol. VI, p. 54 (© The
Trustees of the British Museum)
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This portrait was advertised for the first time in April 1758, as follows: 454
“No. VIII, containing the Heads of Anne Bolen, and the Duke Schomberg, both elegantly engraved…. Be careful to ask for Smollett’s History, with an entire new Set of
170 Copper-Plates, by Strange, Grignion, Ravenet, Miller, &.”
Its immediate source was a much larger, folio-sized portrait of a woman then thought to
be “Ann Bullen Queen of K. Henry VIII”, which had been engraved by Houbraken for the
Knapton’s publication of Birch's The Heads of Illustrious Persons of Great Britain.
Grignion removed the fine ornamentation by Gravelot in Houbraken’s print visible in
figure 73, omitted any mention of the source, and generally provided a much slighter
finishing to the plate. Grignion did not directly use Houbraken’s stated original, a drawing
by Holbein in the collection of the late Earl of Bradford. As can be seen in figure 74, this
drawing did not include the Dutch engraver’s elaboration of the sitter’s dress and jewellery which, among other features, were directly copied by Grignion.
All in all, the plates in Smollett’s Complete History did show signs of being produced
relatively quickly and cheaply, but nevertheless to a uniform design and style. This turned
out to be a winning formula which ultimately justified both the original and successor
publishers’ vast outlay on newspaper advertising. 455 It also finally secured the finances of
Smollett, 456 who maintained friendly relations with Rivington long after the latter’s emigration. 457 Some critics may have continued to regret this new fashion of “larding books”
with copper plates and the perceived change of emphasis from the quality of the text to
the quantity of the illustration. This development was, nonetheless, to continue for the
remainder of the century, thanks in no small part to James Rivington’s entrepreneurial
drive and his vision of richly illustrated instructive books which were heavily and successfully marketed to the widest possible spectrum of consumers.
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Figure 73 “Ann Bullen Queen of K. Henry VIII”, engraved by Jacobus Houbraken after Hans Holbein for Thomas
Birch's The Heads of Illustrious Persons of Great Britain, engraven by Mr. Houbraken, and Mr. Vertue. Printed
for John and Paul Knapton (1747) folio, p. 21 (Royal Collection Trust, © Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II)
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Figure 74 Bust portrait drawing by Hans Holbein, formerly thought to be of Anne Boleyn, actual size 321 x 235
mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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Mortimer’s New History of England
It did not take long for Smollett’s Complete History to provoke a rival illustrated history in
the form of Thomas Mortimer’s three-volume New History of England from the Earliest
Accounts of Britain, which was printed from 1764 to 1766 for the Paternoster Row
booksellers, J. Wilson and Isaac Fell. Mortimer, like Smollett, was a professional writer,
but mainly of books related to economics and commerce, such as The Universal Director.
His investment in English history was a clear attempt to replace the sales of Smollett’s
work, which were running out of steam in the early to mid-1760s. This rivalry was not
only evident in the extent and wording of Mortimer’s advertising, but even in the title of
his book. His New History references Smollett’s original title, which mentioned an end
date as “the Treaty of Aix la Chapelle, 1748”, which Mortimer updated to “the Ratification
of the Peace of Versailles, 1763”.
Mortimer did not seek to outdo Smollett in the quality of his writing or the length of
his history, but instead focused on other differentiating factors. He reverted to the grand
folio format employed in several of the Knaptons’ historical publications. He obtained
permission to dedicate his work to the young Queen Charlotte, who was specifically mentioned in the title. Above all, he sought to surpass Smollett’s illustrations both in size and
variety, if not in quantity. To achieve this, he recruited the best-known pair of illustrators
of the day, Charles Grignion and Samuel Wale, who signed all but four of the 66 portraits
and historical action scenes. The remaining four are unsigned, and may also have been
by Grignion and Wale.
The publicity for the New History was explicit in terms of the importance of the illustrations and specifically their engraver. A four-page teaser inserted in the October 1763
edition of Monthly Review announced that: 458
“This History will be decorated with elegant Copper-plates, illustrating the most interesting and entertaining Events recorded in the British Annals; and with the Portraits
of the British Monarchs at full Length, in the Habits of the Times, executed by that
admired HISTORY-ENGRAVER, Mr. GRIGNION”.
This was followed by a patronising reference to two rival histories, one of which was
Smollett’s:
“Two Histories of England have lately been published in small volumes, which, we
presume, are intended for young readers; a third is now offered to the public in Folio,
being better calculated for the service of such are advanced in life.”
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Quoted from the version in the New York Public Library contained in the HathiTrust Digital Library
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The newspaper advertisement for the first weekly issue on 31 December 1763 again focused on the illustrations “being all engraved by Grignion”, but took another dig at Smollett, even using his own words against him. 459 It noted of other recent histories that: 460
“…the Editors have, by no means, fulfilled their Engagements with the Publick; having
in many Instances, greatly deviated from the Plan they proposed to execute”.
Mortimer also deviated from his original plan by ultimately offering a bound version in
three volumes rather than the two volumes announced in his advertising, but he kept his
word in terms of the plates.
The final bound version of Mortimer’s New History contained 92 full-page illustrations: an allegorical frontispiece dedication to King George III engraved by Grignion after
a drawing by Wale, which was based on a design by Mortimer himself; 32 full-length portraits of monarchs; 34 historical scenes; 24 maps and plans; and an engraved facsimile of
the death warrant of King Charles I. Unlike Smollett, Mortimer maintained the action
scenes throughout the history, or at least until the end of the seventeenth century. He
included many more maps, mostly in the third volume to make up for the discontinued
historical scenes, and included portraits of monarchs down to George III. The result was
a programme of illustration which appeared both wider in range and more balanced, and
in this way resembled that in the Knaptons’ publication of Tindal’s translation and continuation of Rapin’s History of England.
Mortimer’s target readership was not the same as the Knaptons, who had targeted
metropolitan literati. Mortimer’s subscribers were, in contrast, consistently middle-class
and provincial, and the illustrations could accordingly be characterised as middle brow,
but aspirational. Rapin’s History and its continuation had not contained action scenes, as
these were necessarily imaginary, and so ahistorical and therefore inappropriate for the
educated elite. Smollett had introduced four mixed allegorical-historical scenes in the
frontispieces to the first edition of his history, and then five historical scenes based on
five plates for “English History Delineated” to the first issues of the second edition. These
were all also imaginary, but at least purported to represent consequential historical
events.
The action scenes chosen by Mortimer and Wale made a decisive break from Smollett’s and Rapin’s histories in two main ways. Firstly, the number of scenes was extended
by deriving more than half of the new subjects from the published list of 50 proposed
prints for “English History Delineated”. 461 Secondly, the historical emphasis deviated from
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Smollett wrote that he was obliged to deviate a little “from his original Design”, for example, in The London
Chronicle, 23-26 August 1760, quoted in Brack, “Tobias Smollett Puffs His Histories’, pp. 277-278
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The London Chronicle, 15-17 December 1763, p. 579
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Isabelle Baudino, ‘Works of historical fancy? Samuel Wale’s illustrations for Thomas Mortimer’s ”New History
of England”’, conference paper for Fancy-Fantaisie-Capriccio: Diversions and Distractions in the Eighteenth Century (Toulouse, 2015), p. 6
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historical events which were arguably of major import in English history to incude many
more sensational moments, such as assassinations and executions. Mortimer’s approach
consequently resembled, albeit superficially, the profoundly downmarket 1747 publication: A New History of England, by Question and Answer. Extracted from the most celebrated English Historians. Particularly M. Rapin de Thoyras. For the entertainment of our
youth of both sexes. This was the sixth and first illustrated edition of a history in duodecimo format originally written by John Lockman and published by the Paternoster Row
bookseller, Thomas Astley. It contained 3 plates of 12 miniature portraits of monarchs
and 29 action scenes designed by the young Samuel Wale, some of which were later
adapted in Mortimer’s work.
Comparison of a scene depicted in both Astley’s and Mortimer’s publications is instructive in terms of the latter’s market positioning. Figure 75 from Astley’s New History
shows Colonel Percy Kirke, who was notorious for his ruthless behaviour following the
Monmouth Rebellion of 1695, together with a young woman begging for the life of her
brother. The Colonel, clad in a dressing gown and standing by an unmade bed, had demanded sexual favours in exchange for the young woman’s brother’s life, but instead
points smilingly to him hanging outside the window. 462
Figure 76 shows Wale’s adaptation of the same scene for Mortimer’s New History.
The composition and much of the detail were similar in the two plates. They were both
theatrical in spirit and could thus be mistaken for an illustration to a play or novel. There
were, however, significant differences which went beyond the adaptation of the scene
from a duodecimo to a more spacious folio format, and which served to raise Mortimer’s
plate from the bottom of the market to a middle-range product. Some of these changes
related to the illustration itself. For example, the plate which Wale designed for Mortimer
toned down the vulgarity of the original image by dressing the colonel more completely
and by deemphasising the bed. It was also generally much more detailed and more
densely engraved than the illustration for Astley. Other important changes related to the
framing and text.
Astley’s plate was framed with a simple line, while Mortimer’s had elaborate rococo
foliate surrounds, which were a feature of all the plates by Wale and Grignion in this history. The later plate also had a dedication in ornamental copperplate writing to Thomas
Pelham-Holles, first Duke of Newcastle, who had retired as Prime Minister in 1762.
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A New History of England, by Question and Answer. Extracted from the most celebrated English historians.
Particularly M. Rapin de Thoyras. For the entertainment of our youth of both sexes. Printed for Thomas Astley
(London, 1747), plate 30, p.198
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Figure 75 “Kirk’s Cruelty to a young Woman who begg’d her Brothers Life”, engraved by Nathaniel Parr after
Samuel Wale for John Lockman’s A new History of England, by question and answer. Extracted from the most
celebrated English Historians. Particularly M. Rapin de Thoyras, 6th edition (1747) 12mo, plate 30, p. 198 (©
The Trustees of the British Museum)
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Figure 76 “Remarkable Instance of Col.l Kirk's Cruelty, & Villany”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Samuel
Wale for Thomas Mortimer’s A New History of England from the Earliest Accounts, vol. II, p. 657 (1765) folio
(private collection)
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In fact, all the action scenes in Mortimer’s New History had similar dedications to the
highest ranks of the nobility with the addition of their coats of arms. This resembled more
distinguished publications, such as county histories, where the dedication was often a
sign that the plate had been paid for by a moneyed patron. Such patronage is unlikely in
Mortimer’s work, where the dedications, like the mention of the Queen in the title and
the King in the frontispiece, were purely aimed at impressing his subscribers, their families, and their friends.
The portraits of monarchs engraved by Grignion after Wale for Mortimer have more
obvious sources than the action scenes, but were similarly designed primarily for marketing rather than for aesthetic or historical purposes. This process of adaptation is clearest
when Mortimer’s portraits are directly compared with other previous and competing
publications. The likeness of King Edward I by Grignion after Wale, which is illustrated in
figure 77, is typical of all the depictions of monarchs in Mortimer’s New History. As in the
case of the historical scenes, these portraits were contained within rococo frames, which
would already have seemed outdated to London fashionistas, but must have still seemed
impressive to the work’s provincial readership. As promised in the advertising, the portraits were full-length, an important source of differentiation from previous and competing products.
As in the case of Smollett’s History, Wale took as his models existing prints. In fact, he
often took the same prints which had been adapted by Ravenet’s team for Smollett, but
with a new twist. In the case of Smollett’s work, the immediate models were simplified
and reduced in size and scope as shown in figure 72 and figure 73. In Mortimer’s New
History, the imposing original folio plates designed and engraved by Houbraken and Vertue for Knaptons’ publications were also simplified, but at the same time expanded in
width and, above all, length. This is obvious when Wale’s portrait of Edward I in figure 77
is compared with the related images in figures 78 and 79.
Vertue’s bust portrait of “Edward I. King of England” from the first volume of Tindal’s
translation of Rapin’s History (figure 78) was highly finished and ornamented with scenes
and symbols of the King’s reign. Boitard’s adaptation of this for Smollett’s History in figure
79 essentially represented a detail of Vertue’s portrait. In contrast, Wale and Grignion’s
full-length portrait in figure 77, which could have been based either on Vertue’s or Boitard’s plate, imagined an extension to King Edward’s left arm and the lower part of body.
Unlike the previous prints, Wale and Grignion did not provide a shaded background but
left it blank which, from a practical perspective, would have helped compensate for the
additional cost and time involved in extending their models.
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Figure 77 “Edward I”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Samuel Wale for Thomas Mortimer’s A New History
of England from the Earliest Accounts of Britain to the Ratification of the Peace of Versailles, 1763, vol. I (1764)
folio, p. 460 (source: private collection)
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Figure 78 “Edward I. King of England”, engraved by George Vertue after his own design for Nicholas Tindal’s
The History of England. Written in French by Mr. Rapin de Thoyras, 2nd edition folio, vol. I (1732), p. 357 (©
The Trustees of the British Museum)
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Figure 79 “Edward I”, engraved by Louis-Philippe Boitard after Vertue for Tobias Smollett’s A Complete History
of England from the Descent of Julius Caesar, 2nd edition 8vo, vol. III (1758), p. 104 (© The Trustees of the
British Museum)

It has been said of Mortimer’s New History that “it reached deep into the professional
middle classes throughout the country”. 463 It was, however, soon succeeded by a series
of histories of England which significantly extended their reach downmarket and into the
provinces, but still maintained the format and style of his publication, and especially the
illustrations. These histories have been categorised as “Paternoster Row numbers”, because they were issued in weekly, numbered instalments by booksellers based in the
eponymous street behind St. Paul’s Churchyard.
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Keynes, ‘The Cult of Alfred the Great’, p. 304n
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John Cooke, Alexander Hogg, and their histories of England
Since Rivington and Fletcher, Richard Baldwin junior and Wilson and Fell were all based
in Paternoster Row and issued Smollett’s and Mortimer’s histories in weekly instalments,
their publications could be viewed as pioneering examples of Paternoster Row numbers.
This term was, however, more closely associated with their successors and imitators, as
described in the following quotation from Charles Timperley, a printer and bookseller,
who had trained as an engraver and copper-plate printer before and after his service in
the Napoleonic Wars: 464
“The issuing of works in weekly numbers was more particularly confined to Cooke,
Hogg and Harrison. These all stood prominent as publishers of what have been called
“Paternoster-row Numbers”; namely, Family Bibles, with Notes; editions of Fox’s Book
of Martyrs, and the Works of Flavius Josephus; New and complete Histories of England, Histories of London, Life of Christ, and various other denominations of works,
which years back, more than now, were calculated to catch the attention of mechanics, and they were seen in the shape of handsome-bound folios in several of their
houses; and, however, it may be customary to kick the ladder down when we no
longer want it, these sort of publications must be confessed to have greatly contributed to lay the foundation of that literary taste and thirst for knowledge which now
pervades all classes. To give to such works as we have mentioned, all the attraction
possible, the title pages were copious to an extreme, enumerating the whole contents
of the book; the authors were generally called esquires, and had two or three sounding christian names. In announcing the embellishments of these publications, language failed; and the terms “beautiful”, “elegant”, “superb”, and even “magnificent”,
became too poor to express their extreme merit.”
As noted by Timperley, these works were of more educational than historical value. They
were in a similar folio size to Mortimer’s New History, were heavily illustrated, and went
to extreme lengths in trumpeting their merits to a new type of reader, the “mechanics”.
In terms of modern demographic classification, Timperley’s words can be interpreted as
reflecting a contemporary perception that English history and its illustration had moved
from the upper middle classes (A), who had formed the readership of Tindal’s History, to
the middle and lower middle classes (grades B and C1) targeted by Mortimer, and was
now perceived as having arrived in the houses of the skilled working classes (C2). Based
on the subscription lists for these works, this was an oversimplification, but they nevertheless reflected a real democratisation of several genres of instructive literature.
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Charles H. Timperley, A Dictionary of Printers and Printing (London, 1839) p. 838n
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The “copious” title pages of these Paternoster Row histories and their descriptions of
the “embellishments” indicate that the large number of plates and an escalating number
of artists, with particular emphasis on Wale and Grignion, were among their main selling
points. This is clear from the following list of heavily abbreviated titles of the volumes of
English history printed for John Cooke, at Shakespeare’s Head, 17 Paternoster Row:
[1769-1771]: 465 A New and Universal History of England, from the earliest authentic accounts, to the present time.... By William Henry Mountague, Esq. Embellished and illustrated with upwards of one hundred and twenty copper-plates, from original drawings
made on purpose for this work by the celebrated Wale, and engraved by those eminent
artists Grignion and Walker. Two volumes.
1773, 1774 and 1775 (three dated editions): A New and Complete History of England,
from the earliest period of authentic intelligence to the present time..., by Temple Sydney
Esq., embellished and illustrated with upwards of one hundred beautiful copper plates,
engraved in the most masterly manner, from the drawings of the ingenious Mr Wale, by
those capital English Artists, Grignion, Walker, Rennoldson, and Taylor. One volume.
[1777, 1779, 1781, 1782]: 466 A New and Authentic History of England, from the most remote period of genuine historical evidence, to the present important crisis: containing...an
accurate chronological account of remarkable events; an entertaining recital of singular
occurrences;... By William Augustus Russel, Esq. Embellished and illustrated with upwards
of one hundred curious copper plates, engraved from the drawings of the celebrated Mr.
Wale Esquire, and other eminent artists, by Grignion, Walker, Taylor, White, Delroche and
other Capital Masters…. Two volumes.
[1783-1784]: A New, Universal, and Impartial History of England: from the earliest authentic records, and most genuine historical evidence, to the winter of the year 1784....
Embellished with upwards of 120 beautiful copper-plate engravings taken from the original Drawings of Messrs. Metz, Stothard, and Samuel Wale, Esq. and Engraved by those
celebrated Artists, Heath, Grignion, Walker, Taylor, Roberts, Chesham…; with Whole
Length Figures of all the British Sovereigns, from Egbert the Great, to their present Majesties, by George Frederick Raymond, Esq. assisted by Alexander Gordon and Hugh Owen.
One volume.
Apart from the fact that they were “copious to an extreme”, there were several remarkable, even bizarre, elements to these titles.
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Dates of the issue of the instalments. The title pages are undated.
The first numbers appeared from October 1777 per The Public Advertiser, 2 October 1777 etc. Subsequent
undated bound editions contained events down to 1779, 1781 and 1782
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Firstly, why would Cooke issue four large-scale histories of England with slightly different
titles, including three dated editions of the Temple Sydney volume, over such a short
period? Secondly, why were some versions undated? And, thirdly, who were these authors who “were generally called esquires, and had two or three sounding christian
names”? The answers to all these questions relate to the marketing of this type of history,
and are important to understand before analysing the role played by Grignion, Wale and
the other artists mentioned.
The answer to the third question on the identity of the authors of these histories is
that they were generally non-existent, as was soon rumbled by disdainful correspondents
of The Gentleman’s Magazine. A review of Cooke’s The Modern British Traveller (1779)
referred to its authors as “so much like ghosts, or men of straw, that if we speak to them
we doubt they cannot answer”. The reviewer concluded sardonically that they stumble
or fall “notwithstanding the boasted support of William Augustus Russel Esq; and his late
excellent History of England. Alter et idem!” 467 Two months later, another correspondent,
responding to this review, listed a further set of three Paternoster Row numbers “under
names equally fictitious”, and asserted that it was “the duty of the editors of Magazines,
Reviews, &c.” to report on and prevent “the inconsiderate…from foolishly subscribing to
imperfect works”. 468
These physically imposing histories, which were printed in double columns and each
claimed to contain at least 100 illustrations, were attributed to fictional historians to disguise the identity of the hack or teams of hacks who really wrote or revised them. More
importantly, the use of a new pseudonym and a slightly different title for each successive
tome suggested to the public that each one was an entirely new work, and so enabled
successive relaunches of substantially the same material, typically with a few pages and
plates added to update them to the current time. The fact that Paternoster Row numbers
were also often undated further camouflaged their identity as rehashed versions of previous publications. An analysis of the illustrations and their artists confirms this picture of
hyperbolic marketing, the brazen nature of which can be amply shown through a detailed
analysis of the plates of Cooke’s successive English histories.
The first instalment of Mountague’s New and Universal History was published on June
1769 with the bold claim that it would contain a “comprehensive and accurate description of all the battles, sieges, and other memorable events in which the English had been
concerned, from the remotest period of intelligence” and that these would be continued
“to the End of the Year 1770”. 469 The newspaper advertising further informed the public
that it would be “enriched with 120 beautiful Copper-plates, elegantly engraved by Grignion and Walker, from the original Drawings of Mr. Wale, exhibiting the most striking
transactions in the history of this Kingdom”. Perhaps surprisingly, in the light of the comments by the reviewer quoted above, these assertions were largely true.
467
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Mountague’s History contained 121 illustrations, even more than promised: 2 emblematic frontispieces, 11 maps, 37 portraits, and 70 scenes from English history. All the
portraits and action scenes were signed as drawn by Wale (110), most of these were
signed as engraved by Grignion (83), while there was a smaller number attributed to
Walker (25), probably William (1729-1793), the brother of the more famous Anthony.
Cooke seems thus to have understood the strong commercial appeal of extensive illustration, as pioneered by James Rivington, and decided to execute this strategy with a
quality bias which exceeded that in Smollett’s History and most of his own encyclopaedic
works. It closely matched the approach taken in Mortimer’s New History, including the
choice of the celebrated partnership of Wale and Grignion. Cooke had first published the
work of these artists in the form of the frontispiece to A New General Dictionary of Arts
and Sciences (1767), and then followed this up with the frontispiece and at least one
plate, “Columbus presenting an Account of his Voyage to the King and Queen of Spain”,
in his New Universal Collection of Authentic and Entertaining Voyages and Travels (1768).
He even reused in his histories some action scenes by Grignion after Wale which had
already appeared in his New and Compleat History and Survey of the Cities of London and
Westminster (1770), another standard genre of Paternoster Row numbers. 470
Notwithstanding the above, the general quality of the illustrations in Cooke’s histories
was higher than that in his topographical and other works, a development which is attributable not only to the generalised input of Wale and Grignion, but also to the direct
imitation of plates from Mortimer’s New History. Fully 62 of the plates in Mountague
were so close to those in Mortimer that they may even have been retouched from the
same plates or re-engraved from Wale’s drawings.
A detailed analysis of the portraits of sovereigns in Mortimer and Mountague shows
that they were identical except for the following relatively minor changes: the portrait of
Henry III, which was unsigned in Mortimer, was substituted in Mountague by a superior
drawing by Wale; a crown was added above the head of Edward V; floor shading was
included in the likenesses of Richard III and Queen Anne; the existing portrait of Elizabeth
by Grignion was replaced; and the boyish head of George III was modernised with the
addition of a more mature version.
The action scenes in Mortimer were also reused except for: “The Battle of Cressy”,
which was nevertheless initially planned to be included according to the “Directions to
the Binder”; “K. Richard appeases the Rebels after the Death of Wat Tyler their Leader”;
“King Edward 4th striking Edward Prince of Wales”; and “The burning of Archbishop Cranmer”. Three further historical scenes reappeared with no other alteration but the extension of the floor shading: “The Duke of Buckingham stabbed by Felton”, “Oliver Cromwell
dissolves Parliament”, and “The Clerk of the Crown reading the Bill of Rights”.
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See, e.g. “Some Bishops & Eminent Citizens of London swearing Fealty to William the Conqueror” and “Richard II Appeases the Rebels on the Death of Wat Tyler in Smithfield”, respectively appearing in Mortimer’s New
History, vol. I, pp. 139 and 625, and reappearing in Chamberlain’s New and Compleat History, pp. 25 and 85
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Cooke did not, however, just purchase Mortimer’s plates or Wale’s drawings - the
most likely explanations for their near identity since they have not been reversed. He also
updated the frames, added new titles and descriptions, and excluded the aristocratic dedications, which would have required new permissions and conflicted with the more popular nature of the work. All these points can be seen in figure 80, “Kirke’s Villainy & Cruelty
to a young Woman who beg’d him to save her Brothers Life”, when compared to Mortimer’s plate in figure 76.
In addition to these minor changes in individual plates, Cooke also subtly changed the
character of the overall programme of illustration in Mortimer. The number of portraits
was almost unchanged, but there were fewer maps, since the theatres of the Seven Years
War were no longer of such intense interest to contemporary subscribers. The supplemental plates instead consisted of historical scenes of a mostly anecdotal nature intended to appeal to the work’s new target readership. 471 Three of the more sensational
of these were simultaneously published in another of Cooke’s Paternoster Row publications, Nathaniel Spencer’s The Complete English Traveller, which otherwise contained dismal, barely distinguishable, unsigned perspective views of cities and towns. The titles of
these new plates speak for themselves: “The Monks of Bangor put to the Sword by Order
of Ethelfrid”, “The Abbess of Coldingham Monastery cutting off her upper lip as an example for her Nuns to follow”, and “Murdering the Druids and Burning their Groves”. 472
Temple Sydney’s A New and Complete History of England (1773) demonstrates the
next phase in Grignion’s relationship with Cooke in the context of illustrated national history. In this case, Wale enjoyed the same prominence in the advertising and the book’s
title, but the impact of Grignion’s name was diluted by the addition of a third engraver.
The advertising associated with the first number issued in January 1773 referred to “upwards of 100 beautiful Copper-plates, engraved from the Drawings of the ingenious Mr.
Wale, by those capital English Artists, Grignion, Walker and Taylor”. 473 The title page
dated 1773 added the name of Martin Rennoldson to the engravers, while a new wave
of advertising from September 1774, which started with the re-issue of the work from
the first number, added a fifth name, “Mr. Clowes”. 474
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See Keynes, ‘The cult of King Alfred the Great’, pp. 306-307 for a historian’s analysis of the relationship of
Mountague’s images of the Anglo-Saxon period to those in Mortimer’s work
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Spencer, The Complete English Traveller, pp. 412, 585, 672, and Mountague, The New and Universal History
of England, pp. 37, 51 and 14
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Figure 80 “Kirke’s Villainy & Cruelty to a young Woman who beg’d him to save her Brothers Life”, engraved by
Charles Grignion after Samuel Wale for William Henry Mountague’s A New and Universal History of England
(1771) folio, p. 220 (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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Butler Clowes was a specialist mezzotint engraver whose exact role on this project
can be surmised from Cooke’s parallel advertising of Southwell’s Universal Family Bible,
which was described as “curiously ornamented with fancied Borders by Mr. Clowes”. 475
It was highly unusual that the designer and engraver of frames was mentioned, so this
can be interpreted as a sign of the importance of these in Cooke’s renewal of pre-existing
plates or drawings. It also incidentally suggests that this type of work, like the copperplate
writing in the titles, was usually, but not always, executed by separate, specialised engravers. 476
The promises made by Cooke in relation to the plates in Temple Sydney’s New and
Complete History can be considered as largely kept, but not to the same extent as in
Mountague’s New and Universal History. “The Directions to the Binder” in Sydney’s History listed 70 numbered plates, but several of the numbers included a second plate, since
the numbering here referred to the weekly issues rather than the individual engravings.
The total of 95 plates in the final bound edition was therefore close to the promised number of “upwards of 100”. All the plates were signed as drawn by Wale, except for the map
of England by Thomas Bowen which was to be bound in after the frontispiece. All the
action scenes and full-length portraits of monarchs were also signed, and the order of the
engravers in the advertising and on the title page was seemingly reflected in their respective contributions: 60 plates signed by Grignion; 26 by William Walker; 4 by J. Taylor; and
4 by Rennoldson.
These statistics could, however, be viewed as misleading on various counts. Very few
of the designs were completely new. The full-length portraits of monarchs were almost
all derived from Mortimer and Mountague, and the action scenes were also mostly, but
not all derived from previous publications. 79 plates had already appeared in Mountague’s History with the same frames and writing, except for the replacement of the word
“Mountague’s” by “Sydney’s” in the title. In other words, it seems that the same plates
had been reused, but retouched, with the heads of King George III and Queen Charlotte
again being replaced by more recent likenesses. Even the one remaining map, signed by
Thomas Bowen, was adapted from various other Cooke publications. All the new plates
consisted of action scenes: 5 signed by Walker, 4 by Rennoldson, 4 by Taylor, and 2 by
Grignion. 477 The programme of illustration was now even more biased towards imaginary
scenes of events, some of which were entirely fictional. 478
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The Morning Chronicle, 29 June 1774, The Hampshire Chronicle, 11 July 1774 etc.
Isabelle Baudino speculates that the borders to Wale’s historical portraits were “Élaborés à l’origine par
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John Cooke’s next contribution to illustrated English history, William Augustus Russel’s New and Authentic History of England (1777-1782), again announced that it contained over 100 illustrations after Wale, but added “other eminent artists”, and further
extended the list of engravers to: “Grignion, Walker, Taylor, White, Delroche and other
Capital Masters”. As in Cooke’s previous histories, the number of plates was approximately accurate. “The Directions to the Binder” indicated that 17 of the 80 weekly issues
contained a second plate, giving a total 97. The final bound versions contained up to 4
more, owing to the extension of the history in successive re-issues until 1782. The result
was that the final set of illustrations resembled that in Cooke’s previous 2 histories, with
a frontispiece, 35 full-length portraits of sovereigns, 60 action scenes and 3 maps. One
plate, an engraving by Thomas Bowen of the death warrant of King Charles I had not
previously been published by Cooke, but had appeared both in the second edition of
Smollett’s History and in Mortimer’s New History. 479
There were, nevertheless, several significant changes in the illustrations to Russel’s
history. All the portraits and historical scenes were now surrounded by elaborate, up-todate neoclassical frames, as can be seen in Russel’s version of “General Kirke’s execrable
Cruelty to a Young Lady who beg’d her Brother’s Life” (figure 81). There was a new costume print showing a Roman, an Ancient Briton, a Pict, and a Druid in three tableaux on
one page, and this was placed prominently after the new, patriotic frontispiece by Grignion after Wale. Several historical events had been newly imagined by Wale, of which
eight were engraved by Grignion: “Athelstan ordering the Bible to be translated into the
Saxon Language”; “Baliol's submission to Edward I”; “Queen Philippa interceding for the
Burghers of Calais”; “Mortimer Earl of Marche seized in Nottingham Castle”; “Sir William
Walworth striking Wat Tyler with his Mace”; “Lambert Simnel in the character of a turnspit to Henry VII”; “King Charles's II public entry into London”; and “Judge Jeffries in the
disguise of a Sailor Seized at Wapping”. This last plate, which is illustrated in figure 82,
was newly drawn for this work to depict an anecdotal detail of Jeffries’s arrest which had
not appeared in Cooke’s previous histories.
Arguably, the biggest change to the plates in Russel’s History compared to its forerunners was that the format was now slightly larger, and that all the illustrations which had
appeared in the previous histories were also larger, and consequently needed to be reengraved. As can be seen by comparing figure 81 to figures 76 and 80, Wale’s historical
scenes were extended in all four directions with additional elements by the engravers.
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Figure 81 “General Kirke’s execrable Cruelty to a Young Lady who beg’d her Brother’s Life”, engraved by
Francis Chesham after Samuel Wale for William Augustus Russel’s A New and Authentic History of England
(1777-1782) folio, p. 534 (Courtesy of The Lewis Walpole Library, Yale University)
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Figure 82 “Judge Jeffries in the Disguise of a Sailor Seized at Wapping”, engraved by Charles Grignion after
Samuel Wale for William Augustus Russel’s A New and Authentic History of England (1777-1782) folio, p. 534
(private collection)
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There could have been several reasons for these modifications. Cooke may have
wished to create a grander looking work in a larger folio size, and ordered the plates to
be expanded to fit the larger format. He could also have seen the resizing as a way of
reducing two volumes to one. It is also likely that the old plates were no longer usable,
and had in any case to be completely re-engraved. In the end, it was probably a combination of these factors.
As a result of the labour and time this resizing and re-engraving of the plates entailed,
the illustrations in Russel’s New and Authentic History of England were signed by a long
list of engravers, who are ranked here in order of their contribution: Taylor (25 plates),
White (24), Roberts (10), Grignion (8), Delroche (7), Walker (5), Chesham (4), Rennoldson,
Edmund Scott, and Vandreit (1 each). Taylor, White and Roberts became the principal
engravers, mainly because they re-engraved the full-length portraits of monarchs previously executed by Grignion. Delroche and Vandreit both have impressive foreign-sounding names but have eluded identification. The Taylor referred to here was probably James
(b. 1745), the younger brother of the more famous Isaac. Charles White (b. 1749), Francis
Chesham (b. 1751), and James Roberts (b. 1753) can be identified as young painters and
etchers who would have been hungry for work. From the perspective of Grignion, the
result was that his involvement in this work was limited to the engraving of the eight new
scenes after Wale listed above.
Although Cooke likely resorted to a large group of younger and more obscure engravers to speed the process of publication without undue additional expense, he was relatively open about this development in the newspaper advertising, and even relegated
Grignion to third place in subsequent lists of the engravers: 480 “Walker, White, Grignion,
Taylor, Chesham, Delroche &.” Unfortunately, this process of re-engraving ended up undermining the consistency of the illustrations and the credibility of the publication. This
seems to have been recognised by John Cooke himself, based on examination of his final
foray into illustrated English history: George Frederick Raymond Esq.’s, A New, Universal,
and Impartial History of England: from the earliest authentic records, the first issue of
which was announced at the beginning of 1783. 481
The advertising for Raymond’s history boasted of “One Hundred beautiful Engravings”
which, for the first time, were not to be just after Wale. They were billed as being from
“Original Drawings of Messrs. Metz, Stothard, and Samuel Wale, Esq. Members of the
Royal Academy, and from the finest Paintings of those celebrated Masters Vandyke, Holbein, Sir Godfrey Kneller, &c. &c..” These “elegant engravings” were to be “all executed
by those well known Artists Messrs. Heath, Grignion, Walker, Taylor, Roberts, Chesham,
Feuigal, Royce and Record; and the Whole curiously decorated with Emblematical Ornaments by the ingenious Mr. Clowes, and other celebrated Artists.” By the time the 60
weekly numbers were bound into one undated volume, the title page had escalated the
480
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number of illustrations to “upwards of one hundred and twenty beautiful copper plate
engravings”. This advertising gave a clear message that Cooke intended to move back upmarket with this new history.
In the end, only 99 full-page plates were listed in “The Directions to the Binder” of
Raymond’s history, but Cooke’s statement that there were 120 plates could be rationalised by reference to 8 new composite plates with 4 figures each: one of these was entitled
“Portraits of the Ancient Inhabitants of Great Britain”; another one depicted the robes
worn by different ranks of peer in the House of Lords; and the other six each contained
four busts of Anglo-Saxon period kings in costumes which would not have been out of
place in contemporary theatre or history painting. 482 Counting these additional figures
as “copper plate engravings” would increase their number to 123, and so could potentially justify Cooke’s boast, at least in his own mind.
Despite the usual mention of “original Drawings”, amplified this time by a list of supposed “Members of the Royal Academy” and of 3 old master painters, the illustrative
programme and individual plates in Raymond’s history were hardly more original than
those in Cooke’s previous histories. The “Portraits of the Ancient Inhabitants” resembled
“A Roman. An Ancient Briton. A Pict. A Druid” from the beginning of Russel’s New Authentic History. There was, as usual, a new frontispiece, together with 3 new full-length portraits of monarchs and 8 new action scenes, but this was out of a total of 39 portraits and
50 action scenes. There was still only one map by Bowen, but now of Great Britain rather
than England, thus marking a decisive shift in the national identity since the days of Smollett and Mortimer.
The eight newly drawn and engraved action scenes in Raymond’s history were concentrated at the end of the work, and represented recent historical events, in some cases
extremely recent: “Lord Robert Manners mortally wounded on Board the Resolution” (23
April 1782); “General Elliott haranguing his Troops previous to the Attack of the Gun
Boats at Gibraltar” (13 September 1782); “The Gallant Captain (now Sir Roger) Curtis nobly Exerting himself in saving the Lives of the drowning Spaniards” (September 1782) (figure 83); and “Mr. Fitzherbert the British Minister Plenipotentiary”, signing the preliminary
articles of the Treaty of Paris on 20 January 1783. This emphasis on topicality had also
been a feature of Smollett’s and Mortimer’s histories, but Cooke took this to extreme
lengths. Two of these new plates were engraved by Grignion, who was now in his early
60s.
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Figure 83 “The Gallant Captain (now Sir Roger) Curtis, nobly exerting himself in saving the Lives of the
drowning Spaniards”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Conrad Metz for George Frederick Raymond’s A
New, Universal, and Impartial History of England (1783-1784) folio, p. 597 (© The Trustees of the British
Museum)
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The extended list of artists advertised as being involved in this new history could be
interpreted as deceptive or at least exaggerated. Despite their description by Cooke as
“Members of the Royal Academy”, neither Metz nor Stothard was a Royal Academician
at this time, although both had studied at the Academy, and Metz had exhibited there
from 1781. If Cooke was fully conscious of this overstatement, he would probably have
been right in considering that it would not be noticed by most potential customers. The
reference to “Vandyke, Holbein, Sir Godfrey Kneller &c.” in the advertising referred to
the fact that some of the portraits of sixteenth- to eighteenth-century monarchs were
originally based on engravings after paintings by these masters. Since these were originally drawn by Wale for Mortimer, this again overstated the originality of Cooke’s work
in a manner which was difficult for readers to appreciate.
Conrad Martin Metz (b. 1749) was properly mentioned in first place among the original artists, as the German-born painter designed 16 new plates, including the particularly
elaborate frontispiece. Only one of the new drawings, “Boadicea Queen of the Iceni,
burning the City of London”, was signed by Thomas Stothard (b. 1755), although he was
mentioned in second place in the list. Stothard was probably awarded this distinction
because he was already recognised as the new Wunderkind of book illustration, and so
his name would add lustre to an already impressive list of artists. Both Metz and Stothard
had already worked for Cooke on illustrations to the Rev. Edward Kimpton’s A New and
Complete Universal History of the Holy Bible (1781-1782), and were drafted in to replace
Wale, who had suffered a debilitating stroke in 1777, and so contributed no new drawings
to this project, despite his continued appearance in the list of artists.
The litany of engravers advertised as employed on Raymond’s history requires a similar level of unpicking. Overall, Charles Grignion signed 67 of the plates, which more than
justified his second placing. It might, however, be assumed that the vast bulk of these
images consisted of old plates engraved after Wale, whose name was attached to 77 of
the illustrations. This was, however, not the case. Cooke had in the meantime decided to
discard his investment in the extended plates after Wale’s drawings which had illustrated
Russel’s New Authentic History, and have the original designs re-engraved by Grignion.
This effectively restored the quality and consistency of the illustrations in Raymond’s history to the same level as those in Mortimer, Mountague and Sydney.
James Heath, who was placed first in the list of engravers, only contributed two plates
towards the end of the book, but his prominence can be explained through two factors.
Firstly, he engraved two prestigious new portraits after Metz of “His Majesty King George
III” and “His Royal Highness George Prince of Wales”. Secondly, although he was only
born in April 1757, Heath had already made his name in history engraving, having executed nine plates after Stothard for John Bell’s The Poets of Great Britain (1777-1783), as
well as multiple plates for James Harrison’s The Novelist’s Magazine (1780-1788) after
Stothard and Daniel Dodd, who also contributed two plates to Raymond’s history. In common with Metz and Stothard, Heath had also already proved himself with Cooke on Kimpton’s New and Complete Universal History of the Holy Bible.
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The other engravers listed by Cooke were “Walker, Taylor, Roberts, Chesham, Feuigal,
Royce and Record”, but they did not play a significant role in this work apart from Walker,
who re-engraved 12 scenes. There were only 3 plates attributed to Taylor and none
signed by Roberts. A naval scene signed as painted by Chesham, was probably also engraved by this young artist. “Feuigal” has not been identified. There were no plates signed
by John Royce and only 2 by James Record. The purpose of this lengthy list seems to have
been to impress rather than accurately reflect the engravers involved. The mention of
Butler Clowes was more valid, since he created a new set of neoclassical frames both for
the portraits of monarchs and for the historical tableaux.
In summary, Cooke’s advertising of Raymond’s A New, Universal, and Impartial History of England may have been more exaggerated than usual, but this was not unjustified.
There was a significant increase in the quality of execution of the illustrations, particularly
compared to Russel’s History, and even some attempts to make the historical content
more credible. As noted by Simon Keynes, “Raymond expunged Alfred burning the cakes,
and Alfred dividing the loaf, from his history, as being ‘nothing more than legendary tales’”. 483 This return upmarket was also reflected in the evolution of Cooke’s subscriber
list, which typically mentioned the purchasers in order of their social status within each
letter of the alphabet. The list in Russel’s history included one “Lady Darnley” of Berkeley
Square and a smattering of esquires and reverends, but was otherwise reduced to placing
non-commissioned army officers in prominent positions. Raymond’s history, by comparison, had managed to sign up Lord George Cavendish, Lord William Gordon, Lord Rosehill,
Sir Simon Newport, Sir John Aubrey, three other Members of Parliament, and several
military officers and medical doctors, many of whom were based in the metropolis.
Cooke’s successful change in direction is explicable by reference to competition from
his former journeyman, and neighbour at 16 Paternoster Row, Alexander Hogg. 484 This
bookseller had been shadowing Cooke’s publications for some years, with volumes such
as John Hamilton Moore’s A New and Complete Collection of Voyages and Travels (1778);
Paul Wright’s The Complete British Family Bible (1781); and George Henry Millar’s The
New and Universal System of Geography (1782). All of these books also advertised Grignion as one of the artists involved, even though there was only one plate signed by him
among their copious illustrations: 485 “OTAI, his Wife and Sisters visiting CAPTN. COOK on
Board the Resolution Sloop at O-Taheitee”.
These works were followed in 1782 by Hogg’s The New, Comprehensive and Complete
History of England: from the earliest Period of authentic Information, to the Middle of the
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Year, MDCCLXXXIII, by one Edward Barnard, Esq. This tome contained the same illustrative programme which had been created by Mortimer and imitated by Cooke, and even
included the new four-portrait format used by Cooke in Raymond’s History. 486
The dates of the newspaper advertising for Hogg’s New, Comprehensive and Complete
History of England indicate that its numbers started to be published a year before Raymond’s history, 487 which means that it was Cooke who had been obliged to react, imitate,
and outdo his neighbour to stay in the market. This was no small task, given that the
wording, length, and even more shameless hyperbole of Hogg’s publicity demonstrated
that he intended to upstage Cooke’s histories in every way. He was clearly referring to
Cooke when he claimed his was a “Real New and Elegantly Superb Work”, and not “a
jumble of Plagiarisms and Piracies”. It was even Hogg who first came up with the idea to
refer to Holbein and Kneller as the sources of his illustrations, which forced Cooke to
follow him and then add Van Dyke. It was also Hogg who introduced the four-portrait
plates of kings of the Anglo-Saxon period, which Cooke then imitated.
It is tempting to see the force behind the decision not only to match, but to outclass
Hogg as that of John Cooke’s son, Charles. The younger Cooke’s name does not appear
on imprints until about 1787, but he must already have been the driving force in his father’s firm for some years. He was at least as successful as his father as a businessman,
and continued his father’s focus on illustration, but on a smaller scale, being particularly
famous for the Pocket Library which made his fortune. It was probably the younger
Cooke’s idea to return to the tried and trusted plates by Wale and Grignion, add up-todate illustrations by a new crop of artists personified by Metz, Stothard and Heath, and
then to market the publication to a higher class of subscriber. The gamble worked, as
Raymond’s New, Universal and Impartial History of England became the Cooke’s definitive national history. It was re-issued several times in the 1780s, and finally appeared
under Charles’s own imprint in around 1790.
This was Grignion’s last major involvement in large-scale national history. His activity
in this niche had started at the peak of his career with his plates for Smollett and Mortimer, and had then continued for another 20 years after he had left the centre of London
and moved to Kentish Town. His work for Mortimer and John Cooke was not his most
impressive in terms of the quality and finish of the engraving, but he could be assured
that his interpretation of key historical events, as visualised by Wale and a handful of
other artists, had fixed images of the national story in the public’s mind for generations.
The Cookes’ histories also kept Grignion’s name in the public’s eye in association with the
best of the younger cohort of history engravers until at least 1790, when his career was
still far from over.
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4.4 ILLUSTRATING THE BIBLE AND THE CHRISTIAN FAITH
Religious works were one of the most popular categories of books in the eighteenth century, and so should have been a major source of commissions for English engravers specialised in historical illustration. There were, however, systemic obstacles to the exploitation of this niche. The expiration of the Licensing of the Press Act of 1695 and the passing
of the Copyright Act in 1710 may have heralded the gradual liberalisation of the book
trade as a whole, but these events had limited impact on the Bible trade during the first
half of the century, since the King James Version of the Bible and the Book of Common
Prayer continued to be subject to privileges granted in England to Oxford and Cambridge
Universities and the King’s Printer in London. 488 In addition to this, the Hanoverian settlement in 1714 had confirmed the official protestant character of the nation, which
downplayed religious iconography, a further barrier to scriptural illustration which was
exacerbated by the proliferation of dissenting sects throughout the century. These impediments were nevertheless overridden by several factors: the relative importance of
this segment of the book trade, the general weakening of copyright from the 1750s, and
the expansion of the educated elite’s taste for fine art to a large section of society.
English Grand Tourists who visited the European Continent were dazzled by the religious painting of the Renaissance, the Counter-Reformation, and the Rococo. This led not
only to significant imports of continental art, but also increasing awareness in England of
the nation’s relative backwardness, particularly in history painting. A new generation of
English aesthetes, such as Jonathan Richardson, who published his Essay on the Theory
of Painting in 1715, lionised the great painters of the Continent while deploring the
dearth of native history painters. Richardson’s observations were underscored by those
of Hogarth’s French-Swiss friend, André Rouquet, who was based in London from 1722
to 1750. The chapter entitled “Of History Painting” in Rouquet’s book, The Present State
of the Arts in England (1755), encapsulated the situation at the beginning of Grignion’s
career: 489
“In England, religion does not avail itself of the assistance of painting to inspire devotion; their churches at the most are adorned with an altar-piece, which nobody takes
notice of; their apartments have no other ornaments than that of portraits or prints;
and the cabinets of the virtuosi contain nothing but foreign pictures, which are generally more considerable for their number than for their excellence.”
On the same page, Rouquet described Hayman as the only contemporary English artist
qualified to be a great exponent of this, the highest genre of painting.
488
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This paucity of native historical and particularly religious art had for some years been
compensated at a broader level by the importation of foreign prints. Tim Clayton has
calculated that 13,163 prints were imported yearly into England during the period 1725
and 1732, mainly from Italy (40%) and France (24%). 490 Many of these prints were of
religious themes and so could be used to extra-illustrate Bibles or prayer books. This in
turn led to native entrepreneurs creating their own sets of prints for this purpose. Clayton
gives three examples of this phenomenon from the first part of the century: 491
“In 1714 Bernard Lintott advertised a set of tiny cuts for the Book of Common Prayer
by Kirkall after Raymond La Fage, advertised by Bernard Lintott. John Sturt’s studio
became a principal point of supply for this market. In 1725 the bookseller Richard
Ware advertised 300 histories and maps of the Holy land by Sturt as ‘adapted for a
new Quarto Bible’. Stuart himself advertised a ‘new set of Bible Cuts’ in 1728.”
This was the beginning of a mainstream market for English engravers of biblical illustrations.
Although Grignion was well-qualified to perform this type of work, examples of engraved scriptural scenes are rare from the early part of his career. His ten frontispieces
after Hayman for the Reverend Thomas Newton’s editions of Paradise Lost (1749) (figure
26), Paradise Regain’d and Samson Agonistes (1751) were religious in nature, but literary
in context. Grignion’s contribution to Richard’s Dalton’s print “The Resurrection of Christ”
(1755) was a one-off, large-scale commission (figure 44). Grignion then engraved an allegorical frontispiece (figure 31) and one scriptural illustration to Luke XV.21, both after
Samuel Wale, for Edward Ryland’s The Liturgy of the Church of England (1755). These
plates were, however, isolated examples and only anticipated to a limited extent the opportunities which materialised with the vogue for richly illustrated biblical paraphrases,
scriptural commentaries and, most importantly, family Bibles which flourished from the
late 1750s. 492
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James Rivington and Doddridge’s Family Expositor
James Rivington was arguably a key protagonist in the development of illustrated religious literature, as he had been in the parallel development in illustrated history. While
he and James Fletcher were successfully promoting the weekly instalments with prints of
Smollett’s Complete History of England, the two partners began a similar exercise in the
potentially much larger market for scriptural publications. They identified as their target
a fourth and first illustrated edition in quarto of the six volumes of Dr. Philip Doddridge’s
Family Expositor: or, a Paraphrase and version of the New Testament, with notes. This
was a religious bestseller, which had been published by various booksellers over an extended period between 1739 and 1756. It was a particularly audacious choice of work to
illustrate, since Doddridge, who had died in 1751, was a leading noncomformist minister
and teacher, and retained a large following in dissenting circles.
Tessa Whitehouse’s detailed reconstruction of the negotiations between James Rivington and Doddridge’s widow, Mercy, for the copyright of Doddridge’s works provides
fascinating insights into the publisher’s modus operandi. 493 Correspondence from April
1759 shows that Mrs Doddridge’s main concern was the continued circulation of all her
husband’s works to the largest extent possible, while that of Rivington was to maximise
returns through a very considerable investment. Rivington not only agreed to pay Mercy
Doddridge £1,200 in four equal quarterly instalments for the rights to her husband’s
work, but was also prepared to invest heavily in advertising, printing and, above all, the
engraving of illustrations, as laid out in a letter to her agent dated 27 April 1759: 494
“It will cost me 600£ to engrave the sett & I am resolved upon doing it, for I am confident I can sell five times as many of the Expositor with the help of these plates as I
could do without them, for they are so elegant as to engage the admiration of persons
of the first Taste consequently they will not fail of operating successfully upon the
lower class of churchgoers.”
James Rivington was thus transparent about his ambitions for this work, and specifically
his use of illustration to help market it to the widest possible cross-section of the population.
Rivington’s Proposals for printing, published in The London Evening Post of 22 September 1759, gave further information on the extent of his ambitions. The text would
require 140 weekly instalments, which would begin on 1 November 1759 and would be
illustrated “with engravings costing over £1,000”. Copies of the proposals were printed
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in the weekly numbers of Smollett’s History, underscoring the fact that The Family Expositor was planned as a follow-up to the success of Rivington’s and Fletcher’s illustrated
histories, and that they would use the same strategy of aggressive marketing to a broadbased readership.
The leaders of the dissenting community were predictably incensed, not only by Dr.
Doddridge’s work being illustrated with luxurious engravings of French and Italian religious paintings, but also by the sight of advertisements being “pasted up on sign posts,
Town pumps, & Barbers shops”. 495 This did not, however, prevent publication, which continued without interruption after the dissolution of the partnership between Fletcher and
Rivington at the beginning of 1760. This continuity is explained by the involvement of the
third partner on this project, Henry Payne at Dryden’s head in Paternoster Row. The first
two volumes were published under the imprint of “Rivington and J. Fletcher, and H.
Payne”, while the later instalments and the other volumes were printed by assignment
from Mrs Doddridge to a group of 13 booksellers, including John Rivington and Payne.
Later editions of Doddridge’s bestseller continued to sell well into the nineteenth century,
but without these illustrations.
The final consolidated version of the illustrated edition of The Family Expositor, as
published in 6 volumes in 1761-1762, contained 87 maps and other plates, although it
would have contained more if Rivington and Fletcher had been able to complete the project as originally planned. The main engraver and the probable artistic director of the
publication was Anthony Walker, who designed the frontispiece and executed most of
the plates. The remaining illustrations were almost all engraved by Benoist, Grignion, 496
Ravenet and Sherlock, who also worked on Smollett’s History.
The plates in The Family Expositor were much more ambitious than those in Smollett’s
work. They were more finely engraved and ornamented, including varied rococo frames
which were integral to the illustrations. The models were sourced from prints of paintings
by dozens of French, Italian and Flemish masters of the 16th to early 18th century. Rivington’s vision of not only historical, but also religious texts issued in numbers with fine
plates thus inspired several important milestones in the evolution of book illustration,
which were of particular benefit to a generation of small-scale history engravers.
Other publishers quickly recognised the potential value of Rivington’s strategy and
Grignion was inundated with similar commissions, albeit of varying quality, in the first
years of the 1760s. Issue IV of the sound-alike The Family Testament; or, Sacred Expositor
was published in folio by A. & C. Corbett from 30 April 1761 “with a beautiful Representation of the Birth of our Saviour Jesus Christ, engraved by Grignion". 497 It was also in
1761 that The Complete Family Bible attributed to the Reverend Francis Fawkes, Vicar of
Orpington, began to appear in 60 weekly instalments in quarto. Grignion signed its title
page vignette after a drawing by Samuel Wale of Adam being tempted by Eve, a nativity
495
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scene after Houbraken for the beginning of the New Testament, and “Christ healing the
Blind” after Hayman. There were a few other higher quality plates, such as a set of Raphael cartoons from Hampton Court engraved by James Basire, Peter Spendelowe Lamborn
and Anthony Walker, but the plates in this family Bible were otherwise mostly anonymous
and relatively poorly executed. This work was widely distributed by a group of booksellers
led by John Coote in Paternoster Row and James Fletcher in St. Paul’s Churchyard and
Oxford. The author, who was better known as a minor poet, was said to have “sold his
name for money”. 498
In April 1762, the Cambridge University Bible printed by Baskervillle’s predecessor,
Joseph Bentham, was advertised for sale in a quarto version specifically “for the Use of
FAMILIES”, “with a Frontispiece designed by Mr. Hayman, and engraved by Mr. Grignion”. 499 A month later, Mrs. Williams, a bookseller on Ludgate Hill, announced A Complete History of the Holy Bible, by a certain Rev. William Williams, which was to be “embellished with One Hundred and Twenty Copper-Plates, engraved by Grignion, Aveline,
and other the most masterly Hands, from new Designs made on purpose for this Work
by Mr. Vale [sic], and other Gentlemen of the Society of Artists in London”. No trace of
this work has been found. 500
Later still in 1762, Grignion’s name was used in the advertising and the title page of
another para-scriptural work, Meditations and Contemplations on the Sufferings of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, after the German divine, Johann Jakob Rambach, “Illustrated with a Set of Copper-plates, engraved by Mr. Grignion, and other eminent Hands
from the designs of the celebrated Rubens, Vanlo, Rubens, Vandyke, &c.” 501 In this case,
there were only six plates, but of a high quality, in keeping with the status of the publisher,
Grignion’s friend, Joseph Johnson. This was followed on 1 January 1763 by the first of 192
instalments of the Reverend William Rider Christian’s Family Bible, the first of four highquality illustrated family Bibles which were published over a period of 10 years and were
among the highlights of Grignion’s career.

Rider’s Christian’s Family Bible
William Rider was, on the face of it, an unlikely publishing entrepreneur. He described
himself in the advertising for his Family Bible as “one of the Masters of St. Paul’s School,
and Chaplain to the Worshipful Company of Mercers”, but must have spent most of his
time writing. His recent works had included: A New Universal Dictionary, or, A Compleat
Treasure of the English Language (1759), which amounted to 720 pages in folio; and A
New History of England (1761-1764), which totalled 50 volumes in duodecimo. Neither
of these publications was well-received, but this did not prevent Rider from issuing 4
498
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pages of proposals for a new family Bible on 30 November 1762, which he followed up
with a blitz of advertising in newspapers and literary magazines, often on the same page
as the more modest promotion of Fawkes’s rival offering.
The following extract from his earliest publicity reveals the importance of the physical
aspects of Rider’s Family Bible, its illustrations and, above all, the input of Charles Grignion: 502
“CONDITIONS….
2. The Copper-plates are all engraved by Grignion; it would therefore be superfluous
to say that they will be finely executed”.
3. The Text is printed on a beautiful new Type, equal, if not superior to that of Baskerville, cast on purpose for this Work, by Mr. Wilson, Professor of Astronomy in the
University of Glasgow….
* Having engaged Mr. Grignion, by Articles, to execute all the copper-plates for this work; I
hereby assure the Publick no other Artist has the least Concern in the Engravings; being determined that the Plates shall be equal in Elegance to the Paper and Print….”

This advertising was extended to four-page inserts in literary magazines, as well as other
puffs, such as the following letter published two days after the issue of the first instalment: 503
“To the EDITOR of LLOYD’s EVENING POST.
Sir,
Some of your readers in the country seeing in your Paper, and others, frequent advertisements of an elegant Family Bible, now publishing by Mr. Rider, with great encomiums on the types and engravings; the one by Wilson, said to be equal to that of
Baskerville, and the other by Grignion, are desirous also of knowing by whom the
plates are designed, as a good design and a good engraving are by no means synonymous; and therefore we hope that the Designer is equal to the Engraver. Should that
be the case we should be induced to become purchasers, and therefore wish for an
answer.
I am Sir, your’s, &c. RUSTICUS.
P.S. The reason for this enquiry is owing to the miserable manner in which the plates
of some other Family Bibles are designed.”
This letter did not expect a reply, but the answer would have been that Grignion re-drew
all the plates from prints of old and new master paintings, except for the second frontispiece, “The first Translation of the Bible, presented to Henry VIII”, which had been designed by Wale, and subsequently reappeared in Thomas Mortimer’s New History of England. 504
502
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504
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The firm of Wilson & Fell of Paternoster Row, which is exclusively mentioned as the
seller of Rider’s Family Bible in London, was also the publisher of Mortimer’s work. This
partnership must therefore have advised both authors on their illustrations. Wilson and
Fell also seem to have helped coordinating the advertising of the two works. For example,
the four-page advertisement for Rider’s Family Bible in the September issue of the
Monthly Review, vol. XXIX (1763), was followed in October by an identically formatted
four-page advertisement for Mortimer’s New History.
It is noteworthy that Rider publicly announced that he had “engaged Mr. Grignion, by
Articles”, as this is the only concrete evidence for this engraver being contractually engaged to produce the illustrations for a whole book. This implies that Grignion would not
only have engraved the plates, but also sourced the models, and then redrawn them to
fit the folio format of the letterpress pages. The only obvious exception to this was the
second frontispiece which was signed by Wale. The first frontispiece, a religious allegory
forming a dedication to King George III was signed by Grignion as engraver, but the design
was, unusually, not attributed to another artist. Grignion may therefore also have been
responsible for its creation.
The illustrations in the final bound version of the 3 volumes of The Christian’s Family
Bible consisted of 109 plates, including the 2 frontispieces, 9 maps, the first 5 of which
were signed by George Rollos, and 98 scenes from the Bible. Almost all the scriptural
scenes were adorned with assorted floriated rococo borders, as well as elaborate dedications to the leading churchmen in the country, including their coats of arms. Permission
must have been sought for these dedications but, as with those in Mortimer’s New History, it is highly unlikely that any of these individuals contributed financially to the plates.
Some of the scriptural scenes were not signed, but these can be assumed also to have
been drawn and engraved by Grignion based on Rider’s advertising. A re-engraved version of one such unsigned plate, “Samson's Birth foretold” (Judges: XIII), was later attributed to Wale in The Complete British Family Bible by Paul Wright, published by Alexander Hogg in 1781. If this attribution was correct, it may be that Wale helped Grignion
with the redrawing of some of the other plates, and perhaps even with the design of the
initial allegorical frontispiece.
Deriving the models for the 98 action scenes must have been a significant task, given
that almost 40 artists were named as sources in the signature blocks of the plates, and
others can be identified from the images themselves. Except for a drawing by Houbraken,
almost all the models mentioned were ostensibly paintings. These included many of the
same Italian and French baroque and rococo artists whose work was engraved for Rivington’s edition of Doddridge’s Family Expositor. Very few of these paintings were in England. They were instead scattered throughout the Continent, so Grignion could not possibly have seen anything but a small fraction. Exceptions which he could have drawn in
person included Eustache Le Sueur’s “The Exposition of Moses” and Nicolas Poussin’s
“Moses striking the Rock”, both of which were part of Sir Robert’s Walpole’s estate at
Houghton Hall in Norfolk until they were sold in 1779. Of the few plates where no painters
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were mentioned and no source paintings can be identified, it is possible that Grignion
created the design, based on generic scenes, or that he asked Wale to provide this service
by private arrangement.
Since Grignion was largely dependent on prints of original paintings, he must have
procured these either from private collections or from the printsellers. An analysis of the
prints which could have been used shows that most of them were individual items imported from Italy or France. He seems, however, to have facilitated his task by using some
sets. It is probable for instance, that he used a set of prints after four oval pendentives in
the Bandini Chapel in the church of San Silvestro al Quirinale in Rome which had been
painted by the Italian baroque artist, Domenichino (1581-1641). One such set was advertised as follows in John Bowles’s 1753 print catalogue: 505
“10. Four Scripture Histories, neatly engraved in ovals, after the paintings of
Dominiquam [sic] viz. 1. David bringing the ark from the house of Obed-Edom. 2. Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, 3. King Ahasuerus and Queen Esther. 4. Judith and
Holofernes's head.”
These descriptions correspond closely to the following four plates in Rider’s Family Bible:
Domenichino pinx.
Domenichino pinx.
[Domenichino]
Domenichino pinx.

2 Samuel: 6.14
1 Kings: 10
Esther: 17.7
Judith: 15.15

David dancing before the Ark
Solomon and Sheba
Esther and Ahasuerus
Judith & Holofernes

Unfortunately, the engravers are rarely mentioned in Bowles’s or his competitors’ print
catalogues, so it is not sure whether the intermediary prints used here by Grignion were
those by Gérard Audran (1640-1703), Robert van Audenaerde (1663-1743), or Johann
Jakob Frey (1681-1752). The related prints by all three of these engravers were imported
from Italy to London and can still be found in British collections.
Grignion’s “David dancing before the Ark” is illustrated as figure 84, followed by Frey’s
print as figure 85 for comparison purposes. It is evident from this that Grignion adapted
the oval composition, which was common to all the possible source prints, to the standard shape, size, and style of the other plates in Rider’s Family Bible.

505

Bowles, A Catalogue of Maps, Prints, Copy-Books, &c., p. 58, “Royal Sheets”
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Figure 84 “David dancing before the Ark”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Domenico Zampieri, known as
Domenichino, for the Reverend William Rider’s The Christian’s Family Bible, vol. I (1763) folio, illustrating 2
Samuel: 6.14 (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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Figure 85 “Vilior fiam plus quam factus sum, et humilis ero inocculis meis 2 Regum Cap. 6.”, engraved by
Johann Jakob Frey after Domenichino, actual size 382 x 307 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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Grignion used a second set of prints to illustrate the Acts of the Apostles, where the
direct provenance is more obvious. The original painting for each plate was attributed in
Rider’s Family Bible to Hogarth’s father-in-law, Sir James Thornhill, as listed below:
Thornhill pinx.
T. Thornhill Eques pinx.t
E. Thornhill pinx.
T. Thornhill pinx.
T. Thornhill pinx.
Thornhill pinx.t
Thornhill pinx.

Acts: 9.4
Acts: 5.11
Acts: 14.13
Acts: 17.22
Acts: 28.5
Act: 19.19
Acts: 26

Saul Saul why Persecutest thou me
Elymas, the Sorcerer
Paul & Barnabus reputed as Gods
Paul preaching at Athens
The Viper on Paul's hand
The Burning of the Conjuring Books
Paul before Agrippa

These paintings corresponded to Thornhill’s winning designs for the decoration of the
inside of the inner dome of St. Paul’s Cathedral, which were published in the form of
prints in May 1720, one week after being presented to King George I. 506 They were subsequently described in the catalogue of the King’s collection as: 507
“Eight Paintings by Sir James Thornhill in the Cupola of St. Paul's Cathedral, engraved
by Du Bosc, Beauvais, Baron, Vander Gucht, and Simmoneau.”
A comparison of Grignion’s engraving of “Paul & Barnabus reputed as Gods” in figure 86
with Bernard Baron’s original print in figure 87 demonstrates that the original has been
reduced in size, reversed, and architectural detail and sky added to fit the rectangular
shape of the plates in Rider’s Bible.
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Richard Johns, ‘"An Air of Grandeur & Modesty": James Thornhill's Painting in the Dome of St. Paul's
Cathedral’, Eighteenth-Century Studies, vol. 42, no. 4 (summer, 2009), pp. 501-527 (p. 503)
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Catalogue of Maps, Prints, Drawings, etc., vol. I, p. 675
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Figure 86 “Paul & Barnabus reputed as Gods”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Sir James Thornhill for the
Reverend William Rider’s The Christian’s Family Bible, vol. III (1767) folio, illustrating Acts of the Apostles:
14.13 (private collection)
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Figure 87 "Viri cur ista facitis? Act: Ap: Cap. 14. v. 13”, engraved by Bernard Baron after Sir James Thornhill,
actual size 420 x 264 (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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The programme of illustration developed by Grignion for Rider was followed in several
respects by succeeding products involving the same engraver, but with one important
change. Grignion’s obvious re-deployment of well-known sets of prints, especially after
an English painter, was not imitated in future publications. This was probably because
authors and publishers wished to maintain the illusion that the plates were directly engraved after original paintings by foreign masters. This would have required a certain suspension of belief on the part of more cultivated subscribers, but would not have been
obvious to most purchasers and users of family Bibles, who would have enjoyed the prestige bestowed by the names of the artists on what must have been a prized possession.

Boden’s Illustrated Bible
Grignion continued to engrave frontispieces and occasional other plates, sometimes after
Wale, for further religious works while working on Rider’s Family Bible, such as the Rev.
Richard Pearsall’s Reliquiæ sacræ: or, Meditations on select Passages of Scripture (1765),
and Edward Ryland’s An Abridgement of Scripture History: designed for the Amusement
and Improvement of Children (London 1765-1766). Then, in 1769, he was given the opportunity to take a leading role on the production of another illustrated family Bible, aptly
named An illustration of the Holy Bible, which was published by Nicholas Boden in Birmingham with a series of different partners.
Boden’s Illustrated Bible was heavily influenced by Rider’s work. It used the same font
and page layout, was printed in a slightly larger folio size, but had many fewer notes.
There were also fewer illustrations, but they were similar in style to those in Rider. In fact,
half of them were nearly identical. The final bound work had a frontispiece and twenty
biblical scenes: ten of which were signed by Grignion, one by a local Birmingham artist,
John Westwood, 508 and one by an engraver signing as “W. Smith” who cannot be certainly
identified. The other plates were unattributed either to a painter, designer, or engraver.
The engravings by Grignion are of a much higher quality than the others.
The limited number, mixed authorship and variable quality of Boden’s plates can
probably be explained by the circumstances of the Bible’s financing and production. The
Old Testament and Apocrypha were published under the imprint of Nicholas Boden and
Orion Adams in 1769 and 1770. The New Testament was then issued by Boden with T.
Appleby in 1770, and the whole Bible was published and re-published under Boden’s sole
name in 1770 and 1771.
Boden’s partnership with Adams was short-lived according to John Nichols, who referred to the latter’s “instability and eccentricities”, and memorably described his life as
“a lamentable scene of chequered events”. 509 It seems therefore that Boden was forced
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to economise on the illustrations by reducing their number and switching half-way
through the project from an expensive London engraver to less pricey local talent.
Of the ten plates in Boden’s Bible which were signed by Grignion, seven are very similar to Rider’s illustrations, as can be seen in figure 88, “And David danced before the Lord
with all his might”, is compared to figure 84. Grignion must have taken his plate for Rider,
re-drawn it to be consistent with the larger size of Boden’s plates, and then excised some
detail from the top and bottom to fit their squarer shape. There were no longer dedications to leading churchmen, but the foliate borders were more ornate, mingling rococo
and neoclassical elements.
Four of Boden’s plates which were not signed by Grignion, were also taken from Rider:
“And they cut a branch with one cluster of grapes” (Numbers: 13.23), which is after a
painting by Poussin, but was left unsigned; Susanna and the Elders, which was after a
painting by Maratti, but was only signed by Westwood; an unsigned, generic depiction of
the Ascension; and the scene of the burning of the books in Acts: 19.19, which was also
unsigned, but was copied from Grignion’s plate for Rider after Thornhill. These plates
were presumably engraved according to the original plan, but not in the end by Grignion.
While Boden’s Bible appears to have been conceived as a competitor product to
Rider’s metropolitan work, it also stimulated a local rival in Birmingham. John Baskerville
had reputedly withdrawn from printing because of the failure of his Cambridge Bible in
1763, but was apparently so incensed by a dispute with Orion Adams, which was followed
by “a malicious argument…in the press with Adam’s partner Nicholas Boden”, that he
returned to the business. 510 He consequently published his own first illustrated Bible in
143 parts from 1769 to 1771. As with Boden’s Bible, the number of illustrations was relatively limited, with 9 biblical scenes after French artists, and a frontispiece to the first
edition adapted by Westwood from Ravenet’s engraving of Hayman’s “Adam and Eve
driven out of Paradise”, originally published in Newton’s Paradise Lost (1749). It is possible that Westwood switched to Boden’s project after the departure of Grignion, who was
unsurprisingly not simultaneously involved in illustrating both Bibles, despite having
worked for Baskerville on some previous projects. Baskerville’s illustrated Bible was at
least a commercial success, although it “is widely considered to be inferior to his 1763
Cambridge Bible”. 511
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Figure 88 “And David danced before the Lord with all his might”, 2 Samuel 6.14, engraved by Charles Grignion
after Domenichino, An Illustration of the Holy Bible large. Printed for Boden and Adams (1769) large folio
(private collection)
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Willoughby’s Practical Family Bible
Grignion’s active participation in the illustrated Bible market continued in 1772 with another publication in folio, this time by John Wilkie of St. Paul’s Churchyard: A Practical
Family Bible; on a Plan entirely new by “the Honourable and Reverend Francis
Willoughby”. Wilkie, who described himself on his trade card as “bookseller and publisher. At the Bible”, 512 was particularly specialised in publishing children’s and religious
works. By 1772, he had already issued at least two small-scale Bibles, a tiny, illustrated
children’s Bible in sextodecimo in 1759, and The Holy Bible; Adapted to the use of Schools
and Private Families in octavo in 1771.
A Practical Family Bible represented Wilkie’s attempt to compete directly with Rider’s
Christian Family Bible and its successors, but at a lower cost. His advertising described his
product as the “cheapest, most elegant and useful Family Bible ever yet printed”. 513 It
was, however, only cheaper in the sense that there were 80 weekly issues at 6d, compared to 192 parts at 6d for Rider’s work. The savings in terms of the reduction in numbers were achieved by providing significantly fewer textual notes and the fact that there
were only 40 plates, plus 2 maps and the frontispiece, compared to the 109 illustrations
in Rider’s Family Bible.
The plates for Willoughby’s Practical Family Bible were nevertheless an important aspect of Wilkie’s sales pitch, as demonstrated by both the advertising and the title page,
which declared that it was:
“Embellished with a Set of beautiful Engravings of the most interesting historical Passages in the Sacred Scriptures, engraved from original Drawings, and the best Copies
of capital Paintings, by Messrs. Hall, Grignion, Fuseli, &c. &c.”
This list of artists here is curious for a few reasons. Grignion is given equal billing not only
with another engraver, John Hall (1739-1797), but also with the painter, draughtsman,
etcher and polymath, Henry Fuseli (1741-1825). Hall was mentioned first, even though
he only signed 2 plates, compared to 15 attributed to Grignion, while Fuseli was mentioned last, although he was the original designer of up to 11 plates, at least 3 of which
he etched himself. Samuel Wale was not named, although he designed the allegorical
frontispiece and another original plate. The prominence of Hall’s name can be explained
by the fact that he had already achieved fame at a young age, and was one of the four
engravers elected to be a director of the Society of Artists between 1768 and 1771. The
omission of Wale’s name and the addition of Fuseli’s resulted from the circumstances of
the Bible’s publication.

512
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Wilkie’s original plan for the illustration of Willoughby’s Bible seems to have been to
play safe with known artists such as Grignion and Wale, and to copy Rider’s model as
closely as possible. Most of the plates had similar rococo framing, although this must by
then have become embarrassingly outmoded in fashionable circles. These same plates
also included elaborate engraved dedications, some of which were to high churchmen,
as in Rider, but were mostly vaguely addressed to the clergy of different counties.
At least five of the earlier plates illustrating the Old Testament were directly adapted
by Grignion from his engravings for Rider:
C. Maratti pinx.
Le Moyne pinx.t
Le Brun pinx.
Domenichino pinx.
Le Brun pinx.t

Genesis: 21.17
Genesis: 19
1 Kings: 18.38
Judith: 13.15
Acts: 7

Hagar & Ishmael
Jacob and Rachel
The Burnt Sacrifice
Judith with the Head of Holofernes
The Stoning of Stephen

Unsurprisingly, this unimaginative approach attained limited traction in the market, and
Wilkie’s principal interest in the publication was bought out before completion by John
Payne. The new publisher extended the work from 80 to 90 numbers, advertised them as
annotated with “several thousand notes”, and added further illustrations. The New Testament was then issued in consolidated form in 1773 and the second edition was published in 1774 as “printed for J. Payne and sold by J. Wilkie”.
As a result of this change in the ownership and management of the project, the final
programme of illustration in the bound versions of Willoughby’s Bible was inconsistent
and, in some ways, bizarre. By the end, there were nine engravers involved, mainly of a
high status, including Joseph Collyer, who was named as the fourth artist in later newspaper advertisements, but only signed one plate. Most of the prints were of a standard
size and shape, and were encased in foliate frames à la Rider, including the first two plates
designed by Fuseli. 514 The Swiss artist’s other illustrations were, however, in completely
different sizes and shapes, and in landscape as well as portrait orientation. Figure 89,
entitled “John Baptist Head brought in on a Charter”, is a typical example. It demonstrates
what Kenneth Clark called Fuseli’s “sense of visual drama which is not trivially descriptive”, 515 and contrasted markedly with the tame, derivative plates elsewhere in this and
most of the other illustrated family Bibles of the period.
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Figure 89 “John Baptist Head brought in on a Charger”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Henry Fuseli for
the Honourable and Reverend Francis Willoughby’s A Practical Family Bible (1767), illustrating Matthew:
14.10-11, proof before letters, actual size 269 x 203 mm (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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It is a mystery how Fuseli came to be involved in this project, but there are several
possible clues. Following the artist’s arrival in London in 1765, Grignion was the first engraver to interpret his work in the title-page vignette and a headpiece to his translation
of Johann Joachim Winckelmann’s Reflections on the Painting and Sculpture of the Greeks
(1765), and the two artists proceeded to collaborate on numerous projects for almost
another 30 years. Their next works together included other books which also involved
John Payne, such as the frontispiece to Fuseli’s Remarks on the Writings and Conduct of
J.J. Rousseau (1767), as well as the title-page vignette to Giacinto Dragonetti’s Treatise
on Virtues and Rewards (1769). Payne could well have considered that Fuseli, as an ordained Zwinglian minister, was a more suitable source of biblical scenes than French and
Italian catholic artists. This experimental introduction of early romantic historical design
and engraving into family Bibles was not repeated in the immediate future.

John and Charles Cooke and Southwell’s Universal Family Bible
John Cooke finally weighed into the illustrated, folio-size family Bible market in 1774, with
The Universal Family Bible: or, Christian's Divine Library, attributed to the Reverend Henry
Southwell LL.D. Cooke had already published two illustrated scriptural works in the previous decade, both in quarto and both by the Reverend John Fleetwood D.D.: A new and
complete history of the Holy Bible (1766), and The life of Our Blessed Lord and Saviour,
Jesus Christ (1767). This was, however, his first Bible per se, and he gave it the full Cooke
treatment in terms of exaggerated claims of theological authority in the lengthy advertising and the title page, which ended on a more prosaic note, asserting that it was “adapted
to the meanest capacities, and calculated to promote the happiness of Christian families”.
Unlike the authors of other Cooke Paternoster numbers, the Reverend Dr. Southwell
was not fictitious, as had been assumed by a correspondent of The Gentleman’s Magazine reacting to a review of Cooke’s The Modern British Traveller (1779). 516 He was, nevertheless, not the author of this Bible as claimed. In fact, “no one that knew him ever
suspected him of writing a book”. 517 The actual author was “Robert Saunders (a self-created LL.D)”, who was also the author of The Modern British Traveller and its previous
incarnation, Cooke’s The Complete English Traveller (1771).
Saunders is best described in the words of John Nichols, quoting a text of 1783 by
Henry Lemoine: 518
“…after serving an apprenticeship to a comb-maker, he followed the profession of
hackney writer….

516
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He executed several other works of less importance for the Booksellers, as ‘Letterwriters’, ‘Histories of England’, in folio and quarto, under various names; but his principal work was the notes he wrote for the Bible, which was published, 1773, under
the name of Dr. Henry Southwell. This was no fictitious name, but the real name of a
Clergyman, who received a considerable gratuity (I believe a hundred guineas) for the
liberty of using it, while the writer of the notes was paid the poor pittance of twentyfive or twenty-six shillings a sheet. Such was the difference between the real and the
reputed author.”
Southwell’s name represented a considerable investment by Cooke, and thus a statement
of intent in relation to the relative quality of this publication.
The importance attached by Cooke to Southwell’s Bible was emphasised by its position in first place out of 52 items in the publisher’s Catalogue of useful and entertaining
Books (1777), where it was described as:
“Elegantly printed on an excellent large and new Letter, and on super fine Paper; and
enriched with upwards of One Hundred large beautiful Copper-plates, executed in the
most masterly Manner from the original Drawings of the ingenious Mr. Wale; and the
Paintings of the most capital foreign Masters, by Messrs. Grignion, Walker, Taylor,
Rennoldson, and other Artists, whose Works have done Honour to these Kingdoms;
curiously ornamented with fansied Borders by Mr. Clowes, and the Writing engraved
by Mr. Gray.”
The mentioning of the creator of the frames to the plates and the name of the letter
engraver was extremely unusual, although the list of artists was otherwise identical to
that in Temple Sydney’s A New and Complete History of England, which was also published in 1773. Southwell’s Bible was immediately followed in the Catalogue by the successor history to Sydney, Russel’s A New and Authentic History of England, which came
out in the same year as the Catalogue. This is evidence that Cooke considered the Bible
and his histories as being his most important publications.
As in his histories, Cooke played safe both with his selection of artists and with the
choice of illustration. He used the same approach pioneered in Rivington’s edition to
Doddridge’s Family Expositor and perfected in Rider’s Family Bible, whereby the majority
of the 100 plates (not including the 3 maps) directly or indirectly derived from prints of
Italian, French and other continental masters. The main exception to this approach was
the employment of Samuel Wale to compose 26 original designs, including the frontispiece engraved by Grignion, a strategy which he had followed in his histories and helped
him to justify his assertion that the drawings were original.
An analysis of the plates in Southwell’s Bible shows that Cooke did permit his illustrators to take at least two short-cuts to meet his typically aggressive time to market. Seventeen of the illustrations were adapted from plates in Rider’s Family Bible, some of
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which had been already reused in Boden’s and Willoughby’s Bibles, and fourteen images
were taken from the 1728 Dutch publication, Scenes of the principal Events in the Old and
New Testament, which had been illustrated with 212 multilingual plates designed by Bernard Picart, Gérard Hoet and Jacob Houbraken. 519
In the advertising for the 1775 re-issue of Southwell’s Bible, Cooke supplemented his
list of artists by adding Joseph Collyer as an engraver, and attributed the underlying images with varying justification to “the most esteemed foreign Masters, such as Rubens,
Picart, Raphael, Lairesse, Bourdon, Hoet, &c.” 520 A reality check indicates that 12 plates
can be traced to originals by Picart, 5 to the French baroque painter and engraver, Sébastien Bourdon (1616-1671), 3 to Rubens, 2 to Hoet, and 2 to the Dutch Golden Age painter,
Gérard (de) Lairesse (1641-1711). There were no plates after Raphael, but his name was
always useful for sales purposes.
Cooke’s list of engravers was justifiable based on their actual input: Grignion (6
plates), Walker (16), Taylor (9), Rennoldson (16), and later Collyer (5). There were, however, another 10 engravers used, many of them at the beginning of their careers: John
Royce (14), James Roberts (6), Charles White (6), T. Smith (4), Francis Chesham (3), Ignace
Fougeron (3), Page (2), Thomas Ryder (1) and William Sharp (1). Such a list of engravers
was a sure sign that a publisher was in a hurry to get to market. Of Grignion’s 6 signed
plates, 4 were after new designs by Wale. The plates which he had originally executed for
Rider were all re-engravedby other engravers.
Over the next decade, John Cooke continued to publish other religious works illustrated with scriptural scenes, all of which headlined Grignion’s name, although the engraver’s input was relatively minor:
1775: The Christian's Dictionary... By the Reverend John Fleetwood, D. D…. Illustrated and
adorned with Thirty curious and emblematical Engravings, executed, from the Original
Drawings of the celebrated Wale, by the most eminent English Artists, particularly Grignion, Walker, Taylor, and Rennoldson, 4o
1781-1782: A New and Complete Universal History of the Holy Bible…. From Original
Drawings of the ingenious Messrs. Metz, Stothard and Saunders, Members of the Royal
Academy; and other eminent Arists. The Whole engraved by the most Capital Performers,
particularly Grignion, Collier, Heath, Cook, Blake, White, Taylor, &c. By the Reverend Edward Kimpton, folio
[1782-1783] The new Book of Martyrs: or, complete Christian Martyrology…. By the Reverend Henry Southwell, LL.D., folio
519

Taferelen der voornaamste geschiedenissen van het Oude en Nieuwe Testament, en andere boeken, bij de
heilige schrift gevoegt, door de vermaarde kunstenaars Hoet, Houbraken, en Picart getekent (Pieter de Hondt,
The Hague, 1728)
520
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"The Whole engraved by…White, Roberts, Taylor, Grignion, Morris, Scott, Pollard, Dodge,
Carcy, Smith, &c. and curiously decorated with emblematical Ornaments, by that great
Artist, Mr. Clowes, whose Abilities in that Line stand unrivalled.” 521
[1785] Flavius Josephus…. By Edward Kimpton... Embellished With a Great Number of
Beautiful Copper Plates... From Original Drawings of the Ingenious Messrs. Metz, Stothard, and Corbould, Members of the Royal Academy, and other Eminent Artists. The
Whole Engraved by the Most Capital Performers, Particularly Grignion, Collier, Heath,
Tookey, Taylor, &c. folio
Notwithstanding these publications, Southwell’s Bible remained John Cooke’s only illustrated family Bible during the whole of this period, and was even re-issued as if new in
weekly numbers until the late 1780s. 522
By that time, John Cooke’s son, Charles, had published his own parallel work, The
Christian's New and Compleat Family Bible [1785-1788], by the Reverend Thomas Bankes.
This outdid even his father by being “embellished and enriched with upwards of Three
Hundred and Fifty Engravings”. It too included several plates signed by Grignion, but
these were mostly adapted from earlier works including four plates illustrating Genesis
after Hayman’s plates to Newton’s Paradise Lost (1749).
By the 1780s, the Cookes were predictably also competing in this segment with Alexander Hogg, whose title pages were more than reminiscent of his rival’s:
1781: The complete British family Bible: being a new universal exposition and commentary
on the Holy Scriptures…. By Paul Wright, D.D. F.S.A. Vicar of Oakley, and Rector of Shoreham, in Essex, and late of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge. Embellished with the most elegant
set of copper-plates...from the original drawings of Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Dodd, Samuel Wale,
Esq. and others, by those ingenious artists, Messrs. Pollard, Grignion, Heath, Walker, Taylor &c. folio
Despite Hogg’s claim, none of the plates in this Bible was signed by Grignion, but some of
them were re-engraved by other engravers from his illustrations for Rider’s Family Bible,
which seems to have been justification enough for Hogg to mention Grignion’s name.
Although he was not hired by Hogg, Charles Grignion was certainly among the winners
in the battle for subscriptions to illustrated family Bibles, since they provided work
throughout the latter part of his career. The Reverend William Rider can also be counted
a winner in that the illustrations he commissioned from Grignion were not only imitated
in competing works for a generation after their publication, but they were even re-issued
521
522

The Bristol Journal, 23 February 1782 etc.
The Bristol Journal, 24 May 1788 etc.
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almost in toto, including with headings, in the Reverend Mr. Ostervald’s The Holy Bible,
published by the Honourable Society for Propagating Christian Knowledge in 1770.
It seems, however, that it was John Cooke who, as usual, won the financial laurels: 523
“Hogg made money, but Cooke (whose journeyman he had been) exceeded him. He
is said, by one work alone, Southwell’s Notes and illustrations on the Bible, to have
cleared several thousand pounds, and he had many similar publications.”
In a poignant sign of where the power lay in the relationship between artists and publishers, “Mr. Cooke retired to the country, with a handsome fortune, and died, in 1810”, 524
the same year in which Charles Grignion died in abject poverty in Kentish Town.

4.5 THEATRICAL AND OTHER LITERARY ILLUSTRATION: JOHN BELL (1745-1831)
Literary engraving, including illustrations of theatre, novels, and poetry, can be considered the third main category of history engraving after historical and biblical engraving.
As described in chapter 2, literary subjects were the main source of work for Grignion in
the first half of his career, and he must already have been a significant contributor to
three tours de force of rococo literary illustration while he was still employed by Gravelot:
Lewis Theobald’s Works of Shakespeare (1740), the sixth and first illustrated edition of
Samuel Richardson’s Pamela (1742), and Thomas Hanmer’s Works of Shakespear (17431744). From 1744, when he began to sign plates with his own name, Grignion continued
as the or a principal engraver on further major literary works illustrated by Francis Hayman, for example: Edward Moore’s Fables for the Female Sex (1744), Smollett’s The Adventures of Roderick Random (1748), Newton’s editions of Milton’s complete works (1749
and 1751), Warburton’s Works of Alexander Pope (1751), Tonson’s illustrated edition of
the works of Congreve (1753), and Smollett’s translation of Don Quixote (1755).
By the late 1750s when Hayman withdrew from book illustration and Grignion started
regularly partnering with Samuel Wale, the nature of his output changed. Wale and Grignion continued to create multiple allegorical frontispieces and title-page vignettes for
plays and slim volumes of poetry, but commissions for more richly illustrated literary
works became relatively rare. Robert and then James Dodsley continued to provide a few
exceptional opportunities, such as the vignettes and tiny roundels in Select Fables of Esop
(1761), the head- and tailpieces for Thomas Percy’s Reliques of Ancient English Poetry
(1765), and the headpieces to Richard Iago’s Edge-hill (1767). The contemporary fashion
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for engraved head- and tailpieces also provided work on volumes of fables for other publishers, such as Hawkesworth’s translation of Fénelon’s The Adventures of Telemachus
(1767) and the appendix to Bellamy’s Ethic Amusements (1770). Grignion’s commissions
for multiple full-page literary illustration during this period were, however, restricted to
the small, duodecimo plates to the sixth edition of Richardson’s Clarissa (1768), printed
for a consortium led by John Rivington, and the fourth duodecimo edition of Smollett’s
Peregrine Pickle (1769), this time with plates after Fuseli.
Grignion’s production, with or without Wale, became much more varied from the late
1760s, and included illustrations for magazines and, increasingly, routine illustrations to
folio-size “useful” or “instructional” books, such as encyclopaedias, histories, compendia
of voyages, topography and geography, and the Bible. The two major exceptions to this
rule comprised small-scale, but high-calibre literary engravings after designs by a new
generation of artists and most particularly for the publishers John Bell and James Harrison, who supplied multiple commissions to Grignion from 1773 to 1792 and from 1780
to 1787 respectively. This type of illustration will be the subject of the remainder of this
chapter.

Bell’s Acting Shakespeare
John Bell was already selling books from his address in the Strand at the age of 23, 525 and
he was still in his 20s when he published his landmark illustrated “acting Shakespeare” in
1773. Despite his young age, Bell not only had a clear and sustained strategy, but also the
courage to pitch his new type of publication directly to the public in defiance of the established book trade. His volumes would be handy in size at 12mo, cheap, widely available in weekly numbers and through his circulating libraries; they would be available
printed to a standard specification, or on a higher quality paper of a slightly larger size;
the larger sets could be bought in a boxed set for libraries and travellers; and there was
a particular emphasis on the extent, originality and quality of the illustrations, which
could also be purchased separately in any combination.
The general background to Bell’s reprints of classic English literature consisted of the
continued weakening of the concept of the actual and then “moral” perpetual copyright
espoused by incumbent London booksellers, which was dealt conclusive blows by successive decisions of the Scottish Court of Session in July 1773 and of the House of Lords in
February 1774. The immediate background to the commissioning of the plates for the
Acting Shakespeare, however, consisted of a King’s Bench ruling against Alexander Donaldson’s cheap Edinburgh edition of Thomson’s The Seasons, followed by a restraining
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injunction by the High Court in November 1772 which gave some temporary respite to
copyholders. 526
Bell must have believed that he had relatively little to lose and much to gain by challenging the status quo at this time of legal uncertainty. Other Shakespeare editions were
simultaneously in the pipeline, including George Steevens’s scholarly edition, published
in October 1773, and Charles Jennens’s doomed edition of five plays with out-of-date
plates by Grignion and Ravenet after Hayman which would come out in 1773 and 1774.
Bell may have considered that the fact that he had permission to use the adapted text of
Shakespeare from the prompt books of Covent Garden and Drury Lane, as well as the fact
that his version was illustrated, would provide him some measure of temporary protection against immediate charges of breach of copyright.
The Public Advertiser of 30 December 1773 introduced the publication of Bell’s work
with particular emphasis on its relationship to the theatre, David Garrick, and the illustrations:
“This day were published, Dedicated to David Garrick, Esq; Bell’s Edition of Shakespear’s Acting Plays, with twenty-four engravings, done from original drawings made
on purpose for this work, by Mr. Edwards of the Royal Academy, and executed at a
very great expense, by a select number of the most eminent English engravers; together with two speaking portraits of Shakespeare and Garrick, both which are executed by Mr. Hall, and deservedly looked upon as the best productions of this country.”
This was not the first teaser for the engravings. The catalogue of the spring exhibition of
the Society of Artists contained the following description of these plates listed under the
name of William Byrne, but undoubtedly exhibited through the influence of Bell: 527
“Sixteen prints engraved for the New Edition of Shakespeare by several masters following, viz. Byrne, Mazzel, Hall, Liart, Grignion, Taylor, and Walker.”
An entry under the name of James Basire in the catalogue of the spring exhibition of the
rival Free Society of Artists in the same year referred to two further exhibits with the
following rubric:
“An historical engraving. After the design of Mr. Edwards, intended for the works of
Shakespear.”
These exhibits demonstrate firstly that at least 18 of the 24 plates to the initial set had
already been completed by the end of March 1773, and secondly that not only Bell, but
526
527
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also the engravers considered that these small prints were of sufficient artistic value to
enhance their reputation through public exhibition.
The list of engravers in the catalogue of the exhibition of the Society of Artists was
representative of those employed by Bell, but not in order of their importance. As suggested by the newspaper advertising, John Hall was the lead engraver on the project. He
not only completed the portraits of Shakespeare and Garrick, but 11 of the 36 plates
which accompanied the full set of plays of the contemporary Shakespearean canon. The
other engravers constituted a balance of established and younger practitioners: Grignion
(5 plates), Byrne (5), Matthew Liart (4), Peter Mazell (2), Thomas Cook (2), John Keyse
Sherwin, who etched 2 plates after his own designs, Isaac Taylor who also engraved his
own drawing, and William Walker. 32 plates were signed as designed by Edward Edwards
which lent consistency to the set. An example of the action scenes issued as frontispieces
to the plays is illustrated in figure 90.
In his one-page Advertisement dated 7 December 1773, which accompanied the publication of the first set of plays, Bell played the patriotic card in describing his choice of
British artists, while incidentally justifying the “miniature” nature of the plates:
“When it is considered that the Artists of this Kingdom, seldom or never have been
employed in Miniature Engraving, beyond the scanty encouragement of a Sixpenny
Magazine, it need not be wondered that the French, at present, boast so much of
their superior Excellence in this delicate Art; nor, when it is known that a Pencil Character in particular, who ranks himself with the first of his Profession, and some others,
who but fancy themselves to be Connoisseurs in the Art, have been wantonly sportive
on English Engraving, and cruelly endeavoured to impede and damp the Progress of
this Work, rather than promote its Success – no longer need it remain a Matter of
Surprise, that the Genius of England, in this particular Branch, has so long been enveloped in a Cloud.”
These defensive remarks refer to the aggressive reaction by the mainstream book trade
to the success of Bell’s approach, which had led to him thanking “some eight hundred
ninety ‘Encouragers of Dawning Merit’ for subscribing for more than sixteen hundred sets
of the first five volumes”. 528 Charles Grignion of Kentish Town was among the subscribers.

528
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Figure 90 “Twelfth Night”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Edward Edwards for Bell's Edition of
Shakespeare's Plays (1773) 12mo (source: The Victoria and Albert Museum)
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Bell’s philosophy of illustration was further explained in a letter to the St. James
Chronicle which counterattacked his opponents in a more targeted and detailed fashion: 529
“…is he so ignorant as not to know that a good Engraver, who is experienced in Design
and Proportion, will produce a perfect Print from an indifferent Design, when a Novice
at Engraving will unavoidably mar the Effect even of a Michael Angelo? Admitting,
therefore, even the Superiority of Gravelot, where is the Merit of poor Vandergutch,
the Engraver? Where are his pretensions to drawing, or keeping Effect upon Copper,
when, at this Day, he would not be thought sufficient by our present Artists to forward
the Etchings of their coarsest Back-Grounds? when, on the contrary, the Designs for
the present Edition of Shakespeare’s acting Plays were made by a young Artist of
acknowledged Abilities, in present Possession of a brilliant Imagination, and descriptive Pencil, awake to his Interest, and in Pursuit of Fame; his Drawings put into the
Hands of Artists, who, from their Judgement, are capable of correcting any Defects,
and supplying any Deficiencies which might escape the Painter’s Pencil. The Abilities
of a Hall and a Grignion have long been ranked as Ornaments to their Profession. The
Engravings of Imogen and Rosalind introduce a successful Candidate for Fame: and
when Leart engraves, who can dispute the Justness of Proportion, and Delicacy of
Execution? Have not Taylor and Walker frequently plucked a Laurel from the Painter’s
Brow; and yet shall all those, with their masterly Strokes, be opposed to the cold,
inanimate German, whose Characters look like so many Figures carved out of Wood,
and fastened on Paper.”
The object of this attack was the consortium of 32 booksellers and the printer, William
Strahan, which had published George Steevens’s scholarly edition of Shakespeare in
1773. The same consortium had also re-issued in the same year Lewis Theobald’s Works
of Shakespeare, which had originally been published in 1740 with 36 plates signed by
Gravelot, of which 28 had been engraved by Gerard Vandergucht, who was London-born
and of Flemish, not German, extraction. This was an unsuccessful attempt by the copyholding establishment to pre-empt Bell’s illustrated Shakespeare. Bell’s response was not
to ridicule their opportunism, but to emphasise the superiority of his own approach,
which was to employ young native artists of talent, recognise the important role of the
engravers in executing their designs, and balance youth with experience. This was a strategy which he continued to exploit, and which would continue to stimulate rear-guard
actions from his competitors for some years.

529
St. James Chronicle, 20 January 1774, in response to Tycho’s letter in the same newspaper, 13-15 January
1774
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Bell recognised the important role of his illustrations in outflanking rival products, and
he sought to magnify this competitive advantage in the third edition of his Acting Shakespeare. This publication contained a second frontispiece for each play in the form of a
portrait of performer in costume and in action. The individual plates were dated between
25 September 1775 and 16 March 1776, so must have been commissioned shortly after
the completion of the first 36 action scenes, the last of which was dated 8 November
1774.
The first two portraits to be published in the so-called third edition were of Garrick as
Macbeth and of the beautiful and scandal-prone, Jane Lessingham, as Ophelia. As can be
seen from Grignion’s engraving of Mrs Lessingham in figure 91, the style of these plates
was copied directly from the immensely popular miniature Dramatic Characters, which
were designed by Jean Louis Fesch and published between 1769 and 1773. The size of
Bell’s plates was larger than those published by Sayer (figure 65), but was approximately
of the same size as those published by Jefferys and Faden (figure 66). In both sets of
separate portraits, the performers were shown posing in magnificent costumes against a
blank background, except for a small pool of shadow. In the case of Bell’s Edition of Shakespeare, and in common with his action scenes, a quotation was added below the image,
suggesting that this was the moment from the play which was being illustrated.
It might have been expected that these portraits and the action scenes which they
accompanied represented actual drawings from live performances, especially as most of
the former were signed by the artists as ad vivum del., i.e., as drawn live. This was, however, not the case, as recognised by Kalman Burnim and Philip Highfill: 530
“We can connect no picture unquestionably to specific performances or runs of performances. Nearly one-third of these purported portraits present actors in roles that
they did not play. Sometimes, indeed, the play being illustrated, like Pericles, had not
even been performed in London during the career of the actor pictured.”
In this context therefore, ad vivum must mean one of two things: either the performers
posed privately at the theatres for the artists; or the artists composed the portraits based
on access to the costumes and informal drawing of the likenesses of the performers onstage or behind the scenes.
The original designs for the portraits in the third edition of the Acting Shakespeare
were mostly by James Roberts, who was only 22 years old at the time (21 plates). Of the
remaining 15 illustrations, 11 were designed by a slightly more senior artist, Thomas Parkinson (b. 1744), who was already specialised in theatrical portraiture. In contrast to the
youth of the draughtsmen, the 54-year-old Grignion was selected to lead the engraving.
He signed 17 of the plates, while 2 were attributed to Charles White and one to William
Walker. 16 illustrations were left unsigned by the engravers.
530
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Figure 91 “Mrs. Lessingham in the Character of Ophelia” (1775), engraved by Charles Grignion after Edward
Edwards for Bell's Edition of Shakespeare's Plays, third edition, 12mo (source: The Victoria and Albert
Museum)
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The choice of Grignion can be explained by a couple of factors beyond his availability
and suitability. Firstly, his name created a connection to Fesch’s Dramatic Characters, and
so linked to a popular existing product. Secondly, Bell advertised his portraits simultaneously and in direct competition with those in Robert Sayer’s Enlarged Catalogue (1775).
Not only did Bell use the term Dramatic Characters in his publicity, but he outdid Sayer’s
“Dramatic Characters or Forty different Portraits of Mr. Garrick, and other capital Actors”
by commissioning an even greater number: 531
“A few impressions of the complete sett of prints, consisting of 41 striking dramatic
subjects, and includes the much admired likeness of the author, and of David Garrick,
Esq; are preserved on proof paper and will be sold for cabinet furniture, or to bind up
with any other editions, at one guinea and a half per sett.”
The term “furniture” here means decoration, and was also frequently used in Sayer’s catalogues when describing the different uses for his prints.

Bell’s British Theatre
In the course of 1776, the feud between Bell and his book trade rivals widened from the
works of Shakespeare to the whole corpus of national drama. At the beginning of May,
Bell started issuing the weekly numbers of his British Theatre “with proof impressions of
Dramatic Characters”, 532 and this was followed within weeks by “Proposals for Printing
by Subscription THE NEW ENGLISH THEATRE” from T. Lowndes, T. Caslon, W. Nichol and
S. Bladon with a promise to deliver the first issue on 1 July. 533 The promoters of this new
work published numerous individual plays from 1766 onwards, and saw Bell’s new initiative as a direct threat to the value of their property. The language used in the proposals
for The New English Theatre did not disguise the fact that Thomas Lowndes and his colleagues were reacting to Bell’s new publication: “These plays are now printing as the authors wrote them, and not mutilated by prompters”.
The four booksellers who signed the Proposals were immediately joined by no fewer
than twenty-four co-publishers who, in the advertisements for the first four numbers,
emphasised their credentials as the true owners of the copy: 534
“The capital booksellers of London are proprietors of the plays designed to comprise
the New English Theatre. The managers of the three Theatres have given leave that
these booksellers have free access to the books marked as the plays are acted, to copy
the scenes, and the various dresses in the wardrobe of each house.”
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This new consortium was headed by John Rivington and William Strahan, two of the most
powerful entrepreneurs in the London book trade, and so could well afford to compete
in the expensive arena of quality illustration.
Bell did not employ Grignion or any other big name artists on his British Theatre, but
instead chose to work with a small band of young talent, including James Roberts, who
“designed the plates for all one hundred portraits in the twenty-one volumes of the British Theatre which appeared through 1781”. 535 Roberts also engraved “at least a dozen”
of the plates, while the majority were executed by John Thornthwaite, who had recently
completed his apprenticeship with John Hall.
The New English Theatre, by contrast, employed a large group of experienced artists,
including many who had worked on Bell’s Acting Shakespeare, such as Edward Edwards,
Thomas Parkinson, John Hall, Isaac Taylor, and William Walker. Grignion was puffed in
the consortium’s advertising as the artist who “gave to the world those elegant plates in
Smollett’s Quixote”, referring to the engraver’s work after Hayman from the mid1750s. 536
In the end, the illustrations in The New English Theatre trumped Bell’s British Theatre
in the quality of their design, as well as in the prestige of the artists. Roberts and
Thornthwaite had continued to create the same style of Dramatic Characters against a
blank background as in the third edition of the Acting Shakespeare. These were, however,
completely outclassed by the portraits in The New English Theatre, which combined celebrity performers in action against background scenery and sometimes in groups, as can
be seen in figure 92. These plates thus replaced the double frontispieces to each play in
Bell’s British Theatre with one consolidated image. They also claimed that they were
drawn ad vivum, with the same tenuous rationale as in Bell’s work.
In addition to the frontispieces to the plays, The New English Theatre also added allegorical frontispieces or title-page vignettes to each of the eight published volumes. These
employed the most prestigious of the artists involved in the project, including the Royal
Academicians, Angelika Kaufmann and Francesco Bartolozzi, who created the frontispiece to volume VII. Bell reacted by adding his own allegorical title pages in the 1780 reissue of his British Theatre, but most of these were unsigned. Three were attributed to
Thomas Hamilton Mortimer, 537 President of the Society of Artists, and John Hall returned
to Bell’s employ as an engraver. Despite his relative commercial success, Bell arguably
lost this round of competition to the incumbent booksellers in terms of the quality of
illustrations, although it is undeniable that their rivalry continued to set new standards in
the literary illustration of weekly numbers in duodecimo.
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Figure 92 “Mr. Lewis in the Character of Hippolitus”, engraved by Charles Grignion after Daniel Dodd for The
New English Theatre (1776) 12mo (source: The Victoria and Albert Museum)
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Bell’s Poets of Great Britain
Bell’s plates to his British Theatre may have begun to look out of date compared to those
of his rivals, but his next venture was already in the pipeline, and he responded to the
entrenched booksellers with an even more ambitious project. The first volume of his
Poets of Great Britain complete from Chaucer to Churchill appeared on 26 April 1777, but
the printing of the letter press had begun at the Apollo Press in Edinburgh in August
1776, 538 and the first group of plates were published with a date of 1 March 1777. Despite numerous delays, including a catastrophic fire at the Press on 30 July 1778, Bell
managed to publish the final volume of The Poets on 2 June 1782. He succeeded in printing the works of 50 poets in 109 volumes in a highly uniform format with typography
which was superior to that in his earlier works. Every volume had a frontispiece with a
scene imagined from a poem. Each poet’s works were prefaced by an account of his life
and, in the 37 cases where Bell was able to locate a verifiable likeness, a portrait of the
poet.
Painstaking research by Thomas Bonnell has shown the detailed process and timeline
of the production of the plates. The first 7 portraits were engraved after busts in Westminster Abbey by John Hall (2), John Thornthwaite (2), Thomas Cook (2) and Charles Grignion (1) and were published between 1 March and 16 September 1777. They were, however, swiftly replaced by portraits engraved by Cook (5) and William Sharp (2) between
12 November 1777 and 21 February 1778. Cook then proceeded to engrave all but 2 of
the remaining portraits in the Poets, with his final piece dated 20 November 1782. This
sudden change of mind by Bell was not due to any dissatisfaction with the engravers, but
because he had, in the meantime, obtained access to a series of painted portraits from
the library of the late Earl of Chesterfield. 539
Bell published a total of 10 plates after pictures in Lord Chesterfield’s collection, and
complemented these wherever possible with other paintings from private owners. This
gave his plates an aura of exclusivity like that enjoyed by Sayer’s Dramatic Characters,
many of which were explicitly sourced from the Duchess of Northumberland or Viscount
Russborough. This exclusivity was augmented by a sense of classicism in the design of the
poets’ busts, which were surrounded with laurel wreaths above and were mounted on
pedestals with antique-style inscriptions.
Bell not only replaced the first 7 portraits, but also substituted 8 plates of action
scenes which he had initially commissioned from the young and relatively unknown artists whom he had employed on his British Theatre. 540 These illustrations pictured scenes
from the work of two of the greatest English poets, Milton, and Pope, and so were of
particular importance to the collection to a whole. The new plates were created by the
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relatively seasoned and celebrated artists whom he had used on his Acting Shakespeare,
such as Edward Edwards, John Hall, and Charles Grignion, all over whom had recently
worked on his rivals’ New English Theatre. These tableaux were framed in a similar classicising style to the portraits, but were much livelier and dramatic in their style of drawing.
The original designers employed by Bell for these imaginary scenes can be grouped
into 5 phases covering 7 years. 13 of the first 22 plates were created by Edwards, with 7
by Mortimer and 2 unsigned. Then, in a second phase, Bell experimented with the 2 illustrations to the relatively obscure poet, Edmund Waller, by employing the young painter,
Mauritius Lowe (b. 1746), and the even younger engraver, William Sharp (b. 1749), “two
young Artists, whom the Publisher is happy to bring before the Public in so eminent a
view”. 541 Mortimer was the dominant artist on the third phase as well as the entire first
part of the project, with 33 of the first 50 scenes published in his name between 1 May
1777 and 1 July 1778. 542 His work is remarkable for its emotive, early romantic nature,
which has been compared both to that of his contemporary Henry Fuseli and to the Italian
proto-romantic painter, Salvator Rosa. 543 An illustrative drawing and the related engraving by Grignion can be found in figure 93 and figure 94.
Unfortunately, Mortimer died on 4 February 1779, which delayed the publication of
the next scene for a year until 1 July 1779. For the fourth phase of illustration, Bell turned
from younger English artists to some of the most famous foreigners working in England
at the time: Giovanni Battista Cipriani, who designed the first plate in the new series; his
friend, the engraver, Francesco Bartolozzi; and Angelika Kauffmann. All three artists were
prominent founder members of the Royal Academy. They were later joined by Biagio Rebecca, another Italian, and an Associate of the Royal Academy. This departure from Bell’s
usual strategy of employing English artists, including a large proportion of young talent,
was explained by his need to regain both credibility and the attention of his subscribers,
which had been undermined by the delays which followed Mortimer’s death. None of the
15 designs signed by Cipriani, Kauffmann and Rebecca was signed by Grignion.
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Figure 93 “She was astonish'd with exceeding dreed And would have wak'd the Satyre by her side”, brush
drawing in grey wash by John Hamilton Mortimer (1778), actual size 108 x 62 mm (© The Trustees of the
British Museum)
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Figure 94 Illustration to Edmund Spenser, The Faerie Queene, “Canto 10th Stanza 50”, engraved by Charles
Grignion after John Hamilton Mortimer for volume IV of John Bell’s The Poets of Great Britain complete from
Chaucer to Churchill (1778), actual size 121 x 73 mm (sheet) (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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In 1778, Bell found a successor to Mortimer in Thomas Stothard, who was 25 years
old when he published his first plate for the Poets. This was one year after he had entered
the Royal Academy as a student. Bell was thus again taking a calculated risk from both an
artistic and business perspective, but Stothard stayed the course and 40 of his tableaux
were engraved and published between 24 September 1778 and 29 May 1783. His graceful style has been contrasted by Bonnell with that of Mortimer, and even characterised
as a return to “a rococo lightness”. 544 Speaking of Stothard’s interpretation of 14 scenes
from Chaucer, another critic has similarly described the young artist’s work as “sweet,
soft, and civilized”, and as typifying “the ‘poetical’ painting’ of the 1770s and 1780s”,
while simultaneously contrasting it as “lifeless, reductive and tame” in comparison to the
work of Fuseli. 545 One of the 5 plates for the volumes of Chaucer’s poems which was
engraved by Grigion after Stothard is illustrated as figure 95.
Grignion was by far the most important engraver of the plates for Bell’s Poets. He
executed 43 of the 109 scenes, including 7 after Edwards, 21 after Mortimer and 15 after
Stothard. He was involved from the beginning to the end of the project, with his first plate
published on 1 March 1777 and his last on 2 December 1782. The next most represented
engravers were Hall who was mainly involved in the first years (10 plates), Sharp (8), Delattre (15), and James Heath, whose first plate was published in 1779 when he was 22
years old. A large tail of other engravers was employed, starting with Bartolozzi (3) and
John Keyse Sherwin (3), and ending with a group of young native artists who completed
one plate each: Charles White, Edmund Scott, Robert Marcuard and William Blake. Grignion was a safe pick given his reputation and experience in this field, while the choice of
other artists, many of whom were at the very beginning of successful careers, demonstrated Bell’s remarkable eye for young talent.
The established London book trade did not delay in responding to Bell’s new initiative,
announcing already from 9 April 1777 that their “edition was ‘In the Press, and speedily
will be published’”. 546 Although they had lost their dream of perpetual copyright three
years earlier and William Strahan had bought his last copy in 1775, 547 they continued to
maintain that Bell’s works were pirated. As expressed by Edward Dilly in a frequently
quoted letter to James Boswell dated 26 September 1777: 548
“…the idea of an invasion of what we call our Literary Property, induced the London
Booksellers to print an elegant and accurate edition of all the English Poets of reputation, from Chaucer to the present time.”
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Figure 95 Illustration to Geoffrey Chaucer, “Knights Tale I., 1055 & 6”, engraved by Charles Grignion after
Thomas Stothard for volume XCVII of John Bell’s The Poets of Great Britain complete from Chaucer to Churchill
(1782), actual size 135 x 87 mm (sheet) (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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This time, however, the London booksellers did not try to compete with Bell in illustration, but sought a competitive advantage by commissioning Samuel Johnson to write original biographies of the poets and by increasing the size of their publication to octavo to
add to its aura of seriousness.
This new strategy was at once a success and a failure. It was a success in the sense
that Johnson’s biographies significantly enhanced the attractiveness of The Works of the
English Poets, which even became popularly known as “Johnson’s Poets”. The biographies
also sold well in a separate edition dated 1781, which was officially entitled Lives of the
Most Eminent English Poets. The quality of Johnson’s text was such that they were plagiarised by Bell, although this was soon detected and reversed, since it indubitably constituted piracy. 549 The 36 “ruling sovereigns in the realms of print in 1779”, who joined
forces in this publication, 550 can nevertheless be seen as failing in their response to Bell’s
initiative on two important counts. Firstly, the complete poems were published with significant delays and separately from the Lives, due to the time Johnson spent on writing.
Secondly, there were only 28 portraits, mostly engraved by John Hall and James Caldwall,
which were clearly in imitation of those in Bell’s Poets. Even Boswell had to admit that
Bell’s work “for excellence in printing and engraving, highly deserves liberal encouragement”. 551

Bell’s later literary publications
The Poets of Great Britain represented the high point of Grignion’s work for John Bell, but
it was by no means the end of their collaboration. In 1785-1788, Bell moved upmarket by
publishing in octavo his so-called “Literary Shakespeare”, the actual title page of which
read: Dramatick Writings of Will. Shakespeare, Printed Complete from the Best Editions
of Sam. Johnson and Geo. Steevens. This provided a scholarly alternative to his Acting
Shakespeare by “…reprinting the prefaces of Pope, Theobald, Johnson and Steevens and
the bulk of their critical apparatus.” 552 Bell maintained the double frontispieces of the
Acting Shakespeare, but replaced the previous, outdated design for the Dramatic Characters with a modernised version based on the style of the scenes from his Poets.
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Grignion was only involved in the initial phases of Bell’s Literary Shakespeare, engraving five scenes dated between 12 January 1784 and 12 December 1785 after designs by
a German student at the Royal Academy, Johann Heinrich Ramberg (b. 1763), a protégé
of King George III. 553 He did not engrave any of the new-style portraits, which were in the
same style as the scenes. At least one new-style Dramatic Character was, however, separately published by Bell at this time, as illustrated in figure 96. This print was engraved
by Bartolozzi and Grignion after a drawing by Ramberg, and comprised a substitute or
supplement to a print interpreting the same theme, which was engraved by Thornthwaite
for the Literary Shakespeare after another budding new artist, Edward Francis Burney (b.
1760). This is illustrated for comparison purposes in figure 97.
This apparent duplication of a similar scene by different artists with publication dates
three weeks apart could have several possible explanations. Elizabeth Farren had played
the role of Olivia in Twelfth Night from the age of 18 in 1780, so both prints were topical. 554 She is shown by the artists in two contrasting seductive poses, passively playing in
Burney’s interpretation, and with movement towards the viewer in Ramberg’s. It was unnecessary for Bell to employ a different set of artists or two engravers on such a small
print, but Ramberg was a royal favourite, and Bartolozzi and Grignion were famous figures in their field. Bell must therefore have thought that there was a sufficiently deep
market for this scene to finance and simultaneously issue two alternatives.
The portrait of Miss Farren was a rare example of a collaboration between two major
engravers, but it was not the only example of a small standalone plate being commissioned by Bell from Grignion and Bartolozzi. On 17 July 1786, the publisher separately
issued a striking frontispiece to his Literary Shakespeare which was engraved by Grignion
and Bartolozzi after Edward Burney. This was followed on 1 December 1786 by the publication of another standalone print entitled “Shakspere's Monument in the Church at
Stratford upon Avon”, which Bell must have commissioned Grignion to copy from William
Dugdale's The Antiquities of Warwickshire Illustrated (1656). These represented further
examples of Bell commissioning alternative plates for purchasers either to buy for their
own sake or to bind into their copies of his Literary Shakespeare or another edition of the
Bard’s work.
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Figure 96 “Miss Farren in Olivia”, illustration to Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night, engraved by Charles Grignion
and Francesco Bartolozzi after Johann Heinrich Ramberg (1785), actual size 125 x 89 mm (sheet) (© The
Trustees of the British Museum)
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Figure 97 “Miss Farren in Olivia”, illustration to Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night, engraved by John Thornthwaite
after Edward Francis Burney (1785), actual size 132 x 83 mm (trimmed) (© The Trustees of the British
Museum)
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Grignion’s next work for Bell was as the lead member of a team of engravers employed on a completely different type of publication, Bell's New Pantheon; or, Historical
Dictionary of the Gods (1789-1790). This was published in the more scholarly quarto format, which had recently been used for a one-off plate displaying antiquities which Bell
had commissioned from Burney and Grignion for A Catalogue of the Portland Museum,
lately the property of the Duchess Dowager of Portland (1786).
The New Pantheon contained 36 fine plates illustrating antique gods and other entries
from his dictionary, of which 19 were signed by Grignion, and the other 17 by 6 different
engravers, including Cook, Thornthwaite, and 4 new names, John Condé, Anker Smith,
James Neagle and Robert Thew. The style of these plates can be seen in figure 98, which
is described as “Sisiphus, from a Relievo in the Barbarini palace” in Bell’s list of the engravings at the end of the work. This was indeed the ultimate source, but Grignion was
likely to have copied this design either from another engraving, for example by LouisPhilippe Boitard, 555 or possibly from a drawing which was then in the possession of James
Adam, but had also been owned by Richard Dalton and Charles Townley. 556 Such deliberate suppression of intermediary sources has already been seen as the norm in such works
as Smollett’s Complete History, as well as in the many illustrated Family Bibles published
from the early 1760s.
Bell continued to publish numerous duodecimo volumes of poetry and theatre with
input from Grignion over the next couple of years. His Classical Arrangement of Fugitive
Poetry was published in 18 volumes from 1789 with frontispieces designed by Burney.
Three of these were engraved by Grignion in 1791 and 1792, when he was over 70 years
old. The other plates were executed by Collyer, Delattre, Neagle and Anker Smith. This
was followed by Bell's British Theatre, consisting of the most esteemed English Plays,
which published a total of 140 plays with double frontispieces from 1791. Again, Grignion
engraved several frontispiece tableaux dated 1791 and 1792, including after Fuseli. Bell's
English Theatre (1792) also contained plates signed by Grignion, but these were all derived from his Acting Shakespeare and British Theatre, apparently in an attempt “to extract one final bit of profit from the two titles before his financial debacle of 1793”. 557
Bell’s formal bankruptcy in May 1793 effectively marked the end of his career as a patron
of artists, young and old, with Charles Grignion very much in the latter category.
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Figure 98 “Sisyphus. Ixion. Tantalus”, engraved by Charles Grignion for Bell's New Pantheon; or, Historical
Dictionary of the Gods, vol. II (1790) 4o (source: Wellcome Library Collection)
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Working for Bell’s competitors
It will be evident from the previous pages that engravers felt free to work simultaneously
on multiple competing products, and this was also the case for Grignion, who was frequently employed by imitators of John Bell’s publications. These included isolated Dramatic Character prints, some of which were published by erstwhile members of the New
English Theatre consortium, 558 as well more persistent, downmarket imitators, such as
Joseph Wenman. 559 This prolific publisher specialised in cheap, popular classics, such as
the Poetical Magazine, which was published from 1780, and included plates by Bell’s favourite engravers, but in an even smaller format. For example, The Poetical Works
of Charles Churchill, published by Wenman in 24o in 1791, contained frontispieces by Grignion and Thomas Cook after Dodd, one of the main artists on the New English Theatre.
Wenman deliberately began his series with the same poet who ended Bell’s, and selected
artists who would give the illusion that his work was of the same quality as that of his
rivals.
Grignion was employed again in a relatively minor role on only the third edition of
Shakespeare’s plays since Bell’s acting Shakespeare in 1773, 560 The Plays of William
Shakespeare, which was published by Bellamy and Robarts in eight volumes in octavo
between 1788 and 1791. Each volume had two elaborate title pages, one of which represented some form of Shakespeare’s muse as a female figure in a romantic setting.
There were then two scenes illustrating each play, which were modishly framed by a ruined, Gothic arch. Grignion engraved five of these scenes. The first one was jointly executed with William Angus after Edward Burney and dated 1788. The others, which were
dated 1790 and 1791, were after another new generation of artists: Richard Corbould (b.
1757) Edward Dayes (b. 1763), and Henry James Richter, who was more than 50 years
younger than Grignion. Stuart Sillars has noted that Bellamy and Robarts copied John
Bell’s initiative in his Literary Shakespeare of including a sheet with page numbers showing where within the text the engravings should appear. 561 This representated another
step in the movement of illustration away from frontispieces to fuller integration into the
actual texts which the plates were meant to illuminate.
The last imitation of Bell to be mentioned here is The Minor Theatre, printed in seven
volumes in duodecimo for J. Parsons of Paternoster Row from 1793 to 1794. Grignion
was again a relatively minor contributor, with five plates after Dayes, Richter and Charles
Ryley. One of these consisted of a Dramatic Character print of the tenor singer, Charles
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Incledon, which was intended as a frontispiece to Henry Carey’s ballad-opera, “The Contrivances”. The other four comprised action scenes which were marked with the page in
the text which they were designed to face. The main interest of these plates here is that
Grignion was, at the age of 73, still benefiting from his reputation as one of Bell’s chosen
artists of Dramatic Characters and theatrical tableaux, even after Bell had been forced to
move on to other types of entrepreneurial activity.

4.6 OTHER LITERARY LATE-CAREER LITERARY ILLUSTRATION
Charles Grignion’s plates for Bell and his competitors may have represented the engraver’s most important contribution to the illustration of literature through the 1770s
and 1780s, but he also made significant contributions to other literary publications. One
of these comprised the collected plays of the Jacobean dramatists, Francis Beaumont and
John Fletcher, which was published in 1778 together with four West End associates by T.
Evans, probably Thomas Evans of the Strand, rather than his namesake of no. 54 Paternoster Row. This collection was issued in competition with individual plays by Beaumont
and Fletcher which were published in Bell’s British Theatre and the New English Theatre
from 1776, and by Joseph Wenman from 1777.
The role of Grignion and the extent of the illustration in The Dramatick Works of Beaumont and Fletcher were both placed in the foreground of the publicity for this work: 562
“A NEW EDITION, In Ten Volumes large octavo….
Decorated with fifty-four elegant Copper-Plates, chiefly designed by M.A. Rooker, R.A.
Assoc. and engraved by Grignion, Collyer, and other capital Artists.”
There were indeed 54 plates, including a frontispiece to each volume and play, plus a title
page vignette to the final masque. Michael Angelo Rooker, principal scene painter at the
Haymarket Theatre and son of the architectural engraver, Edmund Rooker, created 31
original designs, while Grignion (25) and Collyer (19) engraved most of the plates. The
remaining designs were mainly provided by the Irish-born artist, John James Barralet, but
3 of the frontispieces to the first 4 plays were designed by Samuel Wale. This project may
therefore have originally been intended as a vehicle for the partnership of Grignion and
Wale until the latter was incapacitated in 1778. Many of the plates included wittily designed neoclassical frames and were of such a uniformly high quality that Collyer exhibited four of his prints at the exhibition of the Society of Artists in 1778. 563 One of Grignion’s plates after a humorous drawing by Rooker is illustrated as figure 99.
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Figure 99 Frontispiece to “The Knight of the Burning Pestle”, engraved by Charles Grignion for The Dramatick
Works of Beaumont and Fletcher, vol. VI (1778) 8vo (source: Wellcome Library Collection)
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A second major illustrated literary publication on which Grignion was involved at this
time unfortunately remained incomplete, and his plates seem only to have been partially
and separately published, if at all. This was The Works of M. de Voltaire, the first five
volumes of which were issued in octavo numbers in 1779 and 1780 by the firm of Fielding
& Walker of no. 23 Paternoster Row. The illustrations and Grignion’s name were prominent in the publishers’ advertising, including the list of artists which evolved through the
latter part of 1778, the year of Voltaire’s death, and the early part of 1779:
"The historical and other Plates will be engraved by Walker, Collyer, and Grignion, and
other eminent and Ingenious Artists, from the best foreign Editions and new Drawings
made on purpose for this English Edition, by Order of the Marquis de Villette." 564
"With elegant Engravings by Walker, Grignion, Cook, Collyer, Ryder, Sharp, and other
capital Artists….” 565
"…a great Variety of Historical Subjects designed from Voltaire’s Writings, by Gravelot,
and engraved by Hall, Walker, Collyer, Grignion, Cook, and other eminent English Artists….
Specimens of nearly One Hundred Engravings, already executed by the most capital
Artists, for this Work, may be seen at the Publishers." 566
Grignion’s contribution to these 100 plates is not visible either in the first 5 volumes issued by Fielding & Walker or in the subsequent 10 volumes which were published by
Walker alone, initially trading from no. 20 Paternoster Row. It must therefore be reconstructed, as far as possible, through comparison of the illustrations in the 15 published
volumes with stray plates without publication lines which have fortuitously survived in
the British Museum Collection (figure 100).
The first 13 of 15 volumes of Voltaire’s works, as published by Fielding & Walker and
then Walker alone, were of a philosophical or historical nature, and were mostly illustrated with portraits re-engraved from French originals by Collyer, D. Jenkins, Thomas
Ryder, and William Walker. Volumes 14-15 were planned as the first volumes of Voltaire’s
literary works, and specifically as volumes 1-2 of The Dramatic Works of M. de Voltaire,
but were the last of the collection to appear. Each of the 7 plays in these 2 volumes was
illustrated with one plate engraved by Goldar, Heath, Jenkins, or Royce after 5 designs
attributed to Gravelot and 2 unsigned drawings. 567
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These illustrations strongly resemble several prints at the British Museum which were
meant to illustrate two further literary works by Voltaire and were partly signed by Grignion: La Pucelle d'Orléans, the satirical poem in 20 cantos first published in Geneva in
1762, 568 and Le Temple de la Gloire, the libretto for an opera-ballet by Rameau which was
first performed in 1745:

Title

Designer

Engraver

British Museum Collection

Canto I

Gravelot
delin.
Gravelot
delin.
Gravelot
del.
Gravelot
delin.
Gravelot
delin.
Gravelot
inv.t
Gravelot
delin.

Goldar Sculp.
Heath Sculp

1857,0217.104, 2006,U.3240,
1900,1231.5356-5369.+
1857,0217.102, 2006,U.3241

Goldar Sculp.

1857,0217.105

Petro sculp

1857,0217.106

C. Grignion
sculp.
Royce sc.

1857,0217.107,
1867,0309.1101
1857,0217.108

C. Grignion
sculp.
C. Grignion
sculp.

1857,0217.101,
1857,0217.109
1857,0217.110,
1867,0309.1102,
1978,U.235
1857,0217.111

Maid of Orleans. Book
III
Canto VI
Canto VIII
Canto IX
Canto XV
Canto XVII [or 17]
Canto XVIII

Canto XX
Canto XXI
Canto
The Temple of Glory.
Act IV

Gravelot
delin.
Gravelot
delin.
Gravelot
delin.
Gravelot
delin.
Gravelot
delin.

C. Grignion
sculp.
Heath Sculp.
C. Grignion
sculp.
C. Grignion
sculp.

1857,0217.112, 2006,U.3240
1857,0217.103,
1867,0309.1100, 1978,U.237
1857,0217.84, 1978,U.236

Figure 100 Illustrations to Voltaire’s The Maid of Orleans and The Temple of Glory in the British Museum
Collection

568
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Figure 101 “CANTO”, illustration to an English translation of Voltaire’s La Pucelle d’Orléans, engraved by
Charles Grignion after Gravelot (ca. 1778), actual size 187 x 128 mm (trimmed) (© The Trustees of the British
Museum)
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As in the case of the plates in volumes 1-2 of The Dramatic Works of M. de Voltaire,
these stray illustrations to The Maid of Orleans and The Temple of Glory were re-engraved
after Gravelot, were in octavo format with similar neoclassical frames, and employed a
pool of engravers which included Goldar and Heath. It can therefore be concluded that
Grignion’s plates represented unpublished illustrations to projected later volumes of
Fielding & Walker’s Works of Voltaire. That they were originally intended for publication
by Fielding & Walker is further evidenced by the fact that these publishers adapted Grignion’s engraving for Canto XVII of The Maid of Orleans with a new title, “The Discomfiture”, 569 for use in their monthly publication, The Westminster Magazine. 570 An idea of
the often prurient and blasphemous nature of Voltaire’s The Maid of Orleans can be
gained from figure 101, which shows the beating of the magic, golden-winged ass of Saint
Denis, as he attempted to seduce Joan of Arc.

Collaboration with James Harrison of Paternoster Row
The works of Beaumont and Fletcher and of Voltaire were important individual commissions, but Grignion would have gained significantly more exposure over a longer period
from his relatively minor role in illustrating both The Novelist’s Magazine (1780-1788) and
Harrison’s British Classicks (1785-1787) for James Harrison of 18 and 19 Paternoster Row.
Despite its name, the Novelist’s Magazine issued both English-language and translated
fiction in weekly numbers, and thus marked Grignion’s return to the illustration of novels,
a field in which he had been more active in the first part of his career, while working
chiefly in combination with Gravelot and Hayman. In Harrison’s British Classicks, the
eponymous publisher re-printed articles from celebrated periodicals, such as The Spectator, The Tatler and The Guardian, previous versions of which had also been illustrated by
Grignion after Hayman for Jacob Tonson the younger between 1747 and 1759.
This James Harrison seems to have been apprenticed in 1768 and made free of the
Stationers’ Company in 1775, in which case he would have been approximately 23 years
old when he began trading from premises at no. 18 Paternoster Row in 1777. 571 The previous year, Joseph Wenman had started publishing reprints of plays, including works by
Shakespeare and Beaumont and Fletcher, in direct competition with John Bell. These
numbers included Dramatic Character plates as frontispieces which were essentially identical to those in Bell’s weekly issues, except that they were invariably anonymous. 572 From
1779 to 1781, Harrison took over the publishing of this series, but Wenman continued to
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be mentioned on the title pages as the principal sales outlet. Museum collections sometimes speculatively attribute Wenman’s frontispieces to Grignion because of the similarity between the style of these portraits of performers with the engraver’s work for Sayer,
Jefferys & Faden, and then Bell. 573 Unlike Wenman, Harrison did attribute his Dramatic
Character plates to an engraver, the more general-purpose practitioner, Garnett Terry,
then of 54 Paternoster Row.
From 1780, Wenman started publishing his Poetical Magazine, starting with the works
of Charles Churchill, on which he employed Grignion in his own name. In the same year,
Harrison embarked on a similar-sounding venture, his Novelist’s Magazine, but at this
point made a decisive break with the downmarket literary reprints of Wenman. The Novelist’s Magazine was positioned similarly to Bell’s works in terms of its original plates,
which he commissioned from the best young illustrators of the day, many of whom were
also simultaneously employed by Bell. Harrison did not, however, compete directly with
Bell, since he published prose fiction, including some of his own writing and some original
translations, rather than theatre or poetry.
The Novelist’s Magazine was a risky endeavour, since the reprinting of novels in
weekly numbers in defiance of historical or “moral” copyrights represented a new type
of publication. In addition to this, Harrison made a considerable investment in illustration,
which not only included frontispieces, but also plates positioned throughout the novels.
The most richly illustrated books were among the most popular and therefore most
promising from a sales perspective: Richardson’s Clarissa (1782-1783) with 34 plates, followed by his Charles Grandison (1783-1784) with 28. As a result of these choices, this
undertaking proved to be a triumph for Harrison, ultimately stretching in its final, consolidated form to 23 volumes issued over 8 years.
The illustration of The Novelist’s Magazine was a mammoth task. There were in total
358 plates dated from 1 October 1779 to 1 October 1788, with different artists dominating different phases of production. The collection started with 31 plates designed by Daniel Dodd, who was simultaneously completing all 24 plates for Trials for Adultery: or, the
History of Divorces for Samuel Bladon, then of no. 13 Paternoster Row. Grignion etched
5 of these plates, which represented some of the most low-brow works of his career.
Then, from the summer of 1780, Harrison made a decisive move upmarket by employing
Thomas Stothard on his second major publication after Bell’s Poets.
Having published 40 drawings for Bell between mid-1779 and mid-1783, Stothard
worked even longer on Harrison’s project, managing to design 252 plates published between 15 July 1780 and 4 June 1785. When Stothard left, he was replaced with two further and even younger Bell alumni, Richard Corbould and Edward Burney, who engraved
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30 and 32 plates respectively between 1785 and 1787. The final 12 plates were designed
by Robert Smirke. 574
The team of 14 engravers employed on The Novelist’s Magazine was dominated from
the beginning to the end of the project by James Heath and William Walker. Working in
parallel, they engraved a total of 107 and 114 plates respectively. They were joined in
late 1780 by Grignion who engraved 21 plates. The only other engravers to complete
more than 8 illustrations were William Angus (56), a former pupil of William Walker, and
Andrew Birrell (25). Grignion was involved in two different phases of the project. He executed 19 plates after Stothard over a period of 2 years until late 1782, including the plate
illustrated as figure 102, which shows the dramatic moment from Alain-René Lesage’s Gil
Blas, when Henriquez stabs his wife, Blanche, after being mortally wounded by Roger,
King of Sicily.
Grignion returned to the project in 1786, when he engraved 2 plates after Corbould
for Samuel Humphreys’s translation of Les mille et une heures, contes péruviens by
Thomas-Simon Gueullette. At the same time Grignion was also working on the team engraving the plates for Harrison’s British Classicks.
Although Harrison followed Bell’s strategy of consistent and high-quality illustration
and arguably helped develop the canon of the English-language novel, 575 his original
stated aim for The Novelist’s Magazine was not educational, and he was not explicitly
attempting to create a set of classics. He was instead aiming to entertain and please. This
purpose was not only emphasised by the sub-title of his collection, “Gentleman and
Lady’s Entertaining Miscellany”, but also by its description in newspaper advertising and
handbills as “A pleasing Publication”. 576
Harrison’s advertising was extensive both in the provinces and in London, where the
established book trade did not block his access to newspapers, as it had done with Bell,
who was largely confined to advertising in The Morning Post, in which he was a co-proprietor. 18 booksellers led by John Rivington, Richard Baldwin and the printer, William
Strahan, did take out advertisements for Smollett’s “new” translation of Gil Blas from
1748, which was also richly illustrated with 33 plates, on the same page as publicity for
The Novelist’s Magazine. 577 The incumbent booksellers did not, however, react with the
same ferocity as they did with Bell. This may be because Harrison, unlike Bell, was not
given to negative advertising, or because they were by this time coming to terms with
their loss of legal copyright. It could also be because Harrison himself downplayed the
seriousness of his publication.
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Figure 102 “Gil Blas”, plate II, facing page 113, engraved by Charles Grignion after Thomas Stothard for
volume IV of The Novelist’s Magazine (1780) 8vo (source: Yale Center for British Art)
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Despite this apparent modesty, the Novelist’s Magazine became a significant milestone in the popularisation and illustration of fiction, as affirmed by many generations of
commentators. He was closely associated by some subsequent writers on the contemporary book-selling scene with other publishers of Paternoster Row numbers, and particularly with John Cooke and Alexander Hogg, 578 but was nevertheless seen as a cut above
the others: 579
“In the first class, at the time under consideration, three persons were conspicuous,
viz.: Harrison, Cooke, and Hogg. The first, on many accounts, is entitled to pre-eminence, as he took the lead in a class of publications which deserve great praise for
valuable improvements in their editorial qualities, and particularly in pictorial illustrations.”
The reminiscences of another bookseller, Charles Knight (b. 1791), are even more
evocative in their description of Harrison’s reputation and impact on the market. 580
Knight praised Bell, remarking that “His draughtsmen and engravers were not selected
for their cheapness, but for their excellence. His love of innovation was really awful”. He
then criticised Bell’s “rivals and imitators” in this “illegitimate business” of reprints, but
singled out Harrison with some enthusiasm:
“Then came HARRISON, with his ‘British Novelists, in 100 volumes, illustrated by Stothard. I have a series of these charming designs. What a wealth of fancy; what fertility
of humour; what truth of characterization, do these cheap embellishments present
to me! As I turn over my two or three hundred little engravings, the incidents which
filled my young mind with wonder, and the people over whose fortunes I once
laughed and cried, rise up once more….”
This positive appreciation of Harrison’s choice of illustration and illustrators in The Novelist’s Magazine by near-contemporary commentators has been reflected in more modern criticism. After discussing Gravelot’s and Hayman’s illustration of Pamela and Wale’s
designs for Clarissa, Thomas Duncan Eaves assessed Stothard’s 50 images for the same
novels in Harrison’s collection. He speculated that Richardson probably lost money on
Gravelot and Hayman’s work and did not himself invest any further in the illustration of
his own novels, 581 but noted that, by 1780, plates were expected by the consuming public. He evaluated Harrison’s choices as follows: 582
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“Since The Novelist's Magazine was designed to be a popular magazine, Harrison
picked artists whose talents he thought most likely to please the masses. Sentimentalism was now the prevailing taste with readers of fiction, and as a result the engravings in Harrison's magazine stress this quality as far as the texts permit. But his designers were good illustrators: rarely did they completely distort the spirit of the
works in their emphasis on sensibility.”
Harrison thus took a similar path to Bell and was arguably even more influential on future
generations of writers and publishers.
Harrison knew that he had, intentionally or not, created a collection of “classics”, and
used this, together with his own name, in his branding for two projects which aimed to
repeat the success of the Novelist’s Magazine. The first of these was entitled Harrison's
British Classicks (1785-1787) and seems to have sold well. After stating, not implausibly,
of the Novelist’s Magazine that “at one time 12,000 copies of each number were sold,
weekly”, Thomas Rees described its sister product as follows: 583
“’The British Classics’, embracing the Spectator, Tatler, Guardian, Connoisseur, etc.,
of which a very large edition was sold. These publications still maintain their credit;
and clean copies, with good impressions of the plates, are purchased at fair prices.”
In common with The Novelist’s Magazine, Harrison’s British Classicks was printed in double columns in octavo, and was richly illustrated with 125 illustrations by the same artists
and in the same order: Stothard (16), Burney (44), Corbould (32) and Smirke (33). Grignion was employed throughout the project, with a total of 12 plates dated from 12 November 1785 to 24 February 1787, and worked with almost the same team of high-status
engravers as for The Novelist’s Magazine: Heath (43), Walker (27), Angus (24), Birrell (11),
Isaac Taylor (6) and 2 others. None of Grignion’s plates for this publication corresponded
to the scenes in his earlier plates after Hayman for The Spectator (1747, 1749-1753) or
The Tatler (1759). Figure 103 illustrating The World (1753-1756), demonstrates the same
new style of sentimental illustration employed in Harrison’s The Novelist’s Magazine.
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Figure 103 “World”, plate VII, facing page 273, engraved by Charles Grignion after Edward Burney for vol. VII
of Harrison's British Classicks (1787) 8vo (© The Trustees of the British Museum)
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Shortly after the publication of the first numbers of the British Classicks and while still
issuing The Novelist’s Magazine, Harrison launched a third similar publication, Harrison’s
Sacred Classicks (1786), “on the same plan as unrivalled cheapness” as the others. 584 The
first volume reprinted popular religious and moralising works such as James Hervey’s
Meditations and Contemplations and Edward Young’s The Centaur not Fabulous, earlier
editions of which had been illustrated by Grignion after Hayman and Wale respectively.
Grignion was, however, not involved in this enterprise, which began with an illustration
of “The Death of Abel” by Heath after Burney, and folded after two volumes. In common
with his fellow innovators in the provision of original illustration to a wide public, James
Rivington and John Bell, Harrison ultimately found himself in the bankruptcy court. This
was a fate avoided by those booksellers, such as Alexander Hogg and the Cookes, father
and son, who played it safe with cheaper, derivative illustration, which they continually
reused in subsequent publications, while continually proclaiming its novelty.

4.7 THE FINAL YEARS
The identification of Grignion’s last works is complicated by the fact that many of his
plates were re-issued well into the nineteenth century. There are, however, several prints
which can be securely dated to the mid- to late 1790s. These include further literary reprints, such as Smollett’s The Expedition of Humphry Clinker, printed for J. Sibbald (1793),
with a dozen humorous engravings after Thomas Rowlandson, which have been described as “better than the illustrations of the comic novel in the series of Harrison and
others”. 585
Grignion’s last datable literary illustration seems to be a plate for Smollett’s The Adventures of Roderic [sic] Random, which was re-printed in duodecimo by Charles Cooke
“with supepb [sic] engravings”. As was frequently the case with the Cookes, there is no
date on the title page, but Grignion’s plate after Corbould was dated “May 1.1796”. Despite the spelling mistakes on the title page and Knight’s view that Charles Cooke was
among the worst of Bell’s imitators, 586 the illustrations in this publication were of a relatively high quality.
Between 1796 and 1797 Grignion continued to engrave miscellaneous, non-literary
plates, as he had done opportunistically during his whole career. These included a scene
showing “Chatoyer the Chief of the Black Charaibes in St. Vincent with his five Wives”,
which was dated 1796, and published in Bryan Edwards’s History, Civil and Commercial,
of the British colonies in the West Indies, printed for John Stockdale. 587 This was followed
584
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by a print entitled “Autumn”, which was published on 1 January 1797 in Thomas Bellamy’s
The Monthly Mirror.
The last identified plates by Grignion for a monograph consisted of the frontispiece
and three further illustrations to Sir George Staunton’s An Historical Account of the Embassy to the Emperor of China, which was again printed for John Stockdale. Grignion’s
plates were dated between 28 August and 1 October 1797.
The very last dated print by Grignion identified here was after Edward Dayes and entitled “The Church of St. Helens and Leather-Sellers Hall with the Cornhill Military Association London”. It was published by Robert Williamson on 1 August 1799. As can be seen
from figure 104 below this was not a modest product, and was almost certainly not Grignion’s last work.

Figure 104 “The Church of St. Helens and Leather-Sellers Hall with the Cornhill Military Association London”,
engraved by Charles Grignion after Edward Dayes (1799), actual size 280 x 430 mm (© The Trustees of the
British Museum)
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Summary
Charles Grignion was born in 1721 in Soho, London, into a family of Huguenot refugees.
His grandfather, a master butcher from Loudun in western France, had fled to England
shortly after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes by Louis XIV. His father, Daniel, was a
successful watchmaker who in around 1730 moved to Russel Street, Covent Garden,
where he subsequently partnered with the older son from his first marriage, Thomas. At
about the same time, Charles became a pupil of the French artist, Gravelot, and probably
lived in his master’s premises, which were situated a short distance away on the other
side of Covent Garden.
Grignion learned design and etching from Gravelot, and spent around five months in
Paris, probably in the second half of 1739, perfecting his skills in line engraving with
Jacques-Philippe Le Bas. From 1740, Gravelot started signing significant quantities of
book plates as engraver, as well as designer, implying that from this date Grignion not
only assisted his master in other studio tasks, but also enabled him to provide their clients
with a vertically integrated service including drawing and engraving. Gravelot left London
for Paris at short notice during the War of the Austrian Succession in 1745, effectively
passing on his business in engraving to Grignion and his commissions for book illustration
to the history painter, Francis Hayman.
Approximately half of Hayman’s known works consisted of historical designs for book
plates, which were executed in the prevailing rococo style into the mid-1750s. Grignion
was Hayman’s engraver of choice for such plates, which were mostly commissioned for
literary publications by the booksellers most specialised in this area, such as Jacob Tonson
the younger and Robert Dodsley.
On Hayman’s retirement from artwork in the early 1760s, Grignion established an intense cooperation with his contemporary, Samuel Wale, whom he had known at the St.
Martin’s Lane Academy, and who was also an active member of the Society of Artists.
Wale was the most prolific book illustrator of the eighteenth century and was particularly
specialised in historical and topographical designs. Grignion was his regular partner for
historical plates for a wide range of publications for all the major booksellers of the period.
In addition to his close collaboration with Gravelot, then Hayman and Wale, Grignion
was also favoured with commissions, mostly for standalone prints, by both William Hogarth and Horace Walpole. During the early part of his career, he also executed oppor-
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tunistic plates for other artist-entrepreneurs, such as Richard Dalton, Arthur Pond, Andrea Casali and William Bellers, which were atypical of his output, but among his most
collected works.
Grignion worked indirectly for the mainstream printsellers, John and Thomas Bowles,
shortly after establishing himself as an independent engraver, but only developed his own
direct relationship with the Bowles’s rival, Robert Sayer. This was nevertheless only for a
relatively short period around 1770, when Grignion was particularly engaged in engraving
many miniature portraits of performers from the London and Paris theatres after Jean
Louis Fesch.
It was at about this time that Grignion left Covent Garden and settled in Kentish Town
on the outskirts of London with Mary, who was about 30 years his junior. He had passed
the peak of his career, no longer employed apprentices, and had started to sell prints
from his home. If he had been planning on semi-retiring, this did not prove financially
viable, and he continued to engrave full-time until the late 1790s. During this period, he
executed a small number of individual prints, but the vast bulk of his output comprised
book illustrations for a new generation of bookseller-publishers, who took advantage of
the weakening and then elimination of perpetual copyright from 1774.
Wale and Grignion had already become known as specialists first in frontispieces and
title page vignettes, then in head- and tailpieces, and finally in entire programmes of illustration for major literary, religious, and historical works in the 1760s. Then, in the
1770s, when the market changed and Wale was forced by illness into retirement, Grignion established new relationships with innovative young publishers, such as John Bell
and James Harrison, who successfully challenged the existing business model of the incumbent booksellers. This gave Grignion the opportunity to work on high-quality original,
literary illustrations with artists, such as Thomas Stothard, who were up to 30 years his
junior.
In around his eightieth year, Charles Grignion was finally unable to continue to earn a
living and with no support from his brother’s family was forced to seek charity. This was
finally forthcoming from a group of engravers, booksellers and other supporters who set
up a subscription to support him until his death in 1810, and his common-law wife and
daughter thereafter. His funeral was not attended by his family, but by his young colleagues, who must also have contributed to his lengthy obituary and its appraisal of his
life’s work: 588
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“Having commenced his career in this school, he could draw, as well as engrave; and,
as he possessed that rare talent in his art, the power of giving a free and faithful translation of a picture, the quality and cast of his productions were bold and original. His
engraving was not an imitation of Audran, of Edelinck, or of Froy; it was the emanation
of a natively-vigorous mind, skilfully directed by a familiar study of the ablest models.
His best works not only possess, in an eminent degree, whatever constitutes character and expression (as the print he engraved from one of Hogarth’s series of the Election pictures abundantly proves) but they partake of that curiosa felicitas – that happy
carelessness of execution, which is as much a characteristic beauty in the style of
painting or engraving, as it is in that of poetry.”
.
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Dodsley, Robert bookseller-publisher, 11, 97, 101, 105, 106, 115, 116, 126, 127, 128, 129,
130, 131, 134, 137, 147, 150, 156, 157, 165, 240, 333, 338, 345
Domenichino, 16, 279, 280, 281, 287, 289
Donaldson, Alexander bookseller-publisher, 227, 296
Drury Lane, 36, 38, 39, 91, 194, 208, 297
Dubosc, Claude engraver, 40, 175
Ducarel, Andrew Coltée antiquary, 154, 155
Edwards, Edward painter, 17, 64, 119, 121, 157, 298, 299, 302, 304, 307
Elliott, William engraver, 185, 194
English History Delineated, 10, 97, 98, 99, 100, 102, 103, 111, 165, 234, 238, 242, 248
Faden, William mapmaker, 133, 218, 220
Farmer, Richard Shakespearean scholar, 131
Farren, Elizabeth actress, 313
Fell, Isaac bookseller-publisher, 247
Fesch, Jean Louis miniature painter, 14, 207, 216, 219, 301, 334, 340
Fielding, Sir John, 39, 55
Fletcher, James bookseller-publisher, 231, 233, 238, 274, 276
Foundling Hospital, 9, 49, 50, 51, 63, 91, 121, 338, 344
Fourdrinier, Paul engraver, 74, 76, 175
Francklin, Richard bookseller, 128, 157
Frey, Johann Jakob engraver, 16, 279, 281
Fuseli, Henry painter, 17, 288, 289, 290, 307, 345
Gainsborough, Thomas, 47, 64
Garrick, David, 12, 64, 92, 93, 115, 133, 143, 207, 209, 235, 297, 303, 338, 341
Gentleman’s Magazine, 24, 25, 38, 39, 44, 62, 69, 130, 133, 134, 183, 258, 291, 334, 340
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George III, King, 52, 86, 165, 188, 196, 220, 248, 262, 269, 278, 313
Goldar, John engraver, 201
Goodman’s Fields, 91, 142
Gough, Richard antiquary, 118
Gravelot, artist, 9, 10, 18, 20, 36, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 63, 64, 65, 67, 72, 73, 74,
75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92, 96, 99, 103, 106, 107, 119,
121, 133, 134, 139, 140, 143, 150, 165, 167, 173, 175, 176, 221, 222, 224, 226, 230, 231,
244, 262, 295, 300, 321, 322, 323, 324, 328, 333, 338, 342, 345
Graves, Richard poet and novelist, 127, 129, 131
Gray, Thomas, 147, 160, 343
Green, Benjamin engraver, 52
Green, James engraver, 137
Green, Valentine engraver, 52, 198
Grignion the younger, Charles painter, 20, 24, 39, 62, 66, 173
Grignion, Daniel father and grandfather, 24, 25, 28, 29, 31, 33, 34, 38, 41, 43
Grignion, Eleanor wife, 31
Grignion, James nephew, 38, 60, 61
Grignion, Reynolds goldsmith, 33, 34
Grignion, Thomas clockmaker, 9, 29, 30, 34, 36, 37, 39, 60, 61, 62, 66
Grimm, Samuel Hieronymus artist, 198, 201
Gwim, James engraver, 14, 189, 190
Hall, John engraver, 52, 54, 288, 298, 304, 306, 307, 312
Hamlet, 206, 209, 214
Hampstead, 28, 29, 54, 55, 56, 57
Handel, George Frederick, 49, 85, 169
Hanmer, Thomas politician and Shakespeare editor, 76, 91, 295, 340
Harrison, James publisher and writer, 269, 296, 324, 326, 334, 345
Hawkesworth, Dr. John writer, 64
Hayman, Francis, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 20, 45, 47, 48, 64, 76, 78, 79, 80, 81, 91, 92, 94, 95,
96, 97, 98, 102, 103, 105, 108, 110, 111, 113, 114, 121, 150, 184, 236, 295, 333, 340, 344,
345
Heath, James engraver, 67, 269, 310, 326
Heckel, Augustin gold chaser, 13, 179, 180, 181, 182
Highgate, 56, 57, 58
Highmore, Joseph painter, 49
Hinton, John publisher, 231, 238
Hogarth, William, 9, 12, 20, 32, 53, 139, 141, 143, 144, 145, 146, 333, 339
Holbein, Hans painter, 15, 245, 246
Horace, 12, 20, 105, 117, 126, 127, 128, 139, 147, 149, 150, 151, 152, 154, 155, 157, 158,
159, 160, 161, 165, 333, 338, 340, 341, 342, 345
Houbraken, Jacob engraver, 76, 231, 293
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Huber, Michael philologist and art historian, 101, 143, 173, 181
Iago, Richard poet, 295
Jefferys, Thomas mapmaker and print publisher, 187
Jennens, Charles writer, 10, 94, 95, 297, 342
Johnson, Joseph bookseller-publisher, 67, 68, 276
Johnson, Samuel, 38, 312
Johnston, William bookseller, 233, 234
Kaufmann, Angelika painter, 304
Kentish Town, 9, 44, 55, 56, 57, 58, 60, 63, 64, 66, 271, 295, 298, 334, 343
King Lear, 95, 209, 214
Kirby, Joshua painter, 47, 63
Kitchin, Thomas mapmaker, 174, 192
Knapton, John and Paul publishers, 2, 15, 45, 86, 97, 167, 245
Kneller, Sir Godfrey painter, 266, 269
Knight, Charles publisher, 312, 328
Lamborne, Peter Spendelowe engraver, 52
Lawrence, Andrew engraver, 43
Le Bas, Jacques-Philippe engraver, 43, 333
Le Brun, Charles painter, 289
Lekain, actor, 208, 209, 216, 217
Les Grecs, church, 24, 28, 31, 33
Liart, Matthew engraver, 34, 298, 343
Lintott, bookseller-publishers, 273
Lockman, John poet, 15, 36, 81, 249, 250
Loudun, 25, 26, 27, 33, 333
Lowndes, bookseller-publisher, 303
Major, Thomas engraver, 36, 44, 47, 76, 77, 82, 85, 91, 111, 175
Malter, Jean-Baptiste dancer, 35
Mann, Horace diplomat, 149, 150, 151, 154, 160
Maratti, Carlo painter, 286, 289
Martin, Benjamin writer and publisher, 134, 135
Mason, James engraver, 171, 180, 185, 194
Mason, William poet, 115
Mazell, Peter engraver, 51, 52, 188, 298
McArdell, James mezzotint engraver, 47, 52
Merchant of Venice, 211, 343
Metz, Conrad painter, 16, 268
Middiman, Samuel engraver, 69
Millar, Andrew bookseller-publisher, 112, 227, 229, 231, 233
Milton, John, 107
Montagu, John second Duke of, 169, 173
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Montague, William Henry fictional historian, 16, 257, 261
Monthly Review, 98, 109, 133, 237, 240, 247, 278, 340
Moore, Edward dramatist, 128, 295
Mortimer, John Hamilton painter, 17, 304, 307, 308, 309, 345
Mortimer, Thomas writer, 14, 15, 19, 46, 50, 224, 225, 228, 247, 248, 251, 253, 277, 341
Mosley, Charles engraver, 103, 111
Müller, Johann Sebastian engraver, 47, 52, 103, 147, 171
Newton, Francis Milner painter, 51
Newton, Reverend Dr. Thomas scholar, 273
Nichols, John printer, 102, 285, 291
Nollekens, Joseph sculptor, 46
Northumberland, Elizabeth, Duchess of, 209, 210, 211, 214, 215, 216, 218, 306
Osborn, John bookseller-publisher, 231, 235
Osborne, Thomas bookseller-publisher, 137, 231
Othello, 10, 94, 95, 111
Overton, Henry printseller, 174, 181, 182, 183, 193, 221, 222
Oxford Magazine, 11, 135, 136
Paradise Lost, 10, 107, 109, 110, 111, 115, 184, 273, 286, 294, 342, 344, 345
Parker, Henry printseller, 174, 187, 188, 190, 193, 221, 222
Parkinson, Thomas painter, 301, 304
Parr, Nathaniel engraver, 15, 78, 119, 177, 250
Parr, Remigius engraver, 78
Paternoster Row, 138, 228, 229, 233, 234, 247, 249, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260, 270,
275, 276, 278, 318, 319, 321, 324, 325, 328
Payne, Henry bookseller, 275
Payne, James architect, 121
Payne, John bookseller, 289, 291
Percy, Reverend Thomas churchman and writer, 126
perspective views, 121, 124, 176, 177, 179, 180, 182, 189, 260
Picart, Bernard engraver, 40, 293
Picot, Victor-Marie engraver, 55
Pococke, Richard traveler and author, 10, 86, 90, 119
Pond, Arthur painter, 13, 49, 93, 101, 140, 165, 167, 168, 171, 221, 334, 343
Pope, Alexander, 11, 35, 91, 100, 106, 107, 111, 113, 114, 124, 150, 295
Poussin, Nicolas, 278
Pranker, Robert engraver, 198
Prior, Matthew, 35
Proud, William engraver, 198, 201
Pye, John engraver, 67, 68
Quare, Daniel clockmaker, 28, 29
Ramberg, Johann Heinrich painter, 17, 313, 314
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Ranelagh, pleasure gardens, 13, 178, 179
Raphael, 173, 276, 293, 338
Rapin, Paul de, historian, 11, 15, 86, 91, 119, 120, 167, 230, 231, 238, 248, 249, 250, 252,
254
Ravenet, Simon François engraver, 14, 44, 103, 140, 190
Raymond, George Frederick fictional historian, 16, 257, 266, 268
Record, James engraver, 270
Rennoldson, Martin engraver, 198, 260
Restout, Jean painter, 41
Reynolds, Joshua, 48, 93, 151, 195, 209, 238, 339
Richardson, Samuel printer and novelist, 76, 92, 134, 295, 328, 342
Richter, Henry James artist, 318
Rider, William schoolmaster and writer, 16, 276, 280, 283, 294
Rivington, James bookseller-publisher, 231, 233, 234, 238, 239, 244, 259, 274, 331
Rivington, John bookseller-publisher, 134, 233, 275, 296, 304, 326
Roberts, James painter, 193, 266, 293, 301, 304, 325
Rooker, Edward engraver, 9, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 138, 177, 180, 198
Rooker, Michael Angelo painter, 319
Rosa, Salvator painter, 307
Roubiliac, Louis-François sculptor, 47
Rouquet, André enamel painter, 272
Rowe, Nicholas dramatist, 105, 107
Royal Academy, 7, 11, 25, 39, 48, 52, 54, 62, 63, 64, 66, 114, 118, 119, 121, 123, 165, 201,
214, 266, 267, 269, 293, 294, 297, 307, 310, 313, 337, 340, 341
Royce, John engraver, 270, 293
Russborough, Viscount, 218, 306
Russel, William Augustus fictional historian, 16, 257, 258, 263, 264, 265
Russell Street, 30, 34, 35, 38, 39, 41, 60, 61, 66
Ryland, Edward rolling-press printer, 11, 125, 273, 285
Rysbrack, John Michael sculptor, 85
Sallé, Marie dancer, 35, 344
Sandby, Paul artist, 65, 191
Saunders, Robert writer, 291
Sayer, Robert printseller, 14, 102, 105, 170, 174, 175, 177, 183, 187, 188, 189, 190, 192,
193, 195, 206, 207, 209, 213, 216, 217, 218, 220, 221, 222, 303, 334, 339, 345
Scotin, Gérard-Jean-Baptiste engraver, 40, 49, 74, 75, 76, 89, 91, 99, 100, 103, 106, 111,
112, 124, 140, 166, 169, 173
Scott Hylton, John antiquary and poet, 137, 240
Seven Years War, 134, 182, 185, 186, 188, 191, 193, 221, 222, 224, 226, 260
Shakespeare, William, 10, 94, 318
Sharp, William engraver, 67, 293, 306, 307
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Shenstone, William poet, 105, 115, 116, 126, 129, 130, 131, 161, 240, 339
Sherlock, William engraver, 241, 275
Sherwin, John Keyse painter and engraver, 298, 310
Smirke, Robert artist, 326
Smith, Anker engraver, 316
Smith, John printseller, 14, 196, 198, 199, 205, 207, 209, 213, 216, 221
Smith, John Thomas engraver, 39, 46, 85
Smollett, Tobias, 15, 16, 103, 231, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 239, 242, 243, 244, 248, 255,
341, 343
Society for the Encouragement of Arts and Manufactures, 39, 62
Society of Artists, 9, 11, 12, 20, 46, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 63, 65, 92, 101, 121, 122, 145, 146,
170, 183, 198, 201, 214, 215, 276, 288, 297, 298, 304, 319, 333, 338, 343
Soho, 24, 26, 28, 29, 31, 33, 38, 40, 46, 48, 51, 55, 185, 333
Southwell, Reverend Henry churchman, 46, 291, 293
Spitalfields, 24, 26, 33, 344
St. Anne’s, church, 24, 26, 29, 31, 38
St. Clement Danes, church, 27, 28
St. Martin’s Lane Academy, 20, 47, 48, 51, 119, 121, 333
St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields, church, 31, 46
St. Pancras, parish, 56, 58, 69
St. Paul’s Churchyard, 81, 255, 276, 288
Stationers’ Company, 227, 324
Steele, Sir Richard, 107
Steevens, George Shakespearean commentator, 116, 297, 300
Stevens, John engraver, 180, 182
Stockdale, John publisher, 331, 332
Stothard, Thomas painter, 17, 18, 269, 310, 311, 325, 327, 334
Strahan, William printer, 132, 229, 233, 300, 304, 310, 326, 342
Strand, 28, 33, 35, 227, 228, 296, 319
Strange, Robert engraver, 19, 44, 48, 52, 85, 241, 338
Strawberry Hill, 147, 150, 151, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 340, 341, 342, 344,
345
Strutt, Joseph engraver, 180
Stuart, John “Athenian”, architect, 64, 273, 312, 318, 337, 345
Sullivan, Luke engraver, 49
Swift, Jonathan, 35
Sydney, Temple fictional historian, 257, 258, 260, 262, 292
Sympson, Samuel engraver, 74, 175
Taylor, Isaac engraver, 52, 134, 138, 198, 298, 304, 329
Teniers, David painter, 194
The Guardian, 107, 112, 115, 324
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The Spectator, 107, 112, 115, 227, 324, 329
The Tatler, 107, 112, 115, 324, 329
Theobald, Lewis Shakespeare editor, 76, 295, 300
Thieriot, Nicolas Claude Voltaire’s friend and agent, 35
Thompson, Reverend Ebenezer writer, 46
Thomson, James poet, 296
Thornhill, Sir James painter, 16, 47, 282, 283, 284
Thornthwaite, John engraver, 17, 304, 306, 315
Thorpe-le-Soken, 26, 27, 33, 343
Timperley, Charles printer, 256
Tindal, Nicolas translator and historian, 11, 15, 86, 91, 119, 120, 167, 230, 231, 237, 248,
252, 254, 256
Toms, William engraver, 76, 81
Tonson, Jacob bookseller-publishers, 106, 107, 226, 227, 229, 324, 333
Truchy, Louis engraver, 36, 78, 140
Turk’s Head, tavern, 48, 51, 121
Tyson, Michael antiquary, 118
Uwins, Thomas artist, 9, 69, 70
Van Audenaerde, Robert engraver, 279
Vandergucht, Gerard engraver, 76, 300
Vandyke, Anthony painter, 184, 266, 269, 276
Vanloo, Charles-André painter, 205
Vauxhall, pleasure gardens, 45, 49, 77, 78, 91, 92, 96, 97, 101
Vertue, George engraver, 15, 47, 49, 72, 143, 158, 231, 254, 341
Virgil, 126, 127
Vivares, landscape engraver, 13, 56, 73, 76, 78, 100, 138, 140, 172, 173, 175, 176, 180,
224, 225
Voltaire, François-Marie Arouet, 18, 35, 36, 61, 67, 321, 322, 323, 324, 340, 342
Wale, Samuel artist, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 20, 47, 48, 50, 52, 64, 91, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122,
124, 125, 129, 136, 139, 150, 152, 179, 183, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 253, 257, 261, 262,
264, 265, 266, 273, 275, 288, 292, 294, 295, 319, 333, 341
Walker, Anthony engraver, 14, 52, 103, 111, 180, 185, 190, 235, 275, 276
Walker, William engraver, 262, 298, 301, 304, 321, 326
Warburton, Reverend William writer, 111
Warren, Charles engraver, 67, 69
Warwick, Francis Greville, first Earl of, 165
Watteau, Antoine painter, 194
Wenman, Joseph bookseller-publisher, 318, 319, 324
Westwood, John engraver, 285
White, Charles engraver, 198, 266, 293, 301, 310
Wilkes, John politician, 39, 196
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Wilson, Benjamin painter, 209, 214, 215
Wilson, J. bookseller-publisher, 54, 55
Woollett, William engraver, 19, 52, 54, 183, 225
Young, Edward poet, 115, 331
Zoffany, Johann painter, 215
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